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FILE NO. 170441

1

6/20/2017

ORDINANCE NO.

[Health Code - Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products]

2

3

Ordinance amending the Health Code
to prohibit tobacco retailers
from selling flavored
.
'

4

tobacco products, including menthol cigarettes.

5

NOTE:

6
7
8

Unchanged Code text and.-uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman tont.
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times ]'kw Roman font.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font.
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

9

10

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

11

12

Section 1. The Health Code is hereby amended by adding Article 190, entitled

13

"Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products," consisting of Sections 190.1 through

14

19Q.8, to read as follows:

15
16

ARTICLE 190: PROHIBITING THE SALE OF FIAVORED TOBACCO PRODUCTS

17

18

SEC.190.1. FINDINGS.

19

(a) Tobacco use remains the leading cause ofpreventable death in the United States, killing

20

more than 480, 000 people each year. It causes or contributes to many fOrms ofcancer, as well as heart

21

disease and respiratory diseases, among other health disorders. Tobacco use remains a public health

22

crisis o(the first order, in terms o[the human suffering and loss ofli(e it causes, the financial costs it

23

imposes on society. and the burdens it places on our health care system. The financial cost oftobacco .

24

use in San Francisco alone amounts to $380 million per year in direct health care expenses and lost

25

productivity.
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1

(b) Flavored tobacco products are commonly sold by California tobacco retailers. For

2

example;· 97.4% of stores that sell cigarettes sell menthol cigarettes,· 94.5% of stores that sell little

3

cigars sell them in flavored varieties; 84.2% of stores that sell electronic smoking devices sell flavored

4

varieties; and 83.8% of stores that sell chew or snus sell flavored varieties. 70% oftobacco retailers

5

within 1,000 feet of~an Francisco schools sell flavored tobacco producis· other than menthol

6

Cigarettes, and nearly all sell menthol cigarettes.

7

(c} Each day. about 2,500 children in the- United States try their first cigarette; and another

8

400 children under 18 years of age become new regular, daily smokers. 81% of youth who have ever

9

used a tobacco product report that the first tobacco product they used was flavored. Flavored tobacco

10

products promote youth initiation of tobacco use and help young occasional smokers to become daily

11

smokers by reducing or masking the natural harshness and taste of tobacco smoke and thereby

12

increasing the appeal of tobacco products. As tobacco companies well know, menthol, in particular,

· 13

cools and numbs the throat to reduce throat irritation and make the smoke feel smoother, making

14

menthol cigarettes an appealing option for youth who are initiating tobacco use. Tobacco companies

15

have used flavorings su.ch as mint and wintergreen in smokeless tobacco products as part of a

16

"graduation strategy" to encourage new users to start with tobacco products with lower levels of

17

nicotine and progress to products with higher levels of nicotine. It is therefore unsurprising that young

18

people are much more likely to use menthol-, candy- and fruit-flavored tobacco products, including not

19

just cigarettes but also cigars, cigarillos. and hookah tobacco, than adults. Data from the National

20

Youth Tobacco Survey indicate that more than two-fifths of U.S. middle school and high school smokers

21

report using flavored little cigars or flavored cigarettes. Further, the Centers for Disease Control and

22

Prevention has reported a more than 800% increase in electronic cigarette use among middle school

23

and high school students between 2011and2015. Nicotine solutions, which are consumed via

24

electronic smoking devices such as electronic Cigarettes, are sold in thousands of flavors that appeal to

25

youth, such as cotton candy and bubble gum.

.

.
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1

(d) Much as young people disproportionately use flavored tobacco products including menthol

2

cigarettes, the same can be said of certain minority groups. In one survey, the percentage ofpeople

3

who smoke cigarettes that reported smoking menthol cigarettes in the prior month included, most

4

dramatically, 82.6% of Blacks or African-Americans who smoke cigarettes. The statistics for other

.5

groups were: 53.2% of Native Hawaiians or Other Pacific Islanders who smoke cigarettes; 36.9% of

6

individuals with multiracial backgrounds who smoke cigarettes; 32.3% of Hispanics or Latinos who

7

smoke cigarettes; 31.2% ofAsians who smoke cigarettes; 24.8% ofAmerican Indians or Alaska Natives

8

who smoke cigarettes; and 23.8% of Whites or Caucasians who smoke cigarettes. People who identify

9

as LGBT and young adults with mental health conditions also struggle with disproportionately high

1O

rates of menthol cigarette use. The disproportionate use of menthol cigarettes among targeted groups,

11

especially the extremely high use among African-Americans, is troubling because of the long-term

12

adverse health impacts on those groups.

13

( e) Between 2004 and 2014, overall smoking prevalence decreased, but use of menthol

14

cigarettes increased among both young adults (ages 18-25) and other adults (ages 26+ ). These

15

statistics are consistent with the finding that smoldng menthol cigarettes reduces the likelihood of

16

successfully quitting smoking. Scientific modeling has projected that a national ban on menthol

17

cigarettes could save between 300,000 and 600,000 lives by 2050.

18

19

SEC. 19Q.2. DEFINITIONS.

20

For purposes of this Article 190. the following definitions shall apply:

21

"Characterizing Flavor" means a Distinguishable taste ~aroma or both. other than the taste

22 ·

or aroma of tobacco, imparted by a Tobacco Product or any byproduct produced by the Tobacco

23

Product. Characterizing Flavors include, but are not limited to, tastes or aromas relating to any fruit,

24

chocolate, vanilla, honey, candy, cocoa, dessert, alcoholic beverage, menthol, mint, wintergreen, herb,

25

or spice. A Tobacco Product shall not be detennined to have a Characterizing Flavor solely because
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1

of the use of additives or flavorings or the provision of ingredient information. Rather, it is the

2

presence ofa Distinguishable taste or aroma or both, as described in the first sentence of this

3

definition, that constitutes a Characterizing Flavor.

4
5

6

"Cigarette" has the meaning set forth in 21 U.S.C. § 387(3 ), as may be amended from time to
time.
"Constituent" means any ingredient, substance, chemical, or compound, other than tobacco,

7

water, or reconstituted tobacco sheet that is added by the manufacturer to a Tobacco Product during

·s

the processing. manufacture, or packing of the Tobacco Product.

9

"Director" has the meaning set forth in Health Code Section 19H.2.

10

"Distinguishable" means perceivable by either the sense of smell or taste.

11

"Establishment" has the meaning set forth in Health Code Section 19H.2.

12

"Flavored Cigarette" means a Cigarette that contains a Constituent that imparts a

13

14

15
16
17

Characterizing Flavor.
"Flavored Tobacco Product" means any Tobacco Product, other than a Cigarette, that

· contains a Constituent that imparts a Characterizing Flavor.
"Labeling" means written, printed, pictorial, or graphic matter upon any Tobacco Product or
any ofits Packaging.

18

"Packaging" means a pack, box, carton, or container of any kind or, if no other container, any

19

wrapping (including cellophane) in which a·Tobacco Product is sold or offered for sale to a consumer.

20

"Tobacco Product" has the meaning set forth in Health Code Section 19H.2.

21
22
23

SEC 190.3. SALE OR DISTRIBUTION OF FLAVORED TOBACCO PRODUCTS
PROHIBITED.

24

(a)

25

prohibited.

'The sale or distribution by an Establishment of any Flavored Tobacco Product is
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1

(b)

There shall be a rebuttable presumption that aA Tobacco Product, other than a

2

Cigarette. is presumed to be a Flavored Tobacco Product ifa Manufacturer or any of the

3

Manufacturer's agents or employees, in the course of their agency or employment, has.;.

4

------<(-+1-+)--made a statement or claim directed to consumers or to the public that the

5

Tobacco Product has or produces a Characterizing Flavor, including, but not limited to, text, color,

6

and/or images on the product's Labeling or Packaging that are used to explicitly or implicitly

7

communicate that the Tobacco Product has a Characterizing Flavor:,ef

(2)

8
9

1O

taken actions directed to consumers that Y.'ould be reasonably expected

to result in consumers receiving the message that the Tobacco Product imparts a
Characterizing Flavor:.

11
12

SEC 190.4. SALE OR DISTRIBUTION OF Fl.A VORED CIGARETTES PROHIBITED.

13

(a)

The sale or distribution by an Establishment of any Flavored Cigarette is prohibited.

14

(b)

There shall be a rebuttable presumption that aA Cigarette is presumed to be..Q

15

Flavored Cigarette ifa Manufacturer or any of the Manufacturer's agents or employees, in the course

16

of their agency or employment, has.;.

17

----;(-t1+)--ma.de a statement or claim directed to consumers or to the public that the

18

Cigarette has or produces a_ Characterizing Flavor, including. but not limited to, text, color. and/or

19

images on the product's Labeling or Packaging that are used to explicitly or implicitly communicate

20

that the Cigarette has a Characterizing Flavor:,ef
(2)

21

taken actions directed to consumers that would be reasonably expected

22

to result in consumers receiving the message that th~ Cigarette imparts a Characterizing

23

Flavor:.

24

25
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1

SEC. 190.5. ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS.

2

The Director may adopt rules, regulations, or guidelines for the implementation and

3

enforcement of this Article 190.

4
5

SEC. 190.6. ENFORCEMENT.

6

The Director, or his or her designee, may enforce Sections 190.3and190.4 pursuant to

7

Articles 19 et seq. of the Health Code, including but not limited to Article 19H.

8

9

SEC 190.7. NO CONFLICT WITH FEDERAL OR STATE LAW.

10
11

Nothing in this Article 19.Q shall be interpreted or applied so as to create any requirement,
power, or duty that is preempted by federal or state law.

12
13

SEC. 190.8. SEVERABILITY.

14

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or Word of this Article 190, or any

15

application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a court

16

of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or

17

applications of the Article. The Board of Supervisors hereby declares that it would have passed this

. 18

Article, and each section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, and word not declared invalid or

19

unconstitutional without regard to whether any other portion of this Article or application thereof

20

would be subs~quently declared invalid or unconstitutional.

21

22

23

Section 2. The Health Code is hereby amended by adding Section 19H.14-2, to read·
as follows: ·

24

25
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1

2

SEC. 19H.14-2. CONDUCT VIOIATING HEALTH CODE ARTICLE 190 (PROHIBITING
THE SALE OF FLAVORED TOBACCO PRODUCTS).
(a)

3

Upon a decision by the Director that the Permittee or the Permittee 's agent or employee

4

has engaged in any conduct that violates Health Code Section 190.3 (Sale or Distribution o(Flavored

5

Tobacco Produets Prohibited), the Director may suspend a Tobacco Sales permit as set forth in Section

6

19H.19.
(b)

7

Upon a decision by the Director that the Permittee or the Permittee 's agent or employee

8

has engaged in any conduct that violates Health Code Section 190.4 (Sale or Distribution of Flavored

9

Cigarettes Prohibited). the Director may suspend a Tobacco Sales permit as set forth in Section

10

19H.19.
(c)

11

The Director shall commence enforcement under this Section 19H.14-2 by serving either

12

a notice of correction under Section 19H.21 or a notice ofinitial determination under Section 19H.22

13

of this Article 19H.

14

II

'15

II

16

II

17

II

18

II

19

II

20

II

21

II

22

II

23

II

24

II

25

II
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1

Section 3. Effective and Operative Dates.

2

{a)

This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after enactment. Enactment

3

occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or

4

does not s,ign the 'ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors

5

overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance.
(b)

6

This ordinance shall become operative on Janua1yApril

1, 2018.

7
8

9

10
.11

12
13

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNI
. HERRERA, CityAttorney
By:
nne Pearson
Deputy City Attorney
n:\legana\as2017\17DD412\01200817.docx

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
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REVISED LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
(6/20/2017, Amended in Board)

[Health Code - Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products]
Ordinance amending the Health Code to prohibit tobacco retailers from selling flavored
tobacco products, including menthol cigarettes

Existing Law
Federal law bans the manufacture of cigarettes with characterizing flavors, other than the
flavor of menthol and tobacco. Federal law does not ban the manufacture of menthol
cigarettes or flavored tobacco products other than cig~rettes.
Amendments to Current Law
The proposed ordinance amends the Health Code to prohibit local tobacco retailers from
selling fiavored tobacco products. The tobacco products that wo'uld be subject to the
prohibition on sale would include, but not be limitedto, flavored cigarettes, including menthol
·cigarettes, flavored cigars, flavored smokeless tobacco, flavored shisha, and flavored nicotine
solutions that are used in electronic cigarettes.
The ordinance defines a flavored'tobacco product as a tobacco product that contains a
constituent that imparts a characterizing flavor. The ordinance would create a presumption
that a tobacco product is flavored if the tobacco manufacturer makes a statement or Claim that
the product has· a characterizing flavor.. For example, if the packaging in which a tobacco
product is sold is printed with the word "grape" or with an image .of grapes, the tobacco
product would be presumed to be flavored, and subject to the restriction on sale.
Violation of the ordinance would be punishable by a suspension of the retailer's tobacco
license.
Background Information
Tobacco use remains the leading cause of preventable death in the United States,. killing
more than 480,000 people each year. It causes or contributes to many forms of cancer, as
well as heart disease and respiratory diseases, among other health disorders. The financial
cost of tobacco use in San Francisco alone amounts to $380 million per: year in direct health
.care expenses and lost productivity.
Although federal law prol)ibits the manufacture of flavored cigarettes; it does not ban menthol
cigarettes or other types of flavored tobacco products, which are widely available in flavors

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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tike bubble gum, cotton candy, banana, cherry and·vanilla. Each day, about 2,500 children in
the United States try their first cigarette; and another 400 children under 18 years of age
become new regular, daily snickers. 81% of youth who have ever used a tobacco product ·
report that the first tobacco product they used was flavored.
·
·
Flavored tobacco products promote youth initiation of tobacco use. and help young occasional
smokers to become daily smokers ·by reducing or masking the natu~al harshness and taste of
tobacco smoke and thereby increasing the appeal of tobacco products. Menthol, in particular,
cools and numbs the throat to reduce throat irritation and make the smoke feel smoother,.
making menthol cigarette$ an· appealing option for youth who are Initiating tobacco use.
Young people are much more likely to use menthol-, candy- and fruit-flavored tobacco
products, including not just cigarettes but also cigars, cigarillos, and hookah toba,cco, than
adults.
Much as young people disproportionately l:lse flavored tobacco products includ.ing menthol
cigarettes, the same can be said of certain minority groups. In one survey, the percentage of
people who smoke Ciga'rettes that reported ·smoking menthol cigarettes in the prior month
included, most dramatically, 82.6% of Blacks or African-Americans who smoke cigarettes.
The statistics for other groups were: 53 .2% of Native Hawaiians or Other Pacific islanders
who smoke -cigarettes; 36.9% of individuals with multiracial backgrounds who smoke
cigarettes; 32.3% of Hispanics or Latinos who ·smoke cigarettes; 31.2% of Asians who smoke
cigarettes; 24.8% of American lndi~ns or Alaska Natives who smoke cigarettes; an·d 23.8% of
Whites or Caucasians wlio smoke cigarettes. People who identify as LGBT and young adults
with mental health conditions also struggle with disproportionately high rates of menthol
ciga_rette use. The disproportionate use of menthol cigarettes among targeted gr01,.1ps,
especially the extremely high L!Se among African-American·s, is troubling because of-the· longterm adverse health impacts qn those groups.
·
Between 2004 and 2014, overall smoking prevalence d.ecreased, but use of menthol
cigarettes increased ar:nong both young adults (ages· 18-25) and other adults (ages 26+).
These statistics are consistent with the finding that smoking menthol cigarettes reduces the
li~elihood of successfully quitting smoking. Scientific modeling has projected that a national
ban on menthol cigarettes could save between 300,000 and 600,000 lives by 2050.'

n:\legana\as2017\1700412\Q11B5740.docx
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CITY AND CoUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

EDWIN

.

M.LEE, MAYOR

OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS

S''}K .FRAt1~Tsc<:). .

REGJNA D1cK-ENDR1ZZ1; Dt~croR

OFFlCE . OFSMALL Bl).?INE~S
June7,2017
Ms. Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board
City Hall Room 244
·
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

RE: BOS File No. 170441 LHealth Code - Banning the Sale of Pl?-:ored Tobacco Products]
Small Bushie~s Commission Recommendation to the Board of Supervisors: Do not approve
Dear :Ms. Calvillo,
Ori May 8, 2017, the Small Bushiess Commission (SBC) voted (4-0, 2 absent, 1 recused) to
recommend that the Boaxd ofSupe;rv:isors not approve BOS Fik No. 170441.
The Small Business Cornn;iission is supportive of the health-related intent behind the legislation, but
questioned its implications and impact on San Francisco small businesses that sell tobacco products
and impact the tax revenue that is collect that l:ielps to offset the impacts of the tobacco. The SBC
in general does not support outright bans as a means of achieving a policy objective, particularly
when the ban is applying a year 2000 regulatory mod.el that does not account for current day
consumer behavior on where and how retail goods ate purchased. The SBC noted that is best for
San Francisco small bushiesses and health policy goals to implement such regulation at the srate
level
One of the :finding in this ordinance is to justify the need to ban flavored products is to reduce to
youth acces~ to smoking. San Francisco and the state of Califom1a changed the legal age to
·
purchase tobacco from 18 to 21. The .intent of these laws-was to reduce youth access with a focus
on teenagers between ages 15 and 171 • ·The SBC sent a recommendation "To Approve' ,the age
increase from 18 to 21.
·
.
San Francisco's lawwentinto effective June 1, 2016 and California's lawwis effective June 9, 2016.
It has been one y~ since these laws became effective. The SBC noted that before enacting this
ordinance the Department of Public Health needs to report on whether the change in.legal age from
18 to 21 has or has/not reduced youth ac"cess to tobacco products and becoming addicted: To
continue to site national data to justify the need to ban any tobacco product at the local level now or
in the future will not reflect the data and effectiveness of change in legal age in SJ;? and C~ornia.

In the Upited States, Califon:rla and Hawaii are the only 2 states where the legal age to purch~e
tobacc;:o is 21; 4 states have the legal age at 19; and the remaining 44 states "and two territories have
1

Institute ofMedicine

OFFJCE OF SMALL BUSINESS • SMALL BUSINESS COMMlSSION
1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETI PLACE, ROOM 110, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681
.
•
(415) 554-6408
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the legal age at 18.

Figure 1: U.S. Map ofTobacco Minimum Purchase Age .
.Minimum
age to
purchase·
toba~o
.. 21)'Sl'SCllz:f

Ri'1s

s1B

The SBC noted that to achieve the health policy goal of this ordinance the definition of
''Establishment"' needs to include online re1:lri.lers and delivery apps based outside of SF. The law
does not prohibit individuals from online purchases or utilizil:tg delivery apps of businesses outside
San Francisco; it does prohibit the sale and delivery of those.products by San Francisco businesses
(whether i;i physical. stores or on local business websites). It is n.ot logical that an individual located
in San Francisco is not be able to pu:tcha!ie from an ooline rerniler in SF,'but can. purchase the same
product from an online retailer that is located outside of SF.
Flavored. tobacco products can be easily purchased in Daly City and any other city easily accessible
to San Francisco boarders.
The SBC did note that' while other cities are passing laws reducing access to flavored tobacco, these
cities do not have a full ban on ill flavored tobacco products for ill tobacco licen.se holders and this
proposed ordinance does.
New York City: There is a ban on flavored tobacco products, excluding menthol flavored
products~
·
Chicago: Based retailers located within a 500 foot radius of an elementary, middle or
secon.dru:y s.chooL Exception for a "Rernil Tobacco Store" that derives more than 80% ofits
gross revenue from the sale ofloose tobacco, cigarettes, cigarillos, cigars, pipes, other
smoking devices and accessories.
Berkeley (600 foot buffer zone around K-12 schools). Effective Jan. 1, 2017
Santa Clara County: Retailers only accessible to 21 + ari:z c:Xempted and can still sell flavored
tobacco products. The existing ordinance does not include flavored electronic cigarettes, and
th~ enforcemerit 'policy will not be applied to adult-only tobacco rernilers.
.
.
Hayward: Banned new hookah lounges ~d vapor stores that sell e-cigarettes. Exisciog vapor
store~, hook.ah lounges, and businesses that sell tobacco would not be.affected.
Pending: Oakland the ordinance would prohibit ill flavored tobacco products from being
sold in Oakland, except for stores that primarily sell tobacco and are off limits to people
you:ngei than 18.
Pending: San Leandro bans opening new hookah-lounges and vapor stores that sell ecigarettes. The-proposal. to ban menthol cigarettes was put on hold..
OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS • SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
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Director's Note:
Much of the flavored tobacco products can be purchased online without having to present ID at
purchase or delivery of the product. Cigarettes are not as easily purchased through an online retailer.
Attached are two receipts of products· that I purchased online_ I did not have to pay the 273%
.
tobacco tax that is required by the SUi.te of Califomia for non-cigarette tobacco products. Because I
wanted to test the ease of purchasing and delivery of these fu.vored tobacco products I paid a fairly
· high shipping charge due to the small. amount of items purchased. For this company purchasing
approximately $64.00 in product the base shipping cost is the equivalent to the 27.3% that and
individual would pay in tax for s~ goods purchased in SF.
San Francisco is ground zero for app creation.. People are becoming more accustom of being able to
purchase anything they want to through the ·fingertips of their phone and if it does not exist then it
will be created. It naive to think that reducing access via brick and mortar will not spur the creation ·
of apps to :fill the gap. Any ::i-dditional legislation being considered to further restrict the access to
tobacco and cigarettes will definitely drive the creation of this mark~t.
In surnrna.ry the SBC recommends the Board of Supervisors consider:
• Do an analysis on the effect of raising the legal purchase age from 18 to 21 do determine if it
does meet its object of reducing youth access and addition..
• Amend the law so that is also restricts any online sales and delivety of fu.vored tobacco
products into San Francisco.
Thank you for considering the Commission's comments. Please feel free to contact n:i.e should you
have any questions.

Sincerely, ·

Regina Dick-Endrizzi
Director, Office of Small-Business

cc:

Malia Cohen, Board of Supervisors
Ahsha Safai, Board of Supervisors
London Breed, Board of Supervisors
M.ar:k Farr~ Board of Supervisors
Jeff Sheehy, Board of Supervisors
Katy Tang, Board of Supervisors
Nicole Elliott, l\fayors Office
Mawuli Tug~enyoh, Mayor's Office
Lisa Pagan, Office o_fEconomic and Workforce Development
Erica Major, Public Safety & Neighborhood Services Committee'
OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS • SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
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Banning the· Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products:
Economic Impact Report
Office of Economic Analysis
Item# 170441
June 13, 2017
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lntroductfon

•

•
•
•
•

•

The proposed legislation amends the San Francisco Health Code to prohibit local tobacco
retailers from selling flavored tobacco products, including menthol cigarettes, flavored
chewing tobacco, and flavored liquids containing nicotine designed to be used with.
electronic cigarettes.
The law does not criminalize the possession or use of flavored tobacco, only its sale by
retailers within the city.
Unflavored tobacco product sales would not be affected. Tobacco products are
considered to be flavored, if they are advertised as having a _distinctive flavor.
If passed, the l~w would go into effect on January 2018.
Retailers in San Francisco are required to possess a permit to sell tobacco. The only
penalty for violation of the ban is a potential of the suspens[on of tobacco s·ales permit,
. at the discretion of Director of Public Health.
The Office of Economic Analysis has determined that if.enacted, the proposed ban could
have a material economic
impact on
.
. the city's economy.

Controllers Office• Office of Economic Analysis
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History of Flavored Tobacco Bans at the Federal, State & Local Levels

•

Flavored tobacco bans, including both traditional and electronic cigarettes, have become
increasingly common· across the United States
in recent years.
.
.

•

On September 22, 2009, the FDA banned "characterizing flavors" in cigarettes such as an
herb or spice, including strawberry, grape, orange, clove, cinnamon, pineapple, vanilla,
coconut, licorice, cocoa, chocolate, cherry, or coffee.

•

The ban was authorized by the FDA under the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco
Control Act, which is a part of a national effort by the FDA to reduce smoking in America.
However, the FDA stopped short of prohibiting menthol in cigarettes or flavoring in other
tobacco products such as e-cigarettes, cigars, smokeless tobacco, etc. The FDA law,
however, does not prohibit states and localities from banning flavored.tobacco products.

•

•

On October 28, 2009, New York City banned the sale of most flavored tobacco products,
exempting only certain flavors.

•

On July 1, 2009 Maine.banned the sale of flavored cigarettes & cigars in the state.

•

On October 1; 2008, New Jersey banned the sale of flavored cigarettes but exempted .
menthol and clove cigarettes.

Controller's Office • Office of Economic Analysis
City and County of San Francisco
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Use of Electronic Smoking Devic~s and Flavored Tobacco Products

•

•

According to a 2016 study* the use of electronic smoking devices (e-cigarettes, ehookah, hookah pens, vape pens) has dramatically increased over the last few years. ·
Nationally, only 3.7% of adults currently use e-cigarettes b'ut in California the rate is
5.8%. The breakdown· ofl:he CA rate by age shows that the prevalence rate is 9.4% for
young adults (aged 18-24) whereas the rate. is 7.4% for smokers aged 25-44 and 2.6% for
smokers aged 45~5. Currently, no data ·js ayailable at the county level but similar tren~s
are_ likely observed at the city leveL
The report also cited that nationally, e-cigarettes prevalence rate among high schoolers is
13.4% and is considered the mqst common tobacco product .use; whereas the rate for
Californian youth (aged 12-17) was reported to be 13.7%. The study a[so showed that the
average (male & female) prevalence rate among Jth, gth and 11th grader was 8.0%, 13 ..-:3%
and 15.4%, respectively.

*California Tobacco Facts and Figures: Over 25 Years ofToba.cco Control in California, California Department of Public
Health, California Tobacco Control Program, October 2D16.
https://archive.cdph.ca:gov/prcigrams/tobacco/Documents/CDPH%20CTCP%20Refresh/Research%2Dand%20Evaluation/Fac
ts%20and%20Figures/2016FactsFigures-Web.pdf
·
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Use of Menthol Cigarettes and Other Flavored Tobacco Products

• · Menthol and other flavoring additives can ma.sk the harshness ~nd taste of tobacco, and
thus may partic_~l.ar!y appeal to youths and potential new smokers.
•

According· to a 2016 study*, nationally, 70% to 80% of all current middle and high school
tobacco users have used at least-one flavored tobacco produd in the past 30 days.
Nationally, about 25% to 30% of cigarette smokers use menthol cigarettes. The study
also cited that 34.9% of adult California smokers usually smoke menthol cigarettes.
The overall adult cigarette smoking rate for California was reported to be 11.6%; whereas
San Francisco rate was 10.1% which is about 15% lower than the state. No county level
rates are currently available for either menthol or e-cigarettes but it is likely that city
exhibits similarly 15% lower rate for menthol and e-cigarettes as well.

•

The study also pointed out the menthol cigarettes are disproportionally smoked by
adolescents, African Americans, and individuals who identify themselves as LGBT. Over
:SS% of African American adults in California usually smoke ·menthol cigarettes.

* California Tobacco Facts and Figures: Over 25 Years of Tobacco Control in C~lifornia,.California Department of P.ublic
Health, California Tobacco Control Program, October 2016.
https://archive.cdph.ca.gov/programs/tobacco/Documents/CDPH%20CTCP%20Refresh/Research%20and%20Evaluation/Fac
ts%20and%?0Figures/2016FactsFlgures-Web.odf
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Popu.lation and Number of Potential Teen and Adult Smokers in the City

•

Based on information from the California Health Information Survey, and the CDC's
Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance System; and population information from the
Census, we estimate the following prevalence· of cigarette and electronic cigarette use.

•

Adults are more than twice as likely to smoke as to use electronic clgarettes, whil~ teens
are nearly twice as likely to use electronic cigarettes as to smoke.
-

Teer({~gen2-17)

__ -Adtllt {Age~ 18+)_

Controller's Offi~e ··Office of Economic Analysis
Clty and County of San Francisco
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EStimated Sales of Flavored Cigarettes In San Francisco·

•

Based on the prevalence information on the previous page, the OEA. has estimated the
value of flavored tobacco cigarettes that would be affected by the legislation at
approximately $50 million per year, as detailed in the table below.
·
• Much less research has been done on the consumption of electronic cigarettes, and we
. do not have an estimate ofthose sales in the city.
--

.. -

Controller's Office • Office of EconomlcAnalysis
City ·and County of San Francisco
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_ Adult(Ag~s

is+)

7

Number and Composition of Affected Retailers in the City

•

•
•

•

•

While we have estimates bf the purchases made by San Francisco residents, we do not
kriow how many of those purchases are made at San Francisco retailers who would be
subject to the ban, as opposed to out-of-town or online retailers.
Permitted tobacco retailers that sell cigarettes are required to pay the Cigarette Litter
Abatement Fee to the City, to offset the City's c9st of cleaning disposed cigarette butts.
ln the third quarter of 2016, the last quarter available, 726 local retailers paid the fee.
Other permitted retailers, who sell flavored tobacco ·but do not sell cigarettes, do not pa·y
the fee.
·
Most of these retailers are small convenience stores or gasoline stations that sell fewer
than 20 packs of cigarettes per day. We have no information on how !llany sell flavored
cigarettes that would be subject to the ban, though in general, the California Department
of Public Health reports that 35% of cigarettes sold are menthol-flavored, and thus would
be covered by the ban.
.Because the City does not levy a foe on the sales of electronic cigarettes or nicotinebased liquids, we do not have any info~rnation on the sales of those products by San
Francisco retailers.

Controller's Office • Office pf Economic Analysis
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· ~conomic Impact Factor5 and Assessment

•

The proposed ban on flavored tobacco products can be expected to have three primary
effects on the local economy:
1. Reduction in tobacco product use: By reducing access to flavored tobacco products that are
particularly appealing to young people, it may reduce the future use or cigarettes an~ other
affected tobacco products. The reduction of cigarette smoking, in ·particular, would lead to longterm health benefits. In this event, tobacco retailers would be harmed by reduced sales, but
consumers, other retailers, and the public sector would benefit from replaced retail sales,
improved health, and lower health care costs in the future,
2. Switching from affected to unaffected tobacco products: Because some nicotine products are
affected by the proposed ban, while others are not, existing" users of flavored tobacco may
replace the consumption of flavored tobacco products with unflavored. This switching behavior
would liRely occur most with cigarettes, sine~ essentially all electronic cigarettes.are affected. In
this event, there will be essentially no impact on either consumers or retailers, since sales of one
type of tobacco product yvould be replaced by another.
3. Switching from affected retailers to on line or out-of-town retailers: Electronic cigarettes, are
widely available on line, and our research suggests prices are roughly comparable to local
retailers. If consumers choose to buy on line, there would be a net loss to local retailers and the
c;ity's econo·my, without any countervailing benefit.

•

Owing to an absence of detailed data on.tobacco consumption in the city,-we are unable
to estimate the relative.importance of these three.responses to the legislation.

Controller's Office • Office of Economic Analysis
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Staff Contact ·

Asim Khan, Ph.D., Prindpal Economist
asim.khan@sfgov.org

(415) 554-5369
Ted Egan, Ph.D., Chief Economist
ted.egan@sfgov.org

(415) ·554-5268

Controller's Offite •·office of Economic Analysis
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1617-RBM-07

Yottfb. Commission

(415) 554-6446

City~~

Room 345
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4532

{415) 554-:6140 PAX
www.sfgov.org/y~_commission

YOUTH COMMISSION

lMEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Erica Major, Clerk, Public Safety & Neighborhood Services
Youth Commission
Wednesday, May 17, 2018
Referral response to BOS File No. 170441 [[Health Code - Banning the Sale of
·
·
Flavored Tobacco Products]

At our Monday, May 8, 2017 meeting, the Youth Cof!Jmission voted to support the following
motion:
To support BOS File No.170441 -Ordinance amending the Health Code to prohibit
tobacco reta.ilers. from selling flavored tobacco products, includ!ng menthol cigarett~.

Youth Commissioners thank the Board of Supervisors for their attention to this issue. If you·
'have· any questions, please contact our office at (415) 554-6446, or yo1.:1r Yout~ Commissioner.

Chair, Madeleine Matz
Adopted on May 15, 2017
.
2016-2017 San Francisco Youth Commission

1
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''"Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Categories:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, June 22, 2017 8:09 AM
BOS-Supervisors; Carroll, John {BOS)
Major, Erica (BOS)
FW: The Board: Are you aware of the difference between tobacco products and tobacco
products
170441

From: Bengt-Olaf Wiberg [mailto:bengt-olof.wiberg@bowsolutions.se]
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2017 11:54 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>

Subject: Att: The Board: Are you aware of the difference between tobacco products and tobacco products

Dear Board members. It saddens me and and millions of people around the world to hear that you have
forbidden flavors in non combustion, smokeless tobacco products in what was once a liberal and intelligent city.
I trust you have heard about #to baccohannredilction. At least most of the res.t of the world has.
In January 2017 the word health organization publish a frightening report stating the facts that tobacco cigarette
smoking causes 6 million dead at a cost for the world society of astronornical 1,1 trillion US dollars annually.
Vaping, snus, snuff and dip has never caused anyone's death and has ·not caused any cost for the health either.
By forbidding :flavors, not only for cigarettes, but also for the above mentioned significantly less harmful
products you have therefore given smokers of traditional cigarettes an excuse to continue smoking these and
besides human tragedy by causing lung cancer and cardio vascular disease's it will also continue to be a huge
burdon of your health are budget.

I propose therefore that you make a clear distinction between the deadly tobacco smoking .and #harmreduction
products.·
·

I also suggest that you examine the works of Dr Brad Rodu, professor at Louisville University.
Best regards

Bengt Wiberg
CEO & patent holder
B-0 Wiberg Solutions AB
Lidingo
Org.nr. 556922-7902
Tel. +46-760151082
www.bowsolutions.se
1

1l6

www.facebook.com/Stingfreesnus
www.Stingfreesi:ms.com
info@bowsolutions.se
info(a),stingfree.snus.com

Tel: +46-760151082

2
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Carroll, John (BOS}

Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, June 22, 2017 11 :46 AM
ahall31@baker.edu; Carroll, John (BOS)
Major, Erica (BOS)
.
FW: Regarding Eliquid Ban File No. 1.70441

Ca~egories:

170441

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Hello,
Thank you for your email. It has been forwarded to the Board Members and will be added to the Petitions and
Communications section of our July 11, 2017 agenda. Looping in the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Clerk to
add it to the official file.
·
Regards,

Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall, Room 244
·san Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Phone: {415) 554-7703 I Fax: {415) 554-5163
Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org 1415-554-5184

From: Ashley Hall [mailto:ahall31@baker.edu]

Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2017 11:26 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, {BOS} <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>

Subject: Regarding Eliquid Ban

To whom it may concern,
As a smoker who was able to quit smoking due to vaping, it is a lifesaver. I was smoking since I was 18 and I
am almost 28. The delicious flavors that is in Eliquid is what helped me to quit smoking. Menthol, tobacco, and
similar flavors did not help me quit. It was my flavor Cinnamilk, which is a Creamy Cinnamon flavor.
Since quitting smoking, I can now climb stairs and play with my child with much better ease. The eliquid keeps
me from smoking. I honestly would end up going back to cigarettes ifl dicin't have any. I don't want those harsh
chemicals back .in my lungs, but the patch and other techniques similar do not work. I will just end up going
back every time.
·
·
With Eliquid, lam .able to use it for my oral and touch stimUlation that I received during smoking.
Also, I am no longer exposed to first, second, or third hand smoke. My child is no longer under exposure of
·second or third hand smoke. We do not get as sick as often, and our seasonal allergies do not impact us as much
as they used to.
Please take time to consider that vaping is an appropriate method to quit smoking. If anything, it is he~ping keep
· this kids off of smoking cigarettes. Preventing the sale of Eliquid will only increase smol(jng cigarettes,
including for teenagers.
Sincerely, a concerned mother,
Ashley Hall
Waterford, MI
(248) 979 -3948
1
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, June 22, 20171:42 PM
cyclicscooby@googlemail.com
BOS-Supervisors; Carroll, John (BOS)
FW: Recent ban on eliquids File No. 170441

Categories:

170441

Hello,
Thank you for your email. It has been forwarded to the Board Members and added to the Petitions and Communications
section of our July 11, 2017 agenda. Looping in the Public Safety ?nd Neighborhood Services Clerk to add it to the official
file.
Regards,
Board of Supervisors

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Phone: (415) 554-7703 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org 1415-554-5184
Please complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form by clicking h_ere.
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the
California Public Records Act and the San Frandsco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be
redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide persona/ identifying information when they communicate wfth the
Board of Supervisors and its ·committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office
regarding pending legislation or he_arings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's
Office does not redact any information from these-submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone
numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may
appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

From:·Chrisie Webb [mailto:cyclicscooby@googlemail.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2017 12:50 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Recent ban on eliquids

To whom it may concern..
I live in the UK. I smoked cigarettes and cannabis for 20 year's, then last November I bought a vape.
I tried a Strawberry flavoured eliquid, at full 18mg/ml strength, and stopped smoking THAT DAY..
I haven't had a single cigarettes or joint since then... It worked OVERNIGHT ... ! ! ! !
1

-t-1-H--9- ·

7 months later, I'm vaping 2mg/ml homemade eliquid, in various fruity flavours, and haven't looked back. I
started reducing the nicotine strength within a month from 18mg, then 6mg to just 3mg., ---·Now I don't cough up 'gunk' every morning, I feel more awake, energetic, and also sleep better..
I also haven't had a headache, something which has plagued my adult life ..
The UK medical society has proven vaping to be 95% LESS HARMFUL than tobacco ..
I only smoked cigarettes,as a means to an end, to get my nicotine 'fix'. I now realise the taste was horrible, even
disgusting, but the addiction made me carry on regardless ..

If it wasn't for the flavoured eliquid, which are the same flavours used in food, and all approved by the FSA, I
probably wouldn't have quit smoking..
I think what you have done, banning flavoured eliquids is a crime against your o"Wn people, and a short sighted
approach to an I'll informed government.. .
Surely your only reason for this insane decision, is that you are bowing to the requests of the huge tobacco
industry at the cost of human lives and suffering of thousands of people from smoking related illnesses ..
Vaping eliquid has just FOUR ingredients, only one of which is addictive, the nicotrn:e. Again it's proven by the
highest medical professionais·that on its own, nicotine is no more harmful than caffeine ..
Cigarettes on the other hand have over a thousand very nasty poisons, which harm both the smoker and those
. around them, unlike vaping...
I hope you read this in full and think about your decision. I am disgusted that you are prepared to directly kill
so many people for money, power, and friends at the golf club
Kind regards
A truly disappointed vaper and EX smoker

2
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Carroll, John (BOS)
Frc;>m:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Tuesday, June 20, 2017 9:53 AM
Carroll, John (BOS); Major, Erica (BOS)
.
FW: File No. 170441 - Public/Written Comment for Regular Meeting 6/20/17 Agenda Item #15
AAGA Public Comment File No 170441.pdf; Arab Cultural and Community Center Letter Re
Ordinance 170441. pdf

Categories:

170441

Please place in file and for next Board packet

A~ S&lllMWo--.
Legislative Deputy Director
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.7711 direct I 415.554.5163 fax
alisa.somera@sfgov.org

•

·•i'.lclick HERE to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisor:s is subject to disclosure under the
California Public Records Ac(and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be
redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the
Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office
regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's
Office does not redact any information from these su~missions. This means that personal information-including names, phone
numbers, addresses and similar information that a member· of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may
appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may Inspect or copy.
From: Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 7:56 AM
To: Somera, Alisa {BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Subject: FW: File No. 170441- Public/Written Comment for Regular-Meeting 6/20/17 Agenda Item #15
For the file please.
Angela

From: Miriam Zouzounis [mailto:miriam.zouzounis@gmail.com)
§.
Sent:· Monday, June 19, 201712:15 PM
.
To: BOS-Legislative Aides <bas-legislative aides@sfgov.org>
Subject: File No. 170441 :- Public/Written Cqmme.nt for Regular Meeting 6/20/17 Agenda Item #15

File No. 170441- Public/Written Comment for Regular Meeting 6/20/17.Agendaitem#lS
Thank you.
1

.,, _____________________________ , , ______ --.....
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Arab American Grocers Association (AAGA)
200 Valencia St, San Francisco, CA 94103

6/19/2017
Re: File No. 170441
Honorable Supervisors,
Many of the locally founded San Francisco enterprises that you often praise; C.R.E.A.M, Bi-Rite, Gus's, Philz Coffee,
etc. were once Corner Markets. The opportunities and hard work that lead to the transformations you see today were no
easy feat, yet newer immigrant store owners will not be allowed the same prospects with the current and developing
restrictions and prohibitions levied on this secto.r. The Arab American Grocers A~sociation, whom represents over 400
businesses, in particular, has been a consistent civic partner since its inception and through generations while at the same
time upholding establishments that are vital parts ofneighborhoods and treasures of a rapidly changing City. We have
members who have gone out of business due to loss oflease (Rose's Market, across from SF General) and those.who have
tried to transition their model to· a full grocer with no alcohol or tobacco, and were swiftly run out of business by formula
retail and larger grocery stores (Healthy Haven, Divisadero). The factors facing this sector are many; workforce depletion·
via the gig economy, includiIJ.g online retail, automation and TNC drivers; supply chain disruptions due to Formula Retail
pressuring distributors to raise minimums and street and sidewalk changes, increased State taxes, onerous fees, permits,
and regulations on the City level and an environment of fear and confusion as a result of policies on the Federal level
targeting a large demographic of those working in this sector.
'
Many store ·owners and workers, including more than half our membership who was able to attend the Public Safety and
Neighborhood Services Committee Hearing, were not able to sit in the main Committee room due to overcrowding, and
were relegated to the overflow room. We are not the Tobacco Industry, we are not being paid to do this, we are working
for a living, arid we should not have to continually defend the fact that we are worthy people let alone worthy U.S.
Citizens, and throughout this process both have been put into question. ·
We feel there is still much more the Supervisors owe us in terms of an explanation of their logic. Why are we not banning
labeling? There are precedents in existing law that refer to the signage and advertising discussed in Committee--we are
already legally restricted from these types of advertisements and accessible table top displays of products. Why not
expand this particular precedent to address the concerns of seductive packaging and access? Why are the sponsors not
entertaining substantive amendments that merely give consideration to the amount of time these stores will need to default
on a lease or sell off inventory .they have aiready paid taxes on, or possibly recreate a compl~tely different business
model? Will this follow with an already drafted Ban on Filtered Cigarettes?.Where is the local data in this Ordinance?
There have been at least 5 laws in the past year that have sought to address. the same h~alth policy. goals, including
contradicting policy processes, i.e. long term phase outs like Article 19H whi~h counteracts with immediate prohibition.
Why are you disregarding the mechanisms already in place? We experience non-stop sting operations from Federal, State
and local entities, and SFPD is tasked to enforce things 3-4 times over. And how do you respond to the fact that the taxes
and fees we pay on our licenses goes directly to these very Departmental bodies, non-profits, and lobby organizations thaf
are vilifying us and de:i;nanding our submission? How do you pledge to protect and retain all the people of San Francisco?
The world is in a delicate place in which the severity of public safety and health issues are often recited as hashtags,
·
however, to proclaim solidarity and good will, means nothing when the economic dimension is being ignored.
We urge you to consider the consequences of this type of legislation~
Sincerely,
AAGA Board and Members
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Arab Cultural and Community Center.
2 Plaza Street, San Francisco, CA 94116
June 12, 2017 .
Honorable Supervisors,

BOARD MEMBERS
Allo/<b Abdttfrahim (Preritfent)
Samtr E!bandak (Vii:< Prr.riilent)
Undo Khotlfy-Umili (Secmary)
Sbadi Blkarra

Ahm<tiSakh
So11hi/ Zaim (Bx Ojfuio)

The Arab Cultural and Community Center (ACCC) was established in 1973 in
San Francisco. We serve 6,000 people a year with direct social service, youth
and culn.lral programming. The Arab community is diverse -in income,
ethnicity and religion, but our programming has inevitably had to direct
attention to those fleeing war since the 1990's. We ate a diaspora that have
found a home for generations in San Francisco and where many have become
established, we still have considera):ile demographics of low-income residents
and vulnerable populations. We have worked with the City and County over
the years and collaborated with the Girls and Boys Club, SFUSD, etc. to
establish programming and direct services. The Middle Eastern, Arab,
Muslim, and South Asian communities have been living in a real state of fear,
especially in the current climate and with laws corning down from the Fedetal
level. One of our member trade organizations is the Arab American Grocer
Association (AAGA). This industry in particular has been suffering as workers
and operators fear increased criminalization of the corner mru:ket indus!rf
with increased sting operations, difficulty in understanding new laws, .
misunderstanding the purpose of enforcement or regulatory bodies that may
be visiting their workplace, and are constantly battling restrictions in sending
money to family s.till in their coµntry of origin. y!e are writing as a
Conim.unity Organization in San Francisco to express our concern and
opposition to Ordinance 170441; 'Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco
Products', as it will only increase this criminalization of legally operating .
businesses including hookah lounges, ethnic/in:;port stores, comer markets
and smoke shops, and will disproportionately affect our communities. The
introducti0n of increased taxes and fees and ongoing difficulties to doing
business including increased rents, have already adversely affected this sector
and thwarted a clear path for the future for many families that are supported
by this vital demographic of small businesses. This law not only shows a lack
of regard for the sensitive federal climate but also the direct impact that this
will have on the Arab, Muslim and Sikh communities in San Francisco.
We encourage your deep consideration before a vote on this Legislation.
Additionally, we ask that the final Board vote be postponed
after the
Holy Month offuunadan, which is observed by a large majority of these store
owners. A final Board vote following Committee would fall not only during a
crucial breaking of fast time, but potentially also the ending Eid-al Fitr
Holiday.

until

Altayeb Abdulrahim
President of
Board of Directors 2017

the

Arab Cultural & Comm.unify Center
2 Plaza Street + San Francisco, CA 94116 + (415) 664-2200
www.arabculturecent.er.org

~---.

___ ,,

__________
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Honorable Supervisors,
Causa Justa:: Just Cause is writing to join in support with the Arab Ame1ican Grocers
Association and to express our conce111 and opposition to Ordinance 170441, 'Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products'. The introduction ofincreased taxes and fees and ongoing
regulations to doing business, have already adversely affected this sector and thwarted a clear
path for the future for many families that are supported by this vital demographic of small
businesses. This law n,ot only shows a lack of regard for the climate of increased va~ancies and
gentrification which is disproportionally impacting_ comm.unities of color and Immigrant
communities in San Francisco but also the value this mom and pop industry has as community
serving businesses.
Furthe1more we are deeply worried about the impacts this will have on already lnarginalized
communities that depend on retail as their sources of income and sustenance in an already
gentrifying city and who might completely be priced out and displaced out of the city. We hope
to suppmt eff01ts to improve health quality for all San Franciscan's but do not believe that tlns
banning effort effectively does that and tb.e inipacts to the livelihood of many middle class
business long term-contributing business owners and their employers outweigh the benefits of
the legislation. Lastly, banning flavor Tabaco sales in SF but not in_ neighboring cities will mean
that many community members will be selling and acquiring these products through the
underground economy of our city, we worry greatly about the criminalizing inipact this can have
on already highly cdminalized Black, Immigrant community members.
_ Thank you for yam consideration.

,,I

t;;

.....;:

Kitzia Esteva-Martinez
Community Rights Co-director,
Causa Justa : Just Cause
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Electronic Vaping c.oalition of America.
DC Address: 1629 K Street, NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20006
. Wisco,nsin_Addr.ess; P,O. Bo:i.; 510564; New BerliIJ, WI 53151,
www.evapiQgcoalition.org
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To: The San Prancisco Board ofSupervisors

·From: Mark.Block, Director,

Electronic Vaping ·Coalition ofAmerica

Re: An Outline of the lawsuit that will be filed upon
passage of the anti-vaping ordinance by this board

June 20, 201.7 ·

Con.tribliritm.s tD th~ Electronfc Vapmg Coafidon of.America [a.501 (c) [6) organization) are not deductible as thmitab[e d/ntrl'buttans-on the dimer's federal
fncbmetaxreturn. Thf!Y may-be_ileduccib/e as trade or biisfncis expenses iforamary andnecessary in the i:onducc ofthe taXpayer"s business.
o/e sugge.styou cansul~·withyaur accaUlltantar legaf advisor.

··------·-··--·----tt-s·--·---. - . ---·--·--····-·----------------·- . . . . . - -
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June 20, 2017

TO: The San Francisco Board of Supervisors
FROM: Mark Block, Executive Director, Electronic Vaping Coalition of America
(EVCA) mark. block@evapinqcoalitlon.org
RE: An outline of the -lawsuit that will be filed upon passage of the anti-vaping
ordinance by this board.

Members of the Board, you have launched a campaign based on flawed facts,
science and theory. Under the gwise of protecting youth from the evils of
cigarettes, you have set about to prohibit the one effective, safe way for tobac.co
addicts to get relief from the life of illness and death they eventually face.
You know as well as ·anyone, indeed, better than. most, that va.ping is at a
~nd in the words of
Dr. Dunn, it is completely safe. You know better than most that nearly half a
billion people die every year from .illness and death resulting from smoking
combustible cigarettes.

minimum, 95 percent safer than combustible cigarettes,

And you know better than most what will happen to your cigarette/tobacco
settlement money as vaping sales grow - sales of tobacco will" go down, down, and
down. As a result, your available cash for the budget will be there at the first of
the cycle,. but not for the end and beginning of the next.
Your justification for regulating flavors is that in this way you can control youth .
behavior. Think again. Outlawing e-liquids will simply entice minors who might be
wavering to do that which is forbidden. It will not deter those who smoke, it will
not induce those who have no intention of smoking, but it will hurry along the
experiment of those that would experiment. Nothing motivates a teenager seeking
mischief so much as unlawfulness in securing something he or she is not supposed
to have.· .
So, in order to achieve economic value for your government budget you will
sacrifice public health, safety and welfare.
But we will try to stop you, and expect to file a lawsuit that will incorporate at
least the causes of action set forth herein:
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I. EQUAL PROTECTION OF LAWS.
If passed, the ordinance will violate the equal protection clause of the
constitutions of both the state of California and the United States of
America; California 1s as complement to the U.S. except that it may go even

further, and if so, a separate California case would be filed for at least one to
three users of vaping, store ow~ers and users o~ cigare_ttes.
In ·analyzing the facts, please consider:
Henry can, on one side of a store buy and drink a flavored alcohol~c
beverage; while Jason, on the other side of the same store, cannot buy,
nor can the store sell, a flavored vaping liquid. The distinction is made.
even more absurd by the fact that alcohol is specialfy treated under the
California Constitution where the people established through initiative,
control of alcohol, acknowledging that alcohol is a dangerous substance
deserving of ·restrictions by the people. Vaplng and tobacc;:o are not,
particularly vaping - Congress has said that cigarettes cannot be
prohibited and has. not declared vaping to be dangerous.
The case that most clearly makes this out to be an equal protection
violation is Brown v. Merlo, 506 P.2d 212 (Supreme Court of California
en bane, Tobriner, J. writing the opinion) referring to, and making a part
of the argument in every leading U. S. Supreme Court decision.
The Court said that when an equal protection argument is ra.ised, the
Court must determine whether "persons similarly situated with

respect to the legitimate purpose of the law receive like

treatment.''
The Court also cited the federal rule: "The Equal Protection
Clause ...denies to the States the power to legislate that different
treatment be accorded to persons placed by a statute into. different
classes on the basis of criteria wholly unrelated to the objective of that
statute. A classification must be reasonable, not arbitrarv, and
must rest on some ground of difference having a fair and
substantial relation to the object of the legislation, so that all
persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike.,,., 38 P.
500 citing Purdv & Fitzpatrick v. state of California, 456 P.2d 645;
38 ALR 3d 1194, Darcy v. Mayor etc., of San Jose, 38 P. 500, 1894),
Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 75-6; Royster Guana Co. -v. Virginia, 253
U.S. 412; Eisenstadt v. B.aird, 405 U.S. 438, 446-447; Weber v. Aetna
Casualty & Surety Co, 406 U.S. 164. Thus, the rule is that when a
statute subjects one person to a different treatment, there is a
requirement of ..some rationalityin the nature of the class

--------~---~------
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signaled out/' Rinaldi v. Yeager, 384 U.S. 305, 308-9; H
v. Superior Court, 490 P.2d 1171

ayes

In a portion of the opinion particularly telling to this case is that which
holds that in determining the scope of the class of citizens singled out
for action by the state, ..a court cannot confine its view to the '
terms of the specific statute under attack, bUt must judge the
enactment's operation against the background of other
leqislativer administrative and judicial directives which govern
the legal rights of similar!vsituated persons. As the United
States supreme Court recognized Jong ago: •rhe question of
constitutional validitv is not to be determined by artificial
standards {continuing review 'within the four corners of a
'statute). What is required is that state actionr whether through
one aqencv or another, or through one enactment or more than
one, shall be consistent with the restrictions of the Federal
Constitution." Gregg Dying Co. v. Query, 286 U.S. 472; .James v.
strange, 408 U.S. 128.

When a classification is based upon a policy that has changed, or on
facts no longer existent1 the classification ends.
If a law overreaches and is overbroad, and "reaches out beyond
the individuals 'tainted with.the mischief' at which a statute is
directed, it imposes its burden on innocent individuals who do
not share he condemning characteristics.

Putting these rules into place on the facts of the proposed· ordinance,
one can see the argument as follows:
California has a general policy toward substance abuse or disabilities
that requires treatment and assistance. That is set forth in both the
California Constitution and laws (the Alcohol Control Act that
implements XXII of the Constitution and the Unruh Civil rights Act)
You will remember from the language rn Merlo, above, that one cannot
judge the situation on one statute alone when there are many which
make up the matrix of the base statutes at issue. Here there .are
several, because involved are people entitled to protection and care and
treatment under state pre~ernptive law, and San Francisco has not the
power to ·change state policy and pre-emptions.
Alcohol and tobacco are both in the classification, yet they are treated
differently: flavored alcohol can be purchased by adults, flavored eIiquid and e-cigarettes cannot now (Under the ordinance). There is no
rational relationship betvl(~en the two differing positions. In fact, the
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result is completely irration·a1: the more dangerous of the substances,
alcohol, triggers no action of prohibition, while the less dangerous,
vaping 1 i_s placed in the prohibition. That is not rational thought.
With all of the evidence that vaping is .a safer alternative to tobacco user
the city is attempting to end that practice, thus flying in the face of
article XXII of the state Constitution.·
The announced purpose of the ordinance is to prevent kids under 21
· fro"m taking up smoking - the prevailing idea is that these youth will be
more inclined to try vaping because of the flavor, then will switch to
cigarettes. ·.
But the ordinance overreaches because by outlawing sales to keep
youth from vaping, sales are outlawed for adults, and adults with a
· nicotine addiction ha.ve a protected state. Thus being overbroad, the :
ordinance should be. set aside.
·
Jn other words, in the language of Brown v • .Merlo, the persons who
would be doing mischief and need protection are youngsters under 21,
but the Council ·is not satisfied With that so they would prohibit all such ·
use eyen by adults. This scenario shows an ordinance drastically overreaching and punishing adults who would be prevented from vaping with
perfectly legal e-liquid and devI~es in order to be free of disease and
death.
Under Brown, and the myriad cases cited therein, we feel comfortable
in seeking relief from the ordinance on the equal protection of· laws.on
thi.s theory.

II •. TORTIOUS INTENTJCONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE.
..
The stores that sell, and the manufacturers who produce, and the dealers
and retailers who deliver and share vaping and e-re!ated products, will have
cause of action of intentional interference to their business.
·

Nature oft.he Tort of Intentional Interference with Prospective
Economic Advantage
The elements of that tort of are: 1(1) an economic relationship between [the·
plaintiff and some third person] containing the probability of future economic
benefit to the [plaintiff}, (2) knowledge by the defendant of the existence of
the relationship, (3) intentional acts on the part of the defendant designed to
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disrupt the relationship, (4) actual disruption of.the relationship, [and] (5)
·damages to the plaintiff proximately caused by the acts of the.defendant.'
(Buckaloo v. Johnson (1975) 14 Cal.3d 815, 827.)
It seems clear that this tort is the broader of the two so-called interference

torts~ The other is interference with contract. The tort of rinterference with
Contractual relations has its roots' in the tort Of 'inducjng breach Qf contract, II
(Seaman's Direct Buying Service Inc. v. Standard Oil Co. (1984) 36 Cal.3d
752, 765.) The latter is merely a species of th.e former. The principal
difference· between them is that 1 the existence of a Jegally binding
agreement is not a sine qua npn to the maintenance of a suit based on the
more inclusive wrong.' (BuckaloO", suprar at 823.j 'Both the tort of
interferen·ce with contract relations and the tort of interference with
prospective contract or business relations involve basiq:1lly the same. conduct
on the part of the tortfeasor.
·
In one case, the interference takes place when a contract is already in
existence, in the other, when a contract would, with certainty, have been
consummated but for the conduct·of the tortfeasor.
·
Rather than characterizing the two as separate torts, the more rational ·
approach seems to be that the basic tort of interference with economic
relations can be established by showing, inter alia, an interference with an
existing contract or a contract which is certain to be ~onsummated/with
broader grounds for justification of the interference where the latter
situation is ·pr~sented.' (Builders Corporation of America v. ·u.s.
(N.D.Caf.'57) 148 F.Supp. 482, 484, fn. 1, revd. on other. grounds (9th·
Cir. '58) 259 F.2d 766, see also Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Bear .Stearns &
Co.(1990) 50Cal.3d1118, 1126.)
·
·
In either easer '[A]s Justice Tobriner said in the context of voidable
contracts: 'The actionable wrong lies
the inducement to break the contract
or to sever the relationship, not rn the kind of contract or relationship so
disruptedr whether it is written or oral, enforceable or not enforceable.'
(Pacific Gas·& Electric Co. v. Bear Stearns & Cb., supra, 50 Cal.3d at 1127.)

in

However, it must be remembered that these torts are intentional torts.
In discussing the related tort of inducing breach of contract, the Supreme·
Court has stated·: 'The act of inducing the breach must be an intentional one.
If the actor had no knowledge of the existence of the contract or his actions
were not intended to indu'ce a breach, he cannot be held liable though an
actual breach· results from his lawful and proper acts. 'Imperial Ice Co. v.
Rossier (1941) 18 Cal.2d 33, 37.)
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The Restatement of Torts explained it this way, 'The essentiaf thing is the
purpose to cause the result. If the actor does not have this purpose, his
conduct does not subject him to !!ability under this r:ule even if it has the
unintended effect of deterring the third person from dealing with the other.'
(Rest., Torts, section 766, com. d, emphasis ac;lded.)
And here, we have the ultimate in intentional tort. The chairwoman has
made it perfectly clear in public statements that her intent is to cause the
result of interference. And, since she has made that clear, and the others ae
going along with the flow without negating or even questioning, they are
acting intentionally also. [T]o prevail on a cause of action ·for intentional
interference with prospective economic advantage, plaintiff must plead and
prove 1 intentional acts on the part of the defendant designed to disrupt the
relationship.' (Ibid. 1 quoting from Buckaloo v. Joh·nson, supra, 14 Cal.3d at
827.) .

III. ENVIRONMENTAL CAUSES Of ACTION
·The flavored ban runs contrary to both public health and environmental

law.
1. Vaping Is a new technology that significantly reduces the impact on the
environment. (Not unlike solar energy: Solar is sustainable and vaping is
?ustainab!e.)

2. Vaping does not contain thousands· of toxic chemicals into the air and soil.
(As compared fo tobacco cigarettes.)
3. Vaping is reusable and positively impacts oceans and forests. (Akin to
bringing your own re-usable grocery bag to the store.)

4. Vaping has a simple manufacturing process, and in many instances, does not
require any nicotine at all in the products.
.
5. There is no actual tobacco included in vaping products. ·
Issue: First cause of action: Deforestation

Smoking: Deforestation is caused due to planting of tobacco fields. It
is also caused by \\wrapping" cigarettes with paper.
Va ping: No Deforestation
Conclusion: Vaping is better because it does not cause Deforestation
and does not requite wrapping.

·-··--· ··-·---------.---··--·-· .. ····--··----·---··---·· ··-··-----···-··-·"·•·····------····-1-3-1----·-· ··-·- - -----····-· ·---·-----.- - - - - - - - · - - - · ·

Issue: Second cause of action: Species Extinction in Forests and
Wooded Areas

Smoking: Tobacco fields and destruction of woode_d areas destroys
ecosystems and kills endangered species.

·

Vaoing: No impact on species.
Conclusi~n:

Vaping does not contribute to endangered species.

Issue: Third cause of action: Global Warming
Smoking: Deforestation and "Air-curingn cause pollution, lung cancer,
and climate change
Vaping: Does not use burning and "Air-curing" as part of the
manufacturing process.
Conclusion: Vaping dqes not cause Global warming

Issue: Forth cause of action·: Soil Erosion
Smoking: Tobacco farming releases thousands of chemicals into the
soil and destroys land. ·
·
Vaping: This is not required as part of the vaping man,ufacturing ·
process.
·
Conclusion: Vaping does not erode soil.

Issue: Fifth cause of action: Pesticides
Smoking: Pesticides are sprayed on plants. Often workers are exposed
to these pe,sticides. This may apply to children/minors* working in the
fields
Vaping: Vaping does·not use pesticides in the manufacturing process.
Conclusion: Vaping does not involve pesticides
Issue: Sixth cause of action: Littering

Smoking: Cigarette butts are the most littered item in the world.
Vaping: Vaping mods are reusable and can. last years.
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Conclusion: Vaping is sustainable.
Issue: Seventh cause of action: Oceans and Marine life
Smoking: Cigarettl';:s pollut~ the oceans and end up in drains. ·

Vaoinq: Vap·ing has no impact on the oceans.
Conclusion: Vaping

will

lead to sustainable oceans.

Issue: Eighth cause of action: Air pollution and second-hand smoke

Smoking: There are a large number of deaths every year to second
hand smoke due to air pollution ..
Va ping: There are no confirmed deaths from second-hand vape.
Conclusion: Vaping is better for the air.
Issue: Ninth cause of action: Forest Fires

Smoking: Smoking is one of the leading causes of forest fires
Va ping: Va ping does not cause forest fires.
Conclusion: Va ping is not a leading cause of forest fires because it is
reusable.

J!:V. VIOLATION OF DUE PROCESS OF LAW
Violation of due ·process of law, pi:-ocedurally and substantively because of the
establishment of presumptions without the protectipn guaranteed by the due
process clause of the United States Constitution_:_ protection is NOT GIVEN BY
THE HEARING THAT IS PROVIDED IN ANOTHER STATUTE. The protection that is
missing is the pre-termination thinking, and can be informal but must be given
chanc~ to challenge.
·
A Cause of Action. for violation of due process in yet another way: Due Process
procedurally and substantively is violated by the definitions of aspects of
"flavoringr' which will be the base of unlawfulness; there is no definition that
does not involve discretionary application of parameters. Since this goes to the
very essence of the unlawfulness, due process is violated because the city
cannot give fair and adequate notice of what the city will include in the
definition that will determine coverage. The due process concept of Christopher
v. SmithK!ine Beecham Corp. No 11-204. 567 us, and FCC v Fox Television
Stations INC No. 10-1293, June 21, 2012, included in FDA law Blog, July, 2012

- --:-------t-S-3

In the event of evidence of any violation of due process·, a jury trial will be
requested with damages to be set by the jury, ln an amount limited only by not
more than enough to deter the actor from again violating these or any other civil ·
rights.

V. VIOLATION OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1866. (because of equal
protection argument) The due process violation serves as the base for the
lawsuit which entitles the plaintiff to a jury trial to set damages.

VI. GOVERNMENT HAS THE BURDEN OF ASSURING IT DOES NOT DO
ANYTHING TO INJURE THE PUBLIC HEALTH, OR THE PUBLIC HEALTH CF A
CITIZEN.
The ordinance fails here because what it sets out to do is intended to do
exactly that which the Constitutional rights of the people say it will not do.
The vaping equipment and artifacts and liquids are safer than tobacco and are
not harmful to public health, as witnessed by fact that Col)gress did not
·
undertake to regulate flavoring. It provides the ·most effective way to break
addiction to cOmbustible cigarettes, and it is the combustion that causes the
health and death problems. So, by banning e-liquids, the government denies
to the citizens a way to avoid deadly illness, thus is injuring the public health

VI. SEPARATE AND INDEPENDENT ACTION UNDER THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT AND THE CALIFORNIA UNRUH CIVIL RIGHTS ACT . .
Plaintiffs: Addicts to cigarettes are persons with disabilities under both the
Americans With Disabilities Act and the Unruh Civil Rights Act of California,
and are thus legally entitled to treatment and assistance. To prohibit sale of
a substance abuse treatment to them violates.the law and public policy of
California.
Cause of Action: Right to assistance denied by state through the prohibition
of sale of electronic vaping equipment including· liquid with nicotine
Cause of Action: Person addicted to tobacco is protected by the federal
Americans with Disability Act and by the Unruh Civil Rights Act in California.·
Under both, tobacco addiction constitutes a disability subject to appropriate
treatment and to no discrimination.
So, the public policy of the state of California is to protect both the
disabled rights to appropriate treatment and from discrimination:
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(a) This section shall be known, and may be cited 1 as the Unruh Civil Rights
Act.
SEC. 7. (a) A person may not be deprived of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law or denied equal protection of the laws;
provided 1 that nothing contained herein or elsewhere in this· Constitution
imposes upon the State of California or any public entity, board, or official
any obligations or responsibilities which exceed those imposed by the Equal

to

the United States Constitution
Protection Clause of the 14thAmendment
with respect to the use of pupil school assignment or pupil transportation.
The California Con.stitution also guarantees equal
.

.

-

protection pf raws:

The Unruh Civil Rights Act in Callfornia provides that: "All persons within the
jurisdiction of this state are free and equal, and no matter what their sex,
race 1 co!or, religion, ancestry, national origin, disability1 medical condition,
genetic information 1 marital status 1 sexual orientation 1 citizenship, primary
language, or)mmigration status are entitled to the full and equal
accommodationsr advantagesr facilities, privileges, or services in all business
establishments of every kind whatsoever."

. VIII. CAUSE OF ACTION FOR VIOLATION OF PRIVACY OF ADULTS
Based largely and' generally on the Ninth Amendment of the United States
Constitution. Colloquially called the "just leave me alone" amendment, it
says that we have God-given rights and are not dependent on the
Constitution to state those rights. The Constitution is a limitation on ·
government and anything not given to it there it does n.ot have.
The Ninth gives vapers the right to engage in an activity that does not
involve a dangerous product or object, that is safe and lawful, and that is
not under any watch list of the government, or you would have been first to
know.

IX. SPECIFIC RIGHT TO PRIVACY VIOLATION APART FROM THE NINTH

AMENDMENT
A long series of United States Supreme Court cases have sustained a cause
of action based on the; citizen's right to be free of government intervention in
his private life. The cases cover the waterfront from the right to appreciate·
pornography in the home. to the right to buy birth. control medication----choices of personal health and welfare. Fitting directly into that is the
control of devices for adults. Violation of privacy rights:
Meyer v Nebraska (1923)
Griswold v Connecticut (1965)
Stanley v Georgia (1969)

1~----

Ravin v State (1975)
Kelley v Johnson (1976)
Moore v East Cleveland (1977)
Cruzan v. Missouri Dep't. of Health (199U)
Lawrence v Texas (2003)
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Arab American Grocers Association (AAGA)
200 Valencia St, San Francisco, CA 94103

6/19/2017
Re: File No. 170441
Honorable Supervisors,
Many of the locally founded San Francisco enterprises that you often praise; C.R.E.A.M, Bi-Rite, Gus's, Philz Coffee,
etc. were once Comer Markets. The opportunities and hard work that lead to the transformations you see today were no
easy feat, yet newer immigrant store owners will not be allowed the same prospects with the current and developing
restrictions and prohibitions levied on this sector.. The Arab American Grocers Association, whom represents over 400
businesses, in particular, has been a consistent civic partner since its inception and through generations while at the same
time upholding establishments that are vital parts of neighborhoods and treasures of a rapidly changing City. We have ·
members who have gone out ofbusiness due to loss oflease (Rose's Market, across from SF General) and those who have
tried to transition their model to a :fu1l grocer with no alcohol or tobacco, and were swiftly run out of business by formula
retail and larger grocery stores (Healthy Haven, Divisadero). The factors facing this sector are many; workforce depletion
via the gig economy, including online retail, automation and INC drivers, supply chain disruptions due to Formula Retail
pressuring distributors to raise minimums and street and sidewalk changes, increased State taxes, onerous fees, permits,
and regulations on the City level and an environment of fear and confusion as a result of policies on the Federal level
targeting a large demographic of those working in this sector.
Many store owners and workers, including more than half our membership who was able to attend the Public Safety and
Neighborhood Services Committee Hearing, were not able to sit in the main Committee room due to overcrowding, and
were relegated to the overflow room. We are not the Tobacco Industry, we are not being paid to do this, we are working
for a living, and we should not have to continually defend the fact that we are worthy people let alone worthy U.S.
Citizens, and throughout this process both have been put into question.
We feel there is still much rriore the Supervisors owe us in terms of an explanation of their logic. Why are we not banning
labeling? There are precedents in existing law that refer to the signage and advertising discussed in Committee--we are
already legally restricted from these types of advertisements and accessible table top displays of products. Why not
expand this particular precedent to address the concerns of seductive packaging and access? Why are the sponsors not
entertaining substantive amendments that merely give consideration to the amount of time these stores will need to default
on a lease or sell off inventory they have already paid taxes on, or possibly recreate a completely different business
model? Will this follow with an already drafted Ban on Filtered Cigarettes? Where is the local data in this Ordinance?
There have been at least 5 laws in the past year that have sought to address the same health policy goals, including
contradicting policy processes, i.e. long term phase outs like Article 19H which counteracts with immediate prohibition.
Why are you disregarding the mechanisms already in place? We expetjence non-stop sting operations from Federal, State
and local entities, and SFPD is tasked to enforce things 3-4 times over. And how do you respond to the factthat the taxes
and fees we pay on our licenses goes directly to these very Departmental bodies, non-profits, and lobby organizations that
are vilifying us and demanding our submission? How do you pledge to protect and retain all the people of San Francisco?
The world is in a delicate place in which the severity of public safety and health issues are often recited as hashtags,
c:o
however, to proclaim solidarity and good will, means nothing when the economic dimension is being ignored.
We uige you to consider the consequences of this type of legislation.

..

.:~

Sincerely,
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AAGA Board and Members
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Arab Cultural and Community Center
2 Plaza Street., San Francisco,

CA 94116

June 12, 2017
Honorable Supe.tv:iso.ts,

BOARD MEMBERS
A!Jqeb Ahdtdrahim (President)
Samer Elbandak (Via Pf'Sident)
LJ.nda Khoury-Umi!i (Secretary)

Shadi Elkarra
Ahmed Saith

Souhil 7dm (Ex Officio)

The Arab Cultural and Comm.unity Center (ACCC) was established in 1973 iri
San Francisco. We serve 6,000 people a year with direct social service, youth
and cultural programming. The Arab community is diverse in income,
ethnicity and .religion, but our programming has inevitably had to direct
attention to those fleeing war since the 1990's. We are a diaspora that have
found a home for generations in San Francisco and where many have beco+ue
established, we still have considerable demographics of low-income residents
and vulnerable populations. We have worked with the City and County over
the years and collaborated with the Girls and Boys Club; SFUSD, etc.. to
establish programming and direct services. The Middle Easte.tn., Arab,
Muslim, and South Asian communities have been living.in a real state of fear,
especia.lly in the current climate and with laws coming down from the Federal
level One of our member trade organizations is the Arab American Grocer
Association (AAGA). This industry in particular has been suffering as workers
and ope.ta.to.ts fear increased criminalization of the corner market industry
with increased sting operations, difficulty in understanding new laws,
misunderstanding the purpose of enforcement o.t reguktory bodies that may
be visiting their workplace, and are constantly battling restrictions in sending
money to family still in their country of origin. We are writing as a
Community Organization in San Francisco to express our concern and
opposition to Ordinance 170441, 'Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco
Products', as it will only ine.tease this criminalization oflegally operating
businesses including hookah lounges, ethnic/import stores, comer markets
and smoke shops, and will disproportionately affect our comm.unities. The
· introduction of ine.teased taxes and fees and ongoing difficulties to doing
business including increased rents, have already adversely affected this sector
and thwarted a clear path for the futuie fo.t many families that are supported
by this vital demographic of small businesses. This law not only shows a fuck
of regard for the sensitive federal climate but also the direct impact that this
will have on the Arab, Muslim and Sikh co:tnlnunities in San Francisco.
We encourage your deep consideration before a vote on this Legislation..
Additionally, we ask that the final Board vote be postponed until afte:r::'fue r--:>
Holy Month of Ramadan, which is observed by a large rnajoritr of thje st~
owners. A final Board vote following Committee would fall n~~ only ~
crucial breaking of fast time, but potentially also the ending Eid-al Fi~ :;;;:::
Holiday.
~
.

Altayeb Abdulrahim.
President of the Board of Directors 2017
Arab Cultural & Comm.unity Center
2 Plaza Street • San Francisco, CA 94116 • (415) 664-2200
www.arabculturecenter.org
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San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations
Henry Ka.ntllo\'\rla:.
President

M:iryo Mog;mnam

vas Kiniris-

Vice President

S-ecreniry

Keith Goldsrein
Treasnrer

SF CDMA
Member Associations

May4,2017

Balboa Village Merchants Association
Bayview Merchants Association
Castro Merchants
Chinatown Merchants Association

Honorable Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer

Clement St. Merchants Association

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Dogpatch Business /\ssoctation
Fillmore Merchants Association
Fishermans Wharf Merchants Assn.
Golden Gate Restaurant Association

Dear Supervisor Fewer,

Glen Park Merchants Association
Golden Gate Restaurant Association
Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants

On behalf of the San Francisco Council 'of District Merchants Associations I am
writing to f=Xpress our concern and opposition to Ordinance 170441, 'Banning the
Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products'.

& Property Owners Association

Hayes Valley Merchants Association
Japantown Merchants Association
Marina Merchants Association
Mission Cr~k Merchants Association
Mission Merchants Association
Noe Valley Merchants Association
North Beach Merchants Association

The introduction of increased taxes and fees and ongoing' regulations to doing
business, have already adversely affected this sector and thwarted a clear path for
the future for many families that are supported by this vital demographic of small
businesses.
This law not only shows a lack of regard for the climate of increased vacancies and
gentrification but also the value this mom and pop industry has as community
serving businesses.
Thank you for your consideration.

North East Mission Business Assn.
People of Parkside Sunset
Polk District Merchants Association

Sincerely,

Potrero Dogpatch Merchants Assn.
Sacramento St. Merchants Association
South Beach Mission Bay Business Assn.
South of Market Business Association
The outer Sunset Merchant
& Professional Association

Union Street Merchants

Henry Karnilowicz
President
Cc:
f\1s. Regina Dick Endrizzi - Executive Director, Office of Small Business

Valencia Corridor Merchants Assn.
West Portal Merchants Association

The San Frand:s:<o Council of Merchants' Asso<lations • 1019 Howard Street.. San Francisco. CA 94103-2806

~

415·621 ..7533 • \Vww.sfcdma.or-9

............... -·-· ----------·-----------· -· ........... ·----· ·--lS-9--·-----------------·--_:_. . ________________·------· -·

SAN
FRANCISCO
CHAMBERoF
COMMERCE

June 13, 2017
The Honorable Hillary Ronen, Chair
Board of Supervisors Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
RE: File No. 170441, Banning Sale ofFlavored Tobacco Products
Dear Supervisor Ronen:
The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, representing over 2,500 local businesses with over 200,000
employees, urges the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee to delay action on the above
noted ordinance further regulating the sale of tobacco products to adults.
While the health impacts from the use of tobacco products are well known and both the State of
California and City of San Francisco have taken significant steps to discourage smoking, especially
underage smoking, at some point local prohibitions will constitute a "taking" of busiriesses selling legal
products.
The pending ordinance will give retailers only a matter of a few months to adjust their flavored tobacco
inventories to these new prohibitions on product sales. Beyond th~ issue of stock on hand, a retailer's
entire business model may need to change in order to generate sufficient cash flow to meet the financial
needs of his or her business. Before you threaten the livelihood of retailers in every neighborhood of the
city, the Chamber urges you and your colleagues to look at other Bay Area legislation that, unlike this
ordinance, takes into account the fiscal impact of to.bacco sales regulations on small businesses.
are in place to control underage .sale and
Please do not lose sight of the fact that sufficient regulations
.
use and funds exist to continue California's robust anti-smoking campaign. We urge you to coiisider'the
financial needs of a significant component of neighborhood retail in San Francisco before further
hindering small retailers' ability to operate their businesses.
llft•
-;;

Sincerely,

Jim Lazarus
Senior Vice President of Public Policy
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
cc: Mayor Ed Lee, Clerk ofthe Board to be distributed to all members of the Board of Supervisors
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Honorable Supervisors,
I am writing as a business owner/operator in District 10 to.express my concern and opposition fo
Ordinance 170441, 'Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products'. The introduction of
increased taxes and fees, and a restriction on ability to sell a tobacco license have already
adversely affected my. business and thwarted a clear path for the future. The terms of violation in
the legislation are left open ended and we feel it is a prematuie and redundant code change given
regulations on tobacco sales have been introduced. This law
the very short window since
shows a lack of regard for our value. as community serving businesses, as meeting and
conven;ation spots, as outlets for accessible convenience goods that our customers want, as
cornerstones of a familiar City.
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Honorable Supervisors,
I am writing as a business owner/operator in District 10 to express my concern and opposition to
Ordinance 170441, 'Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products'. The :iJ;itroduction of
increased taxes and fees, and a restriction on ability to sell a tobacco license have already
adversely affected my business and thwarted a clear path for the future. The terms of violation in
· the legislation are left open ended and we feel it is a premature and redundant code change given
the very short window since new regiliations on tobacco sales have been introduced. This law
shows a lack of regard for our value as comi:nunity serving businesses, as meeting and
conversation spots, as outlets for accessible convenience goods that our customers want, as
. cornerstones of a familiar City..
Thank you for your consideration.
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Honorable Supervisors,
I am writing as a business owner/operator in District 10 to express my concern and opposition to
Ordinance 170441, 'Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products'. The introduction of
increased taxes and fees, and a restriction on ability to sell a tobacco license have already
adversely affected my business and thwarted a clear path for the future. The terms of violation in
the legislation are left open ended and we feel it is a premature and redundant code change given
the very short window since new regulations on tobacco sales have been introduced. This law
shows a lack of regard for. our value as community serving blisinesses, as meeting and
conversation spots, as outlets for accessible convenience goods that our customers want, as
cornerstones Of a familiar City.
Thank you for your consideration.
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COMMUNITY & CORNER STORE
UNITY PLEDGE & PLATFORM
Real dialogue. Real needs.
We, the undersigned pledge to commit a process of dialogue and community informed demands that respect
our collective interests as San Francisco residents, business owners, workers, customers, and advocates. We
recognize the diverse interests of our communities, keeping in mind the needs of elders, young people,
immigrants, natives, impacted populations, etc. We pledge to commit an effort that counters the divide and
conquer politics initiated with the 'Ban on Flavored Tobacco' and create an organic and relevant process to
address the concerns of the community and the livelihood of all members.
·
Current List of Demands:
)> )>
)>

Hire Local
Eliminate sales of drug paraphernalia
Revenue from tobacco and alcohol fees designated for community-serving organizations

)>
)>
)>

Name I Organization / Business·-
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]

,
.
·
:

The proposed ordinance (introduced April 18, 2017) amends the Health Code to prohibit
local tobacco retailers from selling flavored tobacco products. The tobacco products that
would be subject to the prohibition on sale would include, but not be limited to, flavored
cigarettes, including menthol cigarettes, flavored cigars, flavored smokeless tobacco;
flavored shisha, and flavored nicotine solutions that are used in electronic cigarettes.
Violation of the ordinance would be punishable by a suspension of the retailer's tobacco
license, of which notice or time determination is left open ended in the legislation.
We, the undersigned, are concerned citizens and consumers who urge our leaders to consider
the punitive impact this legislation will have on our San Francisco Small Businesses.

The intended health code regulation of this legislation as it is written will only stop the
availability of flavored tobacco products to be purchased from brick and mortar San
' Francisco retailers but will not affect the consumers' access to said products online or from
neighboring Cities.
·
As participating citizens, we are troubled about the prohibition nature of this legislation on a
·legal substance and its restrictions on our consumer rights. Additionally, the failure to
engage stakeholders and outreach also concerps us and falls short of fair law-making
practices. San Francisco's existing Tobacco and Tobacco Sales reguiations are more severe
than any other City with restrictions on resale of a Tobacco' Licenses, quarterly fees for street
cleaning which amount to $6 million/year (FY 15-16 Controllers Report), and a prohibition
on the sale of other products as a Tobacco License holder, thus using Federal statistics as the
"Findings"· cited as intent for the Legislation, does not make sense,
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the· Sale of Flavored Tobacco J>roducts [Ordinance 170441]
Comment
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Date

Petition to Challenge ·
Banning the Saie of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441}
.. ·
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Petitioltll to Challenge
_Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordlinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
· Banning the .Sale· of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Chall,enge
· Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance:170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441}
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Petition.to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flav:ored Tobacco Pr~ducts [Ordinance 17044.1].
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]

·'sufuffiafy-Of ::' · \)_,. '· ·,. The proposed ordinance (introduced April .18, 201 7) amends the Health Code to prohibit local tobacco retailers

:~F:~.-a·~v'.:_·o~.}r:,•e·.:•d:.·.~·-T·_'·A.eo';b·~.a:ic,'1.·'.~-•_:o.P_:.r:
.

. :... .

_

!~~~~~~~d~~~:e!~o::~i:r:~~~~~v~::dt~~;:~~~~f:i:;;~ =~~~o~ec~;~=~~:~~:!::d~~;:~ ~~~~!:d
smokeless tobacco, flavored shisha, and flavored nicotine solutions that are used in electronic cigarettes.

Prqd'li11ts '[Ordiriim,ce
l 7044i] .

. Violation of the ordinance would be punishable by a suspension of the retailer's tobacco license, of which notice
:-:·., ....... · · or time determination is left open ended in the legislation.

Surrimary' of Petition:
Ask: th~ Super-Visprs
·aJid Mayor to Consider
.Industry and ·
Community Impact
before Voting_.:

We, the undersigned, are concerned business owners and operators who urge our leaders to consider the punitive
impact this legislation will have on our San Francisco Small Businesses and our livelihoods.

This piece of legislation comes after a restriction on the _resale of a Tobacco License (Health Code Article 19H),
which is essentially a retirement value for store owners looking to sell their business, an increase in a Cigarette
Litter Abatement Fee {60 cents/pack), i.e. for a convenience store with limited cigarette sales, this is a nearly
$800 check for a single quarter (~evenue garnered from the Cigarette Litter Abatement Fee according to FY 1516 Controllers Report amounts to $6M +/- small tobacco retail license holders are paying the Department of
Public Works annually). Additionally, the State Proposition 56 added $2 to a pack of cigarettes, the BOE added
,,
i
'·
87 cents and a Floor. Tax in which we have to pay the new tax on inventory held prior to the new law. The
"co
President of the Board, Supervisor Breed's Office is also looking to Ban Filtered Cigarettes altogether in a
r' ~ ~
:
':; .. ~
pending piece of Legislation. According to the Department of Public Health, the number of Tobacco Licenses per
ti :.ic
A
. district is decreasing, undoubtedly this is due to loss ofleases as a result of displacement and increased
::.· u x
.D-~ ;
· A
challenges to doing business. Stores like ours, are always the first and easiest targets in environmental and public
tu::. -<( ~ Y
.;{
health driven policies, and find that the bureaucracy_ and restrictions tegislated at both State and City levels in this
()l)l".~
. ·~~~
.. ~ - - '.':
regard rarely account for the capacity of a small business. It saddens us that we are always juxtaposed as an
~c Z
;;i:::
rP-<i:. ~
·.
enemy to the impacted communities in our City. V{e are part of these communities and spend every day serving
;~·"' ·.:::
-'." :,. · · these communities. San Francisco smoke shops and comer markets have not only complied, but supported City;G .. ·""'"' ~~ .. : -. :,:;
sponsored and non-profit efforts over the past years to reduce signage, include healthier merqhandising, reduce
···,'.
''" "
alcohol sales and availability, raise the Tobacco purchasing age to 21, etc. This Ban on Flavored Tobacco will. ·.. , ·. ·. :~·: · · .. affect ethnic and import stores, mom and pop markets, and convenient store/tobacco retailers, some of whom will
' .. · \_ ..'-.:: ".:·;: _. · be unable to sell up to 50% of their inventory or more.

we.
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Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco ~roducts [Ordinance 170441] .
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· Petition to Challenge .
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
Print~ Name

. co'mment ·

Address
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Date

.Petition to Challenge.
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Banning theSale of Flavored. Tobacco ~roducts [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco ~roducts [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge .
Banning the Sale of Flavored Tobacco ~roducts [Ordinance 170441]
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Petition to Challenge
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Comment

Address
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The Consum~ Advocates for Smoke-free Alternatives Association

www .casaa.org

4225 Fleur Drive #189, Des NJ;oines, IA 50321

202-241-9117

June 14th, 2&17
Testimony of Jennifer Berger-Coleman, CASAA Community Outreach Director
San Francisco Board of Supervisors Public Safety and Neighborhoods Committee
RE; Health Code - eanning the Sale of .Flavored TobaccoPro®cts-{O.pposed}

Chairwoman Ronin and distinguished Members of the Committee,
My name is Jennifer Berger-Coleman. I am the Community Outreach Director for The Consumer
Advocates for Smoke-free Alternatives Association (CASAA). Thank you for the opportunity to
speak to you today on behalf of our members-in San Francisco-.
CASAA has reviewed the proposed ordinance, which would prohibit the sale of flavored vapor

pro.d.uc.ts. W~ hqy.e Jd~ntifi.~d \;\ f~w key .issµ.es with this poUcy :that w.e .b.~lleve warrant the
Committee's unanimous opposition to this bill.
By way of background, I started smoking when I was 15 years old--and I started long before
there were any flavors on the market. My parents were both smokers and I took their Marlboro
Reds. f smoked ~t least a pack per day for over 25 years. Over the years, ~· used alt of the
pharmaceutical options to try to quit smoking. I tried patches, gums, and anti-depressants. None
of them worked. When I got my prescription of patches from my doct~r, he told me to get
.cinnamon toothpicks and bags of fruit flavored hard candies to suck pn. flavors are important to.
quitting smoking no matter how you choose to do it.
ago~ my father was diagnosed with Buerger's Disease. a peripheral artery disease that
requires a person to be a smoker as a matter of diagnosis. He was told to quit smoking, or risk
limb toss. tn the days before vapor products, his options were timited to nicotine patches and
gum. Despite the medical threat he was facing, he could not quit smoking. He ended up losing
both legs slowly over the course of many surgeries.

20 years

17 2 --

My doctors arr tofd me that t had a very high ·nkelihood of developing the same disease, as if
tends to run in families and because I was a smoker. Despite this dire warning, the longest I
was able to remain smoke-free was 3 days. In June 2015, I successfully made the transition
completely from combustible cigarettes to vapor products.
Six months prior to switching to vapor products, I had purchased my first "cigalike" with tobacco
flavoring. Not oniy did the taste not appeal- to me, as tobacco flavoring is hard to replicate
(because there is no tobacco in e-liquid), but the tobacco sensation and taste led to repeated
relapses to smoking because I craved an actual cigarette even more. My success came on
June 1st, 2015 after walking into my local vape shop and being allowed to sample the variety of
flavors. Apple pie is the one I cha,se, and I haven't smoked a cigarette since.
From my own experience in my youth and 'as a parent-and from what we know empirically-a
leading predictor of youth smoking is whether or not a parent or guardian smokes. In homes
where parents smoke, young people perceive smoking as a behavioral norm. Moreover, family
members who smoke, unwittingly, run the risk of becoming the primary supplier of cigarettes to
youth. Denying these adults access to low-risk tobacco and vapor products that come in flavors
othE;lr than tobacco r;:reat~ 1-mnece~a.ry barri~r.l? to q.uitting .l?rn9king, Eqy~Uy con~rning, ~Yeh
policies perpetuate the risk that their children will initiate smoking.
As a lesbian, and LGBTQ acitivist. this issue is doubly important to me because of the
disproportionately higher smoking rates in the LGBTQ community. According to the CDC, 23.9%
of LGBTQ adults are smokers as opposed to 16.6% of hete~sexuat adults. 6.2% of San
Francisco residents identify as LGBTQ-the largest percentage in the country. Historicaly,
LGBTQ people choose to live in San Francisco because of the city's progressive policies that
.offer acceptance and pmtection and promote harm reduction strategies to improve public
health.

Once again, the LGBTQ community is looking. for leadersb.Jp from the J3oa.rd of Supervisors in
addressing a public health issue that impacts us more than our heterosexual counterparts. It is
vitat that this committee arid the rest of the -Soard of Supervisors consider an of the evidence
regarding tobacco harm reduction and resist the urge to adopt policy based on the emotional
appeal of protecting children.

The varJety of flavored vapor products. plays a vital role in helping adult smokers
transition to a smoke-free product.
In December of 2015, CASAA conducted a survey of .our membership regarding e-cigarette use.
The survey results are based on over 19,000 observations from our target population of CASAA
members living in the United States who were regular users of e-cigarettes, the vast majority of
· whom were between the ages of 26-55.

··--·--··--'....---·---···-·-·--··--------·---------ti-3--

Survey participants were asked specific questions regarding the rofe that interesting flavors pfay
in how the_y use vapor products. Oveiwhelmingl_;ir, 72% of respondents who have quit smoking
entirely credit interesting flavors with their success (Phillips, 2016).

Prohibition of flav.ored vapor products f.rom- the legal marketplace will force many
consumers to purchase products on a newly created black market.
CASAAs survey also asked participants to contemplate a scenario in which flavors .other than
tobacco and menthol were banned in the United States.. Predictably, an overwhelming majority
(89%) of respondents indicated that they would turn to a domestic black market to purchase
produc~. make flavored e-liquid at home, or· purchase from overseas sources.
·when contemplating a ·ban on navors other than tobacco and menthof, 14% of respondents who
had completely quit smoking indicated they would likely start smoking again, something I think
we can all agree would be a blow to genuine pubiic health. In another survey from 2013, 37% of
respondents indicated that a lack of flavor variability would make it less Hkely that they woukt
successfully quit smoking. 48% of respondents indicated that restricting flavors would increase
their cravings for traditional c:Ombustible cigarettes (Farsalinos, 2013).
The success of a ban on flavored tobacco and vapor products is dependent on preventing
young peopfe from fnfffaffng smokfog. This 1aw wm do nothing

to support smokers who might

attempt to quit. In fact.• this law will deny smokers access to alternatives to smoking and demand
that they use products which have an established dismal success rate. Although studies show

that nicotine repfaeementtherapy (NRT) or prescription medications in combination With
professional support and counseling can improve success, it is fair to note that such resources
are typically employed by only the heaviest smokers. These types of resources are also not
necessarily accessible to lower income smokers. who make up a disproportionately higher
percentage of the smoking population.

Mean.while, traditional cigarette:s remain the most visible and .popular way :to consume nicotine,
Although retailers face serious penalties for selling cigarettes to anyone under 21, social and
farrii1y sources cannot be effecffvefy policed.

Royat Cottege of Physicians urges pubtre health professronafs and governments
to _promote vapor _products to adult smokers.
In Aprtt, 2016, the Royat Cottege Of Physrerans (RCP} -whose grourtdbreakrng 1962 repcrrt
linking smoking to a host of diseases predated the U.S. Surgeon General's by two years -

- -.. ·-·--·--..·------·-----------------+1-+7ft-4- - -

released an extensive ZOO-page report on vapor products. The RCP' concfuded that vapor
products should be promoted widely to smokers as a viable alternative to smoking. To date, the
RCP report is the most comprehensive review of the the science, public policy, regulation, and
ethtcs regarding vapor products. The RCP s conctustons include:

•
•

•

•

"E-cigarettes are not a gateway to smoking - Use of e-cigarettes is limited almost
entirely .to those who are already using, .or have used, tobacco.
"E-cigarettes do not result in normalisation of smoking - there is no evidence that
either nicotine replacement therapy (NFff) or e-cigarette use has resulted in
renormalisation of smoking. None of these products has to date attracted significant
use among adult never-smokers, or demonstrated evidence of significant gateway
progression into smoking among young peopie.
"E-cigarettes and quitting smoking - among smokers, e-cigarette use is likely to
lead to quit attempts that would not otherwise have happened, and in a proportion of
these to- successfut.cessation. tn this way, e...cigarettes can act as a gateway fr.om
smoking.
"E-cigarettes and long-term harm - the possibility of some harm from Jong-term
e-cigarett~ ~ ~nm>t be. oi$m.i~d due. t0.

inhalation of th~ ingr~~ntl,; other trnm

nicotine, but is likely to be very small, and substantially smaller than that arising from
tobacco smoking. With appropriate product standards to minfmfse exposure to the
other ingredients, it should be possible to reduce risks of physical health still further.
Although it is not possible to estimate the long-term health risks associated with
a-cigarettes-precisely, the avaflabfe data suggest-thatthey are unffkelyto exceed 5%
of those associated with smoked tobacco products, and may well be substantially
lower than this figure." (RCP, 2016)

.FDA Deemlng..
The FDA deeming regufations are unjusfifiabfy heavy handed and wiff result in 99% of the vapor
industry being shut down. Howeve~, the agency made a conscious decision to NOT prohibit the
sale of flavored vapor products. The FDA openly acknowledges that a variety of flavors may be

helpful-in trarrsitic:mirrg smokers to tess rtsky vapor products (FDA, 20'1€, ·8't FR 29011}.

Recommendation
On behalf of our members in San Francisco, CASAA urges the Committee to reject this
ordinance and any legislation that would limit the variety of smoke-free tobacco and vapor
product flavors. However, if the Committee is ioclined to keep debate on this issoo alive, we
strongly urge you to follow the lead of the FDA and hold this proposal for further study.

.......
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hail
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,

I have been operating a liquor and convenience stores in San Francisco
for many years now and we have developed a loyal customer base at each of
. our locations that we hope to continue for years to come. Unfortunately,
· when we learned our Board of Supervisors are considering a ban on Flavored
.Tobacco Products and menthol cigarettes, it would seem our local.
government wishes to end these relationships. If we are unable to provide
products like flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes then we are no longer
going to see these customers in our store, period. Consumers are going to
head outside of the Bay area or get them illegally from someone who has
brought the product in from somewhere else, which is a lose-lose for us and
the city. Along with the loss in small cigar sales and menthol cigarettes, we
will see all related sales disappear as well; no liquor, wine, beer, soda, etc. as
those purchases will be made where they can buy flavored tobacco and
menthol cigarettes, you are naTve to think otherwise.
I urge. the Supervisors to consider the amount of product this ordinance
would affect, the money the city and its businesses will lose, and then the
jobs in the retail, manufacturing, and distribution of these products that
would be lost as a result. I'd then ask that each Supervisor go to a retailer in
your district and tell them we are taking over a third of your profits out of
your store, for a cause that we have no proof wm have its intended effect,
9-nd se.e how they react. It is legislation like this that ls destroying the
personal liberties that made this country great; which allowed its citizens to
CHOOSE whether to do something, and relied on education, not legislation to
guide the decisions we make.

Sincerely,

Tareq Manaa
Drumm Liquor & Deli
15 Drumm Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
i Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Supervisors,
I am writing to urge you to vote against the menthol and flavor ban ordinance. It
would be very bad for my business and my customers will be very upset if they
can't get these products in San Francisco.
Many people have high blood pressure or high glucose levels and their doctor.tells
them to avoid eating salty and sugary foods. They know it is bad for them and if
they keep eating salty and sugary food though it could lead to a stroke, diabetes or
a number or other ailments. Does this stop them? Sadly, it does not.
The same can be said for my customers who smoke. They know that smoking is not ·
good for their health. They know they should quit and if they don't bad things could
happen to them. Just like the person who eats to much salt or sugar, they do it
anyway.
If the city banned salty and sugary food, they'd just buy it somewhere else. My
customers will go elsewhere to buy their cigarettes too.
While the intent of this ordinance is noble, the reality is that it will do nothing to
change the behavior of smokers. The only thing this ban will definitely do is harm
businesses. l urge you to vote no.
I appreciate your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

· T areq Manaa
Soma Wine and Spirits II
689 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

- - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - · - - - · ------------------·-------~=-.!i
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Supervisors,

I own several liquor store and wine shops in San Francisco that sell tobacco
and I am shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city.
I do not understand why the city would do this when the price of a pack of
cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age to
purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?
Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the children. They don't
buy cigarettes fi::om me or from any other retailers I know.
Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves makes it even more difficult to stay afloat. How will
the city compensate me and other business owners for lost revenue or lost
businesses due to your sales bans?
·
I urge you to vote NO on this unnecessary and discriminatory ordinance.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tareq Manaa
Soma Wine and Spirits
600 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

-~--~---t:rs--------------
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban

I wtll be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:00 in the morning,
probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores but_ I want to make sure
that.You and other members of the Board know that I am very opposed to flavored
tobacco and mentbol ban you will be discussing.

I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to. alert businesses to let them
know that this ordinance was berng discussed and have it during the evening hours
when more of us could attend. While you may not think this is a big deal, it is for the
many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit margins are thin and
the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco ordinance will wreak havoc on our
business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on cigarettes, the
legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the taxes on other tobacco
products like chewing tobacco and cigars will increase. This is on top of the soda tax
passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types oftax Increases and
sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes ~nd tax increases and sales bans have a
disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers do not have cars so if I
am no longer able to sell the produds they desire, they cannot drive to the next town to
purchase what they want

I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn to the black
market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban. ·

I urge you to remove the sales bans incJuded this ordinance.

Regards,

Tarek Manaa
Bel Clift Market
516 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco 94102

·-······------·---------------------------
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goo~lett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689 ·

Supervisors,

I own a liquor store in San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am
shocked to learn that.you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city.

I do not understand why the city would do this when the priCe bf a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn'tthat.en~ugh?

Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the children. They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves makes it even more difficult to stay afloat.
How will the city compe~sate me and other busine~s owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

I urge you to vote NO on this unnecessary and discriminatory
ordinance. Thank you.

Sincerely, ·

..
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supeivisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.·
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get custpmers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but mea.nwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officia[s.:on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no longer be able to sell marijuana
·once it becomes legal next year and will thank. cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,

Q~~v \~~ ·s t~ ~ K. CJ-t,r
.,.~ 'B.ciz t. o-.-

s~
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I want'to make sure that you and other members of the Board kriow that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.

I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on theirlives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to. the next town to purchase:what they want.
I suspect that many of these ·customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the.sales bans included this ordinance.
Regards,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it Is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanna make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hour:s when more of us could attend. While· you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
· ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
. increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While. larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
. they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they' want.
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to tum
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
[ urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.

~=-::?.
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but l want'to make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
·

I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to aiert businesses

to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a sm?ll, independent busineSs is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and. sales bans, sma!ler stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want.

! suspect that many of these customers wi!! have no ·alternative but to turn

to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
l urge you to remove the.sales bans included this ordinance.
Regards,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I want'to make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to fl.avored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
l am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that.sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco ·
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July; the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco. and cigars wilf .
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sefl the products they desire,
they
cannot drive to. the next town to purchase what they want.
.
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the.tobacco prociucts you propose to ban.
r urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.

Regards,
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To: San Francisc_o Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
_I will be unable to attend the hearing qn Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanrto make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to .let them know that this ordinance vyas_ being discussed and have it during
·the.evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes 011 other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This i~ on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of.tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if 1am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
th~y cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want.
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you_ propose to ban:·

t urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.
~egards,

~~
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst tiine of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanno make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am ·very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
drscussing.
·
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinancewas being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think.
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tObacco.
Running a. small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
·
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in. July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars ·will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
Whiie larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales .
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desife,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want
l suspect that mariy of these customers will have no alternative but to tum
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.

I

I urge you to remo7wvthrrees s included this( ordinance.
Regards,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobaceo ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I want'to make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesSes
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us ·could attend. While y6u may not think
tI:is is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners .that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we nave been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Sorrie of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they w~mt.
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to tum
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the.sales bans included this ordinance.
Regards,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanno make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flayored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
·
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that se/[ tobacco ..
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task: Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increa.se. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so ff I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.
Regards,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supeivisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban

"

I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanr"to make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.

I am disappointed that the cify did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more .of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales·bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and .cigars. will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
· While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like min.e struggle to make ends
·meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no.longer able to seli the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want
l suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobac.co products you propose to ban.

l urge you to remove the .sales

ba~s

included this ordinance.
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanna make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to letthem know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit .
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if 1· am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want.
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.
Regards,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton 8. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4.689
Members of "ifle· Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales {food, drinks, etc.). Wrthout these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying _'
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids arid heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal~ continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no Ion·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and bustness owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,
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To: ~an Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I wif! be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanno make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing."
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.

a

Running small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
·
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, .the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the.
taxes on other tobacco products like chewi.ng tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase whatthey want

r suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hearthe Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Wrthout these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
.been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs ( opioids and heroin), or driving· a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminalq continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing. a check to the criminals who will rio Ion·ger be able to sell marijuana
. once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business ownE?rs will be forced to either move or close, that is how ·
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
if this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kid.s from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
.everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from iegitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales. ·
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol Cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are .only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from ·using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retallers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
· to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
.
1 Dr_ Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,

1operate a convenient store.in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
SupeNisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the-door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and hero~n), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no longer be able to sell marijuana
once it becom.es legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable ·
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
.
1 Dr_ Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689 ·
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it.could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy~ not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 2f, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal·drugs (opioids. and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing frorn our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
·you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal~ continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products thatthey can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes arid flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to .lose in illicit marijuana sales..
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how_
·much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall .
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
· San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the· Board,
I operate a convenient store in your distriCt and was very alarmed to hearthe Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.}. Wrthout these products, we
·
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health.officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal$ continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You.
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and willthank cities like San Francisco for bqnning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana ::;ales.
- This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the ci1y valuable
tax·dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as w,as seen recently in San .Leandro.
.

Thank you for your time,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Cartton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the· Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarette$.
If this were to pass my business would take a h'rr that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Wrthout these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? 1have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from.taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
· you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no Jon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to re.cover what they are going to Jose in illicit marijuana sales.
·
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.
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San Francisco Board of SuperviSors
City Half
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689

Supervisors,

I own a liquor store in San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am
shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city.

I do not understand why the city would do this when the price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?

Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the childre.n. They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves makes

it even more difficult to stay afloat.

How will the city compensate me and other busine~s owners for lost
.

..

revenue or lost businesses due to your sates bans?

I urge you to vote

NO on this u

necessary and discriminatory

ordinance. Thank you.

Sincerely,

----------------------
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wantto make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
t am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big_ deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our.profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if l am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want.
I suspect that marw of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the .sales bans inGluded this ordinance.
Regards,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689

Supervisors,

I own a liquor store in San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am ·
shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and

m~nthol

cigarettes in the city.

I do not understand why the city would do this When the price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?

Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the children. They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves makes it even more difficult to stay afloat.
How will lhe city compensate me and other busine~s owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

I urge you to vote NO on this unnecessary and discriminatory
ordinance. Thank you ..

Sincerely,

----·--···--··-----------=---------------------
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,

·1 operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hearthe Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it.could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Wrthout these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justffieation for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal!'? continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·g_er be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell ·on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
·This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or"close, that is _how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
l wiH be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanna make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to· purchase what they want
l suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to ·turn .
to the black market to purchase the tobacco produCts you propose to ban.
l urge you to remove the .sales bans Included this ordinance.
Regards,

/,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689

Supervisors,

I own a liquor store in San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am
shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city_

I do not understand why the city would do this when the price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?

Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the child rep_ They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves makes it even more difficult to stay afloat.
How will the city compensate me and other busine~s owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

I urge you to vote NO on this unnecessary and discriminatory
ordinance. Thank you.
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Sincerely,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supeivisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban

I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanna make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco. and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profrt
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wrea_k havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax.
increases and sales bans, smalfer stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
·
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want.
I suspect that many of these customers Will have no alternative· but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you

t6 remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.

Regards,

Loeje__\A J
C.c.. v--.. \Qe; ...... 9.,,... .
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San Francisco Boarc;f of Supervisors ·
Ctty Hal!
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
. been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly. unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officiaJs on these issues. Instead they want
you to con.sider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague.this area and are~ much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
. to recover .what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
CityHaH
1 Dr. Cariton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,

I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alC<?pol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it.is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking i!legal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car whjle
intoxicated, things that kiII instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal~ continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no longer be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank crties like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marITuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
. tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time!
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
.1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ga 94102-4689

Supervisors,·

I own a liquor store i_n San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am
shoQked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol _cigarettes in the city.

l do not understand why the city would do this when tbe price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?

Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the childre.n. They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves· makes it even more difficult to stay afloat.
How will the city compensate me and oU:ier busine~s owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

I urge you to vote NO on this

u~necessary

and discriminatory

ordinance. T~°fa-

Sincerely, ·

6-l{ &'J'f O
)J1<g ·
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
.
1 Dr. Carlton"B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Boartj of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
_in the door and drive our other·sales (fooq, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs {opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger thre?t to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no longer be able to sell marijuana
. once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can-now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing mar~ than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
. ·tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close?, _that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.
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·San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton 8- Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,

I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored to!Jacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? 1have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue fo plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no longer be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business kifler and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.
·
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689

Supervisors, .

I own a liquor store in San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am
shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city.

I do not understand why the city would do this when the price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age

to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?
Please don't try to say that you are doing thiS for the childre.n. They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers 1. know.

Owning .and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal
products off my shelves makes it even more difficult to stay afloat.
How will the city compensate me a~d bther ..busine~s owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

[ urge you to vote NO on this unnecessary and discriminatory
ordinance. Thank you.

\)A"\f~'S ~oaol
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not jus! tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? 1 have
been told that It is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs ( opioids and heroin), of' d'riving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal$ continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to ciur youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for bannjng
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, Jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers. rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time~
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I wm be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanno make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance. was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when· more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, It is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and .sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I am no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they i;::an not drive to the next town to purchase what they want
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the.sales bans included this ordinance.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San.Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol dgarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Wrt:hout these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
·
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminal~ continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
· are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no Jon·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how·
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,

&-/
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I wiJl·be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as It is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanno make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
I am very pp posed to flavored tobacco and me.nthol ban you .wHI be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small,. independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.
In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2 tax increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and safes bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet.
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some ofmy customers
do not have cars so if I ani no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want.
I suspect that.ma~y of these customers will have ·no alternative but to tum
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the .sales bans includ~d this ordinance.
Regards,

t::e.c C ..Ab 6 CLS
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· San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I operate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
If this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Wrt:hout these products, we
lose those customers and everything th~y buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sofd to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are.dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officiafs on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers While
criminal~ continue to plague.this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no !on·ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities lfk.e San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
·to recover what they are gain~ to lose in i!licit marijuana sales.
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable ·
tax dollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers. rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time.,
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I wm be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I wanna make sure that you and other members· of the Board know that
I am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobaGco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business.

tax

In the past several months, we have been hit with a $2
increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on oth~r tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
·
increase. This is. on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans, smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends
meet..
Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I ani no longer able to sell the.products they desire,
they cannot drive to the nexttown to purchase what they want
I suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.
I urge you to remove the .sales bans included this ordinance.

Regard~
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To: San Francisco Board of Supervis.ors
Re: Vote no on Flavored tobacco ban
I will be unable to attend the hearing on Wednesday as it is at 10:30 in the
morning, probably the worst time of day for retailers to leave their stores
but I .wanna make sure that you and other members of the Board know that
l am very opposed to flavored tobacco and menthol ban you will be
discussing.
I am disappointed that the city did not have the courtesy to alert businesses
to let them know that this ordinance was being discussed and have it during
the evening hours when more of us could attend. While you may not think
this is a big deal, it is for the many storeowners that sell tobacco.
Running a small, independent business is a difficult task. Our profit
margins are thin and the sales bans you are proposing in your tobacco
ordinance will wreak havoc on our business .

tax

. In the past several months, we have .been hit with a $2
increase on
cigarettes, the legal age to purchase has been raised to 21, and in July, the
taxes on other tobacco products like chewing tobacco and cigars will
increase. This is on top of the soda tax passed last year.
While larger stores have a greater ability to absorb these types of tax
increases and sales bans,· smaller stores like mine struggle to make ends

-

~cl

Many of my customers are on fixed incomes and tax increases and sales ·
bans have a disproportionate impact on their lives. Some of my customers
do not have cars so if I ani no longer able to sell the products they desire,
they cannot drive to the next town to purchase what they want
I_ suspect that many of these customers will have no alternative but to turn
to the black market to purchase the tobacco products you propose to ban.

1urge you to remove the.sales bans included this ordinance.
Regards,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689
Members of the Board,
I op·erate a convenient store in your district and was very alarmed to hear the Board of
Supervisors are considering a ban on flavored tobacco products and menthol cigarettes.
lf this were to pass my business would take a hit that I'm not sure it could recover from.
Flavored tobacco products and particularly menthol cigarettes are what get customers
in the door and drive our other sales (food, drinks, etc.). Without these products, we
lose those customers and everything they buy, not just tobacco.
What is the justification for removing these products which are only sold to adult
consumers who are 21, (the same as alcohol) and show proper identification? I have
been told that it is to keep kids from using tobacco but meanwhile kids are dying
everyday from taking illegal drugs (opioids and heroin), or driving a car while
intoxicated, things that kill instantly, unlike tobacco and vapor products, yet you hear
nothing from our Supervisors and Health officials on these issues. Instead they want
you to consider removing legal products from legitimate tax paying retailers while
criminals continue to plague this area and are a much larger threat to our youth. You
are basically writing a check to the criminals who will no lon.ger be able to sell marijuana
once it becomes legal next year and will thank cities like San Francisco for banning
products that they can now sell on the street (menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco)
to recover what they are going to lose in illicit marijuana sales.
·
This ordinance is nothing more than a business killer and would cost the city valuable
tax ciollars, jobs, and business owners will be forced to either move or close, that is how
much retailers rely on these products, as was seen recently in San Leandro.

Thank you for your time,
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San Franc:isco Board of Supeniisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 941.02-4689

Supervisors,·

I own a liquor store in San Francisco that sells tobacco and I am
shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city.

I do not understand why the city would do this when the price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?

Pfease don't try ~o say t~at you are doing this for the .children. They
don't bu·y cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legc:ll
products off my shelve~ makes it even more difficult to stay afloat.
.How will the city compensate me and.other busine~s owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

I urge you to vote NO on this unnecessary and discriminatory
ordinance. Thank you.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall

1 Dr. Carlton S. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca 94102-4689

Supervisors,

l own a liquor store in San Francisco .that sells tobacco and l .am
shocked to learn that you are thinking about banning the sale of .
flavored tobacco and menthol cigarettes in the city.

I do not understand why the city would do this when the price of a pack
of cigarettes just increased by $2 per pack and the state raised the age
to purchase to 21. Isn't that enough?

Please don't try to say that you are doing this for the children. They
don't buy cigarettes from me or from any other retailers I know.

Owning and operating a viable small business is difficult. Taking legal.
products off my shelves makes it even more difficult to stay afloat
How will the city compensate me and other business owners for lost
revenue or lost businesses due to your sales bans?

I urge you to vote NO OD this unnecessary and discriminatory
ordinance. Thank· you ..

Sincerely,

G.C\
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DST6/14/17 publictestiniony

- (3ood morning Members of the Board of
Supervisors ....
1- am Dr. Michal Foriest Settles, a SF
homeowner.
The topic today is an emotional one. Your role in
setting public policy is vital in this health debate.
My story goes back d~cades when another related

public policy was established. The United States
military s smoking policy at the time was for US
service. men to be provided chocolates
and
.
cigarettes ... all issued by the US Army.
My Dad, Mark Anthony Foriest, was one of those

young soldiers serving in the Korean War. Decades
later my Dad died of emphysema (a condition in
which the air sacs of the lungs are damaged and
enlarged,--causing breathlessness and ultimately the
coUap_~ing

of the lungs and death) following decades
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of addiction to cigarette smoking resulting from an
ill- conceived public policy. He died at age 50. He
did not see his children graduate from college, he
did not know any of his grandchildren or great
grandchildren. He did not collect a pension nor
collect social security. His passing left my Mother a
.

'.

widow at 49 years of age.
Now you have an opportunity to set public policy as
well. Please reflect long and hard on your decision
and its impact on individuals and their children,
decades later.

·

Please vote "YES'! on this measure. It is one small
step in protecting the youth we say we value. Let us
show the youth of this community our words have
real meaning.
Thank you.
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African American Tobacco Control Platform

AA~
Savin.!! Black Live...'

45,000 African Americans continue
to die each and every year from
tobacco related illnesses. Yet our
community has never mounted a.
true concerted effort to rid our
community of its number one killer,
tobacco! Our community faces
many daunting challenges, but we

African American Tobacco Control Platform

cannot afford to watch another
generation of our children become
the replacement smokers for those

1) Protect our Children by making tobacco use and the predatory
marketing of flavored tobacco products one of the top five
priorities facing our community.

who have already died.

''Stand UP!"

2) Work within our own organizations and religious institutions to
mount a sustained and comprehensive campaign against the
tobacco industry.
3)

We have the power to
create a safe, happy,
healthy, and prosperous
community.

4) Hold the tobacco industry responsible for the irreparable harm
that has been done to our community.
5) With the support of elected officials, develop a comprehensive
tobacco control platform that will eventually reduce tobacco
related illness and improve health equity in the African Americai:i
community.
6)

Demand adequate funding for tobacco prevention programs and
culturally appropriate services to help people stop smoking.

7)

Educate all organizations and institutions that serve African
Americans on how to adopt a non-acceptance of tobacco industry
sponsorshipfcontributions policy.

The AATCLC is available to:

>

Provide com.munity education

)>

Coordinate meetings with health

Understand that predatory marketing and tobacco use perpetuate
poverty in our communities.

professionals, civic leaders, and
grassroots organizations

>

B) Support raising th.e price of ALL tobacco products, especially
cheap unregulated tobacco products that inundate African
American and Latino commm:iities. These products include little
cigars, blunt wrappers,.and cigarillos such as Black N Milds, and
Swisher Sweets. Increase legal age to purchase tobacco to 21.

Provide relevant expert
testimony

)>

Conduct or stand wilh you in
press coryferences, webinars,
and media events

For More information Call
888.881.6619

9)

Prohibit the ·sale of all flavored tobacco products, including
menthol cigarettes.

10) Support and demand smoke free multi-unit housing and other
protections against secondhand smoke exposure.
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· Dear Board of_ Supervisors, .

My name is Ethan, and I am an 19 year old 1hat vapes. I do not purchase things illegally with a
fake ID or anything of ttiat sort However I get all the equipment with my mo1her purchasing the
. item~ for nJe; ~Y mother tiad no problem with me vaping because of my academic success. I
· · gra~u~t~ .High.$ch~9l;-with a 3.89 cumulative GPA and I am currently majoring in mechanical
:~9ioeeii.ng.With a~cu·rriulative3.34 GPA. I started vaping as a choice, it had nothing to do with
· 'the tiavohror juic;:~s or anything like that I also personally vape a very low to no nicotine. I was
·never a fan of nicotine.so I just vape just as something to pass the time. Taking away flavor
juices is probably a huge mistake 1hat could be made. Just because a product is flavored does
not mean its main intent is to reach out towards kids or minors. If that were the case, the sales ,
in just tobacco flavored juice would still be higher than the flavored ones. Its a flavor, like ice
cream, gives people variety. People today like having options for anything.
Current SF resident,
Ethan

/

- - - - · · - - · - - - - ·----
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· PETITidN
TO THE SAN F'lt.A.Ncrsco BOf.\lID OF SUPERVlSORS
The Petition of~~ citizens of th~ Sall ¥#wcisco Bay Area ~ws to the attentif!l'.I of the San F~cis~ Boru:d of Superv.ieofs:

We. the folio~ at1,1 ov~ the age of 21, t1t¥pay.ing, and voth}i;.oi.tizens who beli~~~ tlkt it is strictly·~~ J'&ponsibility of th~ retmers and

p!!t<;:nts/guardians to Q.e...nya=ess to toba~~ products tci mint!~· We believe that .ei;lili!ation and award/~~ should be increaa~ to preventminoi:s :&om
obt;j.ining tobacco px~dUcts, however, we @o not believe tha~ ~eJfyingthe sales of,~'vfaed tobacco proi;\),lcts, dii:ectly itnpacTu y'outh smoking rates. We
~~e in :freedom of~'\J.oice, and this in?llklps our conswned:ffet~ducts tobacco at1~J ~lherwise.
.

'.J'.'he Petitioners ·th~rot(>,tequest To Derfr nos File No. 1704;11 - Ordinance am..~ the Health CQ~L'; to prohjbit tob~eo )'.etailers fi;om selling
:i\littfpredto~accoprod~,incln~,me:J;l1~~blcigatettes.. r.~:
'· ."·., ·, .1··.·,:.-· 1;.',_ · \ '\.
"
1'
,_.._.,___ _ _ _·°i··
• . .";...... ..
.
~ .
·~ . .
.X .
•.
"\
Ni!me/Busio.ess

·

Address

.~·

'°'

--1-'~--c~

··----··---------··----------------------------

City/County

.)<

"P.6iitCode

Signa~~>i.1

~ ~ '~::IA:·=\:O='-i==:::::::~:=:=::::::===
-~-

·~----z-2-s------------------·-------·--------··---·------------

1$TITION
TO Tti:E SAN FRANG.f$.CO BOARD

av SUPERVISORS

The Petiiion of certain cirizeful of the Sa:o. FmncitlliO Bay Area draws tri the attention of th11;@an F:rancisco Boai:cl· of Superviso:t:s:
We, fue /-Ollowing:, a:te over tbil age of 21, ta:x:pa~ and voting cirizet,lii.\vho believe that it-iu ~trictly the xespoas~ility of the retailetS snd
parenrn/gilar<lianS to -deny a@ess to tobacco pxodw:ts to :tnino:t:s. We li.l\kve that educatioii,,llhd awareness shc;;~ltl-be increased to prekntnrlno:t:s from
obtaining t:obacco pxoducts, however, we do not li~eve that denying (lf~ sales of flavored l:Qbacco products, !lh;;f.aly.impacts youth s~oking rates. We
believe .\Ii fteedoru of choice, and this includes otlJ: tonsurued product['fobacco and otheci'H~e.

The Pet~~;ioners therefore :teqJ;test To Den.y BOS File No. 170441- O~t-flJlallce amending cl.i,~ Healfu Code to pl:l.ilitbit tobacco retaile@i from selling
flavo:ced f;Obacco products, i®lilcling menthol cignii\ttes.

Narue~Usiness

·.,r-t;:·

~~'dllllJJ~~~lJS!,JjJ,~~(L_~~~J~--8~11Kff!1~i_f4"~~~~=--=~
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l"ETITION

TO ri ·'.E SAN FRANC: SCO BOARD C :~ SUPERVISdH j
The P~tl>

~n of cettafu. cl~ ..of the San Francii\l1 ) Bay .Area draws" lt

the attention off!>_;~

~Francisco BoMi

of Supervisors:_

We, thfi J ~how.ing,' are ~ver :tl- ·~nge of 21, ta:xpay.&: .ji·and voting ci~ _.who believe 1hat
strictly the resp<?l:i; :~ility of the !et.ail~< ind
parent.$/; ;liu:dians to deny¢ J~s to tobacco pr~ i;ts to :minors. We l; :Ueve that educatlP;f'. \ID-d awareness sh!;t.1~ lbe .increased to (>i :'feat minors from
obtaininf tbbacco produch;, l 1\vever, we do not'( ¥eve that den:yinf; l .p.s,tles of flavoreih 1bacco products, ~ ct1y impacts you~_; :j}oking rates. We'
believfl if fi:eedom of choi~lii, ;liid this includes 00: ~onsumed produk t9bacco and oth~ .~e:
·

p/j

The Pt;,tli i)µers therefore ~dt•
To Deny Bofr f.e No. 170441- Oi' fumce amending ~i' 1-Health Code.to-pl: :hih).t tobacco retjl)i: :S from selling
flavorC¥l, ';fuacco products, ih -~cling menthol~ ~ttes.
·
·
.·
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PETITIOlf
.
' '0 THE SAN FJ, 3}JCISCO BO;.)'~ OF SUPER\ lSORS
. iM.cisco Bay Area· i
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i;!f .the S~ Fran.clS€

Iii i, the following, iii:.e· ~¥er the age of 21, \.;;paying, and vofui~

fuif.izens who belie~

~!1a.titis strict:iy tf;~ -'i'Sponsibility of t'M ~ers and

! ie: Petition of cett:iil!( ij\tlzeos of the S211

\J~oatd of Sup~: 1'.!i;.
' .

.

'p .tints/guardians to ! .$}'access to tobat£. >l;'.toducts to min.i:'.li •..We believe that~ il!;irlion an.d aware(fi :~1 ~ould be in.c:tea~ ·;tl:o prevent min.~~ frotn
. o 1iiiniog tobacco pt!: 1·¥..f:ts, however, w<r .'.- ~ hot believe that d: :l~ the sales of ft fi}red tobacco ptO!.~ ~, directly impadi itluth smoking ratJli;. We
b )itjve in freedom of l{pice, and this incl~ ;des our consumed J: x-aducts tobacco ~ C1.fherwise.
·
.
.
. ..
.
.
;•.
1 u:i Petitioners ther~ 1i!)' request To Den') fiOS File No. 1704. 1 - Ordinance am~ ~ the Health C~l ·a.-t-o prohibit tobac.c · ~tailers from sell-fi?g
1"6red tobacco proe ·1~'l;s, including men,i ,ur cigarettes.
·
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PETIT'ION

'to THE SAN FRANCISCO BOA.Im OF SUPERVISORS
Th-& Petirion of c:erWn dtizei:is of the San Fri!.ncisco Bay At"'!. dffiws to the .attenli9Jl'l of the San Ftancisw Board of Supetv:lsoii~:

we, the following, ~ OV'et the age of 21t ®:paying, and voting citizens who believe; that it is strictly tb,e fesp.onsibility of tb,e l'etailets and
p;it'.amts/ griardians to dMy access to tob:¢i;o products to min~Jii!· We believe that'«l(ieation and awa:tet1/;lls should bemcre:isW to p:reventminors from
obf:i!ining tobacco p:tb.di'.icts, however, we do not believe t:ba:t.d,i)iiyfug the sales of~\>ored. tobacco p:roi;l,~l'ts, directly impacts you1h smo~:rates. We
bellt\ve .itL freedom· of clipice, :ind this in<iliilies our ccinsumed !?fOdncts tobacC:o atid. othetw:ise.
.·
.

'rh-e Petitioners the:r.io.f~ :request To Deify .BOS Ftle No. 170'441- O:rdina:O.ce amt1fitling the Health C:m.\ll to prohibit tobacllt:> xetailers from selling
&-io:red. tobacco p:rciddi;ts, includi.og meii~iol cigarettes.
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PETITION .
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TO 'TI.f..ffi SAN FRANCISCO BOARD OP'SUPERVISORs
The Petitl6ii of certain citiz~~ 9f the San F=ci~to Bay .Ar.ea draws to ie att=tion of the .Sjln Francisco Boaili <\f Supetviso:rs:
We, the f(.')i(pwing, are over tl.l\'. iige of 21, taxpayilig, and voting ciriz®.s who believe that i:~. is 'sttlctly the respoiis~ty of the retaillll:s i.Jld
parents/~ to deny_a~~s to tobacco prof!lutts to minors. We bEdleve that eduarti6j). ~d awareness shd~d. be increased to ~tEWent minoi:s from
:ob~ t~bacco pro~, -h~_er, we do nof15i;i)eve that denyjng tM sales of Havored·tol~acco products, d,b:~ impacts youth,sj;iioking:t:atcs. We
believe iii fl:eedom of choice, •snd'this includes oi'jJ: Consumed prod:u&s 19bacco and b1h~\'·
The Petl:ti.Op.!'IS therefore r~ii>$t T6 Deny BOS ~iliJNo. 170441 - Otdfuance amending th0 Beruth Code to f>iioWbit tobacco retidfeit<t from selling
·
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furvored Wpacco produra, ~t!dingmen1hol ci3lt~es.
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. STATE OF CALIFORNIA
TOBACCO EDUCATION AND RESEARCH OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
MEMBERS:

November 21 2016
MICHAEL ONG, M.D, Ph.D.
Cll'.AlRPERSON
,Assimml.l'rorc:sSorinRt:>icblc:

President Barack Oballla ·
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20500.

Divislot1ofGa-.c:ralln\.cm11.Mcdicint::md •
HcilthScMccs&:statdl.

D""'""""orM""°""

Unh'l:fSiiyotCalifunm_LcsAnl;clr:s •

NW
·

WlIBDES BAEZCONDE-GARl>ANAU, Ph.D,
MP.Ii.MA. . . - .
Profcuorinl'Tc\tnth"CMcdidnc..~forlbl1hPnmialiona:nd

Dis=c Picvcnfioh 1l1::scudi •

•

Din::ctor~lheCcnlcrforlk:lllhEqui:ly ill.Uw:Afl\dic:as

Unh'CJSilf ofSoUihcru Oilitomi:i

RICHARD BARNES, ID
CDnsultani

•
' •

RE: Support banning all flavors, including menthol, from tobacco
products.
·
Dear President Obama:

•

VICK!EAIJMAN
Prc\.-=tinn Dim::lor'll
.
S\anld2us Ctiunly O~cc ofEdo.c;;rlimt

pATRlCIA.EIEM, Ml'.H.

"""""""""""'
1l>nt
CIVJCCommtuUc:iliaos

ALAN HENDERSON, Dr.l'.lL, C.H.E.S.
Pror~Emi::ri:bls

·
Califomia S~Uuh'eisi:ey.~Bc:i.ch

DEBRA KELLEY
Aih'o=:Y"'Dittd.oT
.Amciic::m.l.oog.Assadation in Cnlifoum.

PAMELA LING, M.D,Ml'.H.
.As.wci3'lel"rofcsulr
D:p:u1meo1 orMediciru::
•
Uni"tmty of Qilifomfa.. Sao fuDl:iscn

WENDYMAX, Ph.D.

.

Ptnfasorii:illcsidenceaixiI>m:r:tor

The Tobacco Ec;iucation and Research Oversight Committee (TEROC) is a
legislatively mandat~d· oversight committee (California Health and Safety Code
Sections 104365-104370) that monitors the use of Proposition 99 tobacco tax
revenues for tobacco control, prevention education, and tobacco-relatE?d
research in California. TEROC advises the California Department of Public ·
Health, the University of California, and the California Department of Education
with respect to policy development, integration, and evaluation of tobacco
education programs funded by Proposition 99. TEROC is also responsible for
the development of a master plan for the future implementation of tobacco
control and tobacco-related research, and making recommendations to the
State .Legislature for improving tobacco control and tobacco-related research
'efforts in California:.

lrutittne:fot}icalthA:;in;.:

Unh>etsitrofCilifomb,.Sau.Ranc:iso;i

.

.

llOBEllT OLDHAM, MD, M.S.l!.A
l"uhlicHcalth Officer and Public Btalthl;>ivisil1ll.Diredor
l'lac:crc.omi.tJ·lXparD:i:ltntllC"Rc:llth and Hum:w Savic:s

MARY BAUM

!i~=:mdolherDrugPn:\tntianl'rop:im
Soda.l •.\th.-ocatcs fix Yon th {SAJ.1 SmDic:ia

CLARADINASOTO,Ph.D,M.P.H:
Assisl:ant.Prol'cssor
UAA.~ ofSQUllu:m

At the September 29, 2016, TEROC meeting, members became aware that the
African· American Tobacco Control Leadership Council (AATCLC), along with
several key public health stakeholders, sent a letter to your administration
asking for removal of all fla~ored tobacco products, including mentholated
cigarettes, from the marketplace. °TEROC supports this request and urges
your administration to ban all flavors, including menthol, from all tobacco
products.

QilifDllli:t

Kcd:: School ar:Mcdiciw:

11'.AlU< STAJl.R.D.V.M, M.P.V.M.
Dq:n:ay .Din::clor fOf"CMronmeat:iJ.11calih
CalifomiaD~ofPubticHCitllh

Flavored tobacco products disproportionately affect certain priority populations
(e.g., low-income, racial/ethnic minorities, young adults, and Lesbian Gay
Bisexual and Transgender individuals) and they entice and encourage youth
and young adults to use tobacco products. In 2014, an estimated 70 percent of
middle and high schoql students who had used a tobacco product in the past 30
day~ had used a flavored tobacco product within this period. Additionally,
menthol cigarettes are advertised more frequently and cost less in African
American and in low-income neighborhoods. Not surprisingly,.more than 80
percent of African American smokers smoke mentholated cigarettes compared
·
to 26 percent higher than whites.
Flavored tobacco an'd menthol are a public health risk that attract new·smokers
and disproportionately affect certain populations. Menthol smokers show
greater. signs of nicotine dependence, have higher rates of quit attempts, and
are less likely to successfully quit smoking than other smokers. Consequently,
these smokers will have a higher risk of tobacco-related dis~ase, Banning all
flavored tobacco products would reduce prevalence of smoking and use of
tobacco products among vulnerable populations, while improving health for all
Americans.
· ·
STAfFED BY CALlFO!<NIADE.'.ARlMENT OF POBUC HEALTH. CAI.lFORNIA TOBACCO CONIROLPROGRAM
1616 CAPITOL AVENtJE, P.0.BOX997377 MN.T>..D6, SACRAMENTO. CAUFORN!A.95899-1371. (916) 449-SSOO

···--~----------------------·---· .. ·······-·------···--···--------~-
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· President Barack Obama
Page2
Novembe.r 21 2016
Although the 2016 Final Deeming Rule gave the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulatory authority over all tobacco products,.including e-cigarettes,
all cigars, hookah, dissolvables, and novel future tobacco products, the FDA did not include
menthol .in the definition of characterizing flavors. Therefore, TEROC urges your
administration as a final act t9 direct the FDA ·to issue a proposed rule to remove all
flavored tobacco products, including menthol, from the market.
Banning flavors, including menthol, from all tobacco products is consistent with TEROC's
2015-2017 Master Plan, Cha.nging Landscape: Countering New Threats, Objective 5:
Preve.nt Youth and Young Adults. from Beginning to Use Tobacco and Objective 7:
Minimize Tobacco Industry Influence and Activities. Strategies in support bf Objective 5
include combating tobacco industry actions such as marketing of e-cigarettes, flavored
tobacco products, and any other product that either entice or engage youth in tobacco
initiation. Under Objective 5, TEROC requests that all organizations involved in tobacco
control urge the FDA to ban menthol cigarettes and all other flavored tobacco
products. Similarly, under Objective 7, TEROC recommends that the FDA ban all
flavored and menthol tobacco products, including smokeless tobacco, cigars, and
cigarettes containing nicotine.

e-

Your leadership to help reduce the uptake of tobacco products and save lives by banning
flavored tobacco products is greatly appreciated. If TEROC can provide further information
that would facilitate your decision-making regarding this matter, please feel free to contact
me directly at (310) 794-0154 or via e-mail at mong@mednet.ucla.edu.
Sincerely,

Michael Ong, M.D.; Ph.D.
Chairperson
cc:
cc:
Cecilia Munoz, Director, White House Domestic Policy Council
Congressman G. K Butterfield, Congressional Black Caucus
Dr. Robert Califf, Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration
Joe Biden, Vice Pr6$ident
Michelle Obama, First Lady
.
Mitch Zeller, Director, Center for Tobacco Products, Food and Drug Administration
Shaun Donovan, Director, Office of Management and Budget
Sylvia Mathews Burwell, Secretary of Health and Human Services
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SAN FRANCISCO
TOBACCO FREE COALIT~ON
Staffed by SFDPH- Tobacco Free Project

25 Van Ness Ave. Suite 345, San Francisco, CA 94102

May8, 2017
_Supervisoi:- Malia Cohen
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisor CohenWe write on behalf of the San Francisco Tobacco-Free Coalition in support of the proposed ordinance that
would end the sale of men~hol and flavored tobacco products by amending the health code. We are grateful for
your bold leadership on this issue, taking on powerful interests as you prioritize the health and well-being of San
Francisco youth and adults. We continue to needlessly lose so many people to tobacco-related disease, given.that
there are approximately 480,000 deaths in the United States every single year related to tobacco.
According to national data and research, 90% of smokers start S!J1okirig·by the age of 18. Those who start
at a younger age tend to be heavier and longterm smokers, which l~ads to higher risk oftobacco-relat_ed health
problems such as cancer and heart disease. Youth who smoke are also at risk for increased blood pressure,
asthma, and reduced lung grpwth. Ex~os.ure to and use of nicotine before 25 years of age has long-lasting negative
impacts on adolescent brain developmbnt.
·
Menthol and flavored tobacco with colorful packaging is used by the tobacco companies to attract young
people. As tobacco companies know, menthol cools and numbs the throat, reducing irritation, making menthol an
appealing option for young people who are initiating tobacco use. 81% of youth who have ever tried a tobacco
product report that the first tobacco product they used was flavored. Menthol, candy and fruit flavors proliferate
in the marketplace.
The proposed ordin?ncewould have a significant impact on the health of this generation of youth.
Decreasing smoking rates also equates to lower direct and indirect health expenditures for individuals, families and
the City and County of San Francisco. Researchers at the University of California, San Francisco estimated that the
cost of smoking in San Francisco amounted to over $380 million per year, including direct health care costs and
indirect co.sts from lost productivity due to illness and premature death. Eliminating the sale of menthol and
flavored tobacco products would be beneficial for the health and economic well-being of San Franciscans.
This ordinance would add to San Francisco's history of advanced tobacco policies which protect our youth.
from a lifetime of addiction, p_oof health, and possibly death and ensures the health of future generations. For
these reasons, we are honored to support the proposed ordinance.

Tonya Williams, MPA

..

Bob Gordon, MPH

Co-Chairs.of the San Francisco Tobacco Free Coalition

Coalition Member Organizations:: African American Tobacco Control Leadership Council {AATCLC) ·American Cancer Society
Cancer Action Network {ACS CAN) ··American Heart Association_· American Lung Association ·Americans for Nonsmokers'
Rights · Bay Area Cornrnunfty Resources {BACR) · Breathe CA- Project E-NUFF • Bright Research Group · California LGBT
Tobacco Educatic?n Partnership· Coalition of Lavender-Americans on Smoking or Health {CWH) /The Last Drag· Freedom
from Tobacco · San Francisco Cancer Initiative (SF CAN) • San Francisco Universfty Student Health Services· San Francisco
Unified School District Health Programs (SFUSD) · UCSF Center for Tobacco Research and Education·
Vietnamese. Youth Development Center {VYDC) ·Youth Leadership Jnstitui:e {YU)

. ' .·- -------- -- ------' -2-3-7-··· --- -···
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5th May 2017 .
Supervisor Malia Cohen
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisor Cohen,
I am writing to express Vietnamese Youth J)evelopment Center (VYDC) 's support for
the policy impact of ending the sale of :flavored tobacco :in San Francisco. VYDC has a
proven record of accomplishment working with. the youth :in the areas of tobacco use
prevention, leadership, and policy advocacy. Our mission is to empower under-served
Asian Pacific Islander and urban youth with knowledge and confidence to define their
future and reach full potential.
Current data shows that flavored tobacco products have been especially targeted at youth
of color, and menthol cigarettes harm youth across our community in the Tenderloin.
Tobacco products with menthol, flavors and colorful packaging are designed to attract
young people. An alarm:ing 95% of African. American teen smokers and 60% of Asian
American teen smokers use menthol cigarettes. VYDC prioritizes the health and safety of
our comm.unity over tobacco industry's 'special interests'. Therefore, we support the
ongoing efforts leading up to policy ban, as we believe that regulating the sale of flavored
tobacco will help mitigate the harmful impact of smoking on young people's lives.
I look forward to our continued partnership on this very important issue.
Sincerely,

Judy Young
Executive Director
Vietnamese Youth Development Center

166 Eddy Street San Francisco, CA 94102 • cel:(415) 771-2600 • fax: (415) 77!-3917 • www.vydc.org-
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May25,2017

Ending the Sale of Menthol. and All Flavored Tobacco

RE: Support for San Francisco Supervisor Malia Cohen's ordinance
As an organization working for 25 years to eliminate tobacco-related harms, the Coalition of LavenderAmericans on Smoking & Health (CLASH) is pleased to sign on as a supporter of SupeiVisor Malia
Cohen's proposed ordinance that would end the sale of all menthol and flavored tobacco products in San
Francisco.
·
·
This ordinance will save lives. Menthol is training wheels for new smokers. It makes it much easier to
tolerate the harshness of tobacco and pick up the habit. It also enhances the impact of nicotine and
makes it harder to quit. More than 70% of smokers wish they didn't smoke and a majority of smokers
support tobacco control measures in order to help them quit. If menthol is taken off the market, quit rates
·
will rise and initiation will drop.
When Congress gave the FDA authority to regulate tobaeco in 2009, menthol was initlally included
among all the other flavors that would be eliminated from the market because they lure kids. Philip
Morris/Altria.supported the bill because they saw FDA regulation as inevitable and wanted a hand in
shaping it. They threatened to kill the bill if menthol was no longer available. Their "compromise" was
two-fold: they were willing to allow a ban on other flavors such as vanilla and berry, representing a small
market share, but not menthol which accounts for 30% of the market. Secondarily, they agreed to charge
~he FDA with studying the menthol issue as a first order of business after passage.
The FDA spent years gathering expert testimony and finally acknowledged that eliminating menthol
would be a boon to public health. However, their efforts were thwarted by the Obama administration for
reasons unclear to us, but most likely a result of tobacco industry influence behind the scenes.
Almost every tobacco control. win is secured at the local or state level, where .the industry has less
influence. San Francisco needs to assert its leadership on this issue and be an example for other
jurisdictions.
Menthol is preferred by a large majority of African American smokers, contributing to a disproportionate
health burden in that (::ommunity. LGBTs and young people also use menthol more than others.
Thank you,

Naphtali Offen, President
Coalition of Lavender-Americans on Smoking and Health (CLASH)

CLASH mail address: 1270 Sanchez street, San Francisco, CA 94114
Telephone: 415-436-9182 Email: bob@lgbtpartnership.org
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Mayor and Board of Supervisors, City of San Francisco
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Dear Mayor an

President Elect
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426 17th St, Ste 300, Oakland, CA 94612
Phone (51 O) 903-4050 Fax (51 o) 903-4049
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The American Heart Association supports Supervisor Malia Cohen's proposed
ordinance "Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products," including menthol
cigarettes. This ordinance will limit access to flavored tobacco products which are
the industry's primary method for targeting & hooking new smokers.

Cigarette smoking is the leading cause of preventable disease and death in the
United States, claiming on average 480,000 lives yearly. It increases the risk for
Leadership Development Chair heart disease and stroke, especially in those who are genetically predisposed.
FrankTataseo
S moking decreases
.
. mcreases
.
the tendency :fjor blood c1ots,
our abili"ty to exercise,
MembBarersredAt Large
and decreases good cholesterol. The best way to prevent tobacco-related illness
Gerry
o
•
•
•
Jay aemens
and death 1s to prevent people from starting to smoke m the first place.
Yerem Yeghiazarians, MD,
FACC, FAHA, FSCAI

Chuck Collins
Laura Doan
Glenn Egrie, MD
Mary A Francis
Jason Hall
Richard Henley
JohnMaa, MQ
Brian May
Mai N. Nguyen-Huynh, MD
Bill Pearce
Alicia Romero, MD
Carol Ann Satler, MD, PhD
Matthew Scanlan
Lynne Sterrett

Senior Vice President
Maria Gonzalez Olson

The tobacco industry targets young people and communities of color with flavored
tobacco products. Tobacco companies have historically targeted African-American
communities with aggressive. marketing of mentholated tobacco products and it is
no accident that 95% of African-American youth si:nokers report smoking
menthol-flavored cigarettes. As a result, African Americans bear a
disproporti.onate burden of tobacco-related disease and death; 4 7 ,000 African
Ameri.cans die annually from smoking-related illnesses, making tobacco use the
largest preventable cause of death among African Americans.
Flavors including grape,.menthol, cotton candy, bubble gum and gummy bears
mask the harsh taste of tobacco and are highly appealing to youth, encouraging
young smokers. In California, 9.4% of young adults (18-24 years old) currently rise .
electronic cigarettes or other vaping devices which capitalize on flavor marketing:
Policies like San Francisco's proposed ordinance "Prohl"biting the Sale of Flavored
Tobacco Products," protect our communities from flavored tobacco products and
are crucial to preventillg a lifetime of tobacco addiction. The American Heart
Association respectfully asks for your support of this vital health policy. We ask .
that you put the health of your constituents before tobacco industry profits, and
help to ensure that all residents have the healthy and prosperous lives they deserve.
Sincerely,
Alden McDonald III, MD
Board President

. ·---·-··--·· ... ---···-· ··-· ... - - · - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - -
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April 28, 2017
Supervisor Malia Cohen
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall Room 244-

San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear.Supervisor Cohen,
We write on behalf of Bay Area Community Resources to offer insight on the potential impact of
prohibiting the sale of menthol and flavored tobacco products in San Francisco.
American tobacco companies mass-produce a deadly consumer product. Consequently, the San
Francisco tobacco market remains a .serious threat to public health. This is especially true in vulnerable
communities where teens and young adults are deliberately targeted by industry marketing.
Tobacco products with menthol, flavors, and colorful packaging are designed to attract teens and yo ling
adults who ·are, as the tobacco industry explains, "the only source of replacement smokers." Menthol
numbs the throat and reduces irritation, making it an ideal choice for beginners. Flavored products, like
fruit-flavored cigarillos, provide young people an array of alternatives to the taste of pure tobacco.
Over 80% of tobacco consumers began by using flavored products-menthol or otherwise. Therefore,
we are confidentthat regulating the sale of products designed to capture and addict new customers will ..
effectively mitigate the tobacco industrfs ability to target teens and young adults.

The Bay Area has a legacy of working hard to protect vulnerable citizens from the threat of addiction,
disease, and death. Our organization commends your efforts to continue this legacy by pr:ioritizing public
health and safety overtob;;icco industry special ipterests.
Thank you,

1'71
Daniel Maggioncalda
Project Director, Tobacco Policy

~~

Ma~Va~v~

Chief Operating Officer

·

Martin Weinstein

Chief Executive Officer

Coalition Member Organizations: Amencan cancer Society Cancer Action Network, American Heart Association, American lung Assoc:iation,
AmericansforNonsmokers' Rights, Bay Area Community Resources, Breathe CA: Project E-NUFF, Bright Research Gro'up, Galifomia LGBTTobac:co
Education Partnership, Coalition of l:avender-Americans on Smoking or Healthffhe last Drag, Department of Health and Human Services,
Freedom from Tobacco, San Francisco University Studerrt: Health SeJVices, San Francisco Unified School Dfsbict:Health Programs, UCSF Cenrerfor
Tobacco Research and Education, Vietnamese Youth Development center, Youth Leadership Institute.

·----~-z4f-~---------

B1 O Bacon St, San Francisco, CA 94I34-1638
Te!: 4l 5.337.1938 Fax: 415.586.0355 Email: lnquiry@gsgracenter.org
Well: www.gsgracenter.org
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· Re: Support for Supervisor Cohen's flavored tobacco legislation
Dear Supervisors Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Sheehy, Tang
and Yee:

On behalf of Good Shepherd Gracenter, a Licensed Recovery Residence for Women in San
Francisco, I'm writing in support of Supervisor Malia Cohen's legislation 1hat seeks to safeguard our
youth by ending the sale offlavored tobacco products in San Francisco_
The tobacco industry employs multiple methods to get kids ai1d teens to start smoking, knowing that
once mey get started, many will be addicted for life. Flavored tobacco is fue same deadly tobacco,
only flavored like candy and fiuit to attract Y?ufu_ Deadly products, such as strawbeny cigarillos,
cherry blunt wraps, chocolate hookah, and cotton candy vapefe-cigarette liquids, are sold throughout
San Francisco, especially near our schools and low-income neighborhoods. No wonder that 80% of all
teen smokers started with some kind of flavored tobacco, and that 95% of African-American teen
smokers, 55%-60% ofLatino and Asian American teen smokers (I), and over 70% of LGBT young
adult smokers use minty menthol cigarettes (2). Flavored tobacco is an issue of social justice.
The Board ofSupervisars has a1ways been a champion for our youth and their wellbeing. Healthier

kids makes for more successful students, but tobacco companies are getting kids addicted by putting
these favors in tobacco. We know that youth are three times more likely to start smoking traditional
combusti.'ble cigarettes ifthey start using flavored tobacco products like e-cigarettes first (3).
The U.S. Department of Health and Human SerVices has launched Healthy People 2fi20
(1vww.healtbvpeople.gov) and one of their objectives is to reduce tobacco use by both adults and
adolescents. r can tell you from first hand experience tltat my father, a long time smoker, died of a
stroke due to smoking. As the Executive Director of a women's recovery residence, I ·witness every
day how women struggle to choose a healthy lifestyle and desire stop smoking. Some have been
successful and fheir.heaYih improved significant!!
You have fue power to improve healfu outcomes, reduce healthcare costs, and advanced health equity.
For these reasons; Good Shepherd Gracenter supports Supervisor Cohen's ordinance, for the health
of our children :and our future.

Sincerely,

Sr. Marguerite Bartling, RGS
MSW,CATCIV
Executive Director.

A Woman's Recovery Be.gins with cYace. ...
Good Shepherd Gracenter is a 501 (c)3 Tax Exempt organization licensed by the State of California
Federal Tax !.D. # 94-1156670
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Dear Mayor Lee and Members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors:
On behalf of the American Lung Assqciatlon in California, the leading public
· health organizatidn fighting to reduce and prevent the lung disease, I am
writing to express strong support for the adoption of an ordinance to proh(bit
the sale of all flavored tobacco products, including menthol.
Each year in California, nearly 40,000 adults die from smoking-related causes
and over 12,000 kids become new daily smokers. According to a 2012 Report
of the U.S. Surgeon General, tobacco companies have a lorig history of using
flavored products to entice new, younger customers.1 Eight out of ten youth
smokers report that they initiated tobacco use with a flavored tobacco
product, and the younger a person is the more likely they will be to use a
· flavored tobacco product2.3
Despite the FDA's 2009 ban on the sale of flavored cigarettes, the market for
other types of flavored tobacco products such as cigars and e-cigarettes is
.'growing rapidly.4 Additionally, menthol flavors were excluded from the FDA
ban despite the evidence that menthol is also driving factor in tobacco
initiation.
The American Lung Association stands in strong support of the proposed
ordinance's inclusion of menthol products. These products present a unique set
of challenges, both in their health risks and in the populations they affect.
Menthol tobacco is disproportionately used by certain.populations, with over
80% of African American smokers and over 70% of LGBT smokers choosing
these products.5.6 Furthermore, we know that menthol users tend to be more
addicted and less able to· quit smoking than non-menthol users.7
For these reasons, we urge the Board to move forward with the ordinance
which will. prohibit the sale of all flavored and menthol tobacco products.

Visit [ung.org/california

-·---------·-·------

................

--·-------------------···---------2-4--S-------.. -·----------..---------------

By eliminating the flavored products that attract young tobacco users, the proposed ordinance will
take an important step toward reducing to tobacco use in San Francisco.
Thank you for your leadership and we hope that San Francisco will continue to set a healthy example
for other Californian communities by supporting innovative, effective tobacco control policies.
Sincerely,

Vanessa Marvin
VP Public Policy and Advocacy

1 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Preventing Tobacco Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon
General Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for
Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Office on Smoking and Health, 2012. J2 Ambrose, BK, et al, "Flavored Tobacco Product
Use Among US Youth Aged 12-17 Years, 2013-2014," Journal of the American Medical Association, published online October 26, 2015. ( 3
Villanti, AC. et al~ "Flavored Tobacco Product Use Among U.S. Young Adults:," American Journal of Preventive Medicine 44{4):388-391.,
2013. 14 Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids. Flavored Tobacco Products Fact Sheet.
httos://www.tobaccofreekids.org/research/factsheets/odf/0383.pdf 15 Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, The.
NSDU Report Use of Menthol Ggarettes. 2009: Rockville, MD. I 6 National Youth Advocacy Coafrtion, Coming Out about Smoking: A
Report from the N,ational LGBTQ Young Adult Tobacco Project 2010: Washington, DC.17 U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Preliminary
scientific evaluation of the p~sSJ'ble public health effects of menthol versus non-menthol cigarettes.July 2013.
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May25, 2017

Supervisor Malia Cohen
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Dear Supervisor Cohen:
I write in support of your efforts to reduce youth tobacco use. As San Francisco's public MediCal managed care plan whose mission is to improve the health of San Francisco's low income
residents and to support the safety net providers who care for them, the San Francisco Health
Plan (SFHP) is ·Concerned about the significant impact flavored tobacco products have had· on
overall smoki:tig rates, but particularly amongst low income~ minority youth who make up a large
portion ofSFIIP's members. SFIIP strongly supports reducing access: to flavored tobacco
products in San Francisco.
Please let us know how we may be of assistance to you and this legislation.
Sincerely,

cc: Members of the Board of Supervisors
President .
Mark Farrell
Sandra Lee Fewer
JaneIG:m
Aaron Peskin·
Hillary Ronen
AhshaSafai
Jeff Sheehy
Katy Tang
Norman Yee
Lo~don Breed,

5279X

_..,_,24,,_.,5~---------------
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Supervisor Malia Cohen
I Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisor Cohen,

I am writillg on behalf of the Youth Leadership Institute (YLI) to offer education and insight on
ending sales of menthol and flavored tobacco products in San Francisco. We have been: serving
the San Francisco community for over 20 years we believe th.at cultivating engaged and dynamic
young people today will lead to a more just, equitable, and sustainable society tomorrow. YLI
supports and engages "non-traditional" youth leaders - particularly those from low-income
communities of color - in becoming civic leaders. We are dedicated to working with and
building the skills of young people so they can confidently address and break down the social,
economic, and environmental inequities in their communities.
These youth leaders are the fabric and the future of San Francisco, investing in their health is
critical and we know th.at the leading cause for African American premature death is due to
tobacco related issues. Countless youth we have developed at YLI have expressed th.at their
peers and family members would not have started smokii;ig if it were not for the flavored options
such as menthols that remain accessible and bombarded with messages to consume these deadly
products.
The industry targets youth, communities of color and the LGBT community as they desperately .
attempt to evolve to find the next generation of clients. San Francisco under your leadership is
poised to take another strategic public health s~d that will not only protect our most vulnerable
communities but also set the tone for other to follow, as our beloved city continues to be a leader
in social justice efforts that focus on health eqtiity.
·

Yil has been a leader in addressing health inequities and is excited to continue to build on over a
decade of our tobacco prevention efforts in youth leadership, research, and community change in
San Francisco and throughout the state.
Sincerely,

/<fhu fsL
LFahad Qurashi,
Bay Area Director of Programs
fqurashl@vli.org, (408) 805-0553
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May18,2017
Mayor and Board of Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Mayor Lee and members of the Board of Supervisors:
The Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids Action Fund supports amending the Health Code by adding Artide 190,
."Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products," to end the sale of all flavored tobacco products, including menthol,
in the City and County of San Fra.ncisco.
·
Prohibiting the sale of flavored tobacco, including menthol cigarettes, is an important step in protecting San Francisco
children from the unrelenting efforts of the tobacco industry to hook them to a deadly addiction. For decades, tobacco
companies have used flavorings to improve the taste and reduce the harshness of their products to make them more
appealing to new users, almost all of whom are under age 18. A government study found that 81 percent of kids who ·
have ever used tobacco proqucts started with a flavored .product1 . The evidence is clear that menthol cigarettes and
flavored tobacco products have a direct appeal.to youth and make it easier for them to start smoking.. Prohibiting the
sale of menthol cigarettes and other flavored tobacco products will help reduce tobacco use and its devastating toll.
In .recent years, .there has been an explosion of sweet-flavored tobacc~ products, especially e-cigarettes and cigars.
These products are available in a wide assortment of flavors that seem like they belong in a candy. store or ice cream
parlor - like gummy bear and cotton candy, wild berry and lemonade. A 2014 study identified more than 7,700 unique ecigarette flaiiors, with an average of ·mare than 240 new flavors being added per month. 2 Sales of flavored cigars,
meanwhile, have increased by nearly 5Q percent since 2008, and flavored cigars made up more than half (52.1 percent)
of the·U.S. cigar market in 2.015, according to Nielsen convenience sto.re market scanner data.3
These sweet products have fueled the popularity of e-cigarettes and cigars among youth. Youth cite flavors as a major
reason for their current use of non-cigarette tobacco products, with 81.5 percent of youth e-cigarette users and 73.8
percent of youth cigar users saying they used the product "because they come in flavors I like. "4 Across all tobacco
· products, the data is clear: flavored tobacco products are overwhelmingly used by youth as a·starter product, and
preference for flavors declines with age.
Tobacco companies have a long history of targeting and marketing flavored tobacco products to specific populations
and subgroups. Tobacco industry marketing, often targeted at minority communities, has· been instrumental in
increasing the use of menthol products and in the disproportionate use of menthol products by minority groups an·d
youth. As a result, 85 percent of Afri~n-American smokers smoke menthol cigarettes, compared to 29 percent of white
smokers. Menthol cigarettes are particularly popular among youth; more than half of youth smokers use menthol
cigarettes, including seven out of ten African-American youth smokers. 5 The FDA's Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory
Committee (TPSAC) estimated that by 2020, 4;700 .excess· deaths in the African-American community wilf be attributable
to menthol in cigarettes, and over 460,000 African Americans will have started smoking because of menthol in
.
.
WWW.TOBACCOFREEACITON.ORG
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cigarettes. TPSAC further concluded that "R.emoval of menthdi ~igarettes from the marketplace would benefit public
health in the United States." 6
There is also a long history of the tobacco industry targeting the LGBTQ pop.ulation. For more than 20 years, the tobacco
industry has targeted the LGBTQ market through direct advertisements, sponsorships and promo.tional events. 7 The
m~st infamous example of this targeted marketing of the LGBTQ community is "Project SCUM" (suqculture'urban
marketing), a 1995 marketing plan developed by R.J. Reynolds to target the gay community ln the Castro District of San
Francisco. 8 .
The scientific evidence leaves no doubt that flavored tobacco products-·including menthol - have a profound adverse
impact on public health in the United Sta.tes, resulting in more smoking and subsequently more death and disease from
tobacco use. The research also demonstrates that the tobacco industry is responsible for the harm caused by menthol
cigarettes because of its targeted marketing to children and African-American communities and its manipulation of
menthol cigarettes to appeal to specifii; target markets. Prohibiting the sale of flavored tobacco products, including
menthol cigarettes, will help counter these industry tactics,
By adding Article 19Q. "Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products" to the Health Code, you wili place the health
of San Francisco's kids before tobacco industry profits. Thank you for your leadership protecting San Francisco youth
from the harmful effects of tobacco use.

Sincerely,

William P. Lee
Executive V)ce President, US Programs

1

Ambrose, BK, et al., "Flavored Tobacco Product Use Among US Youth Aged 12-17Years, 2013-2014," Journal of the American
Medical Association, published online October 26, 2015.
.
·
2
Zhu, S-H, et al., "Four Hundred and Sixty Brands of E-cigarettes and Counting: Implications for Product Regulation," Tobacco Control,
23(Suppl 3):iii3-iii9, 2014. ·
.
3
Delnevo, CD, et al., "Changes in the mass-merchandise cigar market since the Tobacco Control Act," Tobacco Regulatory Science,
3(2 Suppl 1): S8-S16, 2017.
.
.
4
Ambrose, BK, et al., "Flavored Tobacco Product Lise Among US Youth Aged 12-17 Years, 2013-2014," Joum81 of the American
Medical Association, published online Oct,ober 26, 2015.
·
·
.
5
Villanti, A., et al., "Changes in the prevalence and correlates of menthol cigarette use in the USA, 2004-2014," Tobacco Control,
rublished online October 20, 2016.
Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory Committee, ly'lenthol Cigarettes and Public Health: Review of the Scientific Evidence and
Recommendations, July 21, 2011
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisorvCommittees/CommitteesMeetingMateria!sffobaccoProductsScientificAdvisorvCommittee/UCM2
69697.pdf
.
1
Goebe~ K, et. al., "Lesbians and gays face tobacco targeting," Tobacco Control, 3: 65-67, 1994.
8
RJ Reynolds. Project SCUM. Legacy Tobacco Documents Library. December 12, 1995. Access Date: October 19; 2002. Bates No. :
518021121/1129. http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/mum76d00.
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BREATHE~,

Mayl0,2017
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Grrlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall, Room. 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

CALIFORNIA
GoY.t:n. Gare Public Heolrh Pr1.rmersbip

Dear Supervisors Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim., Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Sheehy,
Tang and Yee:
On behalf of Breathe California's Board of Directors and staff I would like to thank
Supervisor Cohen for the incredible leadership she has shown introducing legislation to
end the sale of flavored tobacco products in San Francisco. & the CEO of a lung and
environmental health nonprofit organization founded in San Francisco over 100 years
ago I am. proud to stand and work with you to ensure the health of our residents comes
before corporate or other interests.
Lung disease is the 2nd leading cause of death in the United States and tobacco is the ·
#1 preventable cause of deathi. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)deeply debilitating and primarily caused by tobacco useii-is the 3m leading cause of
death alone. Over 90% of smokers began smoking before age 18ili and 80% of teen
smokers started with a flavored tobacco product such as menthol cigarettes, :fruitflavored cigars, or candy-flavored vapes/e-cigarettes_iv Breathe California has been
educating our San Francisco communities about the dangers of tobacco for decades.
Over the last two years, by surveying high school students, conducting focus groups,
and providing education to our communities, our team of youth advocates has. worked
to draw attention to how the to.bacco industry uses flavors to target young people. ·

Howard Simoo,JD, MB.A-

Jason B. Stewart, CIMA

1 Sutter Street, Suite 225
San Fran~isco, CA 94104-4924
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

(650) 994-5868
(415) 445-3000
fa.fo@ggbreathe.org
www.ggbreathe.org

SiJtce 1908, Breathe California has
fought for clean ai.r; healtqy lung;:
and the elimination oflung di.rease
in the ·san Franci.rco Bqy Area.

.A member of the
Breathe America™
Alliance

Flavored tobacco is similar to the inclusion oftoys in fast food children's meals: just
like the very presenee of the toy encourages children to choose unhealthy food, flavors
in tobacco draw youth into smoking. Flavored tobacco product.s' bright packaging and
low price mimic those of candy, which makes flavored tobacco incredibly attractive to
youth. We have met countless community members who mistook our display of
flavored tobacco products as candy at our presentations and events; parents are
especially horrified when they realize it isn't candy at all! The San Francisco Board of
Supervisors has already restricted the inclusion of toys. from. fast food meals to protect
youth health. We urge you to prohibit the sale of flavored tobacco products as well.
This is an issue not only of youth health, but also of social justice. Menthol cigarette
users, especially younger smokers and people. of color, v have a harder time quitting.
Youth menthol cigarette smokers are disproportionately African American, Asian
American, LGBT, and froin:low-income communitiesvi already significantly impacted
by lung diseasevii.

Breathe California believes no one should ever struggle to breathe and we fight lung
disease each day through advocacy, grassroots programs and direct services. We work
with individuals, families, and communities :fighting to improve the quality of their
lives and we know. how painful, isolating, and hopeless many people feel when they
are struggling with tobacco addiction and tobacco-related disease. For decades
Breathe California has worked in partnership with the Board of Supervisors, to prohibit
the sale of single cigarettes (1991), establish smoke-free workplaces that pre-date
California law (1994), smoke-free bars (1998), smoke-free playgrounds (2002),
tobacco retailer licenses (2003), srnoke-free parks (2005), tobacco-free pharmacies
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(2008), smoke-free events (2013), and e-cigarette regulations (2014).
Youth often don't understand that the health impacts from tobacco may not be felt for decades.
My father is a good example of this; he fust began smoking as a teenager and although he hasn't
smoked since 1989 he was diagnosed with lung canrer just last month. Having already lost two
uncles to tobacco-related lung disease, in addition to working with people battling lung disease
every day, I know how agonizing it is to watch people you love struggle with oxygen tanks, tests,
treatnients, and surgeries - all due to tobacco use. Your action passing this legislation will help
protect the next generation of San Franciscans, and their families, from suffering the same way.
TheSan Francisco Board of Supervisors has always been a champion for the wellbeing of our
youth and San Francisco has consistently provided new models for community health for the
nation to follow. You are in a powerful position to save lives! You now have the opportunity to
do something no other city has done before - you can advance health equity by eliminating the
sale of flavored tobacco.
Thank you for helping ensure the health of all San Franciscans. I urge you to prioritize the health
of our most vulnerable communities and take this bold step to eliminate the sale of flavored ·
tobacco products.
·
With respect and gratitude,

Tanya Stevenson, EdD, MPH
President & CEO

.

-

i Carter B, et al., "Smoking and Mortality- Beyond Established Causes", New England Journal of Medicine, 2015:372:631-40.
n Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Annual smoking-attributable mortarity, years of potential life lost, and productivity losses-United States, 1997-2001. MMWR. 2005;54(250):625-628.
iii US Department of Health and Human Services. 2012. Preventing Tobacco Use Amo·ng Youth and Young Adults: A Report of
the Surgeon General.
.
·
iv Ambrose BK. et al., '.'Flavored Tobacco Product Use Among US Youth Aged 12-17 Years, 2013-2014". JAMA 2015; 314{17):
1871-1873.
v Foulds J, et al. 2010. Do Smokers of Menthol Cigarettes Find It Harder to Quit Smoking? Nicotine Tob Res (2010) 12 (suppl_2):
S102-S109.
.
vi Giovino GA, et al., "Differential trends in cigarette smoking in the USA: is menthol slowing progress?" Tobacco Control 2015;
24:28-37.
vii San Francisco Health Improvement Program. 2017. Community Health Dashboard data available at www.sfhip.org.
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May2, 2017
The Honorable Ed Lee
·1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Mayor Lee and Members

of,~he

San Francisco .Board of Supervisors:

The American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network is committed to protecting the hea Ith and
. well-being of the citizens of San Francisco through evidence-based policy and legislative
solutions designed to eliminate cancer as a major health problem. As such, we are writing to
support passage of the proposed amendment to the San Francisco tobacco retail license (TRL),
which will prohibit sales offlavored tobacco products. ·
The 2014 Surgeon General's Report found that more than 43 million Americans still smoke, and
toba.cco will cause an estimated 480,000 deaths this year in the U.S. Of the 9 million youth
currently living in our state, nearly i.4 million of them will become smokers, and approximately
440,000 of those kids will die prematurely as a result of tobacco use.
In 2009, Congress, prohibited the sale of cigarettes with flavors other than tobacco or menthol.
Tobacco companies responded by expanding the types of non-cigarette flavored tobacco
products they offer, and now make most of those products available in a growing array of kidfriendly flavors. Little cigars, sm_okeless tobacco, anc;l e-dgarettes are marketed in a wide array
of sweet flavors and colorful packaging that appeals to youth. According to the California
Department of Public Health, young people are much more likely to ~se candy and fruit
flavored products than adults. Prohibiting the sale of flavored tobacco products, including
menthol cigarettes, helps to remove some of the appeal of these products to beginning
smokers.
Adolescents are still going through critical periods o_f brain growth and development, and they
are especially vulnerable to the toxic effects of nicotine. Both opponents of smoking and
purveyors of cigarettes have long recognized the sighificance of adolescence as the period
during which smoking behaviors are typically developed. Tobacco companies have a long

American cancer Society cancer Action N~twork
700 Main Street, Suite 102 • Fairfield CA 94533 • 707.290.0003

-·--··---·--------------------.... ··--.---·-----·--····-······-······---··· ....... ··------2-54-------···-·---------·····--------·------------·. - . ······ -·-

history of marketing to vulnerable populations, and target youth with imagery and by
marketing appealing flavors. This has been particularly true in the African American population.
In African American communities, the tobacco industry has aggressively marketed menthol
flavored tobacco products to youth. More than 80% of African American smokers smoke
menthol cigarettes, and African American men have the highest death rates from lung cancer,
when compared to other demographic groups. The anesthetizing effect of menthol masks the
harshness of tobacco, making menthol cigarettes more appealing to beginning smokers, and
menthol smokers demonstrate greater dependence, and are less likely to quit.
While cigarette sr.noking has declined in the U.S., sales of menthol cigarettes have steadily
increased in recent years, especially among young people and .new smokers. Prohibiting the
sale of flavored tobacco products can help to keep kids from ever starting to smoke, and can
encourage those who do smoke to quit. We should be doing everything we can to protect
young people from ever establishing this deadly addiction, and the cancer it causes, as well as
supporting those who are trying to quit. ACS CAN appreciates San Francisco's leadership in
bringing this issue forward, and we encourage the Board of Supervisors to pass this amendment
to prohibit the sale of all flavor~d tobacco products.in the City of San Francisco.

Sincerely,

Cassie Ray
Government Relations Director, Northern California
American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network

American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network
700 Main Street, Suite 102 • Fairfield ~ 94533 • 707.290.0003
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June 6, 2017
Re: Support for Supervisor Cohen's flavored tobacco legislation
Dear Supervisors Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safaf, Sheehy, Tang and Yee:
On behalf of Donaldina Cameron House I'm writing in support of Supervisor Mafia Cohen's legislation
which seeks to safeguard our youth by ending the sale of flavored tobacco products in San Francisco.

.

.

. The tobacco industry employs multiple methods to get kids and -teens to st.art smoking, knowing that once
they get started, many will be addicted for life_ Flavored tobacco is the same deadly tobacco, only
flavored like candy and fruit to attract youth. Tobacco companies specifically package tobacco in bright
colors at price points targeted to teens, such as selling double packs of chocolate flavored little cigars-for
$.99 throughout San. Francisco.
·
·
These deadly products, such as strawberry cigarillos, cherry blunt wraps, chocolate ho.okah, and cotton
candy vape/e-cigarette liquids, are sold throughout San Francisco, especially near our schools and lowincome neighborhoods. No wonder that 80% of all teen smokers started with some kind of flavored
tobacco, and that 95% of African-American teen smokers, 55%-60% of Latino and Asian American teen
smokers (1 ), and over 70% of LGBT young adult smokers use minty menthol cigarettes (2). Flavored
·
tobacco is an issue of social justice.
The Board of Supervisors has always been a champion for our youth and their wellbeing. Tqbacco
companies are getting kids addicted by puttfng these favors in tobacco. We also know that youth are
three times more likely to start smoking traditional combustible cigarettes if they start using flavored .
tobacco products like e--cigarettes first (3).
As an anchor institution in Chinatown serving vulnerable, low-income immigrant youth and families, our
experiences has been· that the Asian population we serve have limited access to healthy food and face
many medical issues, including cancer. We try our best to keep youth from developing smoking habits will
negatively affect their wellbeing.

a

Decreasing access to tobacco products will make San Francisco leader across the nation. Together we
can close this loophole in San Francisco so that tobacco companies can't get our kids, especiaUy
minority, disadvantaged, and low income youth, addicted to life-threatening flavored tobacco. You have
the power to improve health outcomes, reduce healthcare costs, and advanced health equity. For these
reasons, Donaldina Cameron House supports Supervisor Cohen's ordinance.
For the health of our children and ou·r future,

~4;May Leong
Executive Director
1. Ambrose BK. et al., "Flavored Tobacco Product Use Among US Youth Aged 12 -17 Years, 2013-2014." JAMA 2015; 314(17):
1871-1873.
2- National Youth Advocacy Coalition. 2010. "Coming Out About Smoking: A Report from the National LGBTQ Young AdultTobacco

Project
3. Primack BA, et aL 2015. Progression to Traditional Cigarette Smoking After Bectronic Cigarette Use Among US Adolescents and
Young Adults. JAMA Pediatrics 169(11): 1018-1023.
·

920 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, CA 94108 T 415.781.0401
cameronhouse.org

F 415.781.0605 .·info@lcameronhouse.org

Donaklina Cameron House is a 501(c){3) pubfic charity; our Tax JD is 94-1618605

·-·--· ·.......--:~~------·-···---·---~~------------------------2-5-$-------
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Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors
It is important that we protect youth from addiction and death by stopping the sale of flavored tobacco products. As
leaders, we are role models
the youth and can have a positive effect on their lives by creating an environment that
reduces their access to deadly addictive products.

for

RIDE is an organization that began nearly 15 years ago to counter the marketing of tobacco products to youth involved
within the racing and car show scene. We achieve this through youth leadership development, policy adoption and
edutation campaigns.
In the past, RIDE documented sampling and giveaways of tobacco products to yo.uth that resemble candy and fruit like
products at car shows. This includes car shows within the city and counfy of San Francisco. The racing and car show
scene attracted large numbers of youth, some of which were hosted by tobacco product retailers. These vendors often
market tobacco, including e-cigarett;e, products that have fruit and menthol flavorings. Studies show that widespread
use and availability of menthol and flavored tobacco 'products promote the initiation and use of tobacco among youth.
The fact is, over 80% of youth started tobacco use ~flat had flavored products in them.
Menthol and flavored tobacco is the vehicle used to deliver thesi= poisons and hook our youth to nicotine addiction. San
Francisco led the nation in amazing public health work and it our hope that we will continue leading the nation by
creating safe spaces that protect our youth from predatory and poisonous flavored and mentholated tobacco products.
Thank you,

Rosaly,n Moya, MPH
Project Director-Project RIDE (RIDE)

------------·------ ·----------------
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BOYS &GIRLS CLUBS
OF SAN FRANCISCO

June 6, 2017
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton R Goodlett Place
City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca. 94102-4689
Re: Support for Supervisor Cohen's flavored tobacco legislation
Dear Supervisor Breed, Supervisor Cohen, Supervisor Farrell, Supervisor Fewer, Supervisor
Kim, Supervisor Peskin, Supervisor Ronen, Supervisor Safaf, Supervisor Sheehy, Supervisor
Tang and Supervisor Yee,
·
·
On behalf of Boys & Girls Clubs of San Francisco, I am writing in support of Supervisor Malia
Cohen's legislation which seeks to safeguard our youth by endµig the sale of :flavored tobacco
products in San Francisco.
The tobacco industry employs multiple methods to get kids and teens to start smoking, knowing
that once they get started, many will be addicted for life. Flavored tobacco is the same deadly
tobacco, only flavored like candy and fruit to attract youth. Tobacco companies specifically
package tobacco in bright colors at price points targeted to teens, such as selling double packs of
chocolate flavored little cigars for $.99 throughout San Francisco.
These deadly products, such as strawberry cigarillos, cherry blunt wraps, chocolate hookah, and
cotton candy vape/e-cigarette liquids, are sold throughout San Francisco, especially near our
Clubs in low-income neighborhoods. No wonder that 80% of all teen smokers started with some
kind of flavored tobacco; and that 95% of African-American teen smokers, 55%-60% of Latino
and Asian-American teen sm9kers 1, and over. 70% of LGBT young adult smokers use minty
menthol cigarettes2 • Flavored, tobacco is an issue of social justice.
The Board of Supervisors has always been a champion for our youth and their well-being.
Healthier kids make for more successful students and more engaged Club kids, but tobacco
co~panies are getting kids addicted by putting these flavors in tobacco. We also know that youth
are three times more likely tQ start smoking traditional combustible cigarettes if they start using
flavored-tobacco products like e-cigarettes :first.3.
L Ambrose BK, et al., "Flavored Tobac:Co Product Use Among US Youth Aged 12-17 Years, 2013-2014." JAMA 2015; 314(17}:
1871-1873.
2

National Youth Advocacy Coalition. 2010. "Coming Out About Smoking: A Report from the National LGBTQ Young
Adult Tobaccci Project
3 Primack BA, et al. 2015. Progression to Traditional Cigarette Smoking After Electronic Cigarette Use Among US
Adolescents and Young Adults. JAMA Pediatrics 169(11): 1018 -1023.

·John N. Callander Administrative Office • 380 Fulton Street • San Francisco, CA 94102-4454 • Tel 415.445.KIDS (5437) • Fax415.445.5435 • www.kidsclub.org

·------------------------····-·----··----------2-s--s·-----------~-·--

Teens from three of our Clubhouses (Excelsior, Tenderloin, and the Willie Mays Club at Hunters
Point) participated in Breathe California's Project E-NUFF in the fall of 2015. Our Club
members were among the 150 San Francisco high school students who were surveyed and were
part of the :finding that flavors play a key role in tobacco use among San Francisco youth.
Decreasing access to tobacco products will niake San Francisco a leader across the nation.
Together, we can close this loophole in San Francisco, so that tobacco companies can't get our
kids, especially minority, disadvantaged, and low income youth, addicted to life-tbieatening
flavored tobacco. You have the ability to improve health outcomes, reduce healthcare costs, and
advance health equity. For these reasons, Boys & Girls Clubs of San Francisco supports
Supervisor Cohen's ordinance.
·
·
Sincerely,

E~~~
President
Boys & Girls Clubs of San Francisco

•• - ._

····~.-

• ., ... _________ ,, ___ •
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119 AMERICANS FOR NONSMOKERS

1

RIGHTS

Defending your right1o brea1he smokefree air since 1976

May 12, 2017

Mayor and Board_ of Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Mayor Lee and members of the Board of Supervisors:·
On behalf of our members in San Francisco, Americans for Nonsmokers• Rights supports
amending the Health Code by adding Article 19Q, "Prohibiting the Sale of flavored
Tobacco Products," from Supervisor Malia Cohen that would end the sale of all flavored
tobacco products, including menthol, in the City and County of San Francisco.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends Best Practices for .
·Comprehensive Tobacco Control Programs that have a proven track record in helping to
reduce tobacco-related disease and death in our communities. The CDC's three best
.practices are to 1) eliminate expo?ure to secondhand smoke, 2) promote tobacco use
cessation, and 3) prevent tobacco use initiation among youth and young adults, which
includes addressing access to tobacco products via stronger local laws directed at retailers. ·
San Francisco has a long history of leadership in tobacco prevention to reduce the deadly
impact of tobacco use and exposure. Communities have the right and responsibility to hold
tobacco and·e-cigarette retailers accountable for not being part of the-tobacco epidemic by
selling these addictive and deadly products in flavors that are. very appealing to youth and
young adults. It is important to take strong actiori because the tobacco and e-cigarette
industries continue the deceptive and targeted marketing of their products to youth and young
adults, African-Americans, the LGBTQ commul!ity, and other vulnerable populations.
The evidence is clear that menthol tobacco products are more heavily market~d to
African-Americans, and more than 80% of African-American smokers are menthol smokers
(compared to 30% of Latinos and 20% of Caucasians). While the tobacco industry's history of
targeting ttie African-American community is. often cloaked by its generous community
contributions, scholarship initiatives, and. other forms of "corporate responsibility," it is no secret
that the health of African-Americans is most impacted by cancer, heart disease, and stroke-all
of which are associated with smoking and secondh.and smoke exposure.
Tobacco companies have everything to gain from addicting young people, given research
showing that the earlier a person starts using tobacco, the higher the risk of addiction, and
the harder it becomes to quit. The tobacco industry's long and well-documented history of
profiling and targeting the African-American community for economic profits comes at the
expense of individuals' lives. When it comes to industry tactics, some things never change.
San Francisco should put the health ·of the community ahead of tobacco company and
retailer profits.
·
2530 San Pablo Avenue, Suite J • Berkeley, California 94702 • (510) 841-3032 /FAX (510) 841-3071
www.no-smoke.org • anr@no-smoke.org
------·---···· -
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Given these facts, Americans for Nonsmokers' Rights urges the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors to ~dopt the proposed Article 19Q, "Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco
Products," to prohibit the sale of flavored tobacco products, including menthol.
Thank you for your leadership and desire to make San Francisco the best place to live, work,
and visit. Please feel free to contact ·us at 510-841-3032 if you have any questions,
comments, or feedback.
Sincerely,

~~
Cynthia Hallett, MPH
President and CEO

Americans for Nonsmokers' Rights is a national, member-based, not-for-profit organization based in Berkeley, CA
that is dedicated to helping nonsmokers breathe smokefree air since 1976. ·

- - - - - - - - ----··-- ----- . ··--
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SAM FRANCISCO

MARIN MEDICAL SOCIETY

s

June 9~ 2017

RE: Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products;
Sponsors: Cohen; Safai, Breed, Farrell, Sheehy, Tang ai-zd Yee.

Dear Supervisors:
The San Francisco Marin Medical society strongly supports a ban on ~ale of flavored tobacco products,
including menthol, being sold in San Francisco.
In. fact, we have supported such a policy for years, and convinced the California Medical Association to
do likewise: our proposal to them resulted in their st.atementthat "CMA supports a full ban on menthol
additives in tobacco products·in order to curb smoking."

. You will no doubt hear the many reasons why this is an important pub lip health policy. We want you to
know that the medical _community is very much in agreement that this is a policy whose time has come.
For the health o_f San Franciscans, we urge you to adopt this proposed ordinance, which is firmly in line
with our city's long history of m.ini.ID.izing harm from tobacco.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Man-Kit Leung, MD
President

2720TaylorStreet, Suite450, San Francisca, CA94133 • www.Sfmms.org • P415.561.0850 • F415.5S1.0B33

----------~----- ·'~--'2'*""·5~9t-,---·----------------------.
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School Health Programs Department
San Francisco Unified School District
1515 Quintara St.
San Francisco, CA 94116

Student
Family~

Commumty

SUPPORT

June 1, 2017
· Dear Supervisors Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safaf, Sheehy, Tang and Yee:
On behalf of San Francisco Unified Schooi District, I'm writing in support of Supervisor Malia Cohen's
legislation which seeks to safeguard our youth by ending the sale offlavored tobacco products in San
Francisco. This proposed law would result in healthi.er outcomes for youth, as well as more successful
students, with better grades and improved attendance. SFUSD has worked to make health education a
rite of passage for students in grades Kto 12 (https:/(sfusdhealtheducatlon.org/l and is a leader in the
Tobacco Us~ Prevention Education with Youth Outreach Workers educating their peers against the
dangers of e-cigarette use through school-wide events, classroom presentations and public service
announcements (check out student work at: httRs:flsfwe.llness.org/2017~antl-tobaccovag~·t?Sa~contest=
winners/)
·
·
HoVl(ever, tobacco companies are getting kids.addicted by putting these favors in tobacco. These deadly·
products, such as strawberry cigarillos, cherry blunt wraps, chocolate hookah, and cotton candy vape/ecigarette liquids, are sold throughout San Francisco; especially near our schools c;ind low-income
neighborhoods. 80% of all teen smokers started with some kind of flavored tobacco, and that95% of
African-American teen smokers, 55%-60% of Latino and Asian American teen smokers (i), and over 70%
of LGBTyoung adult smokers use minty menthol cigarettes (2). Flavored tobacco is an issue of social
justice. We. also know that youth are three times more likely to start smoking traditional combustible
cigarettes if they start using flavored tobacco products like e-cigarettes first (3).
Decreasing access to tobacco prod.ucts will make San Francisco a leader across the nation. Together we
can close this loophole in San Francisco so that tobacco companies.can't get our kids, especially
minority, disadvantaged, and low income youth, addicted to life-threatening flavored tobacco. You have
the power to improve health outcomes, reduce healthcare c9sts, and. advanced health equity. For these
reasons, San Francisco Unified School District sui:iports Supervisor Cohen's ordinance.
·
Sincerely,

Q~~

Program Administrator and SFUSD Tobacco Use Prevention Education Program Coordinator
1. Ambrose BK, et al., "Flavored Tobacco Product Use Among US Youth Aged 12-17 Years, 2013-2014." JAMA 2015; 314(17):
1871-1873.
2. National Youth Advocacy Coalition. 2010. "Coming Out About Smoking: A Report from the National LGBTQ Young Adult
Tob.acco .Project.
3. Plimack BA, .et al. 2015. Progression to Traditional Ogarette Smoking After Electronic Ogarette Use Among US Adolescents
and Young Adults. JAMA Pediatrics 169(11): 1018 -:1.023 .
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LOG CABIN.

REPUBLICANS
1090VermontAvenue,.NW I Suire 850
Washington, DC 20005

Esteemed Supervisors:
San Francisco's proposed ban on flavored vaping products comes a year after
England's Royal College of Physicians reported that e-cigarettes are at least 95
percent less harmful than tradit_ional tobacco cigarettes, largely because users inhale
vapor instead of smoke heavy with the carcinogenic byproducts of burning. By.failing·
to differentiate between combustible tobacco products like cigarettes and cigars, and
smokeless e-cigarettes and vapor products (which don't actually contain tobacco
but are almost exclusively f!avored), San Francisco's ban threatens to undermine
current smokers' ability to reduce t_he burden tobacco wields over their lives.
Unfortunately for the LGBT community, who out-smoke other Californians 2-to-1, the
tobacco issue has City Hall convinced that preaching abstinence and crossing their
fingers is the best way to combat tobacco addiction.
·
It's a shocking change of tune for a city known for proudly outpacing the rest of the
nation by fighting public health crises through "harm reduction" strategies. In the
early 1980s, as rumors surfaced that AIDS spread through sex, volunteers with the
AIDS & KS Foundation (now the San Francisco AIDS Foundation) began handing
out free condoms. Before New York City had even spent a dime addressing their own
burgeoning epidemic, Castro Street activists predicted what we know to be true
today: Harm reduction alternatives can mean the difference between life and death.
When roughly 1 in 250 of San Francisco's intravenous drug users were diagnosed
with AIDS, Bay Area activists responded by supplying them with clean syringes in
violation of California state law. Their effort, dubbed "Prevention Point," caught the
attention of then-Mayor Frank Jordan, who committed almost $140,000 to support
the needle excharige program. Today, the rate of.HJV among intravenous drug users
in San Francisco is.roughly half that of the rest of the country.
Risk reduction has served our community well.: HIV diagnoses in San Francisco have
dropped by 48% in the last decade and HIV no longer rE:!igns as the number one killer
in American's gay community. Tobacco has assumed that grim throne, claiming more
than 30,000 LGBT lives each year - twice the number lost to complications of HIV. In
fact, those undergoing antiretroviral therapy are now far more likely to die from their
cigarettes than from complications of the virus .

. -···-- · · · · - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - · · - - - - - · · · - - - - - - · - - - 2 - s - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · - - · - -

But while many in the medical community acknowledge vaping and e-cigarettes as
unconventional tools to combat tobacco harm - the American Heart
Association even discourages physicians from rejecting a patient's decision to use ecigarettes when other cessation methods fail - it appears City Hall is content to buck
the Bay Area's proud legacy of harm reduction.
This debate couldn't have come at a less opportune time: The U.S. Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) recently reported that more than a third of smokers utilize ecigarettes to quit, far more than the number turning to nicotine replacement
therapies like the patch, gum, or drugs like Chantix or Zyban.
Tobacco harm reduction isn't a perfect solution; e-dgarettes still contain nicotine,
formaldehyde, and other chemicals which impact health. But even the director of UC
San Francisco's CenterforTobacco Control Research and Education, Stanton
Glantz, notes "There's no question that a puff on an e-cigarette is less toxic than a
puff on a regular cigarette."
With studies reporting that e-cigarette use can help current smokers reduce their
tobacco consumption or eliminate it entirely, it can't hurt to embrace e-cigarettes as
smoking's less harmful alternative. That's why it's so urgent that members of the
LGBT community- and every other group burdened by the health harms of tobacco
- have access to risk-reducing alternatives like flavored e-cigarettes and vapor
products.
If passed, San Francisco's blanket ban on flavored smoking products will ensure that
one in ten of its citizens.- and nearly one in four members of its LGBT community remain at an increase~ risk of cancer and heart and lung d)seases that accompany
chronic cigarette smoking.
I implore the San Francisco Board of Supervisors to quit-the habit of making the
·perfect the enemy of the good, and embrace - ratherthan betray- the
longstanding legacy of this fair city as a leader in harm reduction alternatives.
Gregory T. Angelo is the president of Log Cabin Republicans, the nation's premier
organization representing LGBT conservatives and straight a flies . .
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Good morning members of the San.Francisco Board of Supervisor's Public
Safety & Neighborhood Services Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to
testify here today.
My name is Manuel Cosme and I am a business own.er who provides tax
consulting services for small busines.ses for over 30 years, many of which are the
very local retailers impacted by this proposed tobacco ordinance.
I have also advocated for the rights of small business owners who continue
to be the backbone of the California economy and have participated various
leadership rol~s to include: the past Chairman of the California National Federation
of Independent Businesses (NFIB), the immediate past Chairman of the California
Hispanic Chambers of Commerce (CHCC) and past-president of both the Napa and
Solono Hispanic Chambers of Commerce.
Today, I stand in solidarity with my fellow local small business· owners and
community members here today that are strongly opposed to this proposed
ordinance because of the real and documented negative impact that it will have on
the city of San Francisco.

- - - - - - --·-. --· ........ ..
-----------------------
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Many of these local community markets provide vital foods like fresh fruits,
vegetables, water, snacks, gas and other essentials. The stores provide jobs,
support local charities, and sponsor youth sports teams. These business owners
and retail stores are a vital part of the local community. They are.rooted in San
Francisco and should not be forced out.
I strongly believe this ordinance will jeopardize public safety. A total ban
on almost all flavored tobacco produc~s creates the conditions for the illicit sale of
these products right here in San Francisco.
These small business owners spend time and money making sure employees
are properly trained on how tq check ID' s. The criminal elements that will move

in and sell tobacco illegally here will not comply with the law and won't think
twice about not verifying the legal age of anyone who desires to buy tobacco
products.
It will destroy independent and minority-owned retail bus~esses that
generate sales tax revenue for the city and provide local jobs. If the ordinance goes
into effect, it is also our concern that the County will lose valuable sales tax
revenues to neighboring jurisdictions that do not have simllar product bans in'·
place. The policy has far-reaching unintended consequences and deserves closer
scrutiny, especially given the.City's projected budget deficit and $5.5 billion in
peµsion liabilities.

------·----------
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What is good for small business, is good for California! I urge you to VOTE
NO on this ordinance.

-----··-----------------------·-------------·----2-u-s---------··-------··----------------·------------------------
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ADMINISTRATION

210 CorroNwood AVENUE

HARTIANd, WI H029
PHONE (262) ~67..-2714

FAx (262) %7..-24~0
www.villageofhartland.c0m
72Srh~azy

jeffreyp@viilageofhartland.com

.T8.92-=207?
May 22, 2017
Department of Health and Human Services
Thomas E. Price, M.D.-, Secretary
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 202q1
Food and Drug Administration-United States Government
Scott Gottlieb, M.D., Commissioner
10903 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20993-0002
Chairperson Council on Environmental Quality
White House
1600 Pennsylvania Aye NW
Washington, DC 20500.

As indica~ed in our previous letter dated April 18, 2017, the Village of Hartland
conducted a three day hearing, April 27-29, ·2017 regarding the Department's
failure to coordinate regarding the impact of the Deeming Regulations. A
spokesman for the FDA telephoned and left a voice inessage that it would not be·
able to have some.one attend but a Jetter would be sent regarding our concerns.
We have not as yet received that letter.
Attached to this letter of transmittal are the Findings· and Conclusions entered by
the Hartland Hearing Bo.a rd at. the conclusion of the hearings. This letter contains
references to Executive Orders that President Trump has issued that provides
reasons why you should withdraw the Deeming Regulations and begin coordination
with our agency.
·
·
We note that you and your Department are under direction from President Trump to
. review alf departmental regulations in order to determine whether any of them
have adverse impact on jobs and on other aspects of our local needs.
In that same Ex:ecutiye Order issued in February, 2017, the President ordered that
you re.view your regulations in light of .President Clinton's federalism executive
order.12866 both of which executive orders give specific grounds for you to
withdraw the Regula.tions until they could hopefully, with local government input
and .industry input, bring about resolution of the deep conflict between local
I

.. -··--·-·-··-·-·--··---
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ADMINISTRATION

210 ConoNwood AvENUE
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18.92-201?
May 22, 2017
Department of H.ealth and Human Services
Thomas E. Price, M.D., Secretary
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201 ..
Food and Drug Administration-United States Government
Scott Gottlieb, M.[)., Commissioner
10903 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20993-0002

·--

.

Chairperson Council. on Environmental Quality
White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, DC 20500 .
As indicated in our previous letter dated April 18, 2017, the Village of Hartland
conducted a three day hearing, April 27-29, 2017.regarding the Department's
failure to coordinate regarding the impact of the Deeming Regulations. A
spokesman for th~ FDA telephoned and left a voice message that it would not bea'ble to have someone attend but a letter would be sent regarding our concerns.
We have not as yet received that letter.
Attached to this fetter of transmittal are the Rn dings and Conclusions entered by
the Hartland Hearing Board at the conclusion of the hearings. This letter contains .
references to Executive Orders that President Trump has issued that provides
reasons why you should withdraw the Deeming Regulations and begin coordination
with our agency.
·
·
· We note that you and your Department are under direction from President Trump to
review all departmental regulations in 9rder to determine whether any of them
have adverse. impact on jobs and on other aspects of our local needs.
·

I
'·-

In that same Executive Order issued in February, 2017, the President ordered that
you review your regulations in light of President Clinto.n's federalism executive
order 12866 both of whith executive orders give specific grounds for you to
· with.draw the Regulations until they could hopefully, with local government input
and industry input, bring about resolution of the deep conflict between local

-----------------------· ..
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government and the national government on this issue. Following are excerpts
from PresJdent Trump's executive orders and executive order 12866:
From the President's order to you issued in February of 2017:
"At a minimum, each Regulatory Reform Task Force shall attempt to identify
that:

(i)

regulations

-

.. eliminate iobs, or inhibit job creation;

The evidence before Hartland shows beyond any doubt, not just reasonable doubt,
that jobs will be eliminated and no new jobs will be created as a result of the
adverse impact of the regulations for the reasons stated in our findings. So your
Deeming Regulations are among the first that should be identified as eliminating
jobs and put on hold so that no lives be ruined by elimination of jobs and job
opportunities.
e) In performing the evaluation described in subsection (d) of this section, each Regulatory Reform
Task Force shall seek input and other assistance, as permitted by law, from entities Sivzificantly
affected by Federal regulations, including State, local, anil tribal governments. small businesses,
consumers. non-governmental organizations. and trade associations.

This provision is joiAed with the following from President Clinton's 12866 as to the
requirement that you seek our participation.
e) In performing the evaluation described in subsection (d) of this section, each Regulatory Reform
Task Force shall seek input and other assistance, as permitted hv law, from entities significantlv.
affected by Federal regulations, including State, local, and tribal governments, small businesses,
consumers, non-governmental organizations, and trade associations.

Your department has not sought our. input, but we are giving the first of our
hopefully many communications with you through these Findings. We look forward
to your coordinating with us pursuant to instructions from President Trump and
the laws of the United States so that we can help resolve the issues and save an
industry that saves lives.
·
·
·
From 12866 again:
The Regulatory Philosophy. Federal agencies should promulgate only such regulations as .are required by
law, are nece5sary to :interpret the law, or are made necessary by compelling public need, such as
. material failures ofprivate markets to protect or improve the health and safety of the public. the
environment, or the well-being of the American people.

----------------·------
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The overwhelming evidence presented to us, as you· will see from·the Findings,
shows that the private market has done an outstanding job of protecting and
improving the health and safety of the public---from providing the most effective
and safe substitute for smoking combustible cigarettes to establishing their own
safety regulations in the manufacture of products. They are a self-regulating
industry which has developed self-imposed standards in the absence of any
[ncfuded in the Deeming Regulations. SO, UNDER THE PRESIDENT'S SPECIFIC
LANGUAGE THE DEEMING REGULATIONS SHOULD BE WITHDRAWN.
Again from 128.66:
a.

Io. decicling whether and how to regulate, ag~cies should assess all costs and benefits of available
regulatory alternatives, including the alternative of not regulating. Costs· and benefits shall be
understood to :include both quantifiable measures (to the fullest extent that these can be usefully
estimated) and qualitative measures of costs and benefits that are difficult to quantify, but
nevertheless essential to consider. Further, in choosing among alternative regulatory approaches,
agencies should select those approaches that maximize net benefits (i,ncluding potential economic,
eftVironmental, public health and sa(efv, and other advantages; distributive impacts; and equity),
unless a statute requires another regulatory approach..

Again, the evidence was overwhelming that your agency did not do a cost analysis,
did not consider and .try to minimize the adverse impact on small communities like
Hartland that will occur from loss of Johnson Creek Enterprises or even a deep cut
in their business which your Regulations will bring about. The economic losses to
Hartland as well as all of Wisconsin will be enormous and your Department's
attitude so far has been "oh well." As for the environmental impact, your
Regulations have taken into account not at all the human environment as defined
. by the Council on .Environmental Quality. Our record, which you will )lave both by
audio and video, will detail for you the losses to the human environment which your
Regulations will bring about. Again, the evidence calls for withdrawal under your ·
.President's directive to you.
Another provision from 12866:
1. Each agency shall base its decisions on the best reason.ably obtainable scientific, technical,
economic, and other information concerning the need for, and CQnsequences of. the intended
regulation.

Your Regulations ignore the Royal Academy study, as well as the opinions of
virtually every medical expert including Dr. John Dunn who testified in our hearing
that the vaping industry provides a safe alternative to health destructive smoking.
The consequences of the Regulations will be the destruction of an industry that
offers serious relief to the vicfst wasteland of health care for the smoker.' Again,

-·-···------·------··----------.----------·
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under the President's Executive Order language, the Regulations should be
withdrawn.
From 12866:
2_ Each agency.shall i.dentifv and assess alternative forms ofregu.lation and shall, to the extent
feasible, specify pq{Ormance ohiectives, rather than specifying the behaVi.or or manner of
compliance that regulated entities must adopt_

Your Regulations provide no "performance objectives" with regard to the industry
which will have to submit applications for approval of products. They are playing at
·a guessing game to determine what you want1 what you needr and by what
standard you will act in granting or rejecting approval.
From 12866:
"Bach agency shall tailor its regulations to :impose the least burden on society, including individuals,
businesses of differing sizes, and other entities (including small communities and governmenw.I
entities), consistent with obtaining the regulatory ob;ecfives, taking into account, among other
things, and to the extent practicable, the costs of cumulative regulations!'

A careful reading .of our Findings will demonstrate tQ you that you have not fulfilled
the President's Order about imposing the "l~ast burden" on our small local
community. The vaping industry makes up a very important pa.rt of our lifestyle
and our economy1 our social cohesiveness. The impact on our community if we
lose Johnson Enterprises and the individual vape shops will be astronomical-...:-a loss
that is staggering in dollar amounts as well as a loss of our citizens and the
important role they play in our interchange of information.
Ultimate provisions re local input:

I. Wherever feasible, agencies shall seek views of appropriate State, local, and tribal officials before
imposing regulatory requirements that might significantly or uniquely affect those goverfl111.ental
entities. Each agency shall assess the efficts ofFederal regulations on State, local, and tribal
governments. including specifically the availability of resources to carry out those mandates, and
seek to minimize those burdens that wziquely or significantly affect such governmental entities,·
consistent with achieving regulatory obj ecti.ves. In addition, as appropriate, agencies shall seek to
harmonize Federahegulatory actions with related State, local, and tn1iaJ. regulatory and other
·
governmental :functions.

The Deeming Regulations fall so far afield from the President's directions to you
that it hardly needs our comment that the Regulations are out of sync with this
Executive Order and should be withdrawn. You in no way sought our views, the
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views of the County or the State of Wisconsin legislators who testified at our
hearing through written statements. You did not seek our input, either with us all
or with those of us in local government, with information to others to follow.
Because of the failure to coordinate and because of the statutory and constitutional ·
flaws in the content of the Regulations, w_e .call on you to arrange to meet with us
personally or through an authorized representative to discuss what should be done
about the regulations.
Our preference, of course, would be for· you to rescind the Regulations in order to
start over with draftJng new regulations with input from Hartland and the experts·
who ~estified during our hearing.
We await your response and the beginning of coordination.
Cordially,

Yiht

Jeffrey Pfannerstill
.
Village President
Village of Hartland, Wisconsin

......

-~·

...

~
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IN RE THE FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE VILLAGE OF

HARTLAND, WISCONSIN RE COORDINATION WITH THE FOOD
. AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION AS TO ITS DEEMING.
REGULATIONS RESTRICTING THE ELECTRONICVAPING

INDUSTRY

. REACHED AFTER A PUBLIC HEARING
ON APRIL 27- MAY 1, 2.017

THE LAWS THAT GOVERN THE COORDINATION PROCESS

PREPARED BY HEARING OFFICER FRED KELLY GRANT-~~AprU 27, 2017
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The process of "coordination" as set forth in federal statutes
·-- ·requires all levers of government to "coordinate" with the
. lowest lever, that nearest the people, nearest the problems
to be solved, before deciding on policies 1 pfans or actions.
It is not a concept or process forergn to our American way of
thinking or governing. From the time our nation was born 1
local government was vital, and most decisions affecting
citizens were made in town meetings---raucous in New
England---gentile, at least on the surface, in the South--wHd and rough in the West. As our settlements moved
westward toward our Manifest Destiny, local governments..
were the first established. Most services that are enjoyed
by citizens are furnished by local government. Local
government is the level at which individual voices can be
heard, and at the local level there is fa~ less skepticism
about whether our elected and appointed officials will give
our interests priority;
In the early 1990s it was at the local level in Owyhee
County that we set out to save livestock ranching from a
powerf!.!1 lob.by.that influenced the Secretary of the Interior
to end a traditional use of the rangelands .in the west.
:'coordinationn as set forth in federal statutes won out for
t0cal citizens against sheer national power and money and
special interests. Since that time, the process. has brought
relief to local governments and their citizens from South .
Dakota to Texas---even stopping the first leg of the NAFTA
Superhighway through action by four tiny towns with a totaf
population of 6 1 000.
Faced with destruction of an industry by the Food and Drug
Administration---an industr)rlhat brings hope to individuals
who want fo escape the clutches of addicting tobacco, the
Electr.onic Vaping Coalition of America, through its Founder
Mark Block and co-Founder Linda Hansen,
cafled for a hearing by the V!llage of Hartland for the
purpose of establishing whether Food and Drug ·would
coordinate with the village as it is required to do.
The Coalition is vividfy aware .of the fact that-since at least
November 10, 1961 Presidents of the United Statesr. who
have direct authority over all agencies in the Executive·
·· Branch of Government, have directed that the agencies
. p1ake the effort to "coordinate" with local governments.
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._ Congress added its voice to the need for coordination when
... __ · \n the passage of NEPA it required that all federal agencies
cooperate with local governments in coordinating programs
for the benefit of the human environmentr and in the
Federal Land Policy Management Act which defined the
term,
.
Mr. Block pointed to and relied upon the actions of
Presidents John Fitzgerald Kennedy,. Ronald Reagan, William
Clinton and Barack Obama to show the importance to the _
people of the nation the need for federal agencies to
coordinate their activities with local governments that most
directly represent ·the citizeris.r those governments that
actually deliver services to the citizens of the United States
of America.
·

PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM FROM JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNEDY! .
On November 10, 1961 President John Fitzgerald Kennedy
issued a Presidential Memorandum Directive that ordered
federal agencies to organize the structure for reaching out ·
to citizens at the local level to coordinate government
:.__.::_::: ?ervices and understanding of citizens needs as to
- :'economic problems, 11atural resources .development,
protection Of equal rights and urban development efforts."
The Directive provided as follows~
:.. _ . · -. :. -.... -.-. -...-.. > ...J:c:>htl i=. ·\{e.nr.t¢.dy'. :-_ .._-_ _,.
.. .. _. .
·
·
.
.
.
·_
:
:
.
Noveniber-10,,
1961
·
·
.
.
:
-.
.· . · : ·. ·. : ..··. ' . .- ...··: .... >. : : .. ·. : ..... \: ': .
. -. : . . . : -- ..~ .. ·- -. .

: ~6~f.Me1:rr;;ra~d'um tin ·i:he:N~~d ¥~~ -:Gt~a~r .Coordfn~t1~ii .of R;~~i6n~1.a~d · · -

. : '· :. . ·. -. .:." -.. :field Ai:;J:i~lli~ -uf th$. .Govei-nrfienL ._ - · ·,- ·
·
. -·· .. .. .
... - : .· . .
.
. . ..
-..· . . .
M~~~nc;ium:for
Hea~s_
a~d..Agencies...
.
.
.
.
. Qf- f?epa~~nt
.
. ..
. .
'AI3 a.ii integrai. part -Of ~r.e~erit s~(:pe·~o fnq~se the effeGtiven~s.a:ricf. ·- .
economy of. Federal agencles;· 1 Want cooitil nation .Of govemm.enf acthrlti~
ot¢.iide ~f Washingto.n.sl@nift.ca:nt!Y .strengthened. T)iat is to incl ade - · ·

·

. ..

:

injpr.Ovement .oHh~ .ffi:an13gerp_ef!t ali.d _d_ir.ei;:tJ9.f1 .Pf F~deµ:aJ offtcef; ,throufjfi:t:>"µt

the coun.ti'y b.Y .tJil'! ch!ef .departrT,Jental offiqa(s iii _YVa~iIJ.9,ton~ anq:t;>rCJy!s!on
ror.an..inforageney wot:king·gr0up for dosei-·0Jordlri~ti0n across department

arii;i agency llnes frl:irriportant centers of Fe'detal ae!:ivity or.r~ide of the.
Capital
.National
. ...
·
. area.
. .· .

tnan

_·_·· Mor~
ninety pere~nt of alf Federar'ernployee.s work oui:si_de of tti~
. yvash·ington !'ff~a; .Decisions affecting the expenditure of ~ens of. billions of.
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. JDlftltF..·Ki!NNEl)Y.

EXECUTIVE ORDER DIRECTING COORDINATION BY
PRESIDENT RONALD R~GAN:
On the official birth day of the Republic, July 4, 1982,
President Ronald Reagan ordered that all federal agencies
conduct a review of our federal system thorough
coordination with local governm~nts:

Executive Order 12372-Intergovermnental
review of Federal programs
Source: The provfsions of Executive Order 12372 of July 14, 1982,
appear at 47 FR 30959, 3 CFR, 1982 Comp., p. 197, unless othetwise

noted.

By the a.uthority vested in me as President by the
· Constitution and laws of the United
States of America, including Section 40l{a) of the .
Intergovernmenta[ Cooperation
Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 4~31(a)), Section 204 of the
Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 (42 u.s.c.
3334) and Section ·301 of Titfe 3 of the United States
. Code, and in order to foster an · intergovernmental
partnership and a strengthened federalism by relying
on State and locar processes for the State and .local
. government coordlnation and review of proposed
Federal financial assistance and direct Feci'eral
development, it ·is hereby ordered as follows: (Preamble
amended by Executive Order 12416 of Apr. B, 1983, 4S FR 15587, 3
CFR, 1983 Comp., p. 186]

Section 1. Federal agencies shall provide opportunities
for consultatron by elected officials of those State and
local governments that would provide the non-Federal ·
funds for, or that would be directly affected by,
proposed Federal financial assistance or direct Federal·
development.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · -...................... ---
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Sec. 2. To the extent the Statesr in consultation with

local. general purpose governments, and local special
purpose governments they consider appropriater
develop thefr own processes or refine existing
processes for State and local elected officials to review
and coordinate proposed Federal financial assistance
and direct Federal development1 the Federal agencies
shall, to the extent permitted by Jaw: (a) Utilize the
State process to determine official views of State Clnd
local elected officials.
·
(b) Communicate with State and local elected officials
as early in the program plann'ing cycle as is reasonably
feasible to explain spetific plans and actions. ( c) Mµke
efforts to accommodate State and [ocaf erected officials'
concerns with proposed Federal financial assistance
and direct Federal development that are co'mmunicated
through the designated State process. For those cases
where the concerns cannot be accommodatedr Federal ·
officials shall explain the bases for their decision in a
timety manner. ·
·
(d)
Allow the States to simplify and consolidate
existing Federally required Stateplan submissions.
Where State planning and budgeting systems are
sufficient and where permitted by law1 the substitution
of State plans for Federally required State plans shall
-be encouraged by the agenties.
(e)
Seek the coordination of views of affected State
and local elected bfficials in oneState with those of
another State when proposed Federal financial
assistance or.direct Federal development has an impact
on inte_rstate metropolitan urban centers or other
interstate areas. Existing interstate mechanisms that
are redesignated as part of the State process may be
used for this purpose.
(f)
Support State and local governments by
discouraging the reauthorization orcreatron of any
planning organization which is Federally-funded, which
has a Federally-prescribed membership, which is
_
established for a limited purpose, and which is not
adequately representative of1 or accountable to, State
or local elected officials.
Sec. 3. (a) The State process referred to in Section 2

shall include those where States delegate, in specific

------
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instances, to local elected officials the review,
coordination, and. communication with Federal
agencies.
(b) At the discretion of the State and local elected
officials, the State process may exclude certain Federal
programs from review and comment.
.

.

Sec. 4. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

shall maintain a list of official State entities designated
by the States to .review and coordinate proposed
federal financial assistance and direct Federal
development. The Office of Management and Budget
shall disseminate such lists to the Federal agencies.
Sec. s. (a) Agendes shall proposEfrules and regulations

governing the formulation, evaluation, and review of
proposed Federal financial assistance and· d1rect Federal·
development pursuant to this Order, to be submitted to
the Office of Management and Budget for approval.
(b) The rules and regulations which result from the
process indicated rn Section 5(a) above shall replace
any current rufes ahd regulations and become effective
September 30, 1983 ..
[Sec. 5 amended by Executive Order 12416 of Apr. 8,' 1983, 48 FR
15587, 3 CFR, 1983 Comp., p. .
.

186]

Sec. 6. The Director of the Office of Management and
Budget is authorized to prescribe such rules and
regulations, if ~my, as he deems appropriate for the
effective implementation and administration of this
Ord.er and the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act o.f
1968. The Director is also authorized to exercise the
authority vested in the President by Section 401(a) of
that Act (42 U.S.C. 4231(a)), in a manner consistent
with this Order.
Sec. 7. The Memorandum of November s. 1968, is
terminated (33 Fed. Reg.
l6487r November 13, 1968). The Director of the Office
of Management and Budget shall revoke OMB Circular
A-95, which was issued pursuant to that Memorandum.
However, Federal agencies shall continue to comply
with the rules and regulations is~ued pursuant to that
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Memorandum, including those issued by the Office of
Management and Budget, until new rules and . ·
regulations have been issued in accord with this Order;

seC. 8. The Director of the Office of Management and
Budget shall report to.the·
President by Septer:nber 30, 1984 on Federal agency
compliance with this Order. The vie~s of State. and
local elected officials on their experiences with these
policies, along with any suggestions for improvement,
will be included in .the Director1s report. [Sec. s amended
by Executive Order 12416 of Apr. 8, 1983, 48 FR 15587, 3 CFR, 1983

Comp., p. 186]

/s/ RONALD REAGAN
The Whfte
House July
14, 1.982
...--·-

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Register,
3:18 p.rry., July 14, 1982]

AGAIN FEDERAL AGENCIES WERE ORDERED TO COORDINATE WITH
LOCAL GOVERN(li'IENT BY THE 'FEDERAUSM' EXECUTIVE ORDER
ISSUED BY WILLIAM CLINTON:

On August 10r 1999 President William Clinton ordered in
a "Federalism" Executive order that afl federal agencies
develop a coordination regime ·with :1ocal governments:

Federal Register

Presidential Documents

Vol. 64, No. 153·

Execntive Order 13132 of August 4, 1999

Tuesday, August 10,

Federalism

1999

Title3-The

~· ::::. 1'President

. ···-·

-·-

By the authority vested in me as President by the
Constitution and the laws .of the United States of America,
and in order to guarantee the division of governmental

·-·------------------------------------

----------------·-------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · · · · - -··---·--
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responsibifities
··.___ . -.petween the
national
government and
the States that
was intended by
the Framers of
the
Constitution, to
ensure that the
principles of
federalism
established by
the Framers .
guide the
executive
departments
and agencies in·
the formulation
and
implementation
of policies, and
to further the
~olicies of the
Unfunded ·
Mandates
Reform Act, it is
hereby ordered.
as.follows:
Section 1.
Definitions- For
purposes of this

order~

(a) "Policies
that
have.
federalism
implications"
refers
to
regulations,
legislative
comments
or
· proposed
_. legislation, and
other
policy

statements or actions that have substantial ·direct effects
on the States, on the relationship between the national
government and the State$r or on the distribution of power
and responsibilities among the various levels of
government. ·
(b) "StatefT or "StatesT/ refer-to the States of the United
States of America,individually or collectively, and, where
relevant, to State governments, including units of local
government and other political subdivisions established by
the States.
(c) "Agency" means any authority of the United States
that is· an "agencyuunder 44 U.S.C. 3502(1), other than
those considered to be independent regulatory agencies,
·
as defined in 44 U.S.C. 3502(5).

(d) "'State· and locaf officialsrr means elected officials· of
State and localgovernments or their representative
national organizations.
Sec.2.FundamentalFederalism.Principles. In formulating and
implementing policies that have federalism impfications,
agencies shaH be guided by the following fundamental
federalism principles;
(a)
Federalism is rooted in ·the bel.ief that issues that are
not nationalin scope or significance are most appropriately
addressed by the level of government closest to the
people.

(b) The people of the States created the national
government and delegatedto it enumerated governmental
powers. All other sovereign powers, save those expressly
prohibited the States· by the Constitution, are reserved to·
the States or to the people.
·
··.

The constitutional relationship among sovereign
governments,. Stateand national, is inherent in the . very
structure of the Constitution and .is formalized in and
protected by the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution.
(c)

(d) The people of the States are free, subject onfy to
restrictions in theConstitution ·itself or in constitutionally
authorized Acts of Congres~, to define the moral, political,
and legal character of their lives.

(e) The .Framers recognized that the States possess
unique authoritiesFqualities, and abilities to meet the needs
of the people and should function as laboratories of
democracy..
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The nature of our constitutional system
encourages a healthy · drversityin the public
policies adopted by the people of the several
States according to their own conditions, needs,
and desires. In the search for enlightened public
policy,. individual States and communities are free
to experiment with a variety of approaches to
public issues. One-size-fits-all ·approaches to
public policy probfems can inhibit the creation of
effective'solutions to thos~ problems.
(.f)

.
Acts · of the national governmentwhether legislative,. executive, orjudidal in
nature-that exceed the enumerated powers of
that government under the Constitution violate
the principle of federalism established by the
Framers.
·

· (g)

(h)
Policies of the nationaf government
should recognize the responsibilityof-and should
encourage opportunities for-individuals, families,
neighborhoods, local governments, and private
associations to achieve their personal, social, and
economic objectives·through cooperative effort.

The national government should be
deferential to the States whentaking act1on that
affects the policymaking discretion of the States
and should act only with the greatest caution
where State or local governments have identified
uncertainties regarding the constitutional or
statutory authority of the national government.
Sec. 3. Federalism. Polic:jinaldng Criteria. In addition to
adhering to the fundamental federalism principles
set forth in section 2, agencies shafl adhere, to
the extent permitted by law, to the foll.owing
·criteria when formulating and implementing
policies that have federalism implications: ·
(a)
There shall be strict adherence to
constitutional principles. Agenciesshall closely
examine the constitutional and statutory authority
supporting any action that would limit the
polfcymaking discretion of the States and shall
carefully assess the necessity for such action. To
(i)

- . ·--- ..... --·-·--·-··----· - - - - - - - . - c = , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------·--·-------------.----.- - .- .~----~--
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the extent practicable, State and local officials
sharl be consulted before any such action is
implemented. Executive Order 12372 of July 14,
1982 ("Intergovernmental Review of Federaf
Programs") remains in effect for the programs
and activities to which it is applicable.
(h)
National action limiting the policymaking
discretion of the States shaflbe taken only where
there is constitutional and statutory authority for
the action and the national activity is appropriate
in light of the presence of a problem of national
there
are
significant
significance.
Where
uncertainties as to whether national action is
authorized or appropriateF agencies shall consult.
with . appropriate State and local officials to
determine whether Federal. objectives can be
attained by other means.
(c)
With respect to Federal statutes and
regulations administered by theStates, the
national government shaH grant the States the
maximum administrative discretion possible.
Intrusive Federal oversight of State administration
is neither necessary nor desirable.
{d)
When undertaking to
implement
policies
that
implications, agencie.s snail:

formulate and
havefederalism

(1)
encourage States to develop their own
policies to achieve programobjectives and to
work with appropriate officiafs in other States;

(2)
where possible, defer to the States to
establish standards;

in determining whether to establish
uniform national standards, consuft with
appmpriate State and local officials as to the
·need for national standards and any alternatives
that would limit the scope of national standards
or otherwise preserve State prerogatives and
authority; ·and
(3)

(4)
where national st1:mdards are required by
Federal statutes, consultwith appropriate Stat-e
and local officials in developing those standards .

. ·-

·-··-·

. -· -·· -.----···· ·-·-···

·-----·---··---------~-
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Sec. 4. Special Requirements for Preemption. Agencies, in
taking action that preempts State·rawr shall act in
strict accordance with governing· law.
(a)
Agencies shall construe, in regulations
and otherwise, a Federal statuteto preempt State
law only where the statute contains an express
preemption provision or there is some other clear
. eviden.ce that the Congress intended preemption
of State law, or where the exercise of State
authority conflicts with the exercise of Federal
authority under the Federal statute.

·......

(b)
Where a Federal statute- does not
. preempt State law (as addressedin subsectfon (a).
of thrs section), agencies shall construe any
.authorization in. the statute for the· issuanc~ of
regulatfons as authorizing preemption of State. law
by ·rulemakfng only when the exercise of State
authority directly conflicts with the exercise · of
Federal authority under the Federal statute or
there is clear evidence to conclude that the
Congress intended the agency to have the
authority to preempt State raw.
(c)
Any regulatory preemption of State law
shall be restrkted to theminimum level necessary
to achieve the objectives of the statute pursuant
to which the regulations are promulgated.

When an agency foresees the possibility
of a conflict between Statelaw and Federally
protected inte-rests within its area of regulatory
responsibility1 the agency shc;ill consutt, to the
extent practicable, with appropriate. State .and
local officials in an effort to avoid such a conflict.
(d)

(e)
When an agency proposes to act through
adjudication or rulemakingto preempt- State law,
the agency shall provide alI affected State and
local officials notice and an opportl!nity for
appropriate participa.tion in the proceedings.
Sec. 5. Special Requirements for Legislative Proposals.
Agencies shall not submit to the Congress
legislation that would; .
(a)
directly regulate the States in ways that
would either interfere wft:hfunctions..essential to
the· States' separate and independent ex.Istence or

---·-·-·-·--·... -- ------

--~-·.

·-------·-· ···-··---·------········--------z£-s--·-------·---·---··-----

be inconsistent with the fundamental federalism
principles in section 2;
{b)
.
attach to federal grants conditions that
are not reasonably relatedto the purpose of the
grant; or·
(c}
preempt State law, unless preemption is
· consistent with . the fundamental · federalism
principles set forth in section 2, and· unless a
.clearly legitimate national purpose, consistent
with the federalism policymaking criteria ·set forth
in section 3, cannot othefw:ise be met.
· Sec. 6. Consultation.. ·

(a)
Each agency shall have an accountable
process to ensure meaningfuland timely input by
State and local officials in the development of
regulatory
policies
that
have
federalism
implications. Within 90 days after the effective
date of this order, the head of each agency· shaH
designate an official with principal responsibility ·
for the agency's implementation of this order and
that designated official. shall submit to the Office
of Management and Budget a description of th·e.
agency's consultation process. ·

To the extent practicable and permitted
by law, no agency shall promulgate any regulation
that has federalism implications, that imposes
substantial direct compliance costs on State and
local governments, and that is not required by
statute, unless:
(h)

(1) funds necessary to pay the direct costs
incurred by the State andfocal governments in
complying with the regulation are provided by·
~e
.
.

Federal Government; or
(2) · the
agency, prior to
promulgation of the regulation,

the

formal

(A) consulted with State and. local officials
early in the process of developing the
proposed regulation;

':'.-!-·----:-~·----··-

.
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(B) in. a separately identified portion of the
preamble to the regulation as it is to be
issued in the Federal Register, provides to the
Director of the Office of Management and
Budget a federalism summary_ impact ·
statement, which consists of a descriptfon of
ttie extent of the agency1s prior consultation
with State and local officials 1 a summary pf
the nature of their concerns. and the agency's
position supporting the need to issue the
regulation, and a statement of the extent to
which the concerns of State. and local officials
have been met; and

(C)makes available to the Director of the
Office of Management andBudget any written
communications submitted to the agency by
State and local officials.

(c) To the extent. practicable and pennitted ·by
law, no agency shall promulgate any regulation
that has federalism implications and that
preempts State law, unless the agency, prior to
the formal promulgation of the regulationr
.(I)
c;onsulted with State and· local officials
. early in the process of developing the proposed
regulation~

(2)
in a separately identified portiol) of the
preamble to the regulationas it is to be issued in
the Federal Regj.ster, provides to the. Director of
the Office . of - ~anag.ement and Budget a
federafism summary impact statement, which
consists of a description of the extent of the
agencyrs prior consultation with State and local
officialsr a summary of the nature of their
concerns and· the agency's.-position supporting
the need to issue the regulationr and a
statement of the extent to which the concerns of
Sta~e and local officials have been met; and
(3)
makes available to the Director of the
Office of Management andBudget any written
communications submitted to the agency by
State and local officials.

-----~~------------~----·--·--------------

---------'-2..._._.8'--'-5-------

Sec. 7. Increasing Flexibility for State and Locdl Waivers.
(a)
Agencies shall review the processes ·
·under which State and local governments apply
for waivers
of statutory and
regulatory
requirements and take appropriate steps to
streamline those processes.
· (h)
Each agency shall, to the extent
practicable and permitted by law,consider any
application by a State for a waiver of statutory or
regulatory requirements in connection with any
program administered by -that agency· with a
general view toward increasing opportuniti~s for
utilizing flexible policy approaches at the State or
local level in cases in which the proposed waiver·
is consistent with applicable Federal policy
objectives and is otherwise appropriate.

(o) .
Each agency shall, to the extent
practicable and permitted by law,render a
decision upon a complete application for a waiver
within 120 days of receipt of such application by
ttie agency. If the application for a waiver is not
granted, the agency shall provide the applicant
with tiniely written notice of the decision and the
reasons therefor.

This section applies only to statutory or
regulatory requirements thatare discretionary and
subject to waiver by the agency.
(d)

:

Set!. 8. Accountabilfty.
(a)
In transmitting any draft final regulation
that has federalism implications to the Office of
Management ·and Budget pursuant to Executive
Order 12866 of September 30, 1993, each agency
shall include a certification from the official
.designated to ensure compliance with this order
stating that the. requirements of this order have
been met in a meaningful and timely manner.

(b)
In transmitting proposed legislation that
has federalism implicationsto the Office ·of
Management and Budget, each agency shall
include a certification from the official designated
to ensure compliance with this order that all
relevant requirements of this order· have been
met.

---------------------------
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(c)
Within 180 days after the effective date
of this order, the Directorof the Office of
Management and Budget ~md the Assistant to the
President for _Intergovernmental Affairs shall
confer with State and local officials to ensure that
this order is being properly and effectively
impf emented.
Sec. 9. Independent Agencies. Independent regulatory
agencies are encouraged to comply with the
provisions of this order.
&c. 10. General Provisions.
(a)
This order shall supplement but not
supersede the
requirements
contained
in
Executive O'rder 12372 ("Intergovernmental
Review of Federal Programs"), Executive Order
12866 (''Regulatory Planning and Reviewu),·
Executive Order 12988 (''Civil Justice Reform"),
and OMB Circular A-19.
··

(b) ·
Executive Order 12612 ("Federalism"),
Executive
Order
12875
(''Enhancing
the
Intergovernmental Partnership''), Executive Order
13083 ('"Federalism''), and Executive Order 13095
("Suspension of Executive Order 13083°) are
revoked.
(c)
This order shall be effective 90 days after
the date of this order.Sec. 11. Judicial Review_ This
order is intended only to improve the internal
management of the executive branch, and is not
Intended to create any right or benefit,
substantive or procedural, enforceabfe at law by a
party against the United States, its agencies, its

offi~ers, or any person.
THE WHITE HOUSE,

August 4, 1999.
[FR Doc. 99-20729

Flied 8--9-99; 8:45 amJ
Bllllng

c:Oc!e 3195-01-P
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THE DIRECT ORDERING OF COORDINATION
CONTINUED WITH PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA WHO
ISSUED AN EXECUTIVE ORDER ON JUNE 9, 2011 AGAIN
ORDERING ALL FEDERAL AGENCIES TO COORDINATE
WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

On June 9, 2011, President Barack Obama ordered the
creation of a Rurpl Councll for the purposes of all federal
agencies coordinating with local governments:
EXECUTIVE ORDER - - - - "'. - - ESTABLISHMENT OF THE.
WHITE HOUSE RURAL COUNCIL By the authority vested in
me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States of America and in order to enhance Federat
engagement with rural communities, it is hereby ordered. as
follows: Section 1. Policy. Sixteen percent of the American
population lives in .rural counties. Strong, sustainable rural
communities are essential to winning the future and ensuring
American competitive·ness in the years ahead. These
communities supply our food, fiber, and energy, safeguard
our natural resources1 and are essential in the development
of science and innovation. Though rural communities face
numerous chaflenges, they also present enormous economic
potential. The Federal Government has an important role to
pJpy in order to expand access to the capital necessary for
economic growth, promote innovation, improve access to
health care and education, and expand outdoor recreational
activities on public lands. To enhance the Federal
Governmenes efforts to address the needs of rural America,
this order establishes a council to better coordinate Federal·
programs and maximize the impact of Federal investment to
promote economic prosperity and quality of life in our rural
communities. Sec. 2. Establishment. There is established a
White House Rural Council (Council). Sec. 3. Membership. (a)
The Secretary Agriculture shall serve as the Charr of the .
Council, which shall also include the heads of the following
executive branch departments, agencies, and offices: (1) the

of

.;:
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Department of the Treasury; (2) the Department of Defense;
(3) the Department of Justice; (4) the Department. of the
Interior; (5) the Department of Commerce; (6) the
Department of Labor; (7) the Departm~nt of Health and
Human Services; (8) the Department of Housing and Urban
Development; 2 (9) the Department of Transportation; (10)
the Department of Energy; (11} the Department of
Education; (12) the Department of Veterans Affairs; (13) the
Department of Homeland Security; (14) the Environmental
Protection Agency; (15) the Federal Communications
Commission; (16) the Office of Management and Budget;
(17) the Office of Science and Technology Policy; (18) the
Office of National Drug Control .Policy; (19) the Council of
Economic Advisers; (20) the Domestic Policy Council; (21)
the National Economic Council.; (22) the Small Business
Administration; (23) the Council on Environmental Quality;
(24) the White House-Office of Public Engagement and
Intergovernmental Affairs; (25) the White House Office of
Cabinet Affairs; and such other executive branch
departments, agencies, and offices as the President or the
Secretary of Agriculture may, from time to time, designate.
(b) A member of the Council may designate, to perform the
Council functions of the member, a senior-level official who is
part of the member1 s department, agency, or officer and who
is a ·fufl..:time officer or employee· of the Federal Government.
(c) The Department of Agriculture shall provide funding and
administrative support for the Council to the extent permitted
by law and withih existing appropriations. (d) The Council
shall coordinate .its policy development through the Domestic
Policy Council and the National Economic Cou·ncil. Sec. 4.
Mission and Function of the Council. The Council shall work
across executive departments, agencies, and offices to
coordinate development of policy recommendation·s to
promote economic prosperity and quality of life in rural
America, and shall coordinate my Administration's
engagement with rura(communities. Sec. 5. General
Provisions. (a) The heads of execu~ive departments and
agencies shall assist and provide information to the Councif,
·consistent with applicable ~aw, as may be necessary to carry
out the functions of the CounciL Each executive department

-·--··--------------·
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and agency shall bear its own expense for participating in the
Council. (b) Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair
or otherwise affect= (i) authority granted by .law to an
executiVe department1 ·agency, or the head thereof; or (ii)
functions of the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative
proposafs. (c) This order shall be implemented consistent
with applicable law and subject to the availability of
appropriations. ( d) This order i~ not intended to, and does
not, create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural,
. enforcea.ble at raw or in equity by any party against the
United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its
offlcers1 employees, or agents; or any other person. BARACK
OBAMA THE WHITE HOUSE, June 9, 2011.

As you can see from this virtually uninterrupted string of
Presidential orders, the process of coordination is not new, it
is not unknown, and the fact that it is ignored is not _
acceptable to local governments.
·
So, Hartland invoked coordination upon request by Block and
Hansen in order to assist its local business Johnson Creek
Enterprises maintain viability in the face of economic ruin
threatened by the Food and Drug Administration.
Congress has joined with Presidents Kennedy, Reagan, Clinton and Obama
in ordering that coordination occur between federal agencies and local
governments,
The Food and Drug Administration is a f~deral agency that is subject to , and
not immune from, the National Environmental Policy Act

'":'"•
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THE WISCONSIN AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS ON
COORDINATION TO IMPLEMENT THE PRlOR EXECUTIVE ORDERS DrRECTING THE AGENCIES TO
COORDINATE
Written by Fred Kelly Grant, Esq.

April 27, 2017

The Food and Drug Administration Is a federal agency that is subject to, and not Immune from,
the National Environmental Policy Act, which applies to ALL FEDERAL AGENOES. It is. an
agency within the Department of Health and Human Services, under the direction of the
SecretaiY of Health and Human Services, appointed by the President. That is a department and
secretary with the Executive branch ofthe government under the direct supervision and
direction ofthe.Presidentofthe United States. 'The Department was created by, and itS duties
are set by Congress as are all members of the Cabinet.
The Secretary has delegated responsibility for supervision over the food and Drug
Administration to a Commissioner who is named by the President and must be confirmed by
the Congress". So, the immediate superior to the Food and Drug regulatory program is the ·
Commissioner.
The Food and Drug Administration Is not an independent, st.and alone agency of government
with untimited power. It is a part of the Executive branch of government, and is responsibfe for
compliance with statutes, and with Executive Orders issued by the President.. Of course, it is
not immune from the Constitution of the United States of America.
The Village of Hartland is a unit of focal government within the county of Waukesha, and the
state of Wisconsin. It has all the authority granted to villages by the legislature of Wisconsin.
Linder the constitution and statutes of Wisconsin. It also has all the.authority granted to loeal
governments by the Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and its citizens and
elected officials have all the rights guaranteed by the Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution.
Under the Tenth Amendment, Hartland is authorized to exercise the "police powers" of a local
government that include, according to the United States and Wisconsin Supreme Courts, law
enforcement and public health and safety. ,
As pointed out in Hartland's Resolution number 02/13/2017--02 Hartland exercises home rule to

promote "the general welfare, peace, good order, and prosperity'' of its citizens, and to care for
the "commercial benefit andforthe health, safety, welfare, and convenience of the public."
Art. XI Section 3 Wisconsin Constittition; Wisconsin Statutes 61.34 (5)
At the end of the 1960s and the begin.nihg of the 1970s the national government was
beginning to move into an era of legislating and controlling the environment of

1
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Amedca, and that means environment in its overall sense. In the Merriam Webster
dictionary, Environment is defined as the "circumstances, objects, or conditions by
which one is surrounded the com pf ex of physicalr chemical, and biotic factors (such as
dimate.1 soi'!, and living things} that act upon an organism or an ecological communit\i
and ultimately determine its form and survival: the aggregate of.social and cultural
. conditions that influence the fife of an individ.ual or community

0

As .one of the protections of local government and its authority at this time ·of national

expansion, Congress passed the National Environmental Policy Act, and in it required that
EVERY AGENCY OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT recognize it had a duty to work in
coordim~tion with local governments. To that end, Congress ordered that every agency "in
cooperation with ...locaf governments-to use all'practicable means and measures, including
financial and te<:hnlcal assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general
welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive
harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future
generations of Americans to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions use all practicable
means and measures.... to improve and.coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs and
resources..."
Further, Congress ordered that every agency "to the fullest extent possible" interpret and
administer all regulations, polices and laws of the United States in. accordance with the stated
poli0'So, it is the Jaw of the United States, binding to the Food and Drug Administration, that it
coordinates its regulations with local governments, such as the Village of Hartland.
So, what does "coordination" require? Well, it is clear that Congress knows the difference
between cooperate., consult, collaborate, and coordinate because It uses th~ words in different
ways in the same statutes. Fo~ example, In the Tobacco Control Act it provided in section 914
thatthe Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission shall "coordinate" a duty with the
Secretary, and the Secretary shafl "consult"
the Chairman on a duty. So, clearly Congress
does not use the words interchangeably. So what does it mean when it uses the word
"coordination"?

with

WeH, the law i~ that when a word of common usage is used in a statute and not defined, it is to
be taken to mean what the dictionary says it means. And the dictionary definitions of
1
coordinationn" all are pretty much the same in that they require some "equal type" working
together.
"·
'

Virtually all dictionary definitions contain the concept of equal, not subordinate and
harmonious discu5sions and resolutions of conflicts.

2
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And the dictionar\i definition are ·consistent with what Col"!gress was thinking when it passed
the National Environmental Policy Act.
In the exercise of its local government.authority, the Hartland Village Board should have been
involved in a coordinated effort with the Food and Drug AdminiStration before the set of
Deeming Regulations were developed and issued purportedly to implement the Family Smoking
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act. Section 916 of that Act preserves to Hartland the
authority and right ''"to enact, adopt, promulgate, and enforce any law, rule; regulation, or other
measure with respect to tobacco products that is in addition to, or more stringent than,
requirements established under this chapter, including a law, rule, regulation, or other measure
relating to or prohibiting the sale, distribution, possession, exposure to, access to, advertising
and promotion of, or use of tobacco products by individuals of any age, information reporting
to the State, or measures relating to ~re safety standards for tobacco products" or to tax
"tobacco products".
Clearly Congress did not think it was granting that authority to Hartland; Rather, Congress
recognized that Hartland already had that authority.because it styled the section 916 as
"Preservation" of authority, ackflowledgingthat such authority already existed.
The existence of such local authorlty, traditional in our nation, as recognized by the Tenth
Amendment, makes it apparent why Congress ordered executive agencies to "coordinate" with
local governments before rushing off to regulate the lives of citizens of the local governments.
It was important to do so to maintain the federal republic structure that is established by the
Constitution.
The Tobacco situation presents a good example of why Congress ordered all national agencies
to coordinate with local governments in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Local
governments like Hartland have the police power to enact law enforcement and health laws
that would impact tobacco smoking and allowable age; that power and authority has been
traditional and that is why the United States Supreme Court has said that the Tenth
Amendment reserved the police powers. Since local governments had and have that power, it
is only logical, but more than logical, it is legally required, that coordination "in an equal
participation basis be conducted .with local government before a non-ele~ed agency of the
national government imposes regulations that might adversely impact the power and authority
of the local government.
At the Ume NEPA was passed, there was a whole host of environmental laws in the mix in the
nation's capital: the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act and the National Forest Management Act. Human health was
in the limelight as President Nixon proposed an affordable care health insurance program, so
NEPA did not concern just land and earth, and of all the environmental acts, Congress chose the
comparable Federal Land Policy and Management Act to define coordination. These were aU
environmental Acts; they had to do with the natural environment and the human environment
that includes economic, cultural, and social considerations. Under the statutory interpretation
doctrine of IN PARA MATER!, when the Congress defines a term in one statute and then uses
3
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the term in comparable .statutes, but does not redefine it, it intends that the definition be the

same.
In the case of Coordination, whether you look to the dictionary definition or to the
Congressional definition, you reach the same conclusion: Congress intends that the ag!=ncies
work together equally with local government to resolve conflicts in policy.
'
As a matter offirst order, the Food and Drug Administration is directed by President Donald
Trump to coordinate with local governments such as Hartland. One of his first orders was for
every department to review its regulations and hold up on enforcing any one that had an
adverse impact on jobs, employment, or economic gain. That order directly involves the
Deeming Regulations.
·
When the Deeming Regulations were developed, the FoOd and Drug Administration was als.o
under direction from President Barack Obama to coordinate· with loc?I gove~nments such as
Hartland in Executive Order establishing the Rural Council.
This direction to coordinate with focal government is not something new and unique. It has
been a direction to executive agencies since President John Fitzgerald Kennedy ordered it in a
Presidential Memorandum dated November 10, 1961.
President Ronald Reagan, in Executive Order 12372, continued the direction to coordinate.
Fu~hennore, it was again directed by President Clinton. In Executive Order 13132 he directs
the agencies to leave states and communitie~ "free.to experiment with a variety of approaches
to public issues. One size fits alJ appwach~s to public ·policy problems can inhibit the creation of
effective solutions to those problems." He directed agencies that national policies should
"entourage opportunities for...local governments...to achieve th~ir personal, social, and
economic objectives through cooperative effort ... The national government shoufd be
deferential [where} local governments have identified uncertainties regarding the
constitutional or statutory authority of the national government."

Consistent with directions from Presidents Kennedy and Reagan, the Congress mandated that
federal agencies coordinate their programs, policies, and actions with local governments when
the National Environmental Policy Act was passed· and signed into law in 1969. That act,
commonly known as NEPA provides: it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations of
national policy, to improve and coordinate Federal p[ans, functions, programs and resources;
(2} assure for all Americans safe~ healthful, productive, and estheticaUy, and culturally pleasing
surroundings; in cooperation with State and local governments to use all practicable means and
measures, including financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and
promote the general welfare.
Many times we tend to overlook the true meaning of the National Environmental Policy Act,
and push it aside unless we are dis~ussing some attribute of the natural environment-the
4
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. forests, the desert, the mountains, the coastline. But it is designed for far more than·that. Jn
fact, the very first sentence of the Act makes it clear that Congress' prime point of interest is
"man" and "his" environment,_ not the natural environment. Congress opened theAct with
declaration of"nationa! policy" to "'encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man
and his environment,n and of intent to "stimulate the health and welfare of man," The Council
on Environmental Quality was established by the Act as the overseer of the- activiti~s taking
place to put the Act into effect. One ofits first acts was to define the terms to be used. The
term 0 human environment" is set forth as explanation of this provision of the law, and makes it
dear th;;it the erivi~ol'.ment ofman should be what the Council has defined as the "human
environment.

a

0

In 40 CFR 1508.14 "human environment" is defined as:
.

.

'Human environment' shall be interpreted comprehensively to rnclude the natural and
physical enVironment ·and the relationship of people with that environment (see the definition
of 'effect5' 1508.8} This means that economic or social effects are not intended by themselves
to require preparation of an environ.mental impact statement. When an .environmental impact
stc;itement is prepared, and economic or social and natural or physical environmental effects
are interrelated, then the environmental impact statement will discuss all of these effects on
the human environment.»
The term "effi;cts" to which we are referred is defined by 1508.8 to includ.e:
"effects includes ecological (such as the effects on natural resources and on the
components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystems} aesthetic:, historic, cultural,
economic, social, or health, whether dii-ect, indirect or cumulative."
. So, dearly, it is the direction of the Council that the congress intended that NEPA analysis occur
when necessary to determine the impact of an action on ~he economy, social .structure, and
cultural structure of man In a community, and to further determine impact on the health of
man, which is consistent with the· stated policy of encoyraging stimulation of health in· man.
Congress in. 2009 ehacted the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco .Control Act.

of

Development of and issuance of a set regulations is a major federal action as defined by the
Council on Environmental Quality, created by the National Environmental Policy Act, and seated
in the office of the President.
On every "major federal action" there must be NEPA study. And "majorfederal action" is
defined as including:
· · uactions with effects that may be major and which are potentially subject to federal control
and.responsibility....Actions include new and continuing activitie5, incl.uding projects and
programs entirely or partly financed, assisted, conducted, regulated, or approved by federal
agencies; new or revised agency rules, regulatio11s, plans policies or procedures.'..; Federal
5
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actions tend to fall within one of the two folJowing categories: {1) adoption of official policy,
such as rules, regulations, and interpretations adopted pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act. .."

Here in Hartland, the Village is considering a set of regulations issued by a federal agency;
therefore it is considering an action that by definition is a major federal action.
So, what is the agency's responsibility as to that action? The Council has said ft must "insure
that environmental information [remember that includes the "human" environment which
includes economic, social, cultural, and health and safety concerns and elements] is available to
public offid~ls and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are taken: The
information must be of high quality. Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency comments and
· pubUcscrutinyare.essentfal in.implementing NEPA." 40CFR 1500.l{b)
In implementing that rnsurance, the <;:ouncil mandated that "federal agencies shall to the fullest
extent possible: Interpret and administer the policies, regulations and publk laws of the United
States in accordance with the p·oJicies set forth fn the Act and in these regu!ations... .integrate
the requirements of NEPA with ·other planning and environmental review procedures required
by law or by agency practice so that all such procedures run concurrently rather than
consecutrvely.... encourage and facilitate public involvement in decisions which affect the quality
of the human environment. .. use the NEPA process to identify and assess the reasonable
alternatives to proposed actions that will avoid or minimize adverse effects. of these actions ·
upon the quality of the human environment... use all practicable means; consistent with the
requirements of the act and other essential considerations of national policy, to restore and
enhance the quality of the human environment and avoid or minimize any possible adverse
effects of their actions upon the quality of the human envi~onment.n 1500.2
The Council explained what it meant by the phrase "to the fuflest extent possible: "each. agency
of the federal government shall comply with this section unless existing law applicable to the .
agency's operations expressly prohibits or makes compliance impossible.'1
The Council also mandates thatthe NEPA process be pufinto place at the earliest possible time
during: "Agendes shall integrate the NEPA process with other planning at the earliest possible
time to insure that planntng and decisions reflect environmental values, to avoid delays later in
the process and to head off potential conflicts." Among the many earliest possible actions
would be to "identify environmental effect {economic~ social, cultural, aesthetic] in adequate
detail so they can be compared to econqmic and technical analyses.11 Also among the earliest
possible tasks is to «study, develop and describe appropri?te alterna~ives to recommended
courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved confficts concerning alternative
uses of available resources../' The Council also overlooks to see th at the agency "consults early
with state and local agencies and Indian tribes and with interested private persons a.nd
organizations when it own involvement is reasonably foreseeable."
6
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§2.5.1 Purpose.
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA}r as amend.ed, directs that,. to the fullest
extent possible, the policies, regulations, and public Jaws of the United States shall be
interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies set forth in NEPA. All agencies of
the f:ederal Government shall comply with the procedures in section 102(2} of NEPA except
where compliance would be inconsistent with other statutory requirements. The regulations in
this part implement section 102(2} of NEPA in a manner that is consistent vyith FDA's authority
under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act. This part
also supplements the regulations for implementing the procedural provisions.of NEPA that .
were published by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in 40 CFR parts 1500 through
1508 and the procedures induded in the. "HHS General Administration Manual, part 30:
Environmental Pmtection" 45 FR 76;519 to 76534, November 19, 1980
§2.5.10 Policies and NEPA planning.
(a) All FDA's policies and programs will be planned, developed, and implemented to
achieve the policies declared by NEPA ana required by CEQ's regulations to en.sure responsible
stewardship of the environment for present and future generations.
· {b) Assessment of environmental factors continues throughout planning and is integrated
with other program planning at the earliest possible time to ensure that planning and decisions
reflect environmental values, to avoid delays later in the process, and to avoid potential
conflicts.

(c} For .actions initiated by.the agency, the NEPA process will begin when the agency action
under consideration is first identified. For ·actions initiated by applicants or petitioners, NEPA
planning begir:is when FDA receives from an applicant or petitioner an EA or a claim that a
categoriea[ exclusion applies, or when FDA personnel consult with applicants or p~titioners on
the NEPA-related aspects of their requested actions. FDA may issue a publ.ic call for
.environmental data or otherwise consu!twith.aff~cted individuals or groups when a
. contemplated action in which it is or may be involved poses potential significant environmental
effects.
§25.40 Environmental assessments.
(a} As defined (ly CEQ in 40 CFR 1508.9, an EA is a concise public document that serves to
provide sufficient evidence and analysis for an agencytc:i determine whether to prepare an· EIS
or a FON SL The EA shall include brief discussions of the need for the .proposal, of alternatives as
required by section 102(2)(E} of NEPA, of the environmental impacts of the proposed action
and alternatives, and a listing of agencies and persons consulted. An EA shall be prepared for
each action not categorically excluded in §25.30, §25.31, §25.~2, §25.33, or §25.3~, or §25.35. ·
The EA shall focus on relevant environmental issues relating to the use and disposal from use of
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FDA-regulated articles and shall be a concise, objective, and well-balanced document that
allows the public to understand the agency's decision. If potentially adverse environmental
impacts are identified for an action or a gr:oup of related actions, the EA shall discuss any
reasonable alternative course of action that offers less environmental risk that is
environmentally preferable to the proposed action. The use of a scientifically justified tiered
testing approach, in which testing may be stopped when the results suggest that no significant
impact wifl oceur, is an acceptable approach.

or
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BEFORE THE VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF HARTLAND, WISCONSIN

A PUBLIC COORDINATION HEARING REGARDING THE DEEMING REGULATfONS1

ISSUED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
On April 27 through 29, 20l7, a Hearing Board2 appointed by the Hartland, Wim:msin Village
Board ofTrustees3 heard evidence in a fact finding coordination hearing, and then concluded
the Hearing on May 1, 2017 with a decision that the Food and Drug Administration failed to
coordinate its Deeming Regulations regarding.the e-Uquid industry4 with the Village of ljartland.
The Deeming Regulations refers to the set of regulations placed in the Code of Federal
Regulations by the Food and Drug Administration. The decision will be presented to the
Commissfoner of the Food and Drug Administration with an urgent request that the regulations
be stayed, shelved, withdrawn, or rescinded outright because they were developed and
imposed in violation of multiple statutes and laws, as will be set forth herein.
BACKGROUND
On February 13, 2017, the Board of Trustees resolved to request that the Food and Drug
Administration enter into coordination with it regarding the Deeming Regulations, which the
Trustees understood to contain provisions that would endanger survival of a thriving business
in the Hartland commu.nity, Johnson Creek Enterprises. The issue was brought to the Village's
attention by Mark Block, Founder and Director of the Electronic Vaping Coalition of America
(EVCA}, and Linda J. Hansen, Strategic Consultant and Co-Founder of EVCA. (See Attachment 1)
These two presented the Board with authorities showing that there is a duty on the part of
federal agencies to coordinate with local governments. The request was memorialized in
Resolution 02/13/2017-01; In a second Resolution, enacted the same date, Hartland set forth
Its understanding of the duty of federal agencies to coordinate regulations and rule making
with local governments. See Resolution 02/13/2017-02

1

The Board wilt use the term uoeeming RegLJlations" to refer to the regulations issued by the Food and Drug
Herein, uHearing Board" or "Board" will refer to the H'earing Board appolrited by the Hartland V-tllage Board of
Trustees.·
a The Hartland Village B~ard of Trustees wifl be referred to as ''Trustees"
4
The Board will use the term 0 e-liquid" to refer to any and all equlpment, sllpplles and-devices that are used by the
Industry and are in widespread use of what many call "vaping'' or u E!lectronic cigarettes• or "e-cigarettes" or
"vaping devices'';· the Board finds that none ofthos!'! terms do justice to the entire. industry and following and so
will simply refer to them as "e-liquid".
2
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For two months, the Food and Drug Administration 5 had still not coordinated; so on April 18,
2017, the Trustees set a public hearing for April 27 through 29, 2017 to hear evidence related .to
the Deeming Regulations and thee-liquid industry. Notice of the hearing went to the Secretary
of Health and Human Services who is the overall supervisor of the Food and Drug
Administration, since it is situated within his cabin et department, and to Stephen Ostroff, the
Acting Commissioner of the FDA office in Stiver Spring, MD, and to the Milwaukee office of the

FDA.
The Board designated Fred Kelly Grant, Esq., to serve as a Hearing Officer. Grant's curriculum
v~e is attached as .Board's Attachment 2. The two Resotutions of the Board relating to
coordination are attached as Exhibits 1 and 2, and the letter setting and notifying the Food and
Drug Administration of the date of the hearing i~ attached as Exhibit 3 ..
The official hearing notice was prepared by and executed by Village Administrator, David Cox,
and. is attached hereto as Exhibit 4, and the instructions of the Hearing Officer to witnesses ls
attached as Exhibit 5.
The hearing was held beginning at 5:30 pm Central Standard Time on April 27, recessed at
approximately 9:00 pm, resumed at 9:30 am on April 28, recessed at approximately 5:00 pm,
and resumed at 9:00
on Aprii 29, and rece.ssed at approximately 2:00 pm, to reconvene at
5:00 pm on Monday, May 1, 2017 to consider and
. make this .decision.

am

At the commencement of this hearing, the Hearing Officer presented a statement of the laws
applicable to the proceedings. .
At the conclusion of the evidenee presentations on April 29, the Board a~sw~red general
questions put to it ·by the Hearing Officer. The answers. to those questions provided the
guidance for the drafting of these Findings and Conclusions by the staff of the Hearing Officer.
The questions, all of which were answered unanimously are as follows:
Has there been coordination with the County or the.Village?
(Unanimously answered, "No")
Will the Deeming Regulations have an adverse impact
(Unanimousfy answered, "Yes")

on the Village of .Hartland?

Is Johnson Creek Enterprises a reputable business in the community?
(Unanimously answered, 'Yes"}
Would the Deeming Regulations putJohnson Creek Enterprises out of business?
{Unanimously answered, "Yes")

5

Herein, Food and Drug Administration may be referred to as Food and Drug or as FDA

2
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ls there a danger from the industry that would justify implementation of the Deeming
Regulations that run the risk of putting the irydustry out of business?
{Unanimously a.nswered "No")
Is there·sound basis for regulations that are harsher than those itnpo~d on combustible
cigarettes?
(Unanimously answered, "No"}
ls there sound basis for saying the e-liquid or vaping business is a dangerous business?
{Urianimously answered,. ''No")

Is there evidence that the FDA did analysis of cost or provided altemative5 that would allow the
e-liquid vaping industry to stay in business?
(Unanimously answered, "No")
The unanimous answers form the basis for these Findings, calling on the Commissioner to
rescind the Deeming Regulatfons.

The Board wiU see that its decision reaches the Commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration and the Secretary of Health and Human Services. The Board submits its
decision with a most earne~ request that this terribly flawed set of regulations be
withdrawn. Representative Duncan Hunter (R-CA) has introduced H.R. 2194, wl)ich would
replace the Deeming Regulations. For that Bill· to be successful the Commissioner must halt or
rescind the current Deeming Regulations or there wilf be no industry.to be saved by the ~ill.
The Board finds within this decision that the current Deeming Regulations will destroy theeliquid industry, an industry that lends solace and alternatives to a vast number of Americans,
including many in Hartland, who are addicted to nicotine and rely on dangerous combustible
cigarettes for relief, a reliance which leads to death for 480,000 people per year.
This nation is committed to protecting and preserving species of animals that are on an
"endangered species" list (Under the Endangered Species Act). Once a species is on such list, it
is protected against harm by every department of our federal government. Yet, 480,000
dfscernable Americans are doomed to die this year from smoking combustibfe cigarettes, and
instead of protecting them, the Food and Drug Administration will doom them by enforcing the
Deeming Regulations that will destroy an effective alternative to smoking. This Board finds it
unacceptable that a government committed to protecting endangered species of animals would
intentionally destroy an industry that offers protection to a doomed sub-group of human
beings.
The Tenth Amendment, which reserves police powers to the V!llage of Hartland as a local unit

of state government, di~ates that we do ~II we can to

prot~ the

public health of our citizens.

3
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From that position of protection, we urge the Commissioner to do what ts right, what is
Constitutionally called for, what is dictated by plain old Hartland common sense I Stop the
insanity that is embedded in these regulations!

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
As a preliminary observation: Most of the members of the Board had no experience with the eliquid industry, so the testimony as to the industry, and its effectiveness and safety as an
alternative to traditional smoking was ;;i true wake-wp. Moreover, the Board had no idea that
the Food and Drug Administration was so determined to put this industry out of business. We
Uve in a trouble.cl worfd, where the bad news stories come so blended in with the good news.
stories, and all blended in to fit a 30 minute newscast, that a story a~ deep as the one
presented to this Board during the hearing is simply not told, or is told in such abbreviated
fashion that the true meaning is never revealed. The Findings which the Board makes include a
Finding that the Deeming Regulations are ill conceived because they will result in destroying an
industry committed to, and doing, outstanding work in converting people av.lay from deadfy
tobacco smoking; the Board further has found that this industry should be looked to by the
Food and Drug Administration as an example of how the free market system of sr'nalf
businesses can work and create the American dream. It is disingenuous for the United States
government and state governments to be taking money from the tobacco companies at the
same time that the federal government is trying to put the industry.that can stop smoking .
rleaths·out of business. The Secretary of Health and Human Services, who is responsible for this
department, should take action immediately if the newly appointed commissioner of Food and
Drug does not. If the Secretary does not, then the President of the United States ought to pay
special heed to the fact t~at he could save as many as 480,000 people from death this year by
stepping in and putting a stop to enforcement of the Deeming Regulations.

I

I. PURSUANT TO OUR GENERAL INTRODIJCTION, All OF WHICH SHOULD BE TAKEN AS
FINDINGS OF FACT, WE MAKE THE FOUOWING SPECIFlC FfNDtNGS. THE COMISSIONER OF
THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATfON FAILED TO COORDINATE WITH THE VILLAGE· Of
HARTLAND AND WITH WAUKESHA COUNTY, AND WITH THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, AND AS A
RESULT, THE REGUIATIONS MUST BE SET ASIDE PENDING RE-JSSUANCE.
1. The Board finds from the testimony of Village Adm1nistrator David Cox that the Food and
Drug Administration did not ever coordinate with Hartland, Wisconsin regarding the Deeming
Regulations or any other issue. On the day prior to the commencement of this hearing, a
spokesperson for the Food and Drug Administration left a voicemail message for Administrator
Cox,, stating they would be unable to attend the hearing but would respond by letter to
Hartland's .concerns. No letter has yet been received.

4
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2. The Board finds from the testimony of Paul Farrow, County Executive of Waukesha County,
Wisconsin, that the Food and Drug Administration did not ever coordinate with the County
regarding the development or enfo~cement of the Deeming Regulations.

3. State Senator Chrl~ Kapenga offered a statement that is admitted in evidence as Exhibit 6, ·In
it he states: "Despite my role as an elected·officia[ in state governn:ient tasked with overseeing
federal issues, I never received any contact from .FDA pertaining to the Deeming Regulations.
At no paint did anyone from the FDA contact me to coordinate with ~ate government to
e.nsure there would be no negative economic impact on our communities as a result of the
deeming regulations."
4. The failure to coordinate .with Hartland is critical because the Deeming Regulations threaten

a specific busine~s, Johnson Creek Enterprises, with going out of business. Johnson Creek
Enterprises is one of the largest manufacturers in the industry. ff ft goes do\1-{n, all small
companies wiH surely fail. The Board agrees with Senator Kapenga in that he stated:
''l believe the FDA failed to comply with the coordination requirement under federal law.
Had the FDA coordinated with local governments, I would have explained the significant
negative economic impact the Deeming Regulations will have on Hartland and the surroundrng
communities. Wrthin my district there are several small and rnedium sized businesses that
operate within the field the Deeming Regulations seeks to regulate. T~e increased regulation
to bring a prdduct to market and to maintain compliance wm cost our economy jobs and
income, In addition, many of my constituents utilize the product;5 regulated by the Deeming
Regulations as an effective means of tobacco hann reduction. If the FDA regulates these
materials as tobacco is regulated, these inpividuals will likely have limited access to products
that are far less harmful tha.n tobacco."
The Board finds that the Senator has hit the issue squarely and finds with him that these
regulations will ham.String any effort to persuade smokers in our communities to abandon
smoking for the e-liquid devices.
5. State Senator Leah Vukmir, testified in writing that1. "It is dear that the deeming regulations
from the FDA that treat vaping products sitnltarly t~ tobacco products are overly burdensome
to the vaping industry. Because of the presence of fohnson Creek Enterprises, these new rules
drsproportionately affect Hartland-and the state of Wisconsin-and may cause many to lose
their jobs. AdditionaHy, I struggle to see how overregulating an industry which provides a
product many use to gain independence from tobacco is helpful for the public health of our
countrv." The Senator's statement is Exhibit 7.
The Board agrees with the Senator's misgivings, and finds that there is no sound reason why
the Deeming Regulations should have been developed without coordination during which the
economic damage could be pointed out with the pf an for a legal alternative.

5
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United States Senator, Ron Johnson, (R-WI), is Chairman of the Senate Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Committee, with oversight of the FDA. He-has written several letters to
the FDA seeking rescission of the Deeming Regulations, for reasons consistent with our
Findings. ff the FDA does n()t feel compelled to talk with, to coordrnate with, the Chair of their
oversight committee, then it is no wonder they have failed to coordinate with the Village of
Hartland.

As a result of the failure to coordinate, Hartland was deprived of the opportunity to point out
the specific losses that will be felt Within the structure of coordination there is a place for
constructive disunion to set the base for reaching consistency between the g_cial ofi:he federal
agency and goal for the Village. The failure to coordinate renders these regulations invalid as
far as Hartlarid·is concerned, and pursuant to the remedies applied in Ca tifornia Resources
~v. USDA, northern district of Ca!Ifornia, and Uintah County v. Norton, dfstrict court for
district of Utah, the regulation should be set aside, and the agency must begin again after
proper coordination.
It. E~LIQUJD INDUSTRY PROVIDES A SAFE, EFFECTIV~ ALTERNATIVE TO THOSE WHO SMOKE
TRADffiONAL CIGARETIES AND FACE SERIOUS lllNESS AND DEATH AND THE 11\i'TERESTS OF
HARTLAND IN PRO'fECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH CALL FOR RESCISJON OF THE OFFENDING

REGULATIONS

1. The Board finds that at feast48G,OOO preventable human deaths will occur this year as a
result of smoking of combustible traditional Cigarettes. The illness and deaths that result from
such smoking come from the by products of the combustion, not from the tobacco product, i.e.,
nicotine which is the addictive portion of tobacc:O.
Jeff Stier, Senior Fellow at the National Center for Public Policy Research, has devoted ·
considerable time for the past twenty years studyfng the problem created for the public health
s)rstem of the nation by the vast number of sick apd dying smokers. He testified, and the Board
finds that smoking of combustible cigarettes is the number one preventable cause of death in
this country. He pointed out to the Board how the Food and Drug Administration tried to
regulate this industry out of existence once before and was stopped by court Intervention, .
when the court pointed out that the agency had no authorization from Congress to enforce a
law against tobacco products. He testified that, ironicaify, the Court outlined for Food and Drug
how they could accomplfsh regulation after obtaining Congressional authorization. He·testified,
arid the Board fi_nds, that the Deeming Regulations impose such a formidable dollar cost on the
application process that few, if any of the current industrial entities wilf be able to afford the
cost. He also testified as to the irony of the fact that Food .and Drug, created for the purpose of
protecting the public health, seems determined to destroy an industry that offers the only
effective method for transforming smokers of combustible cigarettes to a
of life that will
save their lives. The publlc health can best be affected by the FDA promoting, rather than
destroying, the e-fiquid industry.

way
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2. Stier testified that the Roya! College of Physicians, one of the most, if not the most,
distinguished and revered forums of medical experts in the world recommended this industry
as offering the best means of greatly reducing the metho?s of smoking. He testified that th ts
group contends that the e-liquid uses are safe and effective as an anti~smoking diversion. The
Board credits his testimony and the opinion of the Royal College and finds consistentlythat the
industry does provide a safe alternative.
3. Stier also testified as to how the regulations ban any .efforts on the part of people in the
industry from telling the public, by label or otherwise, that this is a safe--or even a less
harmful-means of obtaining nicotine. The Board finds such effort at curtailing speech a
. violation of tli.e First Amendment, which states that the government should not abridge
anyone's freedom of speech. The amendment does not have an addend.um that says "except
for speech regarding safety of alternatives to smoking." The Board finds that the efforts to
curtail speech violate the First Amendment and should be abandoned immediately. If the First
Amendment can protect the release of the Pentagon Papers with the damage they dJd to a war
effort, it surely protects the ability to warn a person that co~bustible cigarettes kill and e-liquid
saves lives.
The Board finds from his testimony that the e-liquid industry indirectly would make inroads on
the high cost to society of tobacco abuse. He testified that the combustible cigarette is the top
priority health issue in America. The-Center for Disease Control says the cost to society is 300.
biflion do[fars yearly, yet the FDA sets out to regulate the industry that reduces, not increases,
· medfcal costs. He points out that it seems the FDA has set a goal to punish those who would
escape tobacco damage and death in favor of a far less harmful, safe use·of nicotine.
Thee-liquid industry hardly existed, if atalf, when the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco
Control Act of 2009 was passed, yet it is the object of the regulatory b.an to purportedly
implement the Act. The Board finds that the Deeming Regulations were developed without
direction to the FDA from the Congress.
The Board finds that the Deeming Regulations are evfdence of government overreach designed
to accomplish a special interest and bias, a·nd have no place in the Code of Federal Regulations:
He testified that it is his opinion that tbe Deeming Regulations constiMe a de-facto ban on the
e-[iquid industry. The Board agrees and finds that such ban is contrary to what Congress
ordered and therefore should be rendered null and void. To give these ultra vires regulations
effect would be to endow the FDA with legislative authority. This authority to regulate must be
limited to the four corners of the statute passed by Congress. The statute authorized no ban.
4. Dr. John Dunn1 M.D., J.[}., an experienced and well qualified medical expert in toxicology and
· epidemiology, testified that thee-liquid industry is safe and provides the most effective means
of converting people from the combustible cigarette habit. He ·explained that the ceremony of
smoking a cigarette is important to the user; that the taking out of the cigarette from the
package·, lighting it up, is what gives the smoker relief even though the nicotine itself fs a
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stimulant. The ceremony with thee-liquid _device and the flavor offer the same type of selfmovfng ceremony.So even as to that aspect of use, thee-liquid industry provides an effective
means ofdiverting from smoking combustible cigarettes. Dr. Dunn testified, and the Board
finds, that the e-liquid industry provides a safe alternative to smoking of combustible cigarettes
and to the death path that such smokers are on when they choose to use traditional
combustible cigarettes. He explained that the flavoring provides variety that adds to the
ceremonial experience. Dr. Dunn said it as plain as could be: Combustible cigarettes klll; e-ltquid
does not. He now_ teaches emergency room physicians and provides emergency room service to
tne Army Hospital at Fort Hood, Texas, where he sees tobacco damage every day. He testified
and the Board finds that the pharmaceutical companies will fight the e~liquid industry to the
end because e-liquid is more effective than tne nicotine replacement therapies made by the
pharmaceutical companies. Sales of those nicotine reptacements make a fortune for
resist to the bitter end. He pointed out the addictive
pharmaceutical C:Ompanies, and they
features of nicotine, yet the .FDA did not attempt to con~rol it and. certainfy did nothing to harm
safes of the n!cotine replacements therapies. Rather, it sets out to control the non-addictive
hardware and software of the e-liquid industry,... which has no addictive powers and does no
·harm of any kind. The co.ntrols within the Deeming Regulations are designed only to protect
special interests, not ~e pe.ople who seek to save their lives from combustible cigarettes.

will

Dr. Dunn spoke.of what he believes is a culture of hate directed against anything that even
looks like smoking. He contends that the FDA will _continue its effort against vaping because it
looks like cigarette.smoking. He conten~s the FDA _has gone off the lclils in retroactively
regulating safe products, contending that its job should be restrictively regulating dangerous
. prod.ucts, He concludes that if the FDA really wanted to protect the public it would favor thee- .
. liquid products because of their safety.
5. Lou Ritter, Founder and President of the E-Research Foundation and President Emeritus and
~o~Founder of the American E-Liquids Manufacturing Standards Association (AEMSAJr testified
as to how the e~liquid industry is consumer ~riven, made up of small businesses with the desire
to be innovative in creating new devices atid flavors in order to provide the variety that helps
keep people from ever reverting to smoking combustible cigarettes. He demonstrated to the
Board how each component.of an e-liquid vaping device ls a non-tobacco item, but when put
together the Food and Drug Admlnlstratfon then "deems" the product to be tobacco even
though it is not, and then regulates it in a fashion that will outlaw tts use. Th~ elements
presented were the battery, the coil, the mouthpiece, and the case. Such convotut~
government logic, or rather lack of logic; is one. of the major issues we_ need to take on directly.
Lou Ritter agreed with the testimony of Jeff Stier that current Deeming Regulations constitute a
de-facto ban of th_e industry. .
The Board finds that it rs against the public interest of Hartland to hav.e e-liquid deemed out o_f
business, and the village Will do whatever it can to try to avoid and evade such government
waste
destructiveness. With th~se ~ndings, we urge the Commis5ioner to be.gin·

and

8

...
coordination with us and with other localities where the industry is present, and go so at once·
before it is too fate for the industry_ The evidence is clear, and the Board finds that these
preventable deaths could be prevented if smokers would turn to .the e-Jiquid industry and
switch from combustive cigarettes to e~liquid products. The industry will not be there to offer
alternative,s if these regufatlons are enforced.
·

an

6. Azim chowdurytestified as a witness in orderto assist the Board to understand
technicalities in the Act and regulations. He explained terms and pointed out that the FDA is
treating e-liquid products unfairly in comparison to tobacco companies -the grandfather clause
gives traditional combustible cigarettes an advantage. Without the harsh grandfather rule, eliquid products would go through a much less onerous approval of a pre-existing product. It
was not the intent of Congress to bane-liquid products, as they were not an issue in 2007-2009.
Congress told the FDA to promote Llless· ~armful alternatives" to tobacco, and the FDA created a
de-facto ban Instead.

Bill Godshall, of Smoke-free Pennsylvania, testified that only the big tobacco companies would
be able to afford the cost to file the required Pre-Market Tobacco Application (PMTA} costs. He
also pointed out that there is no guarantee the FDA will consider the PMTA once it is tiled. So, a
company faces the possibility that it will pay the high cost of preparing and filing a PMTA, only
to have the FDA refuse to consider it. He also testified as to the ext~nt that opponents will go
to discredit thee-liquid industry. He told of a Portland State study that st:1id vaping products
contain form;:ifdehyde. It later was found that the study results were fraudulent because
excessive heat had been used in order to produce a negative report, referring to the _futility of
expecting fair and objective analy~is and treatment from the FDA. He pointed out that Sweden
has the lowest rate of lung and heart disease in the world, and the lowest risk products in the
world. Yet, an appll\:Oction submitted from there for a Modified Risk Tobacco Product to the
FDA, was rejected.
7. An e-tiquid store owner and operator from Milwaukee, Cory Winston, testified that he quit
smoking combustible dgarettes when his four year old daughter asked hii:t one day, "When are
you going to die, Daddy?" He said he was staggered and shocked by the question and he asked
her where she got the idea he was a going to. die. ·She told him that in schoof she heard about
smoking and that it killed people. He to~k his daughter fn his arms and decided he had to quit.
He turned his life around, and for the past year has not been smoking, but is using an e-liquld
device; he tried other ways to quit smoking, but this \:Vas the o_nly effective way to do it. He
testified as to how he recovered his taste for foods and his sense ·of smell, and when he realized
just how bad everything smelled from smoke he called everyone in his phone log and
apo!9gized for subjecting them to second hand smoke for all the years he had smoked. He
owns and operates an e-liquid shop in a neighborhood in Milwaukee where he serves a·n inner
city clientefe that will be disparately impacted by outlawing the e-liquid devices because so
many of them are without transportation to go out of state or to some area of the states where
they could get the devices or the Ji quid with nicotine.

9
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Cory Winston, Owner of Vapor Lust, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Cory also sens tobacco products in his shop. He does this for two reasons: hfs shop serves
people who are in the inner city with no way to really travel around as do many in our citfes.
They walk to shop, they walk wherever they go, and ail stores in the neighborhood carry extra
items for the convenience of these folks. The second reason is that it gives him a chance to talk
to the tobacco smokers about the e-fiquid products and try to get them switched off the
combustible cigarettes. He feels an obligation to do as Michael. McCrary said, "pay it forward"
and share with. others the blessings they have received from being free of tobacco's clutches.

Cory has expertise in technical matters, and because: of that, he enjoys working on the coils for
e-liquid devices. However, if he does, he is then considered a manufacturer and is subject to
the restrictive and expensive FDA requirements. He expressed frustration at the fact that the
Deen:iing Regulations do not allow him to do repairs to client's devices and they are then forced
to simply buy a replacement product. Cory also testified that his client's find flavorings to be·
very effective !n helping them to switch from combustible cigar.ettes toe-liquid products.
The Board finds that these deeming regulations will put Cory Wmston's Vapor Lust shop out of
business, and that will put an unconscionably disparate impact on crt:izens of a cfty
neighborhood. The Board finds this is exemplary ofthe·shop owners who testified and the
Board finds they are doing a public service. by not orily selling the e-fiquid devices, but by
becoming and serving as missionaries to convert those who are smoking combustible
cigarettes.· Every shop owner who testified told of the community service and commitment
they have to try to get the word to smokers of the danger they can avoid by switching to theeJiquid device . .The Board commei:ids the shop owners for their commitment to public health,
and finds that the Commissioner of Food and Drug could and would do well to follow the lead
of the shop owners in trying to eliminate combustible cigarette smoking.
Antonid Lauria is owner of a manufacturing facility and a shop, both located in southeastern
Wisconsin. He testJfied that the businesses will be going out of business if the Deeming
Regulations remain in effect. Sixteen employees depend on his business; they and their.
families will have to relocate, and the result on the small towns will be as harsh as it will on
Hartland if they lose Johnson Creek Enterprises. He testified that the PMTA process wo·uld
destroy his business; even if he could afford the cost, thesubjectMty of the "movingtargef' as
the Johnson Creek CEO called it, puts the future of his business in the same light as if it
depended on him winning on a lottery ~icket. He objects to being told he must sell a zero
nicotine product labeled as, "this is a tobacco product''; he resents being forced to falsely label.
a product, and to be restrained by law from even orally advising a person that it is not a
tobacco product. He testified that the FDA has turned the va ping industry into a pariah-even
many banks would not work with him, and so he opened h~ accounts with small local banks.
He, as the other owne·rs, treat his an·d his wife's customers as clients, and offer them a quality
service. l'he FDA, he says and the Board agreesand finds as fact, has stifled innovation and
safety concerns through the Deeming Regulations. He is prevented by the regulations from
even changing by improvement any of his products; he cannot even switch suppliers if he is let

.·
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down on quaJ.ity because to switch would subject him to one of the costly procedures for
seeking permission.
Charlie Bilek, Michael McCrary, and Gary Fluaitt-MC:Craryfrom Ohio and the others from
Wisconsin, all testified as to how they quit smoking through t~e e-lt,quid methods when all
other types of prevention had failed. They all testified as to how the shops are social spots
where those seeking to escape the b!nds .of tobacco can come and visit and find out about the
new flavors and the benefits of e-liquid. All said that if the regulations stayed in place, the
industry would be lost. All agreed that users would then either go to the black market for
products where there would be no quality controls, or go back to smoking combu~ble
cigarettes. They an agreed that flavors a re critical as variety for peop[e to try until they find just
the right product to help them. They agreed with Dr. Dunn's testimony that trying the flavors is
part of the important "ceremony.'~
Jeff Steinbock owns Uhle's Cigar shop in Milwaukee, an old and traditional cigar and pipe shop.
The bf ending of tobacco ls what makes his business, and blending subjects him to the
regulations and to destruction of his business because he will not be able to afford the
processes..He serves 100 to 120 customers a day and.is one of the last of the pipe and cigar
stores. The FPA has already warned that blends will_ have to be subjected to the PMTA process,
but cannot tell anything about the co_st even though the Office of M~nagement and Budget
(OMB} and the Regulatory Flexibility Act require that they know and state the cost before
putting the regulations into effect. He has studied documents, records and news reports and is
certain that big pharmaceutical companies are the beneficiaries who have paid for their
benefits from the regulati~ns. They know, he said,. that their cash cow" fr1 the nicotine patches
and replacements--that sell for hundreds times more than they cost-will be lost lf the e-fiquid
products are available. Without flavors, pipe smoking will end be~ause all pipe tobacco is
flavored. Once the base line is set, whenever he experiments with a new mixture of flavors, he
becomes a manufacturer, and he believes this harrris his rights. He agrees with.the concept put
forward by Aaron Siebert, that corruption runs ~mpant in favor of big tobacco and bfg
pharmace.uticals-they have the money to buy the influence.
0

Matthew Wiener, co-owner of Wolfpack Wholesale in Plano, Texas, testified that they will have
to move out of America if the Deeming Regulations stay fn place, and they are already planning
the move even though he doesn't want to do so. He is a veteran of the United States Armed
Forces and after. fighting for his country, is saddened bythe)oss of freedoms imposed by the
government. He has 250 employees with their jobs at stake, and he hires with preference for
veterans and their families. {He has been forced to fay off employees since the implementation
of the Deeming Regulations.) His business spends o~er $100,000 per month just on shipping
<!nd shipping supplies. He believes in a "second chance" mentality in hfring, giving people a
second chance when they have hcid trouble making it previously. Jn addition, they are actively
engaged as a business in providing training and guidance, especially to female veterans, who
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need help to become acclimated to civilian life after service. He and his wife got into the
· business to fight against cigarette smokfng.
The Board has noted and finds as fact that the majority of all the owners -yvho appeared got into
. the e-liquid _business to end smoking after they were able to quit by using the products. All
agreed that if the regulations stay in place, users will goto the black market, and we wtll have
another version of prohibition, which was not a successful venture for our nation.
8. Shaun Casey, President of FfavourArt North America, is in the business of developing and
_selling flavors all over the world. He testified that flavors in the e-Uquid are very important
because they do give the person the benefit of variety that is not present in the smoking of the
traditional combustible cigarettes. He testified, and the Board credits his testimony, that it is
not flavors that attract kids to the market; it ls the advertising. The flavors actuairy provide
variety that helps keep people from relapsing back into their smoking habit. He testified, as did
others, that flavors are important to the diversion from smoking, so they should not be
curtailed. The Board agrees and so finds. The high cost of seeking preliminary approvaf will.
litnit the ability of a manufacturer to secure approval of mass flavors, thus wifl lessen the
protective nature of thee-liquid industry. To ban fl?Vors would lessen the appeal to e-liqufd
product .users.

The Act prohibits the banning of cigarettes, "ail smokeless tobacco products," cigars, pipe
tobacco~ and ('roll-your-own" tobacco. ft also prohibited reduction of nicotine yields of a
tobacco product to zero. 21 U.S.C. 387

_More lmportantry, Congress instructed the FDA to determine how best to "encourage the
development of innovative products and treatments {including nicotine and non~nicotine
products and treatments} to better achieve, in a manner that best protects and promotes the
public health A) total abstinence from tobacco use;
B) reduction !n consumption oftobci~co and ·
C) reduction the harm .associated with continued tobacco use."

in

9. The Family Smoking Prevention and T-obacco Control Act does contain the provision that
Congress encourages the development of a product that is less harmful than tobacco. By
developing and establishing the Deeming Regulations, the Food and Drug Administration has
done just the opposite of what Congress ordered in the statute. As an inconsistent set of
regufations designed to reach a conclusion opposite from the goa[ of the statute, these
regulations must not be enforced. The Board finds that to enforce these regula~ons would
provide for results not called for by Congress, and in fact would be in direct opposition to

what Congress mandated.
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flt THE BOARD FINDS THERE rs EVIDENCE THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION IS
ACTIVELY PROMOTING BAD SOENCE REGARDING THE E-_UQUID INDUSTRY; AND FURTHER
THAT THE FDA BEHAVIOR CONSTITUTES A THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH. PROMOTION OF BAD
. SCIENCE IS VIOLATION OF THE SPIRIT OF THE D.f\TA QUALITY ACT.

The board agrees with testimony from several Witnesses and many expert analyses that the
Fogs premarket tobacco application (PMTA) process will require each e-liquid manufacturer to
submit many dozens (and potentially hundreds} of separate PMTAs for every combination of
product, flavor and formula they create.

The Board finds from evidence presented that each PMTA will cost a minimum of
$300,000 (based on FDA projections}, and plausibly more than $1 million (according to
Jeff Stier, Lou Ritter, and Bill Godshall}, leading to cumulative approval costs exceeding
tens of millions of dollars or more for every e-!iquid manufacturer.
The Board finds from evidence presented that the PMTA process presents potential
_applicants with neither objective criteria by which products will be judged for approval,
nor sufficient assurance that approval will be granted or deni~d in a timely manner.
The Board agrees with evidence presented that the excessive cost and uncertainty of
the PMTA process will cause all e-liquid manufacturers to severely reduce the number
of flavors and product options on the market; AND will drive nearly all manufacturers
out of the market; AND that the severe reduction of p_roduct options on the market .will
drive most e-liquid retailers o~t of the market as well.
The Board strongly agrees with testimony and evidence presented thatthe variety of
flavors and product options currently on· the· market is a significant reason for traditional
cigarette smokers to switch to much safer e-!iquid products; AND TilE BOARD FINDS
that a severe restriction of flavors and options resulting from subjecting the e-Jiquid .
industry to the PMTA process and FDA pa/icy will lead inevitably and immorally ta e-

liquid consumers switching back to using vastly more dangerous traditional cigarettes.
-

The Board also agrees with testimony and evidence present~d that the FDA's Deeming
Regulations regarding e-liquid products require manufacturers and ·retailers to conceal
the considerable health improvements available to traditional cigarette smokers who
switch toe-liquid products. The Board also finds that the manufacturers and retailers
are prohibited from saying their product is less harmful than traditional tobacco. That
prohibition Is an immoral, offensive violation of the First Amendment Freedom of
Speech protection. THE BOARD FINDS this FDA policy to be both a severe threat to
public health and a violation of the manufacturer and retailer's rights under thf! US.

Constitution's First Amendment guarantee of free speech.
13
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IV. THE BOARD FINDS THAT JOHNSON CREEK ENTERPRISES PROVIDES AN ECONOMIC BENEFIT

AND SOCIA!. COHESIVENESS TO THE COMMUNITY.
Johnson Creek Enterprises is an industry within the Village of Hartland and was
established in 2008.

It manufactures and seUs four brands ofvaping products in forty-three flavors to
businesses and consumers in the United States and worldwide. The company recently
began selling third party brands online as weU. Under the regulations, their companies
would have to go tlirough PMTA, and so tbeir businesses would be lost to Johnson Creek
Enterprises.
Payroll and benefits total $1.2 million per year for 20 employees; however the company
has employed more people at different times. The numbers ofemployees and the.
overall payroll have fluctuated over the years,.depending on season and demand. At
times they have employed as ·many as 70 people.
The company's business drives other local economic activity as well. For instance, 85
percent to 90 percent o.f shipping for e-commerce sales goes thr.ough the Hartland Post
Office. Larger scale customers sometimes opt for other carriers such as Fed-Ex, UPS, or
other shipping companies.
The company supp ties 60-70 retail stores, just in Wisconsin. The target customer for the
company's online sales is a current e-liquid product user.
Management and workers are involved in many volunteer efforts in the community
either individually or as a team, such as the Make-a-Wish Foundation and Feeding
America - Southeast Wisconsin, with $11,000 and 2,000 pounds of food, Donate Life Wisconsin, Special Olympics of Wisconsin, ATI Foundation, Extra Life benefrtting
Children's Miracle Network Hospitals. Johnson Enterprises President and COO, Heidi
Braun, testified that employees are granted time off to volunteer.where they wish. In
one instance, three ~mployees played v1deo games for 24 hours straight, fn exchange
for donations that went to the Children's Mirade Network Hospitals. So, if the company
goes out of business, the community will suffer in more ways than just economically.
JohJJsoh creek Enterprises Director of Business Development, Tom Pangborn, testified
that he is a longtime Hartland resi~ent, attended the local Arrowhead High School, and
currently lives in the community with his wife, who works in a nearby community, and ·
two children, one of whom attends a public school and another who attends a local day
care.
President and COO, Heidi Braun, said that if the company goes out of business all of the
employees and their families would likely have to relocate outside the area to find·
14
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comparable jobs. So, the local communities would lose a substantial number of
valuable citizens.
Witnesses agreed when asked by the Hearing Officer that everything the business does
· affect business in the community and Wisconsin.

V. THE BOARD FINDS THAT THE FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FDA DEEMING REGULATrONS
WOULD ~UT JOHNSON CREEK ENTERPRISES OUT OF BUSINESS.
The FDA Deeming Regulation requires a Pre-Market Tobacco Application (PMTA) for
each e-liquid product manufactured by Johnson Creek Enterprises. The company makes
43 flavors.of e-liquid across four brands, a·nd provides different nicotine levels for each
flavor1 which means PMTAs for more than 240 different products.
.

'

The PMTA cost estimate ranges from $330,000 to $1 million per application. Mr.
Pangborn testified that.if the Deeming Regulatfon is upheld, Johnson Creek Enterprises
would ·potentially have to get rid of a lot of their flavors, which would dramatically drop
sales; "If we were to pare down ou·i- 43 flavors, even down to five, we'd only be reaching
that audience who only liked those five flavors."
Johnson Creek Enterprises Director of Business Development, Tom Pangborn, President
and COO Heidi Braun1 and Director of Operations Shanelle Bolling, testified that their
company does not have the same size staff as a big tobacco company such as RJ.
~eynolds, that it could take five people to complete the PMTA process, and they would
probably have to hire an outside consultantto help. The advantage is to RJ. Reynolds
(and similar companies) that have hundreds of people to put to the task and mega
dollars to spend.
The witnesses also testified that the FDA has onfy communicated with them via ·a
general email list, and offered no assistance in the PMTA process nor did the FDA offer
any objective standard to base their a·ppllcation on, leaving the approval process of such
application to be totally subjective and ill-defined. Heidi Braun, President and COO of
Johnson Creek Enterprises, said they had been provided a '!moving target."
-

The first milestone in the deeming regulation was completing the product registrations.
The witnesses testified that it was very time consuming and costfy to submit the
registration for the "SKUs" {FDA required stock-keeping units} over 240 flavor~.
The Board finds as stated by Hartland Trustee Ann Wallschlager, that Johnson Creek
Enterprises has been "an outstanding business in our community, whenever we go to
you for help or donations, you've always helped." Loss of the company would disrupt
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and harm the cohesiveness of the £ommunity and would harm the human environment
that fs protected by the Nationa[ Environmental Policy Act.

VL THE FDA VIOLATED THE REGULATORY FLEXlBILllY ACT BY FAILING TO PERFORM AN
ADEQUATE COST ANALYSIS VIS A VIS SMALL ENffiJES OF GOVERNMENT ANO SMALL.
BUSINESSES ANO FAILING TO OFFER ALTERNATIVES TO AVOID ADVERSE ECONOMIC HARM

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, every government agency is required to conduct a cost
analysis before any regulation
is put into
place. That analysis is supposed to detect and avoid
.
.
adverse, harmful economic damage to small government entities under 50,000 in population
and to.small businesses. The agency is supposed to offer alternatives to avoid adverse
economic impact. ·
Hartland is under 50,000 in population, and Johnson Creek Eµterprises is a small business for
purposes of the Act. Yet, the Food and Drug Administration {FDA) did not study the impact of
the regulations on either. The evidence is beyond dispute that Johnson Creek Enterpris~ will
go out of business if the high cost of the preliminary applications turns out to b~ correct. Even
if it is not, at the lower cost, the company can only afford to seek approval for 4 or 5 ofits
flavors which will deeply cut into its business. The FDA shows no concern for that, in fact never
has contacted Johnson Creek Enterprises to see what impact there will be to the business.
The FDA has not coordinated. with Hartland, so the FDA has no idea of the economic impact and
has not a due as to whether there is an alternative that wou[d avoid it
Stephen Moore, Senior fellow in Economics for the Heritage Foundation, produced evidence
that if a company with employees in 25 range, like Johnson Creek Enterprises, goes out of
. business, a wage loss of $1 milllon dollars occurs. {This is corroborated by the fact that Johnson
Creek Enterprises has a payroll of $1.2 million.) He estimates that the loss to the community
·would be at least $1.5 million per year. He pointed out that small businesses account for 60-70
percent of all new jobs in America~ and the "spinal cord" of lo~I communities. He said
regulations cost small businesses an estimated $1-2 trillion a year and excessive regulations do
put small businesses ot1t of business.
The Board finds that Moore's opinions are born out here and that the Deeming Regulations are
examples of the excessive regulations that will eliminate business and Jobs in this community.
A Heartland Institute study sho"".s that one to two businesses dose a day in Pennsylvania
because of strangti.ng regulationsr and that the only reason some are staying open is that they
cannot get out of their bu ifding leases, so must hold on for dear Hfe. Michael Mccrary, a store
operator in the Cleveland, Ohio area, testified as to the economic gloom facing him and others
in that area, and there is nothing in the record here or anywhere to our knowledge or the ·
knowledge of the very skillful researchers who appeared here to show that FDA knows it, has
done anything about it, or even cares about it. However, that would be true only in a make
16
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believe world. Ln the real world, the FDA knows it and intends for it to be that way..:....adverse
economic impact to drive the induStry out of business.
The FDA its~lf acknowledges that the cost for a Pre-Market Tobacco Application {PMTA) will be
a minimum of $300,000 to 330,000, and more expert witnesses say the cost will be from $1 to 2
million dollars. Each flavor of each brand must be submitted for the testing and scrut!ny, so It
seems beyond question that most wrn go out of business.
Yet, the FDA blithely goes along, preparing for processing PMTAs without acknowledging and
admitting that the cost will be prohibitive. To make such admission would mean that they
would have to comply with the Regulatory Flexibility Act, and by not doing the math they can
pretend the Act wifl not be broken.
Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, no regulation should.be put into place when there is such a
danger of deep, deep economic harm, and should never be enforced until the cost is verified
and alternatives are explored. But all that would interfere in FDA 's movement to put e-liquid
out of business. So, when complianc~ would spoil the departmental intent, the department
ignores the law. That is what has happened here_ Under the Regulatory flexibility Act, the
regulations should be set aside and never implemented or enforced.
The Heartfand Institute economic study in Pennsylvania turned up no Regulatory Flexi.billty Act
study, and none of the other witnesses who testified as to the economic harm were aware of
any Regulatory Flexibility Act study or attempt to gather information. Bill Godshall is from
Pennsylvania and he heads Smoke Free Pennsylvania. He spoke of no Regulatory Flexibility
Study, and it is .the Board's opinion that he is 50 thorough with his research work that he would
have reported had there been one.
Because of the violation of the Regulatory Flexibility Act the conunissioner should stay, and
then rescind the regulations.

VII. THE DEEMING REGULATIONS ARE ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS; NO BASE STANDARDS
ARE IDENTIFIED; THEY SET NO STANDARDS FOR THE CONDUCT THEY MANDATE; THEY
PROVIDE NO GUIDANCE AS TO PARAMETERS WITHIN WHICH CONDUCT AND PERFORMANCE
MUST BE CHANNELED; THE~ CONTAIN A REGULATORY SCHEME DESIGNED TO OVERSEE
FAILURE AND DESTRUCTION OF THE_ E-LIQUID INDUSTRY. AS SUCH THEY VIOLATE DUE
PROCESS Of LAW PROCEDURALLY AND SUBSTANTIVELY AND ARE INVALID.
1. The evidence is clear that, without a doubt, the Deeming Regufations will result in huge
business loss in thee-liquid industry. First, the regulations establish an arbitrary baseline for
what is necessary to permit a device without the extraordinary cost of the preliminary analysis
and testing. They establish a prediC:ate date that eliminates most all currently in use devices.
As a result, the regulations force the industry to consider devices that have been in use for six
to seven years as "new" devices subject to the requirep preliminary analysis, study and
17
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certification. This creates .an extraordinary unbalanced benefit to traditional combustible type
cigarettes, most of which were in use prior to the "grandfather date". According to the
evidence, most of thee-liquid devices that arethe most effective as diversions from dangerous
combustible cigarette smoking will be banned unless the manufacturer can afford the cost of
the preliminary testing. So, the Food and Drug Administration has set up a system that will
categorically destroy the most effective alternative for those who would make the effort to quit
tradition~l smoking of combustible cigarettes and save their lives.
2. There is no element of proof of science, economics or policy t,o support the deadly result
outlined in the preceding Finding. There is nothing that even begins to justify the arbitrary
determination of the predicate date. It is simply a date picked from the air, as far as the Record
shows. The cost of submitting a product for testing, analysis and certifi(::ation wlll be enormous.
The eVidence shows that the FDA acknowledged that the cost would be as much as $300,000.
But, witnes.ses, Hke Jeff Stier and Bill Godshaff, estimate the cost will be closer to a million and a
half or two million dollars per product. A successful business will have many, rnany.fl<:1vored
productS, all of which will have to undergo the testing. For example, Jcihnson Creek has 43
flavors in 4 brands. To test them afl would require the cost times 172, prohibitive even at the
$300,000 mark. And even if they could afford that cost, there is no guarantee that certification
could be completed. There are no standards in the regulations as to what will lead to approval.
In other words, th~ manufacturer is nottold what state of petfqrmance his product must reach
to be approved. It is, as the CEO of Johnson Creek said, "a moving target" whkh could change
moment by moment. Neither is there any time limit provided for the agency review.
Submission of paperwork by the due. date does not guarantee that agency action w.ill be
completed prior to the drop-dead date on which all currently operable devices must cease
op~ration. So, it is completely within the discretion of the agency as to when to begin analysfs
of the submissions, when to end it, and to what standards to submit it
3. Tue objective of these Regulations, designed to control without bounds as to cost or
· performance, is to doom an industry-an industry thC1t provides an effective alternative to
smokers. The John K. Maciver Institute for Public Policy report points out that the regulations
"are likely to destroy the budding vapor industry" because of the exorbitant cost for a stand.a rd
less review~ The Maciver report states:
"The FDA, using authority granted to it under the Tobacco Control Act, has seemingly
arbitrarily picked February 15, 2007 as the 'predicate date' for the new rules. Any product,
even products that consumers have .been using for years, that entered the market after that
date will be subject to the stringent new requirements, including the byzantine approval
process and the massive price tag that it costs these small businesses to seek pennfssion from
the FDA to sell a product." (See Exhibit 8)
No wonder the prediction by every witness that the regufations will drive out of business
virtually every manufacturer now producing these life saving devices.
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4. In May, 2016, a year ago, the FDA advertised for comments as to development of "Guidance
for Industry" as to the premarket tobacco product application, ·but the FDA has not iS5ued any
suc:h guidelines. To this day, nothing has.ever been issued regarding setting such guidance or
providing any objective standards to ·be met by applicants. There is nothing that identifies any
standards by which the FDA staff wm do the anafysis and make the decision as to whether the
product being tested will pass or not. The Board sees no ~vidence that the FDA has any intent
of making this testing procedure efficient enough to allow any device now in existence and use
to continue so after August of 2018. Bill Godshall testified that the FDA originatly has estimated
that only 25 PMTAs will be processed. He a [so said that the FDA ·estimated that there were
_1600 products on the market. The witness said that number is woefully low, indicating the FDA
has no due to the depth of the industry. But this figure shows that they expect to ban 99
percent of products.
5. Public Health polic:Y has not been considered Jn any way by the FDA and as a result, a purely
discretionary, non-objective, non-measurable system of review has been set up that will permrt .
~DA to deny clearance to every e-fiquid device on the market today without even stating a .
reason for doing so.
6. Clearly, this process denies due process of law. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970);
Mackey v. Munry, 44.3. U.S.1; Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 US 07; Cleveland bd of ed v. louderniller
470 U.S. 532 all of which would hold this regulatory scheme unconstitutional. They stand for ·
the propositibn·thatwhenever a person must submit to this type of testing these factors must
be present:
A) The government must provide notice of what the person must meet or do
B) The government must be able to show that there !s an articulated (non-vague) standard of
·conduct that has caused the person to have to respond (here there is a real problem as to. that,
because no one has or probably can show why a life saving body of work must fail.}
C} The government must provide an opportunity to rebut a case against one in a meaningful
way and at a meaningful time (the "heanng requirement 11-).
D) In order to sustain its position (i.e., its deprivation of liberty or property}, the government
must establish-at a min imurn-that there is substantial and credible evidence supporting its

actfon
E) The government must provide some explanation to the individual for the basis of any
adverse finding.
The proce5s in this case does not meet any of the five tests, thus it is unconstitutional and
should not be carried forth.
7. Greg Troutman, attorney for a major manuf.:icturer in Kentucky, testified
that the
regulatory
.
.
scheme also blocks all future innovativeness within an industry noted for mom and pop stores
and manufacturers who have developed an innovative, creative industry. "The immediate
effect of the FDA Deeming Regulation is that it froze the e-vapbr as of ~ugust 8, 2016. The
Regula~ion allowed all e-vapor pr~ducts on the market as of August 8, 2016 to remain on the
19-
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market until the two year Pre-~arket Application deadline. The introduction of new e-vapor
products is prohibited after August 8, 2016 unless they dear the prC::.market application
process. It has been estimated that 99 percent of the e-vapor industry will have to shutter as o{
August 8, 2018 if they cannot submit Pre-Market applications."
He points out that "most manufacturers simply will not be able to comply with the Pre-Market
application p~cess for two reasons: (1} the two year time period is woefulfy insufficient, and
{2) the cost of compliance." He points out further that the time element is being analyzed right
now by Judge J;:ickson, a United States District Judge in the Distr_ict of Columbia. He said that, in
a very recent oral argument Judge Jackson remarked to an attorney for the government that it
appeared that this regulatory scheme had been "set up.~.to fail." (Right to Be Smoke Free
Coalition v. Food and Drug Administration, ·av. No. 1:16-cv-0878-ABJ)
8.Troutman's testimony provides a pictu.re of an tndustry that started on a shoe-string, (for
example, Johnson Creek started in its Founder's basement) and has grown to great heights.
Steve Hong provided expert opinion in the Legato Vapors case in the Indiana United States
District Court; that at the end of 2015 the industry had coryslsted of approximately 8500 ·retaIJ ·
stores, accounting for ;;pproximately $4 billion of product sales-certainfy a cqmpetitor that
the big tobacco companies would like to be rid of. (Hong is aconsulting researcher with
Roebling Research LLC, in New York Oty, AND has a Master's Degree in Business Administration
from the University of Virginia.} From that standpoint, it is no surprise that FDA used the
Tobacco Control Act as a means to regulate out of business bfg tobacco's biggest com.petitor.
Now the current e-liquid gathering is facing big pharmaceuticaf companies that control the
sales of prior afternatives such as the nicotin~ patch. The Bo~rd sees evidence that money and
influence are being us~d to try to drive manufacturers and retailers out of business. The
testimony of Jeff.Stier, Dr. Dunn, Bill Godshall, Jeff Steinbock, and common sense underlie our
Finding.
The Regulations not only deprive the industry of due pro~ss of law as to the procedures they
also deprive of due process .$Ubstantively. The Supreme Court cases defining the parameters of
tl:ie due processdause of the 5th and 14th amendments hold when a statute adversely affects
economic interest, as thI.s clearly does, there must be some rational relationship between the
law and a "legitlrnat~ [government] interest." City of_Clebume v. Cleburne Living Ctr. 473 US
432. There cannot possibly be a legitimate interest of the government in preserving and
protecting regulations that will put out of business the most effectiv!'! reduction of tobacco
related iflness and death. But even if there were such rational relationship between putting out
of business the e-liquid .industry and the regulations1 there must also be a rational relationship
between the legitimate interest and "the means chosen_. to- accomplish it.". Casket Royale, Inc.
vi Mississippi, 124 F. sup. 2d·at 434. Cornwell v. Hamilton, 80 F. Supp. 2d 1101, St. Joseph Abby
v. Castiile, 712 F.3d 215. ln other words, lf there was a legitimate interest in curbing the use of
e-liquid products, there must also be a rational relationship to the means used, that is,
regulation~ by the FDA. And there \s none. Congress should be the power that puts e-liquid out
1
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of business if that is a legitimate interest, not the FDA. Since Congress directed, by statute, that

less dangerous -products be encouraged, ft is not appropriate for the FDA to regulate or to
discourage use of such products. So, the means use.d violates substantive due pr~ess of la'!"'·
In Casket Royale, 124 F. Supp. Zd at 440 it is held that not only must the means rationally relate
to the government's interest, the law fails if it appears that the law actually diminishes the
. government's interest. The government's interest should be the public health, which will be
dimfnished by this regulation. Here it appears that the government's regulations will put out of
busin~ss the industry that has been most successful in fighting smo(<ing. In should be in the
government's best interests to fight smoking, if the government were reaflyinterested in the
public good and the public health.
Had the FDA coordinated with Hartland, all these elements of due process would have been on
the table and perhaps they could have arrived at a better solution. The FDA had an opportunity
to meet and try to do that. Having failed, it seems bent to destroy an industry that deserves
plaudits, not threats.·
On thE; basis ofthe4tl1and14th amendments to the United States Constitutfon the regulations
must fail -they must be set aside by the Commissioner, the Secretary, the President, or by a
Court To the Commissioner we say: Stick with the Constitution. You can't go wrong that way!

vm.

THE BOARD FINDS THERE IS NO SOUND BASIS FOR THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION'S DECISION TO USE THE DEEMING REGULATIONS TO TREAT THE E-UQUID
· INDUSTRY AS A COLLECTION OF DANGEROUS BUSINESSES THAT IMPERlL PUBLIC HEALTH AND
SAFETY.

- The Board agrees with Dr. John Dunn, with the study by Dr. Brad Rodu, Matthew Glans,
and fellow witness, Lindsey Stroud, of the Heartland Institute, and reputable studies from
the Royal Cor!ege of Physicians that e-liquids present (at very most) only 5 percent of the
. risk of smoking traditional cigarettes.
· - The Board fi.nds from the testimony of many expert witnesses including Dr. Dunn, that the
inhaling of smoke from burning tobacco - rather than the ingestion of nicotine - is the
primary cause of traditional smoking hazards. The Board further finds that this. opinion is
shared by numerous independent credentia!ed scientific researchers, many of whom are
interviewed in the documentary film, A Brllion Lives, produced.by Aaron Blebert.
- The Board finds from the testimony and agrees with num~rous witnesses that the primary
motivation of using e-liquicl.products is as a healthier replacement for traditional cigarette
smoking; AND further that many traditional cigarette smokers became b'usiness people
within thee-liquid community specifically because of their desire to helJ> and encourage ·
others to kick the proven dangerous smoking habit.
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- The Board finds no evidence thee-liquid industry markets products to children, and all
witnesses favored preven~ing use by children.
-The Board finds thatthe Food and Drug Administration has conducted itself boldly by
ordering manufacturers to label even zero-level nicotine products as "This is a Tobacco
Product". That is a false label and use of it violates the false claim and brand statutes. The
only link of any €!-liquid device or product to tobacco is nicotine. If a product is derived
from a non-tobacco source, or is a zero-revel nicotine product, there is nG tGbacco, thus it is
not a tobacco product. The FDA is forcing an individual or company to issue a false and
misleading label.
Due to the fact that false "labeling is widelv known and proven to be a criminal offense, and
due to the fact that the FDA has demanded that individuals and businesses commit acts of
false labeling in order to comply with the Deeming Regulations, the Board finds that the
Commissioner should stay, and then rescind the Deeming Regulations.

IX. BIG MONEY HAS SPOKEN TO PROTECT TOBACCO COMPANIES ANO PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANIES AT THE EXPENSE OF THE MUCH SAFER E-UQUID INDUSTRY

The Board was privileged to hear from ~aron Biebert a Milwaukee-based filmmaker and
producer of the multi award winning documentary, A Billion lives, which telfs the story of how
tobacco abuse will kill a billion people. (What this refers to is that of all the people currently
smoking combustible tobacco, one bi[lion will die if they do· not quit.} He told us that he was
skeptical when he first heard that tobacco and pharmaceutical money found its way into the
coffers of the organizations that oppose smoking. So, he went to the lung and cancer
organizations to interview them, but found that they did not want to be interviewed. That
· made him curious to find the answers. When he did, he found that the Center for Disease
Control {CDC) is the source for funding many state health departments and CDC gets money
from the big "pharmaceutical companies, and many of the departments are lobbying against the
much safer e-liquid products. State organizations get money from tobacco through grants for
anti-smoking programs; yet provide money for lobbying against the most effective anti smoking
program there is in the e-Jiquid products.. Legislatures are beneficiaries of tobacco money and
they are imposing harsh taxes and regulations on the anti-smoking e-Jiquid industry•. He has
concluded that ta fallow the money is to find that.tobacco companies and big pharmaceutical
companies are bankrolling pubtic agencies and anti-smoking organizations in order to get their
support for their products as opposed to thee-liquid products.
He has conduded that there is total corruption involved in the anti-smoking campaigns that
have turned into camp<;iigns dedicated to destroying the most effective, safest means of
escaping the illness and death that comes from tobacco abuse and addiction: thee-liquid
products that are available now, but threatened with destruction at the hands of the FDA. He
has found that fn California, for example, money has been pulled from anti smoking campaigns
22
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and re-directed to anti..vaping campaigns. Further, he has roncluded from his extensive
research that the main fear of the states and their agencies is that they will lose the big
amounts of tobacco money they have been receiving over the years since the big tobacco
settlement. That settlement has been used as a staple offund!ng by state legislatures for so
long now that they are addicted to the money and either can't or don't want to do without it.
State governments have been funded for year~ with the proceeds from an industry that sells
.death. ·
The Board finds there is a rationale to his statements and finds that the anti smoking efforts to
destroy thee-liquid industry are at odds with good public policy because the evidence is dear,
an.d is not disputed by fa(:t:s or science, that e-liquid products are safer and are the most ·
effective weapon against.continued addictiOn to toba~o and the death that results.

DECISION
The Board has made sufficient Findings to justify Its decisio~ that the Deeming Regulations,
issued by the FDA, in fact are Ultra Vires, that they harm public policy and health, that they
violate the·Regulatory Flexibility Act, and that they were issued without coordination with
Hartland. Too often, we believe, agendes ignore local governments. President Trump ha? said
that in Executive Orders issued in the past three months.
·
It is time for local governments to be heard. As it was in the beginning of the nation -when the
patriots spoke up at town meetings -·it shall now be again in Hartland, Wisconsin. We are told
by the most ancient Bible teachings, "To every things there is a season, and a time to every
purpose under the heaven." Ecclesiastes 3:1 ·
It is time. It is the season. Hartland, Wisconsin says to the Commissioner of_ the Food and Drug
Administration, "Do you job for, not to, our citizens. Follow the law and coordinate with us and
with other local governments that serve the hard working, enterprising American citizens trying
to live their American Dream -trying to make a living in peace for themselves and their families
in the Jocaf communities.of.their choice. We call on you now to step forward and serve within
the parameters of our Constitution and its limitations on government."
"We call on you to shelve the Deeming Regulations, issued with no respect for the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, the Data Quality Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Small Business
Administration Act, lor;al governments like Hartland, and American citizens like those in
H<!rtland who are .harmed by the harshness of the Regulations. It is time."
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CONCLUSIONS, SIGNATURE PAGE AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The above Statements of Findings are the documenta~ion of the Findings of
Fact that we the undersigned have made as our Findings based on the
testimony we have heard over the course of the Hearing. They lead to the
conclusions we state below. Any narrative statements made in the above
document shall be taken as Findings of Fact whether the magic phrase \~the
Board Finds 11 is used or not.
CONCLUSIONS~

1. The e-liquid industry provides a safe, effective afternative to tobacco use
and does not threaten major i.llness and death as does the use of
combustible cigarettes•.
2. The FDA has overstepped its authority and bounds of decorum and law by
issuing regulations that are contrary to what Congress directed ft to do;
instead of promoting less dangerous alt~rnatives, they have issued a de
facto ban on the most effective and safe alternative that exists.
3. The Deeming Regulations will destroy the e-liquid industry if left in place
and enforced in their current state.
4. It is contrary to public policy and against the interests of public health to
implement and enforce the Deeming Regulations.
·
5. It is not in the best Interests of the people of Hartland to see the Deeming
Regulations implemented and enforced.
6. It ls not in the best interests. of the people of Waukesha County or the
state of Wisconsin to see the Deeming Regul~tions implemented and
enforced.
7. The FDA has violated the National Environmental Policy Act by faillng to
Coordinate with The Village of Hartland and the County of Waukesha. The
FDA has also violated the orders given it by President.Barack Obama and by
Presldent Donald Trump. President Obama's order to coordinate with focal
governments was in place when the Deeming Regulations were being
developed, and President Trump has ordered that all agencies lncluding 1 FDA
examine all regulations and review them to see whether there is any adverse
impact on jobs and business; the Deeming Regulations fall within that
mandate from the current President, thus today the FDA stands in violation
of his Order.
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8.The FDA has also violated the Regulatory Flexibirity Act and the Data
Quality Act by not doing the impact analysis on small entitles and businesses
and by not verifying its own data as to accuracy, integrity, confidentiality;
relevance and utHity, all requirements of the Data Quality Act.
9. The FDA has violated due process of Jaw procedurally and subs~antively in
violation of the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of
the United States of America.
10. The FDA has acted in derogqtion of public health and public policy, thus
contrary to the duty owed to the people of Hartland and Waukesha County.
11. "fhe FDA has violated federal statutes that prohibit false labeling1 and
has made innocent third parties in the e-liquld industry accomplices to their
violation.
12. The FDA has violated the freedom of speech provisions of the First
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America.
13. In the exercise of the police powers of the Village of Hartland, it is the
duty of the Village Board· of Trustees to Oppose and Resist Implementation
and enforcement of the Deeming Regulatlons1 and to that end we entreat .
the Commissioner of FDA to stay the ·implementation and enforceme·nt of the
Regulations until he has the chance to review them in view of ou·r Findings ·
and Conclusions and the evidence upon which we base them, and then to
resci.nd the. Regulations as being ultra vires and unlawfully developed 1 and
unconstitutional and·unlawful if applied. To that end, we instruct the Village
Administrator to assure that coptes of these Findings and Conclusions and .
the r<;=cord ·supporting them be delivered to the Commissioner of FDA, to the
. Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services1 to the C)1airrnan
of the Council on Environmental Quality in the White House and to President
Donald Trump. Courtesy copies should be delivered to the County Executive
of \rVaukesha County1 to the legislators who represent Hartland in the
Wisconsin legislature, to Governor Scott Walker, Representative F. James
Sensenbrenner1 Jr. 1 Speaker Paul Ryan, and to United States Senators Ron
Johnson and Tammy Baldw~n.
·
14. Implementation of the Deeming Regulations wi!l-violate the due process
rights of every person to whom they apply1 thus will constitute a violation of
the Civil Rights Act of 1866 as interpret~d and applied by the Unlted States
Supreme Court in the case famfliarly known as the "Monterey Dunes" Case.

---------- - - - -

The above Findings of Fact' and resulting Conclusions are entered in
Hartland, Wisconsin on this 1st day of May, 2017 by the folfowing Members
of the Hearing Board designated by the Hartland Village Board of Trustees
and by the Village Administrator.
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VHlage Administrator

Chair of the Hearing Board
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·Member, Hearing Board
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. Member, Hearing Board

Member, Hearing Board

Member, Hearing Board
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Hearing Officer
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WHAT IS "'COORDINATION'' JN FEDERAL LAW?
"COORDINATION" REQUIRES FEDERAL AGENCIES TO REACH CONSISTENCY WITH LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS' PLANS, POLICIES AND ACTIONS
The process of Coordination requires that all levels of government must "coordinate" with
the lowest levels (local levels) of government prior to enforcing policies, plans, actions, and
regulations to ensure that there will be no negative economic impact on the local
community as a result of enforcement.
It is the federal law of the land that federal regulatory agencies muSt coordinate their
policies, plans, actions, and regulations with local governments. The law requfres them to
work on an· equal footing with the local government for purposes of resolving conflicts in
policy or action in order to benefit the '.'hurrian environment" which is identified as being the
primary concern of the national government. The "human environment" is defined as
including economic, historic, cultural, social, health, and ecologic interests of man.
In the Federal Land Policy and Management Act, Congress defined "coordination" to mean
that the federal agency must use all practicable means to reach consistency of plan, policy
and action with local governments. The Supreme Court has ruled that when Congress
defines a term of common usage like coordination, then whenever it uses that word in a like
statute, it means the same unless it re-defines the term·. So in all cases where the human
benefits of economic, social, cultural, historic, and ecological considerations are impacted by
regulations, the agencies must work with the local government until they reach a stage of ·
consistency. The federal agency has the burden of finding a position consistent with th2t of
the local government. Federal District Judges have set aside federal plans and actions
'which were shown to be inconsistent with a policy or plan of the local government affected
by the action. The President of the United States ordered coordination by all .agencies
working with rural America in Executive ()rder # 13575.
In late 1960-early 1970s, Congress began· passing environmental laws that heavily
impacted the social and economic environment of human beings. The very first one passed
into law, the National EnvironmentaJ·Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal agenqes to
cooperate .with .local governments by using "all practicable means to ... coordinate... p{ans,
functions, programs and· resources." Th_e Act created the Council on Environmental Quality
to oversee implementation and enforcement of the. Act. The Council ordered all agencies to
accomplish the Congressional policy as early in a relationship with a local government as
possible in order to avoid or resolve inconsistencies between the federal and local
governments. 40 Code of Federal Re.gulations, Part 1500, ex. 1501.2
What is the rationale for.Congress to have put this burden on the agencies? From our
earliest days as a nation, local governments have bee11 the most important level of
government to the citizens. Government services needed by citizens are most effectively
delivered at the local community level. To prevent local governments and communities
from being overwhelmed by an enormous national government, Congress has mandated in
law that all federal agencies "coordinate" their policies, plans and actions with local
governments - such as the Village of Hartland.
The.Food and Drug Administration, in its regulation 21 Code of Federal Regulations 25.1,
acknowledges that NEPA's coordination requirement is consistent with its statutory duties
and responsibilities, thus it must follow the NEPA requirements
Wisconsin - P.O. Box510564-New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
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RESUME OF FRED KELLY GRANT SHOWING QUAUFICATIONS TO SERVE AS
HEARING OFFICER
Formal Education:
Nampa Idaho Senior High School, Salutatorian, 1954
College of Idaho, Sunima Cum Laude, BA,1958
University of Chicago School of Law, JD, 1961.
Master's Work, University of Chicago School of Law, Federalism and·
International and Domestic Commercial and Cultural La.w, 1961-2
Associate, Lord, Bissell and Brooke, Chicago law firm serves as American
counsel for Lloyds of London
Law Clerk, Chief Judge Frederick W. Brune, Maryland Court of Appeals
Assistant United States Attorney, District of Maryland 1964-5
Assistant States Attorney and Chief of Organized Crime Division, States
Attorney of Baltimore City, 1965-69
Private practice, Baltimore 1969-70
Counsel to Go.vernors Cecil Andrus and John Evans, Idaho 1971-74
Hearing Officer---Ada County, Canyon County, Owyhee County,
Boise City, Caldwell City, Nampa City, personner hearin:gs,· zoning and land
use hearings, administrative law enforcement hearings, disciplinary
hearings, annexation hearings 1974-1990
Private Practice and consulting on Tenth. Amendment and federalism 1990present
Oversight of appellate cases and capital punishment sentencing processes
for Public Defender of Canyon County Idaho, 1990-2000 (19 capital cases)
Author~ Articles on Personnel hearings; administrative hearings; book
Justice My Ass; articles on land use and land rights; articles on federalism.
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ADMINISTRATION
21 0 CorroNwood AVENUE ·

HARTIANd, WI H02 9
PlmNE(262) 767,2714
fo: (262) 767,24rn

www.villageofhartland.com
DESIGNATION OF HEARING OFF!CER TO CONDUCT PUBLIC
HEARING/MEETING RELATED TO DEEMING REGULATIONS OF THE FOOD
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Pu.rsuant to authority grante6 by the Village Board in Resolution
02/13/2017-01 1 I, Jeffrey Pfannerstill, hereby designate Fred Kelly Grant to.
serve as Hearing.Officer to conduct the public hearing/meeting scheduled for
April 27-29, 2017 in Hartland, Wisconsin, and to work with the Village and
Village Board in presenting the Findings from said Hearing to the Village
Board for final action. Grant's resume is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. ·
Name: Jeffrey Pfannerstill
Title: Village President

Signatu:;,9h ~
Date:

I

/
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VILLAGE OF HARTLAND
RESOLUTION NO~ 02/13/2017-01
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE PRESIDENT AND VILLAGE
STAFF TO EXECUTE DOCUMENTS INTERVENING JN FDA REGULATIONS
lMP ACTING LOCAL INTERESTS

WHEREAS, the Village of Hartland recognizes the importance of a vibrant, positive and
healthy business environment and business sector have on the overall social, cultural and

.. economic health oftb..e Village of Hartland; and

·

WHEREAS, as authorized by the Wisconsin. State Constitution and the Wisconsin State
Statutes, the Village of Hartland is charged with promoting the general welfare, good order and
prosperity of the Village of Hartland and its inh.8.bitants including residents, businesses and
visitors; and

WHEREAS, integral to this charge is an obligation to provide as healthy a business
climate as possible within acceptable regulations and balancing the interests of businesses and
residents to allow existing and new businesses to grow and flourish; and

WHEREAS, the FDA has adopted certain regulations that are expected to have a
significant negative impact on a particular business in the Village ofHartland engaged in the
electronic cig~ette, or vaping, :industry; and

WHEREAS, certain State and Federal Laws reqU:ire that regulators consider the impact of
their regulations on small entities such as the Village of Hartland and that these laws require
regulators to coordinate with local officials regarding the development and implementation of
suchregulations;and
WHEREAS, the Vi~lage ofHartland desires to coordiriate with. the FDA and other
agencies as necessary regarding the consideration, development and lln.plementati.on of
regulations that will impact Hartland businesses and, by ex.tension, the economic stability and
health of the Village of Hartland.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Village Board of Trustees for the
Village of Hartland in furtherance of this desire that tb.e Village President and Village .Staff are
hereby authorized to adopt and execute documents, papers, letters or other items on behalf of the
Village of Hartland to request coordination.with the FDA and other agencies.

BE IT FURTHER.RESOLVED that this authorization specificallymcludes execution as
a Resolution of the Village of Hartland Board of Trustees the concept resolution attached hereto
Resolution No. 02/13/2017-01
Page 1 of2
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as Exlubit A in a form substa.n±ially similar to the 'version attached hereto, which resolution shall
be m.nnbered Resolution No. 02/13/2017-02.

BE IT FURTHER RES OL'\TED that this authorization specifically does not authorize the
exeeution of a.IlY other official Resolutions on behalf of th~ Village Board the contents of which
have not been considered by the Village Board of Trustees in:an open session meeting.
Dated this JI_ day of

F ...eJ),

, 2017.

Q~rJ
ATTEST:

Resolution No. 02/13/2017-01
Page2 of2
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EX!ilBITA

Concept Language for Resolution No. 02-13-2017-02

Hartlandr Wisconsin will celebrate its One Hundred Twenty Fifth annrversary
as an incorporated Village on January 18, 2017.
·
Hartland was settled and developed ln the early 19th century "go west, go
. west young man, go west" migration, which implemented the Manifest
Destiny of the United States of America.

In the autumn of 1837, Stephen Warren of Ann Arbor, Michigan, decided to
· seek his future and fortune by going west, even before the westward
·
·movement was popularrzed. He walked to Fort Dearborn {now Chicago),
where he worked and saved enough money to continue his journey, which
took him through Milwauke·e and Waukesha (Prairieville) and to land that he
purchased between what is now Maple and Cottonwood Avenues in Hartland.
'~Go

west and earn your fortune," was a theme that promoted migration by
unemployed clerks, mechanics, soldiers, farmers, and settlers and which
Wisconsin history professor, Frederick Jackson Turner, argued was directly
responsible for the fndependence and resourcefulness that imbued the
settlers with a greater resourcefulness and fiercer love of democracy than
any other people in the worf d.
Tile westward movement bro·ught other pioneer farmers and settlers to the
fertile Sark River Valleyr where in 1842 Christian Hershey built the first
water-powered gr~st mill whiCh helped 'fire an economy that!ed to
development in 1846 of the Watertown Plank Road (literally constructed with
10' log planks), which served as a main highway for transporting grains anfl
hops to MHwaukee breweries.
The healthy economy Jed to a fast growing community which drew settlers
and travelers who chose to enjoy recreation; a race track was built in 1845,
in the center of which was a baseball diamond where teams from
neighboring towns drew fans up to 10 1 000,· which led to development of
inns, hotels, and .resorts throughout the area.
The first Post Office was opened in 1846, and in 1854 the railroad arrived 1
the community took on the name Hartland, and the first newspaper1 the
Hartland Index, was established.
By 1890 the population was 500, the community was a regular train stop
from Milwaukee, and residents began to plan for incorporation as a Village,
Incorporation became final and offldal on January 181 1892.
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The economic stabifity created by the early settlers has continued through .
the decades and Hartland continues to grow and thrive with a governmental
·
and community climate favoring business development. ·
This lndustriousr early development of a Hartland community well balanced
for business, recreational, and community interests helps explain why the
Village ls a destination of choice for industryr manufacturing, commercial,
and service businesses that ·choose to thrive here1 where they have easy
accessibility, first class business parks, outstanding municipal services 1 low
tax rates, and a quality work-force needed for cutting edge business
development and health.
The Village is governed by a Village Board consisting of a President and six
trustee members operating and exercfsing powers under the "villag~ form of
government established by Wisconsin statute$1 Chapter 61, as authorized by
the Wisconsin Constitution, Article XI, section 3. The Board works with a City
Manager, and other Village offidals dedicated to providing a healthy
atmosphere for economic development. The Village Board works actively
with the Hartland Business Improvement District Board of Directors, and
encourages federal, state, and county government agencies to support the
activities of the District.
'

--··

Hartland continues to grow. The population has increased six times over
from 1950
2000, with a ·steady growth of economic stability to match
·
·
population.

to

Hartland's master plan predicts a population from 10,500 to 11,000 by the
year 2020, and predicts· the job market to reach from 4400 to 4600 jobs by
2020, which will be a 22 to 28 percent fncrease over the year 2000.
It is critical to the social, cultural, and·e_conomic health of Hartland that the
Village _i;?oard continues. to provide an encouraging, positive business
. environment.
The Village of Hartland exercises its powers and duties under statutory
authorization that promotes "the largest measure of self-government fn
accordance with the spirit of Article XIr section 3 of the constitution.
[municipal home rule]" by declaring that the grant of Villag~ poyvers "shall
be liberally construed in favor of the rights, powers. and privileges of villages
to promote the general welfare, peace, good order and prosperity of such
villages and the inhabitants thereof." Wisconsin Statutes 61.34 (5)
Article XI, section 3 of the Wisconsin Constitution provides that Villages can
"determine their local affairs a·nd government, subject only to this

~
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constrtution and to such enactments of the legislature of statewide concern
as with uniformity shall affect every other city or every village." Thusr. the
Constitution establishes municipal home rule for the Village of Hartland and
allows municipal regulation over matters of focal concern and protects
against conflicting stet law Madison Teachersr Inc. v. Walkerr 358 Wis. 2d 1.
The legislature has empowered the Hartland Vfllage Board with the power to
manage and control vfllage property, finances, highways, streets, navigable
waters, and the public service, and further wfth the power "to act for the
government and good order.of the village, for its commercial benefit and for
the health, safety, welfare and convenience of the pubH<;:."
Hartland functiQns as does the state under the mandate that free
government be main.tained: ""The blessings of a free government can only
be maintained by a firm adherence to justiC:e, moderation, temperance, ·
frugality and v1rtue, and by frequent recurrence to fundamental prlnciples.rr
Art XI, section 22
As in so much of America, state and federal laws and regulations impact
focal business environments, with no input from local interests.
The Hartland Master Comprehensive Plan identifies sixteen percent of the
planned urban service area of Hartland for commercial and industrial
business uses, identifies areas in which new commercial and industrial uses
can develop, aod r~commends new business-commert:ial park areas to
accommodate.expected growth of economic interests.
·
Hartland recognizes that the success of the Plan and of the potential for
growth as predicted depends upon continued success of the businesses
already estabfished in Hartland, the growth of such estabHshed busrn~sses,
and a climate positive for future growth.
Hartland has recognized the need for its elected local officials to provide as·
healthy a business climate as possible under the law in order for current
businesses to continue success, and in order to attract new businesses that
will thrive in the community.
Hartland's entire community hea!th---schoo!s, medical, business, and
government---depends upon a healthy busfness climate .
.Recognizing the adverse impact of regulations on small businesses of the·
type which are community based in Hartland, it is time that the local officials
caH upon state and federal regulators to recognize the importance of their
impact on communities such as Hartland, and to recognize the importance of

... -·
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involving local officials in the ·development of and implementation of
business restrictive regulations.
State and federal laws require that regulators coordinate with local officials
regarding development of and implementation of such regulations, and
coordination includes earnest efforts to avert inconsistencies between state
and federal policies ahd local policies, and even more earnest efforts to
resolve any such inconsistencies to the benefit of local government. and its
citizens.
State and federal laws require that regulators·consider the impact of their
regulations on small entities such as Hart"land, under the Regulatory
.
Flexibility Act and the Data Quality Act, and to· coordinate such consideration
·
with the local officials.
The Hartland Village Board recognizes the importance of calling upon state
and federal regulators to engage the Viilage in coordination regarding
regulations that may have adverse impact on Hartland's business
community, and therefore on Hartland itself and its citizens.
WHEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED THAT THE \[ILLAGE OF HARTLAND,
WIS.CONSIN SHALL ADVISE ALL STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES OF ITS
INTENT TO EXERCISE LOCAL AUTHORITY IN CAJ..UNG FOR SAID AGENCIES
TO ENTER INTO COORDINATION WITH THE VILLAGE REGARDING
CONSIDERATION OF, DEVELOP.MENT OF, AND IM_PLEMENTATION OF
REGULATIONS THAT WILL IMPACT BUSINESSES OPERATING IN HARTLAND,
AND THE ECONOMIC STABILDY AND HEALTH br THOSE BUSINESSES.

This local authority to call for coordination is based upon federal raws such
as· the National Environmental Policy Act, the Regul.atory Flexibility .A~t, the
Data Quality· or Information Quality.Ad, and sections of the many statutes
governing the Department of Health apd Human Services and its Food and
Drug Administration~ all of which mandate the agencies and Food and Drug
Administration to coordinate its data-qual1ty, scientific quality, and delive,-Y
of program efficiency with local governments.
None of these agencies have engaged Hartland in coordiflatfon discussions,
·and now Hartland cans upon them spec[flcal!y to commence such discussions
regarding any adverse impact that might be felt by Hartland and/or its
constituents from implementation of regulations relating to any product
manufactured, distributed, marketed, advertised, sold/ or purchased by a
business operating in Hartland or withfn Hartfand's economic improvement
district.
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Presidential Executive Order 13575, issued in June, 2011, directs all
executive department regulators to coordinate their programs and activities
with locaf _governments fike the Village of Hartland. In directing the
;;:igencies, including the Department of Hearth and Human Services to
coordinate, the Order emphasizes the importance of rural communities such
as Hartland:
"The strong, sustainable rural communities are essential to winning the
future and ensuring American competitiveness [n the. years ahead. These
communjties supply our food, fiber, and energy, safeguard our natural
resources, and ar~ essential in the development of science and innovation.
Though rural communities face numerous challenges, they also present
enormous economic potential. The.Federal Government has an important
role to play in order to expand access to the capital necessary for economic
growth 1 promote innovation, improve access to health care and education,
and expand outdoor recreational activities on public !ands." The Order then
creates the White House Rural Council to "better coordinate Federal
programs and maximize the impact of Federal investment to promote
economic prosperity and quality of life in our rural communities."

..

·~

...

The Food and Drug Administration operates within the Department·of Health
and Human Services, which is a member of the Council and is directed to
coordinate with Hartland, a direction which to date has not been followed.
No statute or Executfve Order that requires coordination with local
governments such as the Village of Hartland i:;xempts the Fbod and Drug
Administration, so that agency is oblfgated by law to coordinate with
Hartland.
The Council on Environmental Quality has directed all agencies subject to the
Nationa{ Environmental Policy Act to cooperate with locEJI governments "to
the fuflest extent possible" to reduce duplication and to avoid incon:sistencies
between federal and local plans and laws "whether or not federarly
sanctioned'', ·and to describe the "extent to which [the federal agency] will
go in reconciling "fts .proposed action" with the local government's plan or
law. 40 CFR 1500 et seq.
Hartland has adopted a health, safety, and business policy resolution that
refutes the lawfulness of Food and Drug regufating, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
manufactured by a company that does business within the boundari~.s of the.
Village of Hartland and/or its Economic Development District. Resolution
No.
points out that marketing of the produet has
been found to effectively reduce the use of and addiction to cigarette
smoking, arid as a result, the product has been successfully marketed by its
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maker. Expert scientific testimony and other evidence exists which makes it
apparent that the Food and Drug regulations will cause production and sale
of the product to decrease, forcing the ~aker to go out of business. The
result will be adverse to the company, all its employees, all other employees
in and around the Village of Hartland who work inter-dependently with the
company, and to the economic health and stability of the tax base of
Hartland. The Food and Drug Administration has made no effort to discuss
this adverse impact with the Village-Board of Hartland, thus has not
complied. with the law.
The Village of Hartland calls upon the Food and Drug Administration to delay
implementation and enforcement of the regulations until it has engaged ·
Hartland in the coordination proc;ess as directed by law.
·

.
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VILLAGE OF HARTLAND
RESOLUTION NO. 02-13-2017-02
A RESOLUTION REQUESTING COORDINATION WITH TIIE FDA AND OTHER
FEDERAL AGENCIES
Hartlan~ Wisconsm will celebrate its On~ Hundred Twenty Fifth anniversary as an incorporated
Village on January 18, 2017.

Hartland was settled and developed in the early 19th century "go west go west young man, go
west'' migration, which implemented the Manifest Destiny of the United States of America.

In the autumn of1837, Stephen Warren of Ann Arbor, Michigan, decided to seek his future and
fortune by going west, even before the.westward movement was populariz:ed. He walked to Fort
Dearbom (now Chicago), where he worked and saved enough money to cont;inue his joumey,
which took ~im through Milwaukee and Waukesha (Prairieville) and to land that he purchased
between what is now Maple and Cottonwood Avenues in Hartland.
"Go west and earn your fortune, n was a theme that promoted migration by unemployed clerks,
mechanics, soldiers/farmers, and settlers and which Wisconsin history professor, Frederick
Jackson Turner, argued was directly responsible for the Independence and resource:fuhiess that
imbued the settlers with a greater resourcefulness and_ :fiercer love of democracy than any other .
people in the world. ·
The westward movement brought other pioneer farmers and settlers to the fertile Bark River
Valley, where, in 1842, Christian Hershey built the :first water-:powered grist Inill which helped
fire an economy that led to development in 1846 of the Watertown Plank Road (literally
constructed with 1O' log planks), which served as a main highway for transporting grains and
hops to Milwaukee breweries.
The healthy economy led to a fast growing community which drew settlers and travelers who
chose to enjoy recreation; a race track was built in 1845, in the center of which was a baseball
diamond where teams from neighboring toWns drew fans up to 10,000, which.led to development
of inns, hotels, and. resorts throughout the area.
·
The first Post Office was opened in 1846, and, in 1854, the railroad arrived, the community took
on the name Hartland, and the first.newspaper, the Hartland Index, was established.
By.1890 the population was 500, the community was a regular train stop from Milwaukee, .and
residents began to plan for incorporation as a Village. Incorporation became final and official
on January 18, 1892.
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The economic stability created by the early settlers has continued through the decades and
Hartland continues to grow and thrive with a governmental and community climate favoring
business development.
This industrious, early development of a Hartland community well balanced for business,
recreational, and community interests helps explain why the Village is a destination of choice for
industry, manufacturing/commercial, and service businesses that choose to thrive here, where
they have easy accessib~ity, :first class business parks, outstanding municipal services, low tax
rates and a quality work force needed for cutting edge business development and health.
The Village is governed by a Village Board consisting of a President and six trustee members
operating mid exercising powers .under the village form of government established by Wisconsin
statutes, Chapter 61, as authorized by the Wisconsin Constitution, Article XI, section 3. The·
Board works with a Village Administrator, and other Village officials dedicated to providing a
healthy aunosphere for economic development. The Village Board works actively with the
Hartland Business Improvement District Board of Directors, .and encourages federal, state, and
county government agencies to support the.activities of the District
Hartland continues to grow. The population has increased six tiIIJ.es over ~m 1950 to 2000, with
a steady growth of econorriic stability.to match population.
Hartland's Jf1aster plan predicts a population from 10,500 to 11,000 by the year 2020, and
reach from 4400 to 4600 jobs by 2020, which will be a 22 to 28
percent increase over the year 2000..

pr~dicts the job market to

It is critical to the social cultural, and economic health of Hartland that the Village Board
continues to provide an encouraging positive birsiness environment.
The Village of Hartland exercises its powers and duties under statutory authorization that
promotes "the largest measure of self-government in accordance with the spirit of Article XI,
section 3 of the constitution [municipal home rule]" by declaring that the grant of Village powers
"shall be liberally construed in favor of the rights, powers and privileges of villages to promote
the general welfare, peace; good order and prosperity of such villages and the inhabitants
thereof" Wisconsin Statutes 6134 (5)
Article XI, section 3 of the. Wisconsin Constitution prov':ides that Villages can '°deteimine their
local affairs and government, subject only to this constitution and to such enactments of the
legislature of statewide concem as with uniformity shall affect every other city or every village."
Thus, the Constitution establishes municipal home rule for the Village of Hartland and allows
municipal regulation over matters of local concern and protects against conflicting stet law
Madison Teachers, Inc. v. Walker; 358 Wis. 2d L
·
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The legislature has empowered the Hartland Village Board with the power to manage and control
village property, finances, highways, streets, navigable waters, and the public service, and further
'\0.'1.th the power "to act for the ·government and good order of the village, for its commercial
benefit and for the health, safety, welfare and convenience of the public."
Hartland functions as does the state under the mandate that free government be maintained:
"The blessings of a free government can only be maintained by a firm adherence to justice,
moderation temperance, :frugality and virtue, and by frequent recurrence to fundamental
principles." Art XI, section 22

As in so much of America, state and fedei:al laws and regulations impact local business
enviroriments, with no input from local interests.
The Hartland Master Comprehensive Plan identifies sixteen percent of the planned urban service
area of Hartland for commercial and industrial_ business uses, identifies areas in which new
commercial and industrial uses can develop, and recommends new bu5iness-comm«rcial park
areas to accommodate expected growth of economic interests.
Hartland recognizes that the success of the Plan and of the potential for growth as predicted
depends upon continued success of the businesses already established in Hartland, the growth of
· such established businesses, and a climate positive for future growth.
Hartland has recognized the need for its elected local officials to provide as healthy a business
_climate as possible under the law in order for current businesses to continue success, and in order
to attract new businesses that will thrive in the community.
Hartland's entire community health--schools, medical, business, and government-depends
upon a healthy business climate.
Recognizing the adverse impact of regulations on small businesses of the type which are
community based in Hartland, it is time that the local officials call upon state and federal
regulators to recognize the importance of their impact on communities.such as Hartland, and to
recognize the importance of involving local officials in the development of and implementation
ofbusiness restrictive regulations:
State and federal laws :require that regulato:rs coordinate with local officials :regarding
development of and implementation of such regulations, and coordination include.s earnest
efforts to avert inconsistencies between state and federal policies and local policies, and even
more earnest efforts to resolve any such inconsistencies to the benefit oflocal government (!D.d its
citizens.
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State and federal Laws require that regulators consider the impact of their regulations on small
entities such as Hartland, under the Regulatory Flexibility Act and the Data Quality Act, and to
coordinate such consideration with the local officials.
The Hartland Village Board recognizes the importance of calling upon state and federal
regulators to engage the Village in coordination regarding regulations that may have adverse
impact on Hartland's business community, and therefore on Hartland itself and its citizens.
WHEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED THAT THE VJLLAGE OF HARTLAND,
WISCONSIN SHALL ADVISE ALL STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES OF ITS INTENT
TO EXERCISE LOCAL AUTHORITY IN CALLING FOR SAID' AGENCIES TO ENTER
l!IT0 COORDINATION WITH THE VILLAGE REGARDING CONSIDERATION OF,
DEVELOPMENT OF, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF REGULATIONS TfIAT WILL
IMPACT BUSINESSES OPERATING IN HARTLAND, AND THE ECONOMIC STABILITY
AND HEALTH OF THOSE BUSINESSES.
This local authority to call for coordination is based upon federal laws such as the National
Environmental Policy Act, the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Data Quality or Infonnation
Quality Act, and sections of the many statutes governing the Department of Health and Human
Services and its Food and Drug Administration, all of which mandate the agencies and Food and
Drug Administration to coordinate its data quality, scientific quality, and delivery of program
efficiency with local governments. ·
None of these agencies have engaged Hartland in coordination discussions, and now Hartland
calls upon them specifically to commence such discussioru regarding any adverse impact that
might be felt by Hartland and/or its constituents from implementation of regulations relating to
any product manufactured, distributed, marketed, advertised, sold, or purchased by a business
operating in Hartland or within Hartland/s economic improvement district.
Presidential Executive Order 13575, issued in June, 2011, directs all executive department
regulators to coordinate their programs and activities wij:h local governments like the Village of
Hartland. In directing the agencies, including the Department of Health and Human Services to
coo:rd~ate, the Order emphasizes the importance of rural cornlimnities such as Hartland:
"The strong, sustainable ·rural .cominunities are essential to winning the future and ensuring
American competitiveness in the years ahead. These communities supply our food, fiber, and
energy, safeguard our.natural resources, and are essential in the development of science and
innovation. Though rural communities face numerous challenges, they also present enormous
economic potential. The Fedeial Government has an important role to play in order to expand
access to the capital necessary for eCOJ;I;omic growth, promote innovation, improve access to
health care and education, and expand outdoor recreational activities on public lands." The Order
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then creates the White House Rural Council to "better coordinate Federal programs and
maximize the impact of Federal investment to promote economic prosperity and quality of life in
our rural communities."
The Food and Drug Administration operates within the Department of Health and Human
Services; which is a member of the Council and is directed to coordinate with Hartland,, a
direction which to date has not been followed.
No statute or Executive Order that requires coordination with local governments such as the
Village of Hartland exempts the Food and Drug Administration, so that agency is obligated by
law to coordinate with Hartland.
The Council on Environmental Quality has directed all agencies subject to the National
Environmental Policy Act to cooperate with local governments "to the fullest extent possible" to
reduce duplication and to avoid inconsistencies between federal and local plans and laws
"whether or not federally sanctioned,," and to describe the "extent to which" [the federal agency]
Vvill go in reconciling ~'its proposed action" with the local government's plan or law. 40 CFR
1500 et seq.
Hartland has been advised that vaping products have been found to effectively reduce the use of
and addiction to cigarette smoking, and as a result, the products have.been successfully marketed
by its maker, a local Hartland company. Further, Hartland has been adVised that expert scientific
testimony and other evidence exists which makes it apparent that the Food and Drug
Administration regulations \vill cause production and sale of the product to decrease, forcing the
maker to go out of business.' The result will be adverse to the company, all its employees, all
other employees in and around the Village of Hartland who work inter-dependently with the
company, and to the economic health and stability of the tax base of Hartland. The Food and
Drug Administratibn has made no effort to discuss this adverse impact with the Village Board of
Hartland, thus has not complied with the law..
The Village of Hartland calls upon the Food and Drug Administration to delay implementation
and enforcement of the regulations until it has engaged Hartland in the coordination process as
directed by law.
Dated this 13thdayofFebruary, 2017.
ATTEST:

/S/ 'Da..:vfdl~

/S/

David Lamerand, Village President

Darlene Igl, fy[MC, WCPC, Village Clerk
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April 1s; 2017
Department of Health and Human SeNices
_Thomas E. Price, M.D., Secretary
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20201
Food and Drug Administration-United States Government
Stephen Ostroff, M.D., Acting Commissioner·
10903 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20993-0002
Food and Drug Administration -Milwaukee Office
2675 North Mayfair Road
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This is to advise you that Hartland, Wisconsin has invoked the coordination process afforded it
by federal statute, offered it by Presidential Executive Orders, guaranteed it by the Constitutions of the
United States a~d the State of Wisconsin and facilitated by agency rules and regulations including thos~
.of the council on Environmental Quality and-the Food and Drug Administration. We expect coordination
by your offices regarding the Deeming Regulations issued by Food and Drug and now to be interpreted
in light of Presidential Executive qrder 13777.
Hartland will hold a public hearing on April 27, 2_8, and 29, 2017 focused on whether your
agency has coordinated as the laws require, and on what course of coordination is needed for
compliance with the law. The hearing will be held in the Board Room of the Municipal Building, 210
· Cotto.nwood Avenue,_H_artland, Wisconsin 53029.
The Thursday, April 27 session.will begin at 5:30 pm (Central Standard) and will recess at
approximately 9:00 pm; the hearing wfU resume Friday morning at 9:30 am and will recess at
approximately 9:00 pm; the hearing will resume Saturday morning at 9:30 am and will continue until all
witnesses have been heard.
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Thomas E. Price, M.D., Secretary
April 18, 2017
Page 2

If you will provide me with names of persons you want to testify as to whether you believe you are
obligated to coordinate with Hartland on these issues or whethi:r you have indeed so coordinated, I wHI
assure thatthe Hearing Officer includes them on his witness schedule.
Enclosed is a copy of the Notice of Public Hearing, which is being posted by H.artland regarding the
Hearing.
. Also enclosed'is a copy of Haitland's Resolutions 02/13/2017--01 and 02/13/2017-02. The first
authorizes me to adopt and execute papers to invite. coordination by your agency. Please consider this
letter to be my invitation to you, and my request to you, to attend and provide witnesses to testify as to
the issues set forth herein and inherent in the language of Resolution 02 as read in light of Presidential
Executive Order 13777. Please notify me of names of witnesses by 12:00 noon Central Time on April 25,
2017. You may advise me either by telephone at 262.367.2714 or by email at
david.c@viflageofhartland.com. Also enclosed is a copy of a letter that the Hearing Officer is sending to
witnesses and prospective witnesses.
Witnesses will appear to testify to the following.relevant issues:
(1) whether Food and Drug is obligated to stay within the parameters of presidential and legislative
demands that the agencies coordinate with local governments such as Hartland, the County of
Waukesha and all local communities within the tri-county area around Hartland,
(2) whether the coordination required by the National Environmental Policy Act, the rules of the
Council on Environmental Quality,_your agency's own rules, and cequired by presidential orders
and directives issued in the first 100 days is inapplicable to your agency and if not, why not {with
reference to specific legal immunity);
(3) what sound science and data provide the backdrop consistent with and supportive of the
Deeming Regulations and how wa·s it tested by application of the coordination process and/or
the Data Quality Act processing;
(4) what due process of law related standard of conduct and performance was used as a gauge to ·
constitutionality was used in determining lawfulness of the impact of the Dei;!ming Regulations;
(5) what process was used to test the co.mpltance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of the Deeming
Regulations and what due process standard was used to gauge the constitution<!lity of the
impact of the Regulations;
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Thomas E. Price, M.D., Secretary
April 18, 2017
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(6) what was the originating concept for the Deeming Regulations and who developed that concept
and through what process;
(7) whether the Deeming Regulations are within the statutory and constitutional parameters to
which your agency is committed legally;
(8) any other issue relevant to the issues comprehended within the categories stated hereinabove.
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to call me. Our thanks go to the
President for his issuance of the o"rders and directives, which focus on local government's rightful place
in the federal structure, a place guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States of America.

Viltage of Hartland, Wisconsin

··---------·-------------·-------·-------------3-4-5---·-----·----------------------·--·-···---· -

VILLAGE OF HARTLAND, WISCONSIN NOTICE OF PUBUC HEARING RELATED
TO COORDINATION WITH THE fOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
On April 27-29, 2017 the Village of Hartland will conduct a public
hearing/meeting related to coordination and lack of coordination by the
federal Food and Drug Administration and other agencies regarding deeming
regulations and the review of regulations ·impacting the economy and culture
of Hartland, the County of Waukesha, and their surrounding communities.
The Hearing will commence at 5:30pm on April 27 in the Board Room of the
Municipal Building, 210 Cottonwood Avenue, Hartland, Wisconsin, 53029.
The hearing will be recessed at 9:00pm and will resume on April 28 at
9:30am; it will recess at 5:30pm, and will resume on April 29 at 9:30am,
concluding at a time to be determined.
The Hearing Board will consist of elected and appointed officials representing
the Village of Hartland and surrounding areas.
This will be considered and implemented as a public hearing/meeting of
Hartland, the results of which may be used as the basis for official business
of the Village.
A hearing officer, Fred Kelly Grant, Esq., will cor:iduct the hearing for the
Hearing Board. Witnesses will be administered the oath or affirmation
before testifying and documents will be·verified either by witness testimony·
of by affidavit as to source and authenticity.
The issues are:
(1) whether the federaf Food and Drug Administration coordinated with the
Village of Hartland and other local governments regarding the
implementation of the FDA Deeming Regulations
(2) whether the FDA Deeming Regulations are based on sound science
verified under the federal Data Quality Act
·
(3) whether the Food and Drug Administration vetted its Deemlng
Regulations under and wlthin the provisions of the Regulatory Flexibility Act
(4) whether the Food and Drug Administration established a standard by
which its Deeming Regulations were developed and whether within the
Regulations there is created a standard by which their impact can be
measured for purposes of the due process clause of the United States and
Exhibit.4
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State of Wisconsin Constitutions and the provisions of the United States Civil
Rights Act of 1866.
(5) whether Food and Drug or any other agency including but not limited to
the Environmental Protection Agency has coordinated with the Village of
Hartland regarding the Executive Order 13777 as to review of all regulations
from the standpoint of adverse impact. ·
( 4) whether other issues regarding the regulations may impact the
communities and the rights of businesses and individuals affected·thereby.
Anyone who desires to testify should contact David Cox, Villag~
Administrator, at 262.367.2714 or by email at davidc@villageofhartland.com
no l_ater than thirty minutes prior to the start of the hearing.

David E. Cox
Village Administrator
Published on Thursday, April 20, 2017
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GUIDEUNES FOR HARTLANDr WISCONSIN PUBUC HEARING

· PURSUANT TO RESOLUTION No. 02/13/2017-01 PASSED BY THE
HARTLANDr WISCONSIN VIUAGE BOARDr THE FOLLOWING GUIDEUNES
ARE ESTABUSHED FOR CONDUCT OF THE EVIDENTIARY HEARING TO BE'
HELD COMMENCING ON APRIL 27, 2017 AT 5:30 PM [Central Time] IN THE
BOARD ROOM IN THE MUNICIPAL BUILDING IN Hartland, Wisconsinr. to be
recessed at 9:00 pm, and to resume at 9:30 am on April 28r 2017, to recess
again at 5:30 pm, and to resume at 9:30 am on April 29 to run until
witnesses have all been heard:

L Prior to testifying, witnesses shall be sworn by an appropriate and
authorized notary or public official, and will file as exhibits any text of
their testimony and/or exhibits to which they will refer, with said
exhibits being marked into evidence alphabetically, A to Z, beginning
again with AA through ZZ and if necessary AAA through ZZZ;
2. Testimony may be audio recorded and video recorded, with the audio
and video product becoming part of the official record overseen by the
Hearing Officer, to be preserved by the Village Manager;
3. Witnesses scheduled prior to the Hearing will be assigned a specific
time to testify; at the completion of scheduled testimony, or between
sessions of scheduled witnesses, members of the public may testify to
any issue relevant to coordination and/or the basis for and content of
the "deeming regulations" or other Food and Drug Administration
action as it relates to Hartland;
4. No time limit will be imposed on witnesses prior to the Hearing, and
will be imposed by the Hearing Officer only if it appears that all
scheduled witnesses would not otherwise have time to complete their
testimony;
.
5. Witnesses will submit to questions from members of the Hearing Board
asked thrdugh the Hearing Officer; members of the public may submit
_questions to the Hearing Officer and if time permits those questions
· will be asked of the witnesses;
6. Each day there will be a lunch recess at 11:45 am and the afternoon
session will begin at 1:00 pm;
7. Other guidelines or rules may be imposed at the request of the
Hearing Board members or if order requires additional guidance.
8. Any Question of relevance shall be decided by the members of the
Hearing Board which shall be guided by the.following instructions:

-----
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Witnesses will present evidence as to the following questions or
issues:

I;
Coordination, or lack thereof, between the federal Food and Drug
Administration and the Village of Hartland, the County, any other unit of
government in the County and/or state of Wisconsin, the County, the State
of Wisconsin, or· any other unit of local or state government from any other
part of the nation by special permfssion of the Hearing Board;
ii;
Content and meaning of federal statutes relating to coordination and to
the duties of Food and Drug;
iii;
Content of the deeming regulations as to.:
Science supporting the regulations,
policy within which said regulations were written and adopted
and/or standards by which regulations are to be applied
and compliance of regulations with law, com.mon, natural and statutory
.iv;
. Economic impact of the regulations on the
Community and on interstate commerce

v;
Compliance of said regulations with statutes, lawful regulations, and
executive-orders directed to the federal agencies
vi;
.
Considerations of public health and safety
vii;
Other concerns such as special-taxes placed on products covered by the
regulations and the impact of such taxes on the community
viii;
Other matters upon recommendation of the Hearing Officer and/or request
of the Hearing. Board ·
In order to be assured of a time to testify, witnesses should advise the
Village Administrator of the intent to testify by 12:00 noon on April 25,
2017. He may be contacted for this purpose at 262.367.2714 or by.email at
davidc@villageofhartland.com.
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April 18~ 2017
To: Prospective Witnesses at Coordination Hearing in Hartland, Wisconsin
From: Fred Kelly Grant, Hearing Officer
The Village of Hartland, Wisconsin has asked me to act as Hearing
Officer and conduct a public hearing/meeting in Hartland, commencing on
April 27, 2017 at 5:30 pm in the Board Room of the Municipal Building. The
time is Central Standard Time ..
A Hearing Board of elected officials from the Village of Hartland, and
perhaps including a representative of the County and of other: surrounding
communities will hear evidence relating to the following issues: (1) failure of
the Food and Drug Administration to coordinate issuance and development
of the deeming r~gulations with Hartland and the other local jurisdictions
represented on the Board; (2) failure of Food and Drug to comply with the
Data Quality Act re the deeming regulations; (3) failure of Food and Drug to
comply with the Regulatory Flexibility Act re the deeming regulations; (4)
failure of Fooq and Drug to fix standards for issuance of guidelines that
satisfy all a·spects of due process of law; (5) failure of Food and Drug to stay
within the parameters of agency interests; (6) failure to observe
constitutional boundaries of the distinct powers of government (7) remedy
for violations; and (8)other issues determined prior to beginning of hearing
to be relevant.
·
A list of invited witnesses will be posted on the Vilfage of Hartland
website on Monday, April 24, 2017; any other person desiring to offer
evidence should contact the Village Administrator at 262.367 .2714 prior to.
April 26, 2017 at 9:00 am with name of witness and issue to be·discussed in
order to be included on the agenda to testify ..
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The Hearing will commence on.April 27 at 5:30 pm and will recess at
.approximately 9:00 pm; will resume again at 9:30 am on April 28 and will
recess at approximately 5:30 pm; and will resume at 9:30 am April 29 and
continue until a time to be determined, At the conclusion of the hearing, the·
Board will adjourn for a brief period and will reconvene to discuss the
preliminary Findings of Fact. When those are completed 1 the Board will
recess until Monday evening, May 1, 2017 or a time to be decided. At the
resumed session, the final findings and conclusions will be decided and
issued.
Only evidence relevant to the issues identified by the Board will be·
admitted, and information may be offered either in writing or oral format,
but with the limited time left available at the end of scheduled witnesses,.
any last minute added witness should be.prepared to offer written evidence.
The Hearing Officer may impose time limits if the list of witnesses grows
to the point at which ev,ery one cannot otherwise testify.
Questions as·to the process I will follow should be directed to the
Village Administrator at the above telephone number and he will relay them.
to me.

yo~r

I look forward to a very productive and meaningful hearing, and with all
cooperation 1 we will have a product in which we can all·take pride.
Cordially,

Fred Kelly Grant

--------·~--

----·-----

CHRIS KAPENGA
W!SCONS!l'\l ST.fl. TE SENATOR

Testimony on Coordination with the Food and Drug Administration
Coordination bearing in Harthnd, Wisconsin
April 27~ 2017
Thank you to the Village of Hartland, hearing board, and hearing officer for holding this Coordination
Hearing and allowing me to submit testimony. The purpose of my testimony is to outline to the board
that, as a state elected official, no effort was made py the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to
coordinate with our state government regarding the so called Deeming Regulations. In addition, I will
discuss the perspective I woulq have offered to the FDA regarding the egregious reach of.the Deeming
Regulations had they coordinated with state governments.
Since first being elected to state office in2010, representing Hartland and the surrounding area, I have
chaired committees that have deal with federal issues. These include committees on the Constitution
and State-Federal Relations, through which I have frequently been in touch with federal agencies
regarding their policies.
Despite my role as an elected official in state gov=ment tasked with overseeing federal issues, I never
received any contact from the FDA pertaining to the Deeming Regulations. At no point did anyone
from the FDA contact me to coordinate with state government to ensure there would be no negative
economic impact on our communities as a result of the Deeming Regulations, Other locally elected
officials here t;o testify this week verify that they also were not contacted for coordination on these
roles. Based on the lack of coordination, I believe the FDA failed to comply with the co9rdination
requir=ent under federal law.
Had the FDA coordinated with local governments, ~ would have e:x:plained the significant negative
economic impact tlie Deeming Regulations will ha~e on Hartland and the surrounding ~ommunities.
Within my district, there are several small and medium sized businesses that operate within the field
the Deeming Regulations seeks to regulate. The increased regulation to bring a product to mark.et and
to maintain compliance will cost our economy jobs and income. In addition, many of my constituents
utilize the products regulated by- the Deei:ning Regulations as an effective means of tobacco harm
reduction. If the FDA regulates these mate:rials as tobacco is regulated, these individuals will likely
have limited access to products that are far less harmful than tobacco.

In conclusion, the FDA has violated federal law by not communicating~th me or other locally elected
officials_ Had the agency coordinated with local governments, they would have seen the negative
economic impact the Deeming Regulations will have on our community. Thank you for consideri:iig
my testimony on this important matter.
Posl Office Box 7882 • Madison. WI 53707-7882
{60B] 266-9174 •foil-Free: (800) 863-BB83 •Fox: .(608! 282-3573
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LeahVukmir
Wednesday, April 26, 2017
David Cox
Village of Hartland Administrator
210 Cottonwood Avenue
Hartland, WI 53029
Mr.Cox,
Thank you for the opp ortnnity to submit written testimony for your public hearing about the
deeming regulations enacted bythe U.S. FoodandDrugAdministration that will have a detrimental
impact to the economy of the village of Hartland.
·
Since 2011, the state ofWJSconsin has been focused on making our state op'en for business to great
success. Our unemployment rate is now at 3.4%, the lowest since 2000, and the labor force
participation rate is at 68.4%. This has been due in large part to state government opening up the
marketplace and eliminating unnecessary red tape so ·small businesses can flourish.
As a new administration takes control in Washington, I hope it will consider better, more effective
coordination with local governments, like the village of Hartland, to reconsider these rules and
study the needs of a local economy before enacting any ~ew regulations. Federal coordination with
municipalities on rules is critical to ensure that new proposals don't have unintended consequences
and that government is as adaptable to the needs of everyday Americans as possible.
It is clear that the deeming regulations from the FDA that treat vaping products similarly to tobacco
products are overly burdensome to the vaping industry. Because of the presence of Johnson Creek
Enterprises, these new rules disproportionately affect Hartland -and the state ofWISconsin and may cause many to lose their jobs. Additionally, I struggle to see how overregulating an
ind\lstry which provides a product many use to gain independence from tobacco is helpful for the
public health of our country.
.
·
Thank you again for the opportunityto submit testimony on this issue, if I can answer any further
questions, please feel free to contact me in the future.
Sincerely,

~tyG--~·
Leah Vukmir
Assistant Majority Leader
Wisconsin State Senate
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WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL

P.O. 86x 7882
Madison, WI 53707
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The Economic Impact of the FDA's Deeming Regulation on Hartland, Wisconsin and the
Wisconsin Economy
·
4.28.2017
Good afternoon, my name is Brett Healy. I am President of the John K. Maciver Institute for
Public Policy based in Madison, Wisconsin.
I am here today to testify on the federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) so-called "deeming
regulation" and th(:! impact this regulation will have on the people of Wisconsin and our
economy.
Rrst, I want to thank the Village of Hartland, Village President Pfannerstil/, the entire Village
Board and Village administrator Cox for calling this public hearing on this very important public
policy matter. A new and flourishing industry, an industry that, by one estimate, is an almost $3 .
billion dollar a year industry, faces extinction at the hands of the FDA and the impending
deeming regulation. This is a very serious matter and a public policy debate of national
importance. Village President Pfannerstill, Administrator Cox and the VJ/fage Board all deserve
recognition for holding this hearing today and the people of Wisconsin owe you a debt of
gratitude for bringing much-needed attention to this oppressive regulation, the antics of the FDA
and the adverse impact it will have on our economy.
.
.
The Food and Drug Administration's new regulation deeming vaping-related products to be
tobacco products, which forces these products to undergo a rigorous and costly new approval
process, is likely to destroy the budding vapor industry. The FDA, using authority granted to it
under the Tobacco Control Act, has seemingly arbitrarily picked February 15, 2007 as the
·"predicate date" for the new rule. Any products, even products that consumers have been using
for years, that entered the market after that date will be subject to the stringent new
requirements, including the byzantine approval process and the massive price tag that it costs
these small businesses to seek permission from the FDA to sell a product.

The number of lost jobs and businesses that will close because of the deeming regulatic;m is
likely to have a devastating impact on Hartland, the surrounding communities of Waukesha
County and a forceful ripple effect across every corner of Wisconsin. By one estimate, this
regulation will force the vast majority of companies in the e-vapor market out of business within
three years.
One of the central questions that you are here today to examine and to seek the public's input
on is what will the impact be on the village of Hartland and the state of Wisconsin if this new
regulation is adopted in its current form. The Maclver Institute is currently working on an
analysis that seeks to demonstrate to the committee and federal regulators the economic impact
this rule will have on the Wisconsin e-vape industry and the ancillary impact the rule will have on
'·

44 E. Mifflin Street, Suite 201
Madison, WI 53703
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Wisconsin businesses that service or benefit from the _e-vape industry. Unfortunately, our report
is not completed at this time but as soon as it is ready for publication, we will share our findings
with the committee.
Even though you cannot review. Maclver's economic impact study at this time, fortunately°there
are other indicators available that give us an idea of what-that impact will be if the rule is
enacted a.S drafted.
·
Johnson Creek Vapor Company is a national leader in the e-yape industry headquartered right
here in Hartland, Wisconsin. Founded by Christian Berkey in his garage in 2Q07, ·Johnson Creek
Vapor is a quintessential example of the American entrepreneur success story and proofpositive that the American dream is still alive and attainable today.
Johnson Creek Vapor was the first e-liquid manufacturer in the country. Today; it has grown into
the largest manl!facturer of e-liquid in the U.S. and second largest in the world, shipping 50,000
gallons of their product to more than 120 countries each year.
Johnson Creek Vapor employs 47 people full-time in a variety of family-supporting jobs. By all
measures, it's a model of success and a good corporate citizen. Unfortunately; this doesn't
seem to matter to the bureaucrats in Washington, DC. Berkey told the Maciver Institute earlier
this year that the FDA's regulations could cost his company alone up to $200 million to bring all
their products into cbmpliance - a staggering figure tliat will surely have a negative impact on
Johnson Creek Vapor's bottom line and 8erkey's ability to provide family-supporting jobs to his
t:iard-working employees. What will b~come of Johnson Creek Vapor's employees and their
.. families if the FDA is allowed to continue down this current path?
In addition to Johnson Creek Vapor, Wisconsin is also home to many small businesses that will
be harmed by the FDA regulation, from vape retail shops to e-liquid and vaping hardware
manufacturers. A recent survey of these businesses, organized by the Electronic Vaping ·
Coalition of America (EVCA), gives us another glimpse atthe potential impact of the deeming
regulation. According to-the preliminary EVCA survey .of vaping businesses, 70 percent of these
businesses reported having between only one and five full-time employees, _and 73 percent
report having between one and ·five part-time employees. Ninety-one percent have between one
and five locations. Clearly, the survey respondents are generally small mom-and-pop
operations, not gigantic corporate enterprises that will be.able to easily-absorb the hundreds of
thousands of dollars it will cost to seek approval from the FDA to bring ~product to r:iarket.
The EVCA survey, although just a sm~ll sample at this time, gives the public an idea of wliat this
burdensome regulation and the staggering cost to comply with this· regulation will do to these
small businesses. According to the survey, 74 percent of vaping businesses planned to reduce
or eliminate inventpry as a result of the regulations. Fifty-one percent said they planned to layoff employees in order to survive, and 42 percent are considering selling or closing their
businesses thanks to this overly-burdensome regulation.
·
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The exact cost of the FDA regulation to these businesses and the total economic cost to
communities like Hartland is hard to measure, but_ we have an idea from the survey how much
money these small business owners have invested - 51 percent reported having invested more
than $100,000 in their business. That lost investment, combined with the potential for lost jobs
and closed businesses, will cost Wisconsin communities enormously and rob many
entrepreneurs of their piece of the American Dream.
Other estimates paint an even darker picture for the future of the vaping industry. According to the American Vaping Association, the product approval process is so onerous· and expensive
that up to 99 percent of the products currently available will not even be submitted to the FDA.
The cost of the regulation will impose such a barrier on these businesses - in applications fees,
legal fees, and many other compliance costs - that many will be forced under and the select few
that actually survive will be rendered unprofitable for many years to come. Why would we allow
our federal government to do this to our own people?
While we all await the completion of a more formal economic impact analysis, clearly the
preliminary indicators discussed here of the harm that this regulation will do to communities like
Hartland is substantial and deeply concerning.
I want to thank again the Village Board of Hartland for holding this coordination hearing. I want
to thank you for defending the entrepreneurs and small businesses that will be decimated by
this regulation. I want to thank you for defending the hard-working Wisconsinites all across our
state that will be negatively-impacted by this rule. And, most importantly, I want to thank you
again for standing up to the heavy-handed and unbounded federal government before they kill
off this promising and rapidly-expanding e-vape industry. Thank you.

Brett Healy
President
The John K. Maciver Institute for Public Policy
44 E. Mifflin Street, Ste. 201 _
Madison, WI 53703

44 E. Mifflin- Street, Suite 201
Madison, WI 53703
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This booklet was developed by ChangeLab Solutions with funds received from the
California Department of Public, Health, under contract #14-10214.
ChangeLab Solutions is a nonprofit organization that provides legal information
on matters relating to public health. The legal information in this document does
not constitute legal advice or legal representation. For legal advice, readers should
consult a lawyer in their state.

© 2016 ChangeLab Solutions
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OVERVIEW
This booklet provides summaries of state and federal tobacco laws that affect California.
It is designed as a resource for tobacco control advocates, government attorneys, local
law enforcement agencies, and anyone who is working on tobacco control issues., The
booklet includes information on California state laws and regulations related to tobacco,
including the Stop Tobacco Access to Kids Enforcement Act (known as the STAKE Act),
as well as federal laws and regulations that apply within California, such as the Family
Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (known as the Tobacco Control Act).1 It also
summarizes portions of the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement (MSA) between the attorneys
general of 46 stat~ (including California) and the major tobacco companies, and the 1998
Smokeless Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement (STMSA) between the attorneys general of
45 states (including California) andU.S. Smokeless Tobacco Compan:YIn some cases, there are multiple laws covering a particular topic. For example, both
California and the federal government ban distributing free samples of cigarettes (see entries
76-78 for more information on the distribution of free samples). In other cases, state and
federal laws may cover the same topic but have different restrictions. Moreover; California
and federal laws often use similar terminology with different definitions. A glossary of terms
used in federal and California laws is included below. Readers will need to examine the scope
of each law closely to determine what is prohibited.
The information in this booklet includes tobacco-related laws that are effective as of
September l; 2016. However, entry 92 includes Proposition 56's new tobacco products tax,
adopted~ November 2016.
This booklet does not contain information on the numerous local laws in California that
regulate tobacco use, sales, or distribution. Many of these local laws are stricter than
state or federal law. For example, local governments in California have passed laws to
limit exposure to' secondhand smoke in both indoor and outdoor areas where smoking
is permitted by state law. Local governments in California also have enact~d laws to
supplement state laws regarding how tobacco products are sold. For instance, the state
tobacco retailer licensing law focuses on protecting state revenue by targeting tax evasion,
while numerous communities have local tobacco retailer licensing laws that focus on
protecting the public's health.
It is important to review local laws to determine whether a jurisdiction has adopted
restrictions to supplement the laws described in this book.

1Tbis booklet does not include every instance in which the word tobacco is mentioned in state or federal law.
However, the booklet contains infonnatiGn on the laws that are relevant to tobacco control implementation and
enfon;ement efforts in California. If you note any omissions in the booklet, please contact Changelab Solutions.

www.changeiabsolutions.org
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UPDATED STATE TOBACCO CONTROL LAWS
On June 9, 2016, 5 tobacco bills took effect in California, updating many areas of existing law.
These updates are reflected throughout this booklet.
• Senate Bill X2-5 changed the definitions of smoking and tobacco products in major
tobacco laws throughout the California code. Updated provisions that formerly
regulated the smoking of tobacco products now cover electronic smoking devices
with or without nicotine. See https:/jleginfu.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextCiient.
xb.mtl?bill_id.::2015W :J.62SB5.
• Senate Bill X2-7 raised the minimum legal sales age for tobacco products, including
electronic smoking devices with or without nicotine, from 18 to 21 years of age, with
an exception for active military personnel who are at least 18 years of age, with
proper.identification. See https://Ieginfo.legislature.ca.gov/facesfbillTextClient.
xhtml?bill_'id=201520162SB7.
• Assembly Bill X2-7 extended California's smokefree workplace requirements to
sonie previously exempted locations. See https:/Jlegin.fo.legisiatm-e.ca.gov/faces/
billTertCiient.xhtml?hill_id=Z01520162AB7.
• Assembly Bill X2-9 expanded restrictions on the use of tobacco products in schools
and related facilities. See https:/jleginfo.legisli.amre.ca.gov/facesjbill'fextCUen.t.
..
xhmn?bill_id=W1520162AB9.
• Assembly Bill X2-11 modified the state's Tobacco Products Licensing Act of 2003
by increasing the fees for tobacco retail, distribution, and wholesale licenses
and renewals. See https:/jli.egiillo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/bill.TertCllient.
¥...h.tml?billJd=201520162ABl L
Under most of these state laws, the following changes apply:
• Smoking includes the use of an electronic smoking device that creates an aerosol
or a vapor, in any manner or in any form, or the use of any oral smoking device for
the purpose of circumventing the prohibition of smoking. California.Business and
·Professions Code Section 22950.S(c).
• Tobacco Product means
(A) A product containing, made from, or derived from tobacco or nicotine that is
intended for human consumption, whether smoked, heated, chewed, absorbed,
dissolved, inhaled, snorted, sniffed, or ingested by any other means, including, but
not limited to, cigarettes, cigars, little cigars, chewing tobacco, pipe tob.acco, ·or
snufl

-.

(B) An electronic device that delivers nicotine or other vaporized liquids to the
. person inhaling from the device, including, but not limited to, an electronic
cigarette, cigar, pipe, or hookah.

·

$
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(C) Any component, part, or accessory of a tobacco product, whether or not sold
separately.
Tobacco Products do not include products approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for sale as a tobacco cessation product or for other therapeutic purposes
where the product is marketed and sold solely for such an approved purpose.
Local laws that use the words smoking and tobacco product are. not affected by these
changes, unless a local law specifically refers to a state law definition. None of the 2016
bills alters the authority for local governments to regulate the use of tobacco products.
Furthermore, local governments may regulate electronic smoking devices to the same extent
they are able to regulate traditional tobacco products.

-··

-.
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FEDERAL REGULATION OF ElECTRONfC NRCOT~NE DELIVERY
SYSTEMS~ C[GARS, AND OTHER TOBACCO PRODUCTS
As of August 8, 2016, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) authority over the
regulation of tobacco products extends to all tobacco products, including cigarettes, ·
smokeless tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah° tobacco, gels, clissolvables, electronic
nicotine delivery systems containing anything made or derived from tobacco, and other
newly deemed tobacco products. 81 Federal Registrar 28973 (May 10, 2015), available at
V."'%""''-federakegister.gov/articles/2016/05/IG/2016-10685/deeming-to'bacco-prodnctsto-be-subject-to-the-federal-food-drug-and-cosmetic-act-as-amended-by-the. The FDA
applies varying requirements and Iipiitations to different categories of tobacco products.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of terms used in the Tobacco Control Act and FDA
regulations (it is possible for a product to fall under more than one category below):
• The deeming role refers to the final rule issued by the FDA that extends its regulatory
authority under the Tobacco Control Act to all tobacco products. The rule does not
apply to accessories of newly deemed tobacco products. The FDA has released a
chart ·with the effective and compliance dates applicable to retailers, manufacturers,
importers, and distributors of newly deemed tobacco products: "M.11-'l'V•.fda.govI
TobaccoProdu.cts/GuidanceComplfanceRegulatocyinformation/ucm5@0778.htm.
Under the Tobacco Control Act, the scope of preemption that applies to state and local
regulation of newly deemed tobacco products subject to FDA authority will likely be the
same or less than it is for regulation of cigarettes. However, provisions in the Federal
Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act and the Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco
Health Education Act that preempt states from regulating the content of cigarette and
smokeless tobacco product advertisements, respectively, still apply only to cigarettes
and smokeless tobacco products (see entries 56, 83, and 117 for more information
about preemption).

:..:..""

-·

• A tob.acco product means any product made or derived from tobacco that is intended
for human consumption, including any component, part, or accessory of a tobacco
product. Tobacco products do not include raw materials other than tobacco used
in manufacturing a component, part, or accessory of a tobacco product, nor any · .
article regulated as a drug, device, or ·combination product under the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetics Act (FDCA). 21 United States Code Sections 32l(g)(l), 32l(h), 353(g).
• An accessory means any item that (1) does not contain tobacco; (2) is not derived from
tobacco; (3) is used with or for the human consumption of a tobacco produd; and (4)
does not affect or alter the 'performance, composition, constituents, or characteristics
of a tobacco product, with the exception of items that only control moisture/
temperature or provide an external heat source to ignite but not maintain combustion.
21 Code of Federal Regulations Section 1140.3..

• A component or part means any software or assembly of materials intended or
reasonably expected (1) to alter or affect the tobacco product's performance,

1U
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composition, constituents, or characteristics; or (2) to be used with or for the human
.consumption of a tobacco product. Component or part excludes anything that is an ·
accessory of a tobacco product. 21 Code of Federaj Regulations Section 1140.3.

• · A newly deemed tobacco product means a tobacco produet that is not cigarettes,
cig<l!ette tobacco, rol).-your-owri tobacco, and smokeless tobacco. For example, this
· includes cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic
ni~otine delivery systems containing anything made or derived from tobacco. Newly
deemed tobacco products include any component or part of newly deemed products,
but do not include their accessories. ·on varying effective and compliance dates,
different newly deemed tobacco products will be subject to many Tobacco Control
Act provisions that apply to cigarettes, roll-your-own tobacco, and smokeless tobacco,
including the following:
(1) Adulteration and :inisbranding provisions

·-··

(2) Required submission of ingredient listing and reporting of harmful and potentially
harmful constituents .
(3) Required registration and product listing
(4) Prohibition against the use of modified risk descriptors and claims ( eg, "light,"
"low,'? and "mild" descriptors), unless the FDA issues an order permitting their
use
(5) Prohibition on the distribution of free samples
(6) Premarket review·requirements
• Electronic nicotine delivery systems are tobacco products under the FDA deeming
rule, and may ii:J.clude products such as e--cigarettes, e-cigars, e-hookah, vape pens,
personal vaporizers, and electronic pipes. These products are all subject to FDA
regulation, regardless of what they're called or their heating source.. Components· or
parts of electronic nicotine delivery systems may include, for example, e-liquids, tanks,
cartridges, pods, wicks, or atomizers. 81 Federal Registrar 28974, 29028. ·
• A covered toba~co product means any tobacc·~ product deemed to be subject to the
· Fed~ral Food, Dn,lg, ·and Cosmetic Act under 21 Code of Federal Regulations Section
1100.2 .. However, covered tobacco products exclude any component or part that is not
· made or derived from tobacco. 21 Code of·Federal Regulations Section 1140.3.
In addition to the requirements and linlitations applicable to all newly deemed
to.bacco products, the deeming rule applies 3 additional provisions to covered tobacco
· products:

(1) Restricting sales to individuaJs under 18 years of age
(2) Requiring health warnings.for product packages and advertisements

(3) Prohibiting vending machine sales, unless the vending machine is located in a
facility where the retailer ensures that individuals under 18 are prohibited from
entering at any time
www.changelabsolutions.org
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• A finished tobacco product means a tobacco product, including all components and
parts, sealed in final packaging intended for consumer use. 81 Federal Registrar 28973,
28995 (May 10, 2016).
·

-.

• A new tobacco product means any tobacco product (including those products in test
markets) that was not commercially marketed in the United States as of February 15,
2007. A new tobacco product also includes any modification (including a change in
design, any component, any part, or any constituent, including a smoke constituent,
or in the content, delivery.or form of nicotine, or any other additive or ingredient) of
.a tobacco product in which the modified product was commercially marketed in the
United States after February 15, 2007. 21 United States Code Section 387j(a)(l).
This booklet includes a discussion of these provisions where applicable and provides.
effective and compliance .dates relevant to retailers, manufacturers, importers, and
distributors of newly deemed tobacco products. The FDA has reserved the-authority to
impose additional restrictions and limitations on newly deemed tobacco products.

12
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flNDlNG THE ACTUAL LAWS
The full text of the laws and regulations described in this booklet can pe found on the
following websites:
•

California Laws

www.leginfo.ca.gov/calaw.!Jitml
This website is the easiest place to find the Cqlifornia laws. To locq.te a particular code
section, check the box next to the type of code (eg, Penal Code), type the number of
the section in the keyword(s) box, and click on the search button under the keyword(s)
box. To browse an entire code (as opposed to a particular section), check the box next
to the type of code and click on the search button without typing anything into the
keyword(s) box.
California Regulations

http://ccr.oal.ca.gov
This website provides access to the California Code of Regulations. To find a specific
regulation, you can search by key word, by exact citation, or by browsing through the
different Titles.
• Federal Laws
www.em.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?SID=829:200e2378dil 73 lcf45illd0e58 lfe21&mc=fro!e&pag
e=browse
This website contains the full text of the federal laws (the United States Code). To
pinpoint a particular federal law, you can search by several methods, including
keyword, title, and section.
• Federal Regulations
·www.gpoaccess.gav/cl'r/index.html
This website provides access to the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R).

• U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Guidance, Compliance and Regulatory
Information
'WWl'll'.fdla.gov/tobaccoProducts/guidimceco:rnplianceregulatoryinfurm.ation/default.
hilll
This website provides access to FDA guidance and compliance information on the 2009
federal Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act.
• Master Settlement Agreement (MSA) and Smokeless Tobacco Master Settlement

Agreement (STMSA)
http://ag.ca.gov/tobacco/msa.php
This website contains the entire MSA beh\Teen the attorneys general of 46 states
(including California) and the major tobacco companies, as well as the entire STMSA
between the attorneys general of 45 states (including California) and the U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco Company:.

W\l\;w.changelabsolutions.org
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1. 3

DiSClAlMERS
This booklet is provided for general information only and is not offered or intended as legal
advice. ChangeLab Solutions and its projects do not enter .into attorney-client relationships.
Readers should seek the advice of an attorney when confronted with legal issues, and
attorneys should perform an independent evaluation of the issues raised in these materials.
If you notice any inaccuracies or misstatements, please inform ChaiigeLab Solutions.

ADDITlONAL COPE ES OF THiS BOOKLET
·You may download a copy of this booklet from ChangeLab'Solutions' website at
WV1•w.changelabsolutions.org/publicati.ons/tobacco-faws-afl'ecfutg-calEfornia ·
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1. WORKPLACES
California La.bor Code Section 6404.5

ScoPE: It is against the law to smoke, including the use of electronic smoking devices, in
an enclosed space at a place of employment or o'Wner-operated business. No employer or
owner-operated business shall knowingly or intentionally permit smoking in an enclosed
space. Enclosed space includes covered. parking lots, lobbies, lounges, waiting areas,
elevators, .stairwells, and restrooms that are a structural part of the building. A place of
employment is any place where employees or owner-operators caryy on their work.
An employer or owner-operator who permits' any noneiilployee access to his or her place
of employment on a regular basis must take reasonable steps to prevent smoking by any
nonemployee, as specified.

Note: This law applies to places of employment at any time of day or night, regardless
of whether any employees are present. Legis. Counsel of Cal Op. 16332, Question No. 18
(May 12, 1995).
Note: A business constitutes a "place of employment" if employment of any kind is
carried cin at the business location, whether the employment is carried on by employees,
by individuals who are employed by someone other than the business owner, or by the
business owner himself or herself.
Note: In many cases, volunteers may be considered employees for the purposes of
determining whether a space is a place of employment. For instance, a person who
provides unpaid services but who receives some other kind of benefit ·from these services
(such as reduced-price admission) may be considered an employee. Legis. Counsel of Cal.
Op. 24807, Question No. 3 (Dec. 20, 1997).
Note: Local governments may impose and enforce their own smoking restrictions if they
apply to areas not covered by state law. City ofSan ,Jose v. Dep't of Health Services, 66 Cal.
App. 4th 35, 44 (1998). However, to the extent that state law currently prohibits smoking in
an enclosed place of employment, a local government may only enforce the state law (and
not a similar local law). ·
.
ExCEPTioN: The following places are exempt from the smoking ban:

1. Up to 20% of hotel and motel guest rooms.

Note: Hotels and motels may choose to be 100% smokefree.
2. Retail or wholesale tobacco shops (businesses whose main purpose is the sale of
tobacco products, including electronic smoking devices) and private smokers' lounges
(any enclosed area, in or attached to a retail or wholesale tobacco shop, dedicated to
tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices).
Note: Businesses that serve alcoholic beverages do not qualify for this exception. ·
Cal. Atty. Gen. Op. No. 09-507 (Dec. 21, 2011) .

-

.
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3. Cabs of trucks or tractors, if nonsmoking employees are not present.
4. Theatrical production sites, if smoking is an integral part of the story.
5. Medical research and treatment sites, if smoking is integral to the research and
treatment being conducted.
6. Private residences except for those licensed as family day care homes (where smoking
is prohibited pursuant to Section 1596.795 of the Health and Safety Code).
7. Patient smoking areas in long-tenn health Jacilities.
This section may be enforced by local law enforcement agencies, including
local health departments, as determined by the local governing body. The enforcement
agency may refer the violation to the California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (Cal/OSHA) for further enforcement; however, Cal/OSHA is not required to
respond to a complaint until after a third conviction under Labor Code Section 6404.5. In
addition, under Labor Code Section 2699, an aggrieved employee or former employee may
bring a civil action if Cal/OSHA fails to act upon a complaint,

ENFORCEMENT:

PENALTY: Violators are guilty of an infraction and subject to a fine of up to $100 for a first
violation, $200 for a second violation within 1 year, and $500 for a thii:-d or subsequent
violation within 1 year.
Note: Cal/OSHA'.s fines are potentially much greater; CalfOSHA has fined a violator over
$50,000.

2. MULTmNRT RESIDENCES
California Labor Code Section 6404.:f :· . .

ScoPE: The workplace smoking prohibitions in Labor Code Section 6404.5 apply to the
indoor coii:lmon areas of apartment and condominium complexes (IQ.eluding, for example,
hallways, stairwells, laundry rooms, and recreation rooms) if these areas are places of
employment (see entry 1 for a summary of Labor Code Section 6404.5). Smoking includes the
use· of electronic smoking devices.
Note: An indoor comm.on area may be a place of employment if any employment is carried
on at the property, even if the employment is carried on by the property owner or by
individuals who are employed by someone other than the property owner. Cal. Atty. Gen.
Op. No. 12-901 (Dec. 20, 2013). Thus, this law may apply to common areas if the property
has any individual who works on the property at any time (eg, manager, security guard,
or maintenance worker), regardless of whether the individual is the property owner, is
employed directly by the property owner, or is employed by a separate business that the
property owner hires to perform services.
Note: Landlords and condominium associations may adopt policies further restricting
where residents smoke. Such policies could prohibit smoking in indoor and outdoor
common areas as well as in individual units.
wwvv.change!absolutions.org
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Note: Tenants or condominium owners with certain disabilities relating to smoke
sensitivity may have other legal remedies available to address the problem of drifting.
smoke entering their units (see entries 120-123 for more information on remedies available
to people with disabilities).
ENroR~:

See entry 1 for a summary of how the Labor Code may be enforced.

PENALTY: See entry 1 for.penalties available under the Labor Code.

California Civil Code Section 1947.5
landlord may prohibit the smoking of cigarettes or other tobacco products,
including electronic smoking devices, on the property or in any portion of the buildjng.

SCOPE: A

Note£ Landlords who exercise their authority to prohibit smoking remain subject to all
federal, state, and local laws regarding changes to the terms of a lease or rental agreement
for
leases or rental agreements that were entered into before the smokefree policy
was adopted (eg, notice requirements, local rent ordinances, etc.). H a landlord prohibits
smoking anywhere on the property, any lease or rental agreement entered into on or after
January 1, 2012, must include a provision specifying where smoking is prohibited. For a
lease or rental agreement entered into before January 2012, a prohibition against smoking
in any portion of the property where smoking was previously allowed constitutes a change
of the ternis of tenancy, requiring adequate notice in writing.

an

Note: This law explicitly permits local governments to pass ordinances, regulations, and
I
policies that prohibit smoking or tob<!-CCO product use, including t..li.e use of electronic
smoking devices, in residential dwellings.
ENFO!lCEMENT:

Not applicable.

PENALTY: Not applicable.
Proposed Rule, 24 Code ofFederal Regulations Parts 965 and 966
SCOPE: In Octa ber 2015, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) proposed -a rule to require all Public Housing lurillorities (PrlAs) and Movingto-Work (MTW) agencies to prohibit lit tobacco products (eg, cigarettes, cigars,
and pipes) in all publi~ housing units, indoor· common areas an.d offices, and .
within a buffer zone of 25 feet of all buildings. The proposed rule also affirms .the
right of PE-IA...s to go beyond the rule's requirements to make their grounds entirely
smokefree. At the time of publication, HUD had oniy released a proposed rule and
solicited comments, and the scope of any .final rule was not 1-'.Ilown. Therefore. a
final rule may differ from the proposed rule in scope, e_"l{ceptions, enforcement,. and
penalties. The docket for the proposed rule is available at ww-w.regi.tlatfon.s.gnv/#1d
ocumentDetail;D=HUD-WIS-0101-0061.
ExCEPTioN: The proposed rule does not apply to units in mixed-finance buildings
or Section 8 housing. The proposed rule does not apply to smokeless tobacco,
electronic smoking devices, hookahs, a.D.d marijua_11a products.
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ENFORCEMENT: Because the rule has not beeiJ. finalized, eruorcement is not in effect.
The final enforcement II).easures may differ from. those LTJ. the proposed version. In
the current draft, the smoldng prohibition would be implemented through tenants'
leases (with an amendment or upon renewal) in order to incorporate existing lease
enforcement mechanisms. Additionally, in the current draft, PHAs would be required
to include smokefree policies in their PHA plans and planning process.
PENALTY: Penalties would be determined by the enforcemeiJ.t provisions contained in
tenants' leases.

3. STATE, COUNTY, AND CITY ~lm..DiNGS
Californi~" Governfuint Code Sei:iioiiJ/7596=7598 : ... .....: .:··.-.-.
Cali.rornia Educati.on Ciide Secti.on:89~3i" ·· ...··::· ·
·.~

. ...

ScorE_: Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, is prohibited:
• lnside a public building, which is a building owned and occupied, or leased and
occupied, by the state, a county, a city, or a California community college district
• In an outdoor area within 20 feet of a main exit, entrance, or operable window of a
public building

In a passenger vehicle owned by the state
This law explicitly permits local governments and campuses (eg, a campus of the Univ~rsity
of California, the California State University, or the California community college system) to
pass more restrictive ordinances, regulations, and policies.

-...

Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).

Ex:CEPTioN: The smoking prohibition does not apply to private living areas of public buildings
(such as dormitories) or to the parking areas of covered public parking lots. Smoking may
be allowed in any outdoor area of a public building uilless otherwise prohibited by state or
local law and a sign desenbing the prohibition is posted by the state, county, or city agency,
or other appropriate entity.
ENFoRCEMEN'f: The.governing bodies of the University of California, the California State
University, and each community college district have the authority to enforce their
requirements by citation and fine. If a camplis exercises its enforcement and fine authority,
it must (and a campus of the University of Californic:i. may) post signs stating its tobacco use
policy and inform employe~ and students of the policy.
Furthermore, the trustees of the California State University may establish rules and
regulations for the governance and maintenance of the university's buildings and grounds.
The governing bodies of the University of California, the Cal.ifornia State University,
and each community colleg~ district may impose a fine for each offense, with the amount to

PENALTY:

www·.changelabsolutions.org
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.be determined by the local governing body. Funds shall be allocated to include, but not be
limited to, the designated enforcement agency, education and promotion of the policy, and
tobacco cessation treatment options. The civil penalty shall not exceed $100.
Violations or attempted violations of the rules and regulations governing and maintaining
the buildings and grounds of California State University constitute misdemeanors.

4. CERTIFIED FARMERS' MARKETS
California Health an,d Safety Code Section ·114371(I)
Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, is prohibited within 25 feet
of the common commerce area of a certified farmers' market The common commerce area is
. comprised of sales personnel and shopping customers of the certified farmers' market.
SCOPE:

Health enforcement officers are authorized to enforce this law and related
regulations under Health aIJ.d Safety Code Section 114390 et seq.

ENroRCEMENT:

PENALn: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor, and each offense is punishable by a
fine of $25 to $1,000 and/or by imprisonment for no more than 6 months. For violations
by employees, or at shared facilities, each owner, manager, or operator may be held
responsible.

5. TOT LOTS AND PLAYGROUNDS
California Health and Safezy Code· Section ..104495 · ·

&on:: Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, is prohibited within 25 feet
of a playground or tot lot sandbox area. The disposal of tobacco-related waste, such as cigar
and cigarette butt;s, in these areas is also prohibited. A playground is defined as a park or
recreational area specifically designed for use by children that has play equipment installed_
. This includes facilities located on public or private school grounds or on city, county, or
state park grounds. A tot lot sandbox area is a play area within a public park designated for
use by children under 5 years of age. The law allows local governments to pass and enforce
stricter laws.
ExCEPTioN: The law does not apply to public sidewalks within 25 feet of a playground or tot
lqt sandbox area.
Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this law
under California Penal Code Section 830. L

:ENFORCEMENT:

PENA.LIT: Violators are guilty of an infraction and subject'to a fine of $250 per violation.

·~···
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S. YO.UTH SPORTS EVENTS
Cal.ifornia H.ealth and Safety Code Section 104495

.... :.·· ...

ScorE: The use of tobacco products, including electronic smoking devices, is prohibited

-·

within 250 feet of a youth sports event when the user is located in the same park or facility
where a youth sports event is taking place. A youth sports event is any practice, game, or
related activity, organized by any entity, at which athletes up to 18 years of age are present.
ENFoRCEMENT: Local law enforcement agencies

have the general authority to enforce this law

under California Penal Code Section 830.L
PENALTY:

Violators are guilty of an infraction and subject to a fine of $250 per violation.

7. SCHOOLS
California Heall:h and Safety COde· Sei:ti.ori: 104559 .-· ·:: .· .. ; .'. :.

-.

ScoPE: California law prohibits the use of tobacco and nicotine products, including
electronic nicotine delivery devices, at all times in county offices of education, in buildings
owned or leased by a charter school or school district, on school or school district property,
and in school or school district vehicles. School districts, charter schools, and county
offices of education shall prominently display signs stating "Tobacco Use Is Prohibited" at all
entrances to school property.
Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1). When a school is housed in a government-owned or governmentIeased building, the smoking restrictions in California Government Code Sections
7596-7598 also apply (see entry 3).
Note: See entries 17-18 for summaries of tobacco possession and use restrictions relating
to schools.
ENFoRCEMENT:

Not applicable.

20 United States Code Section 6083

ScoPE: It is illegal under federal law to permit smoking within any indoor facility utilized for
kindergarten, elementary, or secondary education or library services for children.

.-

Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).'
Note: See entries 17-18 for summaries of tobacco possession and use restrictions relating
to schools.
ENFoRCEMENT:

The U.S. Deparbn:ent of Education is authorized to enforce this law.

Note: A school or library may use its general power over its property to enforce
no-smoking rules against visitors and its general power over its terms of employment to
wvvw.changelabsolutions.org
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enforce no-smoking rules against employees. A school may use its normal disciplinary
powers to enforce no-smoking rules against students.
PENALTY: Violators may be liable for a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for each violation and/
or may be subject to an administrative compliance order. Each day a violation continues
constitutes a separate violation.

8. DAY CARE FACEUTiES
California Health and Safety Code Secti.ons 1596. 795, 1596.890

ScoPE: California law prohibits smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices,
on the premises of a licensed day care center and in a licensed family day care home (eg, a
day care for children based in the home ~f the provider) at all times, including non-business
hours. The law allows for more stringent local laws.
Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).

ENroRCEMENT: This law may be enforced by the California Department of Social Services or
by local law enforcement agencies.
PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a $1,000 fine and/or
imprisonment for no more than 180 days.
20 United States Code Secti.on 6083

ScoPE: It is illegal under federal law to permit smoking within any indoor facility that is used

for

federally funded health care, day care, or Head Start services for children or that is used
by the employees of the provider of such services.
Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).
ExcEPnoN: This law does not apply to any private residence or to areas used for inpatient

hospital treatment for drug or alcohol addiction.
Note:· California Health and Safety Code Section 1596.795 prohibits smoking iri family day
care homes.

~.

M'FORCEMENT:

The U.S. Department of Education is authorized to enforce this law.

Note: The facilities covered by this law may use thei,r general power over their property
to enforce no-smoking rules against visitors and their general power over their terms of
employment to enforce no-smoking rules against employees.
PENALTY: Violators may be liable for a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for each violation and/
or may be subject to an administrative compliance order. Each day a violation continues
constitutes a separate violation.

~2
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9. FOSTER HOMES
California Health and Safety Code Section 1530. 7
· ScoPE: Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, is prohibited in group homes,

-·

foster family agencies, small family homes, transitional housing placement providers' facilities,
and crisis nurseries licensed purS1,1.ant to the California Community Care Facilities Act.
Indoor smoking is prohibited in foster family homes and certified family homes. When a
child is present, outdoor smoking within these facilities is also prohibited. Moreover, a foster
care provider sb,all not smoke in any vehicle regularly us·ed to transport the child or children
in foster care.
ENroRCEMENr.

The California Department ~f Social Services is authorized to enforce this law.

PENALTI': Violation may result in the denial or revocation of a certificate of approval for

a certified family home or other disciplinary action against the certified or prospective
foster parent.

1 O. SMOKING IN VEHICLES WiTH CHU.DR EN
California Health and Safety Code Seition51'18947-118949
· ScorE: It is illegal to smoke, including the use of electronic smoking devices, in any motor
vehicle in which a minor is present, regqrdless of whether the vehicle is in motion or at rest.
A law enforcement officer may not stop a vehicle for the sole purpose of
determining whether the driver is Violating this prohibition.

ENroRCEMENT:

-...

PENALTY: Violation of this section is an infraction punishable by a fine not: exceeding $100

per violation;

1 t. PUB UC TRANS ET SYSTEMS
Califomia Health and Safety Code Sections 118925-118945
ScoPE: Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, is prohibited on public
transportation systems and in any vehicle of an entity receMng transit assistance from the
state. A notice prolµbiting smoking, displayed as a symbol and in English, must be posted in
such vehicles or aircraft, in addition to otl:;ler sign posting requirements. The law allows for
more restrictive local laws.

Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).
ENFORCEMENT: Local law enforcement agencies have the general· authority to enforce this law
under Penal Code Section 830.l.

PENALTY: Violators are guilty of an infraction and subject to a fine of up to $100 for a first

www.changelabsolutions.o;g
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violation, up to $200 for a second violation within 1 year, and up to $500 for a third artd for
each subsequent violation within 1 year.
California Public Utilities Code Section 99580(b)(4)
California Penal Code Section 640
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Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices; is not allowed on public
transportation in areas where it is prohibited by that system.

SCOPE:

Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry I).
ENFORCEMENT: Local la~ enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this. law
under California Penal Code Section 830.L A public transportation agency may also enact
and enforce an ordinance to impose an administrative penalty.for smoking in places where
smoking has been prohibited.
Violators are guilty of an infraction and subject to a fine of up to $250 and 48 hours
of community service.

PENALTY:

12. AIRPLANES AND TRAINS
California Health and Safety Code Sei:6.ons·JI8925-llBY4S
California Public Vtilities Code Section 561

any

Smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, is prohibited on
aircraft or Amtrak train, except to the extent permitted by federal law. The law contains sign .
.posting requirements.
SCOPE:

Note: Under the Public Utilities Code, any railroad corporation, passenger stage
corporation, passenger air carrier, and street railroad corporation providing departures
originating in this state shall prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking
devices, in passenger seating areas. They must also post readily visible signs advising
passengers of these no smoking requirements.
Note: The workPlace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404..5 also
apply (see entry 1)ENFoRCEMENT: Local law enforcement agencie.S have the general authority to enforce this law
under California Penal Code Section 830.L
Violators are guilty of an infraction, and subject to a fine Of up to $100 for a first
violation, up to $200 for a second viol.ation within 1 year, and up to $500 for a third or
subsequent violation. within I year.

PEN.ALTY:

24
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49 United States Code Section 41706
14 Code ofFederal Regulations Section 252.3
49 Code ofFederalRegai~iions·Sectiiif{IfS":./.·: :./ ·.. ·:····· ... .-.... ·.
SCOPE: Smoking is prohibited on domestic U.S. airline flights. Smoking also is prohibited in
foreign air travel arriving in or departing from the United States.

Note: In-February 2016, the U.S. Department of Transportation updated its definition of
smoking to explicitly include the use of electronic smoking devices in the prohibition of
smoking on aircraft. Products (other than electronic cigarettes) that meet the definition
of a medical device in section 201(h) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act are
exempted from this definition:
Note: In October 2015, the U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
issued an.interim final rule, effective November 2015, that disallows several actions:
carrying electronic smoking devices in checked baggage, carrying on board any associated
batteries exceeding certain capacity limits, and charging electronic smoking devices
or their batteries on board an aircraft. The rule applies to all battery-powered portable
electronic smoking devices, such as e-ci.garettes, e-cigs, e-cigars, e-pipes, e-hookahs,
personal vaporizers, and electronic nicotine delivery systems..

ExCEPnoN: If a foreign government objects to the prohibition of smoking during foreign air
travel, the Secretary of Transportation shall negotiate an altemativ.e.
ENFoRCEMENr; The Secretary of Transportation shall prescribe regulations necessary to carry
out this section.
PENALTY:

Not specified.·

13. YOUTH BUSES AND PUBUC PARATRANSlT VEHICLES
California Vehicle Code Sections 336,

~·

...

68~,

12523(d)(2),·12523.5(4)(2), .13369(c)(3)

ScoPE: Drivers of a youth bus (a bus that is not a school bus butis used to transport .
children) may not smoke, including the use of clectronic smoking devices, while operating
the bus. Operators of general public paratransit vehicles (motor vehicles designed to carry no
more than 24 persons that provide local transportation to the public, including transporting
students who are at or below the 12th grade level to or from a public or private school or
school activity) shall refrain from smoking.

Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).
ENFoRCrnmr: The California Department of Motor Vehicles is authorized to enforce this law.

A violator may be subject to the denial, suspension, or revocation of a certificate to
drive a youth bus or general paratransit vehicle.

PENALTY:

www.changelabsolutions.org
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14. ADOPTION OF LOCAL SECONDHAND SMOKE LAWS
California Health and Safety Code Sedi.6irl18910 = ·:

..

, . · ....

Seo.PE: A local governing body may regulate or completely ban smoking, including the use of
electronic smoking devices, in any manner not inconsistent with state law.
Note: Several state laws explicitly permit cities and courities to pass secondhand smoke
laws that have stricter restrictions than those imposed by the state (see entries 1-3, 5-6,
8, and 11 for summaries of.those state laws). Some cities and counties have passed local
laws banning smoking in areas not covered by state law, including parks, beaches, outdoor
dining areas, bus stops, and areas within 20 feet of commercial building entryways. These
local laws are enforced by various local agencies and impose various penalties.

ENmRCEMENT: Not applicable.
PENALTY: Not applicable..

-..
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15. STATE MENTAL HEALTH HOSPITALS
California Welfare and lnstitationicod.?sei:.il6ii~·1i38, 4139
·-

1•••••••

Upon receiving a request from the director of a state mental hospital, the state
Director of Mental Health may prohibit the possession and use of tobacco products on the
grounds of the requesting facility toliowing a phase-in period. The Director must provide
an implementation plan to effectuate the prohibition, and must provide any requesting
patient with smoking cessation information and assistance. At hospitals where possession
and use of tobacco products are prohibited, the facility's store or canteen may not sell
tobacco products. This law applies to California's 5 state mental hospitals: Atascadero
State Hospital, Coalinga State Hospital, Metropolitan State Hospital, Napa State Hospital,
and Patt~n State Hospital.
ScOPE:

ExCE.PTioN: The prohibition shall not apply on the premises of residential staff housing where
patients are not present. Also, departmentally approved religious ceremonies are exempt.

ENroRCEMENT: Not specified, but the state mental hospitals are under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Mental Health.
In a state hospital where the possession of tobacco products by a patient has been
prohibited by law or regulation, delivery of tobacco products to a patient or possession of
tobacco with the intent to deliver to a patient is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine not
to exceed $1,000 for each item. If a person visiting a patient in a state hospital is found with
an item prohibited for patient possession, the item is subject to confiscation but must be
returned on the same day unless the item is held as evidence.
PENALTY:

16. YOUTH PURCHASE AND POSSESSION NO LONGER H.LEGAL
As of June 9, 2016, under California Jaw it is.no longer illegal for individuals of any age to
purchase, receive, ·or possess any tobacco products or paraphernalia However, California
law prohibits selling, giving, or in any way furnishing tobacco products or paraphernalia,
including electronic smoking devices, to any individual under the age of 21, or under the age
of 18 for active military personnel with valid identification (for more information, see entries
25-26). See California Senate Bill X2-7, which enacted these changes, available at https://
IegmfoJegi.slature. ca.gov/faces[bmTextelieB.t.mtmI?bill_id=ZO 1520162:SB7.

Note: See entries 17-18 for summaries of tobacco possession and use restrictions relating.
to schools.

.
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17. STUDENT POSSESSION AND USE
California Education Coiie·Sectioii."48901 t:/:.:.'. ..

..!'°~.:·: ... ~ .:·

ScoPE: No elementary or secondary school shall permit its students to smoke, including
the use of electronic smoking devices, while the students are on campus, attending schoolsponsored activities, or under the supervision and control of school district employees.

......

Ex:CEPTION: This provision does not prohibit students'. use or possession of cessation or
therapeutic products approved by the U.S. Food arid Drug Administration.
Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply to the enclosed areas of schools (see entry 1).
Note: See entry 7 for a summary of the laws prohibiting smoking that apply to schools. .

......

..

-

ENFoRCEMENr. Not specified ~cept to say that the governing board of any school district
maintaining a high school shall take all steps it deems practical to discourage high school
students from smoking.
Note: A school may use its normal disciplinary powers to eruorce no-tobacco-use rules
against students.

~-

PENALTY:

Not specified.

California Education Code Sections 48900(h), 48900(s)

ScoPE: A student who possesses or uses tobacco products, or products containing
tobacco or nicotine, may be suspended or expelled if the act is related to school activity or
attendance (for instance, while on school grounds, while going to or returning from school
or a school-s'ponsored activity, or during the on~ or off-campus lunch period) ..
ExCEPTioN: This provision does not prohibit students' use or possession of their own
prescription products.
ENFORCEMENT: The superintendent or principal of the school is authorized to enforce this law.

PENALTY: The student may be suspended or expelled.

18. TOBACCO~IFREE CAMPUS POU Cf ES
California Health and Safety Code Section I 04420(n)(2)

ScoPE: Each school district, charter school, and county office of education that receives
Proposition 99 tobacco control funding from the State of California must adopt and enforce
a tobacco-free campus policy. The policy shall prohibit the use of tobacco products at
all times in buildings owned or leased by a charter school or school district, on school
or school district property, and 1n school or school district vehicles. Tobacco products
may include, but are not limited to, smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew, clove cigarettes, and
electronic cigarettes that can deliver nicotine and non-nicotine vaporized solutions. Under
www.changelabsolutioRs.org
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the policy, signs stating Tobacco Use Is Prohibited shall be prominently displayed at all
entrances to school property:
Note: See entry 7 for a summary of the laws prohibiting smoking that apply to schools.·
Note: See entry 17 for a summary of the tobacco use and possession prohibitions that
apply to students.

ENroRCEMENT: .The California Department of Education monitors the school districts and
county offices of education that receive Proposition 99 funding.
Note: A school may use.its normal disCiplinary powers to enforce no-tobacco-use
:{llles against students, its general power over its property to enforce no-tobacco-use
iules against visitors, and its general power over its terms of employment to enforce
no-tobacco-use rules against employees.
PENALTY: Any school district, charter school, or county office of education that does not
have a tobacco-free policy on July 1 of any given year is not eligible to apply for Proposition
99 :frn:id.s for that fiscal year (see entry 92 for a summary of Proposition 99).

19. BASEBALL STADIUMS
California Health 'ii"n.d"sidiiti cod.{sii:if.':Jf;.·:ii. 8916

ScoPE: As of December 1, 2016, the use and possession of smokeless tobacco products are
prohibited on a baseball stadium's playing field, including the dugout, bUllpen, and team
bench areas. A baseball stadium. is any physical area in which a professional baseball game
or practice is occurring in connection with Major League Baseball or minor league baseball.
Local ordinances with more restrictive bans are allowed, and in the event that a local law
conflicts with state law, the more restrictive ban shall control.

ENro:RCEMENT: Not specified.
PENALTY: Not specified.

20.
-··

POSSESS~ON

AND USE EN PRISONS

California Penal Code Section 5030.1
California Code of Regulations, Title 15, Sections 3006(c)(1.8), 3187-3189
The possession or use of any product that contains tobacco is prohibited by inmates
under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. The
possession or use of tobacco products is prohibited by anyone on the grounds of any
facility under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation.
Tobacco products are considered to be contraband when possessed or used by inmates or
by anyone in facilities where inmates are housed or detained.

. SCOPE!

ExCEPTioN: Inmates may use tobacco products in departmentally approved religious
ceremonies. A non-inmate may use tobacco products in certain residential staff housing
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where inmates are not present. A non-inmate may possess tobacco products in a locked
private vehicle for personal use off facility grounds. Tobacco cessation products. such as a
patch, inhaler, or lozenges are permitted for immediate personal use by staff.
ENFORCEMENT: California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation officials are
authorized to enforce this law.

PENALTY: Possession of tobacco products by inmates may result in disciplinary action and
the confiscation of the tobacco products.
Note: A prison may use its general power over its property to enforce no-tobacco rules
against visitors and its general power over its terms of employment to enforce no-tobacco
rules against employees.

2·1. POSSESSiON AND USEU.! YOUTH CORRECTIOINAL.FACH..fflES

California·weliare·ariifr/Jiiiii~o;{j:. d.;d:J:setiion:17i2:s·.
ScoPE: The possession or use of tobacco products by wards and i:rimates in all institutions

and camps under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Youth Authority is prohibited.
The use of tobacco products by anyone on the grounds of any institution or facility under
the jurisdiction of the Department of the Youth Authority is prohibited.
-...

ExCEPTION~ Inmates and wards may use tobacco products· in departmentally approved
religious ceremonies. Tobacco products may be used in residential staff housing where
inmates or wards are not present.

ENFORCEMENT: Division of Juvenile Facilities officials are authorized to enforce this law.

PENALn;: Not spedfi.ed.
Note: A facility may use its normal disciplinary powers to enforce no-tobacco rules against
inmates and wards, its general power over its property to enforce no-tobacco rules against
visitors, and its general power over its terms of employment to enforce no-tobacco rules
against employees~

22. POSSESSION iN LOCAL CORRECTmNAl FACU.JTIES

Ca.lifomia Penal Code Section 4575
ScoPE: The possession of any tobacco products in any form, or any device intended to be

used for ingesting or consuming tobacco, by a person housed in a local correctional facility
is prohibited if the local board of supervisors has.adopted an ordinance or resolution
banning tobacco products in its correctional institutions.
Note: See entry 20 for prohibitions and restrictions on tobacco use and possession in
state prisons under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation.

wv-.rN.changelabsolutions.org
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ExCEPnoN: Possession of tobacco products is not prohibited in local correctional institutions
in counties where the board of supervisors has not adopted an ordinance banning tobacco
products in those facilities.
PENALTY:

Violation of this section is an infraction, punishable by a fine not to exceed $250.

23. USE IN FOODSERVitE FACHJTrES AND NONPROFIT

TEMP?RARYFO°.~.'.F~Ci,.l.l~IES ··:.:: ·:::-:·: .

·:..

..

California Health ..and Saiet:j'Code.Secrions 113953.3(a)(5)~ :-J'13977, ·113978, 114390,
114395, 114405 :··>.::·':--..
:· .....
Food service employees may use any form of tobacco only in designated areas
where contamination of food and equipment cannot result. Food service employees shall
wash their hands after using tobacco. Owners, managers, and operators are responsible
for violations by employees. Food facilities shall have a No Smokillg sign posted in the food
preparation, food storage, and dishwashing cµ-eas.
SCOPE:

Note: The workplace smokillg restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also
apply (see entry 1).
M'FORCEMENT: State and local environmental health services officials are authorized to
·enforce this law. Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce the
misdemeanor penalty under California Penal Code Section 830.1.
Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of $2S to $1,000 and/or
imprisonment for up to 6 months. A violator may be subject to the suspension or revocation
of a permit to operate a food facility.

PENALTY:

California Health and Safety Code Sections 113842, 114332.1, 114332.3(1), 114332. 7,
114390, 114395, 114405
.
Smoking, including the use of electronic smokillg devices, is.prohibited in nonprofit
charitable temporary food facilities. A nonprofit charitable temporary food facility is (1)
a temporary food facility that is conducted by a nonprofit charitable organization, or (2)
an established club or organization of students that operates under the authorization of a
school or another type of educational facility.
ScOPE:

Note: The workplace smoking restrictions in California Labor Code Section 6404.5 also apply
to enclosed temporary food facilities that constitute places of employment (see entry 1).
ENmR~

Enforcement officers from the departments or local health agencies that
have jurisdiction over these food facilities are authorized to enforce this law by performing
inspections of, or requiring permits for, any nonprofit charitable temporary food facility to
ensure compliance with this provision and the other food safety provisions in this chapter.

Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of $25 to $1,000 and/or
imprisonment for up to 6 months. A violator may be subject to the suspension or revocation
of any applicable permit to operate.

PENALTY:
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24. EMPLOYMENT AND OFF~DUTY USE
eaciforiiiaLaMr-C:O'iti:~~ttiomrns.6 ·:9s. 7 ;:: ::- .. ·,

. .
. ~.:=.-··· .... . ... . . .:·~ ·......
.--:_, ..:~· . . .. ·.... • .
ScorE: It is illegal for an employer to discriminate against an employee or applicant on the
basis of off-duty lawful conduct.
Note: This law could apply to legal, off-duty tobacco use_ '

ExcEPTioN: An employer may discriminate against an applicant on the basis of off-duty
lawful conduct if the conduct is actually in direct conflict with the essential enterpriserelated interest of the employer and if the conduct is prohibited in an employment
contract or collective bargaining agreement. An employer may discriminate on the basis
of off-duty tobacco use against an applicant for a position as a firefighter. Local and state
law enforcement agencies, certain media organizations, and religious associations may·
discriminate against employees and applicants on the basis of off-duty lawful conduct.
ENFORCEMENT: Anyone who believes that he or she has suffered discrimination in violation

of the law may file a complaint with the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement of the
California Department of Industrial Relations within 6 months of the alleged occurrence. In
addition, under Labor Code Section 2699, an aggrieved individual may bring a civil action if .
. the California Labor and Workforce Development Agency declines to act upon a complaint_
PENALTY: The Division of Labor Standards Enforcement shall order a violator to cease· and
desist from the violation and may order the violator to take any action deemed necessary to
remedy the violation_

wvv-w.changelabsolutions.org
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25. AGE-BASED SALES RESTRICTIONS: PENAL CODE 308
California· Penal Code Section308(ciF(d)
.:.:.: ....
ScoPE: It is illegal for any person, firm, or corporation to sell, give, or in any way furnish
to an individual under the age of 21 any tobacco products or paraphernalia, including
electronic smoking devices, if that person, firm., or corporation knows or should otherwise
have grounds .to know that the recipient is under 21 years of age. This law may be enforced
against a bq.siness owner or an employee who sold ~he tobacco product or paraphernalia
Penal Code Section 308(d) states that cities and counties may not adopt any ordinance or
regulation that is inconsistent with this. law.

Excfil.noN: It is legal for any person, firm, or corporation to sell, give, or furnish tobacco
products or paraphernalia to active-duty military personnel who are 18 years of age or
older. An identification card issued by the U.S. Armed Forces shall be used as proof of age
for this purpose.
ExcE'.PnoN: These restrictions do not include the sale ot" products approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration for sale as tobacco cessation products or as.products that
have other therapeutic purposes where the products are marketed and sold solely for such
approved purposes.
Ex:CEPTION: A valid defense to an action under this law is proof that the person who sold or
furnished the tobacco products or paraphernalia demanded, was shown, and reasonably
relied upon evidence oOegal age (such as a driver's license).

A city attorney; county counsel,. or district attorney may bring a civil action to
enforce the law. Local Jaw enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this
law under Penal Code Section 830.L

ENFORCEMENT:

Note: A local licensing law that suspends or revokes a license based on a violation of Penal
Code Section 308 is not legally inconsistent with thi~· law, and such local licensing laws are
expressly permitted under California Business and. Professions Code Section 22971.3 (see
entry98).
Note: Local law enforcement agencies do not need to use the STAKE Act protocol
described in entry 26 when enforcing this law.
PENAI.'IY: Violators are subject to ·a criminal action for misdemeanor or a civil action
.Punishable by a fine of $200 for a first offense, $500 for a second offense, and $1,000for a .
third offense. Each individual franchise or location of a business is treated as a separate
entity for purposes of determining liability for the second and subsequent violations of the
law. The prosecuting agency receiyes 25% of penalties collected. ·

Note: A business may not be penalized for the same incident under both Penal Code
Section 308 and the STAKE Act (see entry 26 for a summary of the STAKE Act age-based
sales restrictions; see entry 100 for license-related penalties that attach to Section 308
violations).
wvvw.changelabsolutions.org
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Note: If an employee sells tobacco to an underage individual, the business owner can
be penalized under the STAKE Act and the employee can be penalized under Penal Code ·
Section 308. This is because the owner and employee are not legally the same violator (see.
entry 100 for license-related penalties that attach to STAKE Act violations).
.:·::·
--

Note: Underage individuals are no longer legally responsible for purchasing, receiving, or
possessing tobacco products or paraphernalia (see entry 16).

26.-AGE~BASED.SALES RESTR!CTIONS:. '.fHE STA.KE ACT

.

Calii~tnid.B~ine;;:~ri.i.i Pi-ofessions:f:Jii.fse~ii~~~ ·22952/22957, 22958 (STAKE Act)
ea1ifiJrliiifcoaiFot1.l."eiiii.ta.aons~·· Title n;:siijii~n: 6903 :_. .: .·· ·· .: : .· ..

ScoPE: It is illegal for any person, finn, or corporation to sell, give, or in any way furnish any
tobacco products or paraphernalia, including electronic smoking devices, to an individual
under the age of 21. This law may be enforced only against a business owner and not against
an employee who sold the tobacco product or paraphernalia.
.

It is legal for any.person, firm, or corporation to sell, give, or furnish tobacco
products or paraphernalia to active-duty military personnel who are 18 years of age or older.
An identification card issued by the U.S. Armed Forces shall be used as proof of age for this
purpose.
Ex:CEPTioN:

These resttjctions do not include the sale of products approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration for sale as tobacco cessation products or as products that
have other therapeutic purposes where the products are marketed and sold solely for such
approved·purposes.

Ex:CEPTION:

Ex:CEPTION: A valid defense to an action under this law is that a youth decoy's appearance
was not that which could be generally expected of a person under 21 years of. age, or that
the undercover operation was not carried out in reasonable compliance with the detailed
protocol specified in the law. Any failure on the part of the person under 21 years of age to
provide true and correct identification, if verbally asked for it, is also a valid defense.
ENroRCEMENT! The STAKE Act may be enforced by any defined "enforcing agency," including
the California Department of Public Health, .Office of. the Attorney General, and locai law
enforcement agencies. The law instructs enforcing agencies to use youth decoys in on-site
inspections to determine whether retailers are making illegal sales of tobacco products.
The law authorizes enforcing agencies to use youth decoys to irivestigate illegal sales to
underage individuals by telephone, mail, or the internet.

An enforcillg agency may concl.uct such inspections at random, in response to public
complaints (eg, on the 1-800-SASK-4-ID phone line), or at retail sites where.violations have
previously occurred. The law contains a detailed protocol for an enforcing agency to follow
in its undercover operations (the STAKE Act protocol).

PENALTY: Violators are subject to a civil penalty of $400 to $600 for a first violation; $900 to
$1,000 for a second violation within a 5-year period; $1,200 to $1,800 for a third violation
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within a 5-year period; $3,000 to $4,000 for a fourth violation within a 5-year period; and· ·
$5,000 to.$6,000 for a.fifth or subsequent violation within a 5-year period.

-.

Additional civil penalties in the amount of $250 each for the third, fourth, and fifth violations
are assessed by the State Board of Equalization (BOE) and deposited into the Cigarette and
Tobacco Products Compliance Fund for the administration of these provisions. The BOE may
also suspend or revoke the retailer's license with 10 days' notice (see entry 100 for licenserelated penalties that attach to STAKE Act violations).
A business owner may not be penalized for the sarrie incident under both the STAKE Act and
California Penal Code Section 308 (see entry 25 for a summary of Penal Code Section 308.
prohibitions on sales to underage individuals).
Note: If an employee sells tobacco to an underage individual, the business owner can
be penalized under the STAKE Act and the employee can be penalized under Penal Code
Section 308. This is because the owner and employee are not legally the same violator· (see
entry 100 for license-related penalties that attach to STAKE Act violations).

27. SALES TO

MINORS~

THIE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

21 aiiit~d Si:0:tes·cd'di'secii6ii'kis1{·=~72; 3sra:i>ss7f(dJ :. .
21 Code ofFeder'iilRiiga.lafii;ns'Secfi.61&'lioo.3; i 140.14@)~ '.(bj' .
ScoPE: It is illegal for any tobacco retailer to sell covered tobacco products to any person
under the age of 18. As of August 8, ·2016, this restriction includes cigarettes, smokeless
tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvable's, and electronic nicotine
delivery systems containing anything made or derived from tobacco (see the overview on
page 7 for more information about recent updates to this definition under the deeming rule).
ExCEPTioN: Tobacco products do not include articles that are drugs, devices, or combination
products under the U.S. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act..21 United States Code Sections 321(g)
(1), 32l(h), 353(g).

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is authorized to
enforce this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments. In
California, HHS has contracted with the California Department of Public Health's Food and
Drug Branch to enforce this provision.

ENFORCEMENT: The U.S.

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
Retailers who violate this provision and have a training program in place that complies with
standards developed by the FDA shall be subject to the following penalties, not to exceed:
• A warning letter for a first violation;
• $250 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $500 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
www.changelabsolutions.org
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• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:
• $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for a second violation Within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation Within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-mont:li. period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a48-month period.
Note: In June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
money penalties and describes the amount of the penalties that the FDA may assess.
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Toba.cco Control Act, the FDA may impose
a "no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a·
retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within a 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to seek a civil money penalty or no-tobaccosale order the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; the FDA ·
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation.. Gufdance
for FDA and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June 2014), W1-trw.fida.gov/downlioadsffobacc0Produ.cl:s/
GuidanceComplianceRegulato1-yID.formation/UCM252955.pdf.

·-

At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer.
training programs. Until the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,.
all retailers who violate this provision are treated .as though they have an approved
retailer training program in place. However, until the FDA establishes these standards,
having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), v;•ww.fda..gov/d&vmloatdsjTob>accoProducts/
GuidanceComplian.ceRegitlatoryinfonnation/UCM2189'G6.pdf.
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28, SALES TO MINORS: THE SYN.AR AMENDMENT
42 United States Code'Section·300x-:!6 ·.: ......
45 Code··:of Fed.iifM iiiigictU.fi.on.s·section--'!i6~t3iF.·. ·
ScoPE: In order to receive the annual Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment federal
block grant; a state must have and enforce a law prohibiting the sale of tobacco products to
individuals under the age of 18. The state must conduct annual youth purchase surveys to
ensure compliance with the law and must report the results of these inspections to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

Note: California enacted the STAKE Act to comply with the Synar Amendment.
ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to monitor states' compliance and to reduce the amount of

the block grant upon noncompliance.
PENALTY: For a state that reports more than a 20% rate of illegal sales to youth, the annual
Substance Abuse Prevention and Trea1:Jnent federal block grant will be reduced by up to 40%
of the amount originally allocated to the state, if the Secretary determines that the state is
not in substantial compliance with the law.

29. ID CHECK REQUIREMENT: THE STAKE ACT
Califoriziii. Biisme~s an-d'Pf..di&;foiz~ ·t°ifi.e·sections 22956, 22957 (STAKE AcO

ScoPE: Retailers must check the identification of purchasers of tobacco products, including
electronic smoking devices, who reasonably appear to be under 21 years of age.

This requirement may be enforced by any "enforcing agency" authorized
to enforce the STAKE Act, including the California Department of Public Health, California
Attorney General's office, and local law enforcement agencies.

ENroRCEMENT:

PENALTY: Not specified.

30.

m CH.ECK REQUIREMENT: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

21 United States Code Secti.ons 333, 372, 387a-1, 387f(d)
21 Code of Federal Regulations Sections 1100.3, 1140.14(a), (b)
ScoP.E: Tobacco retailers must verify that a purchaser of any covered tobacco product is
18 years of age or older through a: photo identification card containing the individual's date
of birth. As of August 8, 2016, this requirement applies to sales of cigarettes, smokeless
tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic nicotine
delivery systems containing anything made or derived from tobacco (for more information
about products covered by the deeming rule, see the overview on page 7.

Note: See entry 29 for information.about California's requirement to check the identification
of purchasers who reasonably appear to be under 21 years of age.
vvww.changelabsolutions.org
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ExCEPTION: Verification is

not required for any person over the age of 26.

ENFoRCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is authorized to
enforce this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments. In
California, HHS has contracted with the California Department of Public Health's Food and
Drug Branch to enforce this provision.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
~-

..

Retailers who violate this provision and have a training progr!Ull in place that complies with
standards developed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) shall be subject to the
following penalties, not to exceed:
• A warning letter for a first violation;
• $250 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $500 for a third violation within a 24--month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24--month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:
• $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation within a 24--month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation wi1:ffin a 24--month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48=-month period.
Note: In June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
money penalties and describes the amount of the penalties that the FDA may assess.
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose
a "no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a
retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within a 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to seek a civil money penalty or no-tobaccosale or:der the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; the FDA
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
40
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for FDA and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June .2014), WWW'.fda.:go.v/downfoadsffohaccoProducts/
GuidanceComplianceRegula1i:oryfufo:rmationfUCM252955.pdf.

At the time of publicatiori, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs. Until the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,
all ret.ailers who violate tills provision are treated as though they have an approved
retailer training program in place. However, until the FDA establishes these standards,
having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), www.fda.gov/dowI!loadlsffobaecoProd.m::ts/
Guidan.ceComplianceRegulatoryinformatlori/UCM218906.pdf.

31. SIGN PO$TING RIEQ.URREMIENT: THE STAKE ACT
California B;i;iiiiik :dud Pi-ofessi0nS"f:i1ile Sections ~2952(b), 22957,

·-i29s8tef(STAK£Act)

California·Code ol Riigulatioiis;· Title 17, Section ·(;9'02(a)
California Penal Code Section 308(b) .
SCOPE: Every store that sells tobacco products, including electronic smoking devices,must post a boldly plinted, contrasting-color sign in a conspicuous place at each point of
purchase saying that tobacco products may not be sold to underage individuals.

·~:::.

The sign must contain the following words w'ith initial letters capitalized in the following
manner: 'The Sale of Tobacco Products to Persons Under 21 Years of Age Is Prohibited by
Law and Subject to Penalties. To Report an Unlawful Tobacco Sale Call 1-800-5 ASK-4-ID. U.S:
Armed Forces active duty personnel with military ID must be at least 18 years of age. Valid
Identification May Be Required. Business and Professions Code Section 22952." The sign
must be square (at least 5.5 inches by 5.5 inches) or rectangular (at least 3.66 inches by 8.5
inches), and thi; required words must meet specified font sizes and typefaces.

ENFoRCEMENr: This requirement may be enforced by any "enforcing agency" authorized
to enforce the STAKE Act, including the California Department of Public Health, California
Attorney General's office, and local law enforcement agencies.
PENAi.Tr. The STAKE Act authorizes .a $200 civil fine for the first violation for failure to post
the required signage, and a $500 civil fine for each subsequent violation.
Under Penal Code Section 308(b), violators who fail to post the sign are subject to a fine
of $50 for a first offense, $100 for a second offense, $250 for a third offense, and $500 for a
fourth or subsequent offense, or by imprisonment for not more than 30 days.
A business owner may not be penalized for the same incident under both the STAKE Act and·
Penal Code Section 308 (see entry 100 for license-related penalties that attachto STAKE Act
violations).

yirww.changelabsolutions.org
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32.· VENDING MACHINES: THE STAKE ACT
CaliforniiI:liasiness and Pfofessi.ons Code Sectionfi22960, 22958, 22957 (STAKE Act)
ScoPE: Tobacco products, including electronic smoking devices, shall not be sold, offered
for sale, or distributed from vending machines. This law may be enforced against a business
owner only and not against an employee. A local government may also restrict or completely
ban tobacco vending machines.
ExciWTioN: Vending machines may be located where an on-sale public premises license to
sell alcoholic beverages (usually a bar) has been issued, provided that the machine is inside
the premises and at least 15 feet away from the entrance.

..

0-'

ENFORCEMENT: This requirement may be enforced by any "enforcing agency" authorized
to enforce the STAKE Act, including the Califomia Department of Public Health, Attorney
General's office, and local law enforcement agencies.

Violators are subject to a civil penalty of $400 to $600 for a first violation; $900 to
$1,000 for a second violation within a 5-year perioq; $1,200 to $1,800 for a third violation
within a 5-year pertod; $3,000 to $4,QOO for a fourth violation within a 5-year period; and
$5,000 to $6,000 for a fifth or subsequent Violation within a 5-year pertod (see entry 25 for
possible related penalties under Penal Code Section 308, and entry 100 for license-related
penalties that attach to STAKE Act violations)PENALTY:

33.

SELF-SERV~CE D~S.PLAYS~

THE STAKE ACT

California Busi.ties$. and Prof'essio,,S· Code Sections 22958, 22960, 22962 ~TAKE Act)
ScoPE: It is illegal to sell, offer for sale, or display any tobacco products or paraphernalia,
including electronic smoking devices, through a self-service display, which is an open
display of tobacco products or paraphernalia that is accessible to the public without the
assistance of the clerk. This law may be enforced against a business owner only and not
against an employee. The law allows local governments to pass and enforce laws that are
stricter than state law.
ExCEPlloN: Tobacco stores may make available by self-service display pipe tobacco, snuff,
chewing tobacco, and dipping tobacco. However, only the following cigars are permitted for
self-service display in tobacco stores:

• Single, unwrapped cigars;
• Single, individually wrapped cigars only if they are sold from the manufacturer's
original box, bundle, or other container;
• Multiple cigars only if they are not in a sealed box, bundle, tin, or multiple-pack
container; and
• Multiple cigars in sealed boxes, bundles, tins, or multiple-pack containers only if they
contain at least 6 cigars.
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Aside from these exceptions, self-service displays of tobacco products arid paraphernalia
are not permitted in a tobacco store. A tobacco store is defined as a business that (I)
primarily sells tobacco products; (2) generates more than 60% of its gross revenue annually
from the sale of tobacco products and paraphernalia; (3) prohibits individuals under 18
years of age on the premises unless they are accompanied by a parent or guardian; and (4)
does not sell alcohol or food for con5umption on the premises.
Note: This law does not affect the state law allowing tobacco to be sold through vending
· machines in limited circumstances (see entry 32).
ENFORCEMENT: The state Attorney General,

a city attorney, a county counsel, or a district
attorney may bring a. civil action to enforce this law.

PENALTY: Violators are subject to a civil penalty of $400 to $600 for a first Violation; $900 to
$1,000 for a second violation within a 5-year pertod; $1,200 to $1,800 for a third violation
within a 5-year period; $3,000 to $4,000 for a fourth violation within a 5-year period; and
$5,000 to $6,000 for. fifth or subsequent violation within a 5-year period (see entry 100 for
license-related penalties that attach to STAKE Act violations)-

a

34. SELF-SERVICE DISPLAYS: THE TOBACCO COtUROL ACT
21 United States CoiiiSections 333, s12;··3s7a::J; 387f(tI) .~.
21 Code of Federal Regulations Sections-i 140_14(a), (b), 114ifl.6(cf
Cigarettes and smokeless tobacco may be sold only via a direct, face-to-face
exchange. The use of vending machines and self-service displays is not permitted. As of
August 8, 2016, the prohibition of sales from vending machines also includes cigars, pipe
tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic nicotine delivery systems
containing anything made or derived from tobacco (for more information about these and
other tobacco products newly covered by the deeming rule, see the overview on page 7.
SCOPE:

Mail-order sales are permitted. ('Mail-order redemption of coupons and
distribution of free samples tlrrough the mail do not fall within the exception and are
prohibited.) Vending machines and self-service displays are permitted in facilities. where the
retailer ensures that no person under the age of 18 is present or allowed to enter at any time.

ExCEPTION:

ENroRCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is authorized to
enforce this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments. In
California, HHS has contracted with the California Department of Public Health's Food and
Drug Branch to enforce this provision.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shaII be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$i5,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
Retailers who violate this provision and have a training program in place that complies with
standards developed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) shall be subject to the
following penalties, not to exceed:
wwvv.changelabsolutions.org
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• · A warning letter for a first violation;
• $250 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $500 for a tl;J.ird violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Retclilers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:
• $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
~.

;j:·

• $1,000 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.

Note: In June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
money penalties and describes the amount of the penalties that the FDA may assess.
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose
a "no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products tOr
a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a
retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within a 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to seek a civil money penalty or no-tobaccosale order the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; the FDA
instead intends to s_end the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
for FDA and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June 2014), v.'11\rw.fda.gov/downloadsfTobaccoProoucts/
Gmdan.eeComplianceRegu1atoryfuformatfon./UCM:252955.pdf.
At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs. Until the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,
all retailers who violate this provision are treated as though they have an approved
retailer training program in place. However, until the FDA establishes these standards, ·
having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), 'i'i'W"w.fda.gov/do\Jl.'IDoatls(fohaccoPrnducfis/ ·
GmrumceCompHanceRegruatorymformation/UCM218905.pdf.

44
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35. BIDIS
California Penal Code Secti.on 308.I
ScoPE: It is illegal to sell, offer to sell, distribute, or import bidis (also known as beedies),
which are defined as products containing tobacco wrapped in temburni leaf or ten du leaf, or

products that are marketed and sold as "bidis" or "beedies."
Note: Bi dis are hand-rolled filterless cigarettes that are imported primarily from India and
some Southeast Asian countries_ They are available in a variety of candy-like flavors and
often are sold in packs of fewer than 20, which makes them more affordable..
ExCEPTioN: The law does not apply to businesses that lega:I.ly prohibit individuals under 18
years of age on the premises.

The state Attorney General, a city attorney, a county counsel, or a district
attorney may bring a civil action to enforc~ this law. Local law enforcement agencies have
the general authority to enforce this law under Penal Code Section 830-1.
ENFoRCEMENT:

35. SINGLE CIGARETTES
California Penal °Code Section 308.2
ScoPE: No person may sell 1 or more cigarettes, other than in a sealed and properly labeled
package.. A sealed and properly labeled pack:age means the original packaging of ¢.e
manufacturer or importer that meets federal labeling requirements.
ENFORCEMENT: Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this law
under Penal Code Section 830_1.

PENALTY: Violators are guilty of an infraction.

37. !VU NI MUM PACKAGE SIZE
California Penal Code Section 308.3
:=:;.

ScoPE: Cigarettes may not be manufactured, distributed, sold, or offered for sale in packages
of fewer than 20 cigarettes. Roll-your-own tobacco may not be manufactured, distributed,
sold, or offered for sale in a package containing less than 0.60 ounces of tobacco.
ENFoRc::EMEN'l: A

civil action to enforce the law may be brought by the state Attorney General,
a district attorney, a county counsel, or a city attorney. Local law enforcement agencies have
the general authority to enforce this law under Penp.1 Code Section 830.1.
PENALTY: Violators are liable for a civil penalty of $200 for a first violation, $500 for a second
violation; and $1,000 for each subsequent violation or are guilty of an infraction.

wwvv.changelabsolutions.org
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38. SINGLE ITEMS AND MINIMUM PACKAGE.SIZE;
THE TOBACCO CONTROL ,ACT

21 UntiM.stdie1f~de Sections 333; 372, 3St~~£3siii(d)
21 Code ofPederiil.liiijjalations Sections tiOlt3;.1140.14(it.Jt4j,
'iI40.16(b)
•..

-.. _

.. ..
Cigarettes may not be manufactured, sold, or distributed in packages containing
fewer than 20 cigarettes. A tobacco retailer may not sell.or distribute any quantity of
cigarettes or smokeless tobacco that is smaller than the smallest package distributed by the
manufacturer for individual consumer use..

ScOPE:

The U..S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is authorized to
enforce this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments. In
California, HHS has contracted with the California Department of Public Health's Food and
Drug Branch to enforce the p_rov.isions that create o]?ligations for tobacco retailers.
ENFORCEMEN.r.

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single ·
proceeding.
.
Retailers who violate this provision and have a training program in place that complies with
standa,rds developed by the FDA shall be subject to the following penalties, not to exceed:
• A warning letter for a first violation;
$250 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $500 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
·-:·.
.::.J:·

• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:
• $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 3&-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Note: In June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
money penalties and describes the amount of the penalties that the FDA may assess.
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose

4.®
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a "no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a
retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or...subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within. a 3~month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to' seek a civil money penalty or no-tobaccos ale order the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; the FDA
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
for FDA and Tobacco Retailers: Civ.il Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June 2014), www.fda.govjdowuloads/TobaccoProdu.cts/
GuidanceComplianceRegclatoryinform.ationfUCM252955.pdf.
;-:--;..
.....

At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs. Until the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,
all retailers who violate this provision.are treated as though they have an approved
retailer training pro~am in place. However, until. the FDA establishes these standards,
having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco ~etailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), www.fda.gov/d.o'wruoadsfTobaccoProducts/
Guid.anceCompTumceRegruatoryfufo!'filationfUCM2189&6.pM..
'

39. MAIL ORDER/HNTERNET SALES: THE STAKE ACT
California Business and Profess{ins·

coiie Section 22963 ~TAKE Ac(>

ScOPE: No person may sell, distribute, or engage in the non-sale distribution of tobaceo
products, including electronic smoking devices, to persons under 21 years of age via
public or private postal ·services. The law includes directives d.esigned to ensure that
people who order tobacco products by mail, fax, phone, or the internet are 21 years of
age or old~r. For example, distributors or sellers must either (1) match the name, address,
and date of birth provided by the customer to information contained in a database of
individuals verified to be 21 or older, or (2) require the customer to submit verification
of age, including a copy of a valid tomi ·of government identification. The Jaw establishes
a 2-carton minimum on each order of cigarettes. It also mandates that all applicable
purchases be made by personal check 9r credit card and that the distributor or seller call
purchasers to confirm their orders.

Non-sale distribution is defined as giving smokeless tobacco or cigarettes to the general
public at no cost, or at nominal cost, or to give coupons, coupon offers, gift certificates,
gift cards, or other similar offers, or rebate offers for smokeless tobacco or cigarettes
to the general public at no cost or at nominal cost. Distribution of tobacco products,
coupons·, coupon offers, ·gift certificates, gift cards, or other similar offers, or rebate offers
in c:onnection with tlie sale of another item, including tobacco products, cigarette lighters,
magazines, or newspapers shall not constitute non-sale distribution.

V\.l\Nvv.changelabsolutions.org
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The U.S. Postal Service and other common carriers are exempt from penalties
when they deliver a package without any reason to know the package's contents.

ExCEPTION!

ENFORCEMENT: A district attorney, city attorney; or the state Attorney General may assess

civil penalties against any person or entity that violates this law.
PENALTY: Violators who make prohibited sales or distributions are liable for a civil penalty of
$1,000 to $2,000 for a first violation; $2,500 to $3,500 for a second violation; $4,000 to $5,000
for a third violation within a 5-year period; $5,500 to $6,500 for a fourth violation within a
5-year period; and $10,000 for a.fifth or subsequent violation within a 5-year period.

40•. MAIL ORDER/INTERNET'S.ALES: THE PACT .ACT

15 cfiiiiedSt~tcii CodeSection~·:375, si6/:Hi·:.:;.'.>-"
18 United States Code Section 1716E · ;:.-:· ··. · ·

· · ·>.,:·..

·· · :

.··

....... ·

...

ScoPE: The Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking Act (the PACT Act) prohibits the delivery of

sales of cigarettes (includirig roll-your-own tobacco) and smokeless tobacco via the U.S.
Postal Service. Other common carriers (eg, UPS, FedEx) may deliver a package containing
cigarettes or smokeless tobacco if the package weighs less than IO pounds and bears stamps
and signs verifying that all appropriate local, state, and federal taxes have been paid. Upon
· delivery; the age and id~tity of tl:ie buyer must be confirmed, and the recipient must be of
minimum legal age to purchase tobacco products.
The U.S. Postal Service.restrictions do not apply to sales ship_ments that begin
and end entirely within Alaska or Hawaii and to certain APO/FPO militar:Y addresses.
Infrequent, lightweight shipments can still be sent via U.S. mail by age-verified adults as
long as certain restrictions are met: Additional exceptions apply for authorized business/
regulatory purposes, as well as for consumer testing and public health purposes.
ExCEPTION:

ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Postal Service provision is enforced by the Postmaster General
with the cooperation of any other federal agency or agency of any state, local, or tribal
government, whenever appropriate. The common carrier provisions.are enforced by the U.S.
Attorney General, state attorneys general, and state.tobacco tax administrators.

PEN.ALTY: V!olators are subject to criminal penalties of up to 3 years imprisonment. Retailers
who violate the law art; also subject to civil penalties in an amount not to exceed the greater
of $5,000 for a first violation and $10,000 for a subsequent violation, or 2% of their gross
sales of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco during the 1-year period ending on the date of the
violation. Common carriers or· other delivery services that knowingly violate the new law are
subject to civil penalties in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for a first violation and $5,000 for
·any violation within I year of a prior violation.
Any person found delivering cigarettes or smokeless tobacco through the U.S. Postal Service·
is subject to an additional civil penalty.in the amount equal to 10 times the retail value of the
non-mailable-cigarettes or smokeless tobacco, including all federal, state, and local taxes.
Any cigarette or smokeless tobacco that.is deposited in the mail shall be subject to seizure
4S
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and forfeiture. Any tobacco products seized and forfeited under this subsection shall be
destroyed or retained by the federal government for the detection or prosecution of crimes
or related investigations and then destroyed.

41. MAiL ORDER/INTERNET SALES: THE TOBACCO CO'NTROLACT ', .. .21 United States Code'Secndmi°'3-i$~·.:*7.Z;~S-7f(cl) ·
21 Code ofFederal. Regillations Section ·1t00.3 ·

.·:. ·''.:"-~'-. ....... " ·
···· _: :

ScoeE The Tobacco Control Act directed the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to issue regulations regarding the remote sale. and distribution of tobacco products,
such as via the internet or mail order, by December 22, 2010. The Tobacco Control Act
also directed HHS to issue regulations regarding the promotion and marketing of tobacco
products sold or distributed remotely by June 22, 2011.
Note: In March 2010, Congress enacted the Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking (PACl) Act of
2009, which regulates· the remote sale and distribution of cigarettes (including roll-yourown tobacco) and smokeless tobacco via the internet or mail order, and made a new HHS
regulatirni largely unnecessary: Specifically, the PACT Act largely prohibits the u:s: Postal
Service from shipping cigarettes (including roll-your-own tobacco) and smokeless tobacco
(see entry 40 for additional information on the PACT Act).·
In September 2011, the FDA issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking and
requested comments, data, research, or other information related to non-face-to-face sale
and distribution of tobacco products; the advertising, promotion, and marketing of such
products; and the advertising of tobacco products via the internet, email, direct mail,
telephone, smart phones, and other communication techriologies that can be directed to
specific recipients. 76 Fed. Reg. 55,835 (Sept. 9, 2011).
ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce the regulations it issues UI).det this provision with

the help of other federal agencies and state governments.

PENAr:rv: At the time of publication, regulations had not yet been issued by the FDA. Once
regulations go into effect, the following penalties will apply:
Any person who violates ti:us provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to $15,000 for
each violation anci up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single proceeding.
Retailers who violate this provision and have a training program in place that complies with
standards developed by the FDA shall be subject to the following penalties, not to exceed:
•. A warning letter for a first violation;
• $250 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $500 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and_
www.changelabsolutions.org
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• $10,000 for a sixth or subseq~ent violation within a 48-month period_
:.._:.

Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:
• $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation withfu a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and

:

• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Note: In June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties_ The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil

money penalties and describes the amount of the penaltie5 that the FDA may assess_
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose

a "'no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a
retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within a 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend~ seek a civil money penalty or no-tobaccosale order the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; the FDA
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
for FDA and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers ~evised) (June 2014), -w-ww.fda.gcw/tlownfoadsffobaccoProducts/
GuidanceComplianceRegruatoryfuformation/UCM252955.pdf.
At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs. Until the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,

all retailers who violate this provision are treated as though they have an approved
retailer training program in place. However, until the FDA establishes these standards,
having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the ·
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs ~evised) (June 2014), v.rww.Jida..gov/dowmoa<ls{fobaccoPrndu.cts/
GuManceComplianceRegulatorylnfo:rmation/UCM218906.pfil.

42. HOME DEUVERY OF UNSOUCITED TOBACCO PRODUCTS
California Penal Code Section 308b
ScOPE: It is illegal for a person to knowingly deliver or cause to be delivered any unsolicited
tobacco products to any residence in California (see entry 76 for more information on
mailing unsolicited samples of smokeless tobacco products).

5Ui
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Ex.CEPTioN: It is ~ defense to a violation of this section that the sender personally knows
the recipient of the tobacco products at the time of the delivery. The law does not impose
liability on any U.S. Postal Service employee for actions performed in the scope of his or her
employment.
ENFoRcEMENr: Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this law

under Penal Code Section 830.L
PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor, and violations constitute a nuisance within
the meaning of California Civil Code Section 3479.

43. FERE SAFE CIGARETIES

... : ·.· -~ -~·.: .: •·•·..·.. ~::·..:. ,.
,,•.
. : ..·..
. .. . ·::· .:.. ·. ~ ·, . : ..· . :. . .
.
........
SCOPE It is illegal to sell, offer to sell, or possess for sale cigarettes unless they ineet
fire safety standards modeled on standards currently in place in New York. Specifically,
manufacturers must certify to the state Fire Marshal that their cigarettes have been tested
in accordance with standards established by the American Societ-_y of Testing and Materials,
and that no more than 25.% of the cigarettes tested in a test trial exhibited full-length burns.
Manufacturers shall mark the packaging and case of cigarettes in compliance with this law.

California Heaftfi~rid Safety C°oi:Ie s'i~ti_~:;;/14iJsoi]49~0·:

:.: -·.:

~·

ExCEPTioN: Distributors, wholesalers, or retailers may sell their existing inventory of
cigarettes after January 1, 2007, if certain conditions are met.
ENFORCEMENT: The state Attorney General may bring a civil action to enforce the law. Any

law enforcement agency may seize cigarettes sold, offered for sale, or possessed for sale in
violation of the law. ·
Manufacturers or others who knowingly sell or offer cigarettes in violation of these
provisions other than through retail sale are subject to a ciyil penalty of up to $10,000 for
each sale. Retailers, distributors and wholesalers who knowingly sell cigarettes in violation of
these provisions are subject to a civil per:ialty of up to $500 for each sale of up to 50 packages
of cigarettes and a civil penalty of up to $1,000 for each sale of more than 50 packages of
cigarettes. Cigarettes that are sold in violation of these provisions are subject to seizure.

PENALTY:

44. UQUHJ NICOTINE PACKAG!NG RIEQ.UDREMENTS
California Health and Safety Code Secti.on 119406
16 Code ofFederal Regulations Secti.ons 1700.20
of October I, 2016, all cartridges for electronic cigarettes and solutions for filling
or refilling an electronic cigarette shall be in child-resistant packaging, according to federal
child-resistant packaging standards and testing procedures.

SCOPE As

ENFoRCEMENT: Not specified.
PENALTY:

Not specified.
www.changelabsolutions.org
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15 United States Code Section 1472a
16 Code of Federal Regulations Sections 1700.15 ei seq.
:..:,)'

ScoPE: As of July 26, 2016, the Child Nicotine Poisoning Prevention Act of 2015 subjects
liquid nicotine to existing packaging and testing requirements found in the federal, Poison
Prevention Packaging Standards. These standards apply to liquid nicotine of any type that is
sold, offered for.sale, manufactured for sale, distributed in commerce, or imported into the
United States. Requirements include child-resistant packaging and restricted flow rates for
containers.

ExcEPnoN: The Act does not include sealed, prefilled, and disposable liquid nicotine
containers that are inserted directly into electronic cigarettes, electronic nicotine delivery
systems, or similar products, so long as the nicotine in the container is inaccessible through
customary or reasonably foreseeable handling or use, including reasonably foreseeable
ingestion or other contact by children.
Note: The Child Nicotine Poisoning Prevention Act is not intended to limit or otherwise
affect the aui:h.ortty of the Secretary of Health and Human Services to regulate, issue
guidance on, or take action regarding any nicotine-related products. The Act is not
intended to limit or affect the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) advance notice
of proposed rulemaking concerning packaging requirements for liquid nicotine, nicotinecontaining e-liquid(s), and other tobacco products (see entry 88 for information about the
notice). The Act also specifically states that the FDA's deeming rule is not affected by the
Act. (see the overview on page 7 for information). The Child Nicotine Poisoning Prevention
Act makes it clear that the FDA can move forward with theSe and other regulations
regarding the manufacture, marketing, sale, distribution, importation, or packaging. of
nicotine-related products.
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission is authorized to enforce this
provision with the help of other federal agencies. ·

ENroRCEMENT:

PENALTY: Not specified.

45. NON-NICOTINE PRODUCT iN A VAPOR STATE
California Health and Safety Code Section 24600
It is illegal to sell anyone under 18 years of age any device intended to deliver by
inhalation a non-nicotine product in a vapor state.

SCOPE:

__,

ExCEPTION: This

provision exempts drug or medical devices approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration.

ENFoRCEMENT: Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this law
under California Penal Code Section 830.1..

-..

PENALTY: Violators are guilty of an infraction and subject to a fine of up to $500 for a first
violation; up to $1,000 for a second violation; and up to $1,500 for a third or subsequent ·
violation.
52
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46. TOBACCO PRODUCT STArlfDAROS: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

~: ~=~:::~:~:::::i:~::3!;::~;13/o~t}:.e~:::'.·::/i:.;.·?..:>D"-:.:'.:.:::::··.:::. .t~::'./r:·0~0/::::.
ScoPE: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) may· establish tobacco
product standards for the protection of public health.. Tobacco manufacturers may no longer
use tobacco that contains an unsafe level of p~ticide cherrucal residue, as determined by
federal law.
·

ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments.
Any person who viqlates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a· single
proceeding. .

PENALTY:

- ..

Manulacturers who intentionally rrusrepresent that they meet tobacco product standards
may be subject to civil penalties of up to $250,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for
multiple violations ruled on in a single proceeding. If violations continue after HHS provides
written notice of violation, the violator is subject to a penalty of $250,000 for the first 30-day
period, which .doubles every 30 days thereafter that the violation continues, up to $1 million
in any 30 day period or $10 million for all such violations ruled on in a single proceeding.

.47. PREMARKET.REVIEW OF NEW TOBACCO PRODUCTS: .

21 u.:::;,:~o~~!=:.~t~3~~.,~~~i%/ . . . . . .•;X' (• '. · . ·•· .

21 Code ofFecleral Regalalions Secti.i>il's 25.35,'25.so;::z5:s2· ·. ·· ·· ·· <:;..:.: .:·:.-::'~: :.: ...: · ·· .
21 Code ofFederalRegalalioiisSecti.oiziloo.3 ··: · :·: ..... ·
.·· .: ....... ··· -: .: ···· · ·

ScoPE: Tobacco products or modified tobacco products not commercially marketed in
the Umted States as of February 15, 2007, must be approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Adrrllnistration (FDA}prior.to commercial release. Manufacturers and importers of newlydeemed finished tobacco products--such as electronic nicotine delivery systems and
cigars-that entered the market between February-15, 2007, and August 8, 2016, must 5ubrrut
an application for premarket review l?Y August 8, 2018. Newly-deemed finished tobacco
·
products that enter the market after August 8, 2016, must obtain premarket review and·
authorization prior to c.ommercial release (s.ee the overview on page 7 for more information
about the FD.A's d~eming rule).

Applications for new products shall be made available to the public. Approval may be
withdrawn as information changes and new findings are made.
For all products on the market as of August 8, 2016, products will be given a compliance
extension of I year il their applications have been submitted by the required deadlines
· but they have not been refused for submission or denied approval by the FDA: After this
www.changelabsolutions.org
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extension period, any products that have not been authorized will be subject to enforcement
measures. Products entering the market after August 8, 2016, do not receive this extension
and may be subject to enforcement measures if they are marketed without authorization.
Note: The FDA has released guidance on the procedures and the types of evidence
necessary to establish that a product was commercially marketed in the United States
before February 15, 2007. Guidance for Industry: Establishing That a Tobacco Product Was
Commercially Marketed in the United States as ofFebruary 15, 2007 (Sept. 2014), ww-w.fda.
gav/do~'Ilfoads/Tobaccc>ProductsjLabelingfRulesRegulationsGID.rumcefUCM.416498.pM.

F.xCEPTioN: A new or modified tobacco produd may be exempted from this requirement if
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services_ (HHS) Secretary issues an order stating
that the
1. Substantially equivalent to a tobacco product commercially marketed in the United
States as of February 15, 2007 ("substantially equivalent"); and
2. OtherWtse in compliance with the law.

A modified tobacco product may be exempted from this requirement if the Secretary
determines that:
1. The modification would be a minor modification of a tobacco product that can be

legally sold; and
2. A report is not necessary to ensure that allowing the tobacco product to be marketed
would be appropriate for protection of public health.
A tobacco product that was first introduced into the commercial market between February
15, 2007, and March 22, 2011, may be exempted from this requirement if the manufacturer
submitted a report during that period claiming that the product was substantially equivalent
to a tobacco product commercially marketed before February 15, 2007, and if the Secretary
did not issue an order to the contrary. ·Manufacturers and importers of newly-deemed
finished tobacco products-such as electronic nicotine delivery systems and cigarsthat entered the market between February 15, 2007, ancl. August 8, 2016, must submit any
request for a substantial equiValence exemption by August 8, 2017, and any application for
a substantial equivalence finding by February 8, 2018 (see the overview on page 7 for more
information about the-FD.A's deeming rule). ·

-..

If an order is issued finding that a product is not substantially equivalent to another, the
product is considered adulterated and mis branded. The FDA has indicated that it will
take no enforcement action for at least the first 30 days. after it issues such an order for
products that are in a retaHer's current inventory at a specific retail location on the date the
order is issued. Guidance for Industry and Tobacco Retailers: Enforcement Policy for Certain
(Provisional) Tobacco Products that FDA Finds Not Substantially Equivalent (Sept. 2015),
w·w•"l1.fda.gov/ dovi'Illoads[fobaccoProducts/Gllidan.ceComplianceRegulatoryfufuDiJJl.p..tion/
UCM386629.pdf.

Note: At the time of publication, this guidance has been challenged in federal court and
partially vacated. Philip Morris USA, Inc., et al. v. United States Food & Drug Adm.in_, No.
54
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15-CV-1590 (APM.), 2016 WL 4378970 (D.D-C. Aug. 16, 2016). The guidance states that
modifying a tobacco product's label or changing the quantity of products .in each package
could constitute a new tobacco product, necessitating substantial equivalence review.
The court held that changes to a product label do not create a new tobacco product, and
vacated that portion of the guidance.
Note: Many of the government actions described in this section are subject to an October
2015 FDA regulation exempting them from certain requirements· under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and.the Council on Environmental Quality regulations.
Issuance of orders for the following actions are "categorically excluded," and therefore
normally do not require preparation of an Environmental Assessment or an EnVironmental
Impact Statement (reports required by NEPA before th~ government undertakes certain
activities):
• Finding a tobacco product "substantially equivalent" or not;
• Denying a request for exemption, or rescinding an order granting exemption, from
the requirement to demonstrate substantial equivalence;
• Prohibiting a new tobacco product or a modified risk tobacco product from being
introduced into interstate commerce; and
• Rescinding or slispending an order "authorizing the marketing of a new tobacco
product" or a modified risk tobacco product.
.~.

ENroRCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this. provision with the help of other federal

agencies and state governments.

-.

PENALTY: Civil penalty of up to $250,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple
violations ruled on in a single proceeding. If violations continue after HHS provides written
notic~. the violator is subject to a penalty of $250,000 for the first 30-day period, which
doubles every 30 days thereafter that .the violation continues, up to $1 million in any 30-day
period or $10 million for all such violations ruled on in a single proceeding.
·

4B. ADULTERATED AND MISBRANDED TOBACCO

PRODUCTS~

THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 United State$ Code Sections 333, 372, 387b, 387c, 387e, 387f
21 Code ofFederaIRegalationsSections 1100.3, 1143.3, 1143.5
A tobacco product is deemed to be adulterated if (1) it is subject to a tobacco
product standard but is in any respect out of compliance with such standard, (2) it fails to
obtain any required premarket review order, or (3) it violates any modified risk provisions.
A tobacco product is deemed to be misbranded if it is manufactured or prepared in an
·unregistered establishment, or if it is sold in violation of any other federal regulations
governing the sale and distribution of tobacco products. A tobacco product is also
misbranded if its labeling is false or misleading, or if the package label does not contain all of
the following:
·
SCOPE:
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· l. The name and address of the manufacturer, packer, or distributor;
2. An accurate net quantity statement;
3. The. percentage ~of tobacco thatis foreign versus domestic; and
4. The statement "sale only allowed in the United States."
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) may issue regulations requiring
prior approval of statements made on the label of a tobacco product. ·
These provisions also apply to newly deemed tobacco products, such as cigars, pipe
tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic nicotine delivery systems
containing anything made or derived from tobacco (for more information about these and
either tobacco products newly covered by the deeming rule, see the overview on page 7).
Note: As of May 10, 2018, it is also illegal to sell tobacco products whose packaging and .
advertisements do not contain applicable warning labels under the FDA's deeming rule
(see entries 84 and 87-88 for required warnings for tobacco products newly covered by
· the deeming rule).

ExCEPnoN:: Under this provision, HHS shall establish regulations to permit "reasonable
variations" and exemptions for "small packages." For i:;xample, the required warning label
provisions of the deeming r:ule include certain exceptions for small packages (see the
overview on page 7 for more information about the deeming rule; see entries 84 a:rid 87-88
for required warnings for tobacco products covered by the deeming rule).
ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
.
agencies and state governments.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding. Intentional violations of certain provisions may result in higher or compounded
penalties.

49. MODI Fl ED msK TOBACCO PRODUCTS: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 United States Code Sections 333, 372, 387k
2i Code of Federal Regulations Section 1100.3

ScoPJ,: No person may introduce a "modified risk" tobacco product into interstate commerce
or commercially market such a product without approval from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services QffiS). As of AUgust 8, 2016, this requirement applies to cigars,
"modified risk" electronic nicotine delivery systems containing anything made or derived
from tobacco, and other newly deemed tobacco products (see the overview on page 7 for
more information about the deeming rule). Approval is liniited to a 5-year term but may be
renewed. The agency shall approve a modified risk tobacco product only after determining
that the product, as it is actually used by consumers, (1) significantly reduces harm and the

SB
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risk of tobacco-related disease to individual tobacco users, and (2) benefits the health of the
population as a whole.
Approval is conditioned on the applicant's agreement to conduct post-market surveillance
and studies' and to submit the results to HHS annually so that the agency may determine
the impact of such marketing on consumer per~eption, behavior, and health. HHS may
also impose additional marketing and label ·restrictions. Approval may be withdrawn if
requirements are not met.
Note: This proV:ision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld. Discount Tobacco City & Lottery v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th
Cir. 2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct.. 1996 (2013). The lawsuit alleged that the modified risk
provision improperly regulated speech and violated the Frrst Amendment.

:....:·

Note: In September 2015, the FDA proposed a rule to clarify when products are regulated
as drugs, devices, or combination products under the F~deral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, versus when products are regulated as modified risk tobacco products (MRTPs). The
proposed rule clarifies that drugs, devices, or combination products are intended to be
used to actively combat or treat disease or other health conditions, whereas MRTPs are
products that present relatively less risk of harm than other product. The proposed rule
also includes the FDA's regulation of products under its drugs and devices jurisdiction
when manufacturers intend products made or derived from tobacco to be used to affect
the structure or function of the body in some manner that is not related to the effects
of nicotine commonly and legally claimed prior to March 21, 2000. Examples of claims
requiring a product to be regulated as a drug or device include productS marketed to
"relieve tension" or "promote weight loss." The proposed rule is available at www-.
federahegister.gov/artides/Wl5/09/25/2015-24313/clarifl:cation-of-wb.en--productsmadc-or-derived-from-tobacco-are-regulated-as-drngs-devices-orr#h-19.

Exa:pnoN: In some cases a modified risk tobacco product can be introduced into interstate
commerce and yet may not be commercially marketed.

ENroRCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments.
PENALTY: Civil penalty for intentionally purporting to meet tobacco product standards of up
to $250,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding. If violations continue after the agency provides written notice, the violator is
subject to a penalty of $250,000 for the first 30-day period, which doubles every 30 days
thereafter. that the violation continues, up to $1 million in any 30-day period or $10 million
for all such violations ruled on in a single proceeding.
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50. '"UGHT:' 'flow;' AND ".MILD" TOBACCO PRODUCTS:
!HE
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•. • . .
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ScoPE: Descriptors
.
. .. :/
all advertising, labeling, and marketing of cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products
manufactured on or later than June 22, 2010. As of August 8, 2017, this prohibition applies to
the manufacture of all newly deemed tobacco products, including cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah
tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic nicotine delivery systems containing anything made
or derived from tobacco. Newly deemed tobacco products with these prohibited descriptors
can no longer be distributed into interstate commerce beginning September 8, 2017 (see the
overview on page 7 for more information about the deeming rule).
Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld. Discount Tobacco City &Lottery v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir.
2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct.. 1996 (2013). The lawsuit alleged that the prohibition on the
use of the terms, "low," "light," and "mild," improperly regulated speech and violated the
First Amendment.
ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state gov~ments.
PENAr:rv: Civil penalty for intentionally purporting to meet tobacco product standards of up
to $250,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations. ruled on in a single
proceeding. If violations continue after the agency provides written notice, the violator is
subject to a penalty of $250,000 for the first 30-day period, which doubles every 30 days
thereafter that the violation continues, up to $1 million in any 30-day period or $10 million
for all such violations ruled on in a single proceeding.

51. BAN ON FLAVORED CIGARETTES OR CiGARETfE COMPONENTS:
THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 United States Code Sections 333, 372, 387g

·.) .

ScoPE: Cigarettes and their component parts (mcluding the tobacco, filter, or paper) must
not contain any artificial or natural flavor (other than tobacco or menthol) or an heib or
spice, including strawberry, grape, orange, clove, cinnamon, pineapple, vanilla, coconut,
licorice, cocoa, chocolate, cherry, or coffee, that is a characterizing flavor of the tobacco
product or tobacco smoke. The Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) has the authority to ban menthol or any artificial or natural flavor, herb, or
spice not specified in this list.
ExCEPTioN: Tobacco flavor and menthol are excluded from this provision. This provision
does not apply to tobacco products other than cigarettes.
5.8
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Note: Two federal circuit courts of appeal have held that local governments may enact·
laws restricting the sale of flavored non-cigarette tobacco products, such as cigars and
chewing tobacco. See United States Smokeless Tobacco Mfr. Co. v. City ofNew York, 708 F-3d
428 (2d Cir. 2013); Nat'lAss'n of Tobacco Outlets, Inc. v. City of Providence, 731 F.3d 71 (1st
Cir. 2013). A federal district court similarly dismissed a challenge to Chicago's flavored
tobacco sales restriction (which prohibits the sale of flavored tobacco, including menthol
cigarettes, within 500 feet of any elementary, middle, or secondary school). Indeps. Gas &
Sero. Stations Associations, Inc. v. City of Chicago, 112 F. Supp. 3d 749, 753 (N.D. Ill. 2015).
These courts found that local laws were not preempted by the federal Tobacco Control
Act. These decisions are not binding in California but can be influential, and they signal
that courts may be m~te likely to uphold similar.laws in other jurisdictions.
Note: The Tobacco Control Act required the U.S. Food and Drug-' Administration (FDA)
Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory Committee (fPSAC) (see entry 119) to submit a
report and recommendation to the Secret<1ry on the public health lln.pacts of the use of
menthol in cigarettes, including use among children, African Americans, Hispanics, and
other racial and ethnic minorities. The TPSAC submitted its' report and recommendations
to the FDA in March 2011. On.July 24, 2013, the FDA issu.ed an advance notice of proposed·
rulemaking (ANPR) to solicit public input on menthol in cigarettes. The docket for the
ANPR is available at "i<\'-WW.regulations.gov/#!d.ocUllen.illeta.H;D=FDA-2013-N-052:1...{iOfiH.
is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments.

ENFORCEMENT: HHS

Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each viofation and up to ~1 million for multiple viol.ations ruled on in a single
proceeding.

·PENALTY:

52. OR!GIN LAB EU NG: THE JOBA.lCCO CONTROL ACT'
21 United States·code Sections 333/~7.2; =3srt ·
21 Code ofFederal Regulations Sectiol(J J 00.3
All tobacco products must bear the statement "sale only allowed in the United States"
on all labels, packaging, and shipping containers. This requirement went into effect on July
22, 2010, for non-cigarette tobacco products (or tobacco products other than cigarettes).
The Tobaccq Control Act' stipulated that this requirement will become'effective for cigarettes
15 months after the U.S. Departm.ent of Health and Human Services (HHS) issues cigarette
label and advertising regulations.

SCOPE:

As of May 10, 2018, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires this statement for
all newly deemed tobacco products in package fonn, including cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah
tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic nicotine deliver)' systems containing anything
. made or derived from tobacco (see the overview on page 7 for more information about the
FD.A's deeming rule).
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Note: The graphic warning labels proposed by the FDA were ruled unconstitutional and
were not ill effec·t ·at the time of publication. RJ Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d
1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012). In March 2013, the FDA decided not to appeal the D.C. Circuit Court
Appeals ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court. Instead, it decided to redesign the warning
labels-a process that is currently underway. At the time.of publication, the FDA was
not enforcing the new· warnillg label requirements and related provisions, including the
origin labeling requirement. The FDA had not indicated its timeline for proposing new
warning labels.
·

of

ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$1.5,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on ill a single
proceeding.
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53. OUTDOOR ADVERTISH~G: THE .MSA

~~:=1~~~i~~~fff~ff~crrx.
Under the MSA and STMSA, the settling tob.acco companies are prohibited from
engaging in outdoor advertising of tobacco products, de~ned as (1) billboards; (2) signs
and placards in arenas, stadiums, shopping malls, and video game arcades; and (3) any
other tobacco advertisements that are outdoors, or on the inside surface of a window but
facing outward.

SCOPE:

f.xCEPTioN: The MSA and STMSA do not restrict

• Advertisements that are 14 square feet or smaller, and are either outside a tobacco
retail store but on store property, or on the window of a tobacco retail store facing
outward;
• Advertisements inside a tobacco retail store that are not placed on a window facing
outward;
• Advertisements located inside an adult-0nly facility (where the operator ensures that no
minors are present);
• Outside Advertisements at the site of an adult-only facility advertising the event with a
brand name for the duration of the event, and no more than 14 days before the event;
• Billboards advertising a tobacco brand-sponsored event at the site of the event for 90
days before the initial sponsored event and 10 days after the last sponsored event; or
• Advertisements outside a tobacco manufacturing facility:.
The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by_ calling (916) 565-ti486 or by completing an
online complaint form at http~//caag.sta.te.ca.us/tobacco/con1!:ad.htm.

ENFoRCEMENr.

PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.

54. OUTDOOR .ADVERTiSING: THE STAKE ACT
California Business OJLd Professions Code Sections 22957, 22958, 22961 (STAKE Ac-0
No advertising of tobacco products, including electronic smoking devic;es, on any
outdoor billboard located within 1,000 feet of any public or private elementary, junior high,
or high school, or public playground.

.SCOPE:

ff2
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Note: This law currently is not being enforced and partially overlaps with the limits on
outdoor advertising in the Master Settlement Agreement and Smokeless Tobacco Master
Settlement Agreement. Moreover, inasmuch as the law applies to cigarettes, it may be
preempted by federal law in light of the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Lorillard Tobacco
Co. v. Reilly (see entry 56 for more information about this decision). Lorillard Tobacco Co.
v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525 (2001).
Ex:CEPTioN: This law does not prohibit a message or advertisement opposing the use of
tobacco products.
ENroRCEMENf: ·The Attorney General,

a city attorney, a county counsel, or a district attorney
may bring a civil action to enforce this section.
PENALTY: Violators are subject civil penalties according to Section 22958(d).

55. OUTDOOR ADVERTISING: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

21 United sititk~"<:oiie Secti~ns '3!13~''3.ii~'.'j~jt;_~z,-3s7F(ifj=:.: ,: ."·
21 Code ofFeitefal Regulations Secili>ki1oo~3
·

ScoPE: The Tobacco Control Act directed the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to

issue a rule regulating outdoor advertising for tobacco products by June 22, 2010. The FDA
was instructed to consider any necessary modifications to its proposed 1996 rule prohibiting
advertising (ie, billboards, posters, placards) within 1,000 feet of any public playground or
playground areas on public property ( eg, swings, seesaws, baseball diamonds, basketball
courts, public schools).
Note: In March 2010, the FDA issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking and
request for comments. 75 Fed. Reg. 13,241 (Mar. 19, 2010). At the time of publication, the
FDA had not yet issued rules about outdoor advertising.
Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court The federal district court neither upheld nor struck down the provision, instead
ruling that the issue was riot properly before the court (ie, the issue was not ripe because
the FDA had not yet issued an outdoor advertising rule). Commonwealth Brands, Inc.
D. United States, 678 F.Supp.2d 512 (W.D.Ky. 2010),.overru[ed in part on other grounds by
Discount Tobacco City & lottery v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir. 2012), cert denied,
133 S.ct:. 1996 (2013).
ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision With the help of other federal agencies and state governments .
. PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
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ScoPE The Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act (FCLAA) establishes a
comprehensive federal program governing cigarette labeling and advertising (for a
SllIIlillaYY of the FCLAA'.s warning label requirements and .its ban on television advertising,
see entries 83 and 65, respectively). In sections 1334(b} and {c); the FCLAA also contains a
preemption clause that prohibits most state and local laws and regulations from imposing
any requirements or prohibitions based on smoking and health with respect to the
advertising or promotion of cigarettes. Permissible state and local laws and regulations
must constitute "specific bans or restrictions on the time, place, and manner, but not
content, of the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes." Similarly, the Comprehensive
Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act (CSTHEA) establishes a federal program governing
smokeless tobacco labeling and advertising. In section 4406, the CSTHEA also contains a
preemption clause that prohibits state and local laws and regulations from requiring any
statements relating to the use of smokeless tobacco products and health on any package
or advertisement of a smokeless tobacco product (unless the advertisement is an outdoor
billboard advertisement).
Note: In.the 1990s, tobacco companies sued various state and local governments for
passing laws that allegedly imposed requirements or prohibitions based on smoking and
health with respect to the advertising or promotion of cigarettes. In Lorillard Tobacco
Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525 (2001), the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Massachusetts
regulation banning cigarette advertising within 1,000 feet of schools because it found that
the state regulation was preempted by the FCLAA. Note that this case preceded the FCLAA
provision allowing state and local governments to implement tirlle, place, and manner
restrictions on cigarette advertising and promotion.
Note: The FCLAA applies ·only to cigarettes. It does not preempt state and local
governments from passing laws on the basis of smokhig and health that regulate the
advertising or promotion of other tobacco products (eg, cigars, etc.). However, the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution remains an important consideration regarding the
legality of any such law.
Note: The preemption provision of the FCLAA does not apply to the Master Settlement
Agreement (MSA) because the MSA is not a state law but instead is a contract to which the
tobacco companies have voluntarily agreed to be bound.
Note: In 2012, a federal court of appeals held that the FCLAA preempted a New York
City law requiring tobacco retailers to display signs bearing graphic images showing the
adverse health effects of smoking. 23-34 9th St Grocery Corp. v. NY. C. Bd. ofHealth, 685
E3d 174 (2d Cir. 2012). The court concluded that requiring graphic warnings to be placed
64
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adjacent to produc;t displays impermissibly affected cigarette makers' promotions at retail
sites. Although this decision is not binding in California, the case may serve as guidance
for California courts examining similar issues. By contrast, a different federal court of
appeals held that the FCLM did not preempt a Providence, RI law that prohibits tobacco
retailers from accepting or redeeming coupons and multipack discounts for any tobacco
products or cigarettes. Nat'l Ass'n of Tobacco Outlets, Inc. v. City of Providence, 731 F.3d 71
(1st Cir.. 2013). The court also held that the law did not conflict with the First Amendment
rights of tobacco manufacturers or distributors because it did not prohibit these parties
from disseminating coupons or multipack offers.
Following the ruling upholding Providence's law, in November 2013 New York City adopted
a similar law that prohibits tobacco retailers from accepting or redeeming c;oupons and
multipack discounts for any tobacco products or cigarettes. This law also withstood a
challenge in federal court, on similar preemption and First Amendment grounds as the
First Circuit case. Nat'/ Ass 'n of Tobacco Outlets; Inc. v. City of New York, 27 F.Supp.3d
415 (S.D.N.Y. 2014). New York City's law also set minimum retail prices for the sale of
cigarettes, cigars, and little cigars, but this action was not at issue in the case.
Note: The CSTHEA applies only to smokeless tobacco products that contain cut, ground,
powdered, or leaf tobacco and are intended to be placed in the oral or.nasal cavity. It
does not preempt state and local governments from passing laws on the basis of smoking
and health that regulate the advertising or promotion of other tobacco products (eg,
cigars, etc.). However., the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution remains an important
consideration.regarding the legality of any such law.

.:·

ENFoRCEMENr: Aggrieved private parties (eg, tobacco companies or retailers) may bring a
cl"? action against state or local gov:ernments in court..
PENALTY:

A court will invalidate a law that it finds to be preempted by the FCLAA or CSTHEA.

57. STOREFRONT ADVERTISING
California Busin,ess and Professii>i,J."'code: Secti.ons 25612.5(c)(l), 25617, 25619
(Knowri informally as the Lee Law)
SCOPE: No more than 33 % of the square footage of windows and clear (eg, glass) doors of an
. alcohol retailer may have advertising signs of any sort, including tobacco.

Note: This law is not preempted by the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act or
the Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act (see entry 56}because it
applies generalIY to advertising of all types, not specifically to ad~ertising of cigarettes or
smokeless tobacco.
ExCEPTioN: The law applies only to retailers with an off-sale premises license to sell alcoholic

beverages.
ENFORCEMENT: This law may be enforced by the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control and by local law enforcement agencies.
wwvv.changelabsolutions.org
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PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or
imprisonment for up to 6 months.
Note: An officer who refuses or neglects to diligently prosecute persons whom they hav~
reasonable cause to believe have violated this provision is guilty of a misdemeanor under
Section 25619.

58. BLUNT WRAPS ADVERTiSlNG .

ca1tfo~1ii· $ii~iii~i'ait:d:Piiri~~i~/iJ/6~~i·~~~lion.s

.
22958(aJ, 22962 (STAKE AcQ
Ctiilforiiia Penal Ci:>fk's~ti:ioii~S08' '{~·::.~~: :.: ·::·::::-:·-·''> ..: .·
ScOPE: No person or business may place advertising for blunt wraps lower than 4 feet
above the floor. No person or business offering blunt wraps for sale may place blunt wrap
advertising within 2 feet of a candy, snack, or nonalcoholic beverage display. This law may
be enforced against a blisiness owner only and not against an employee.

Note: Blunt wraps are defined as cigar papers or cigar wrappers that are designed for
smoking or ingestion.of tobacco products and contain less than 50%. tobacco.

ENroRCEMEN1': The state Attorney General, a city atto.mey, a county counsel, or a district
attorney may bring a civil action to enforce this law.
PENALTY: Violators are subject to a civil penalty of $400 to $600 for a first violation; $900 to
$1,000 for a second violation within a 5-year period; $1,200 to $1,800 for a third violation
within a 5-year period; $3,000 to $4,000 for a foUrth violation within a 5-year period; and
$5,000 to $6,000 for a fifth or subsequent violation within a 5-year period.
Violations by one retail location are not counted against other retail locations of the same
corporation or business. Violations against a prior owner of a single franchise location are
not counted against a new owner of the same single franchise location (see entry 100 for
license-related penalties that attach to STAKE Act violations).

59. STATE BUILDING ADVERTISING
California Government Code Section 19994.35
No advertising for any product containing tobacco shall be allowed in any building
owned and occupied by the state.

SCOPE

ExcEPUoN: This law does not apply to tobacco advertising contained in a progra:a;i., leaflet,
newspaper, magazine, or other written material lawfully sold, brought, or distributed within
a state building.

-.

ENroRCEMEN'f: Not specified.
PENALTY: Not specified.

&6
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60. TRANSIT ADVERTISING
Master Settleme~{jffe~~liieiii'~~diC:~'!j{ii);ju(c)(3)(E),'!Il(d),;YIJ(c)

:~7:;~~~\~~tiJ!:~~f!f;t~~~~r~f!;ft:~!~i-se~it~~ ~cnj;·:Jn(c)(3)(E),

The settling tobacco companies are prohibited from placing to.bacco transit
advertisements, defined as advertisements on or within private or public vehicles, and
placed at, on, or within a bus stop, taxi stand, transportation waiting area, train station,
airport, or .similar location.

SCOPE:

Ex:CEPnoN: Thls prohibition does not apply to advertiSements inside an adult-only facility

(where the operator ensures that no minors are present and that the advertisements are not
visible to persons outside the facility) or to outside advertisements on the site of an adultonly facility advertising a brand-sponsored event, no more than 14 days before fue event, or
to vehicles bearing a tobacco brand name used in a brand-sponsored event.

ENroRCEMENT: The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to th~ AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at b.ttp-://caag.state.ca.us/tobacco/coutact.h.tm.
The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue ·monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion..

PENALTY:

61. CARTOON CHARACTERS
Master Settlemeizt:Agreemen'tSei:fi"o;ifir(T); fil(b), VII(c)
Smokeless· Tobacco Master Setileni"efiiXgreeinent Sections. JI(}), ·fil(b), Vll(c)
_;..

The settling tobacco companies are prohibited from using cartoons in tobacco
advertising, promoting, labeling, and packaging.

ScoPE:

ENroR.CEMENT: The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
onJine complaint form at hltp://caag..state.ca;iIB/tobacco/co:utact.h.tm..

PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. lf such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.

www.changelabsolutions.org
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52. YOUTH

TARGET~NG

Mastei'Seti:Ie'ifieitt)lgreemen"tsecti<Jmim(aJ,·.mccJ . ,

:.·::..:..

sin-<;"kili~frdliii~l!/i:'MJ$(1fiseHieliiiint~enient Secii6~'m(iij~··mccJ

SCOPE: The settling tobacco companies are prohibited from directly or indirectly targeting
· youth in tobacco advertising, promotion, and marketing, and from taking any action .
the primary purpose of which is to initiate, maintain, or increase the incidence of youth
smolting.

ENfoRCEMENT: The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at http://caag.state.ea.us/to-bacco/contact.h!m..

PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these. provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.
·

63. VIDEO GAMES

ca1iforma'1'eriai i:oJe·s~J~~~:-kois" :. =-....·

·

SCOPE: This law prohibits paid commercial advertising for alcohol and tobacco products in
· video games intended for either private use or use in a public establishment, and intended
primarily for use by any person under the age of 18 years. Paid commercial advertising
includes, for example, containers or packaging, product brand names, trademarks, or
copyrighted slogans.

Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this law
under Penal Code Section 830.1.

ENFORCEMENT:

PENALTY:

64.

Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor.

TElEVIS~ON/RAmo

· 15 United States

CIGARETTE ADVERTISING

Code Sections 1335, 1338, 1339

ScoPE: This law prohibits advertising cigarettes or little cigars (defined by weight) on
any m~um of electronic communication stib~ct to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) (such as television and radio).
ExCEPTION:

This law does not apply to regtilar size cigars.

ENFom:EMENT: The U.S. Attorney General may seek an injunction in federal collrt against
violators to prevent future violations of this law.

-.

Note: Information on filing complaints to the FCC is located on the FCC's website:
v.,1.vw.fce.gov/complaints.
68
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PEN,ALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than
$10,000.
'<'!.,

65. TELEVISION/RADIO SMOKELESS TOBACCO ADVERTISING

1s u~rea'itdt~'.(§;J~:.s~~ii~~~iiio2)4404;· '440~~ ~ ·,

,. .·. . ........-.: : -.·..~··:·-~. .-

1bis law prohibits advertising smokeless tobacco on any medium of electronic
communication subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) (such as television and radio).

SCOPE:

ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Attorney General may seek an injunction in federal court against
violators to prevent future violations of this law.
Not~: Informati~n on :filing complaints to the FCC is located on the FCC's website:
www.Ji'cc.gocv/complaints.

PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than
$10,000.

66. BAN ON MISLEADING CONSUMERS ABOUT U.S. FOOD AND
. ,DRUG-ADl\IHNlSTAATION (FDA) :ENDORSEMENTS; THE TOBACCO
·CONTROL ACT :: .·: ........
: ·· ··.·
· .. :: ..
21 Unlted States Code Setii.i,tis 3SI(ttj;..33s;-.-.f12'
ScoPE: [tis illegal to make any express or implied statement to consumers in tobacco
product labeling or through the media or advertising that would mislead consumers into
believing that a tqbacco.product is:

L Approved by the FDA;

2. Endorsed by the FDA;
3. Deemed safe by the FDA; or

4. Less harmful due to FDA regulation.
Note: This provision in the 'fobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld. Discount Tobacco City & Lottery v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir.
2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (2013). The lawsuit alleged that the ban on misleading
consumers about FDA endorsements improperly regulated speech and violated the First
Amendment.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is authorized to
enforce this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.

ENFORCEMENT:

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
www.changelabsolutions.org
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67. CONTENT DISCLOSURES TO THE PUBLIC:

.:.'THE roBAcco·,coNTROL Act:-··:.··..

,j~~i:~'dil}i~:iifi:~ii~-~j~[{Jkj:3g7J,·:38't~'::·::'. ;. :. .. .....
1s iliiittfd sta.te:si:oaiI"Setlions'1!f33;.1336;-is3li, i339 ·
: :. .. .
.. . .... ....... . .
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·.:· .
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ScoPE; The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) will deterrrtine whether
tar and nicotine yields of cigarette and tobacco products must be disclosed on all product
. packages and advertisements. If HHS decides that the levels of any other cigarette or
tobacco constituents should be disclosed to benefit the public health, the disclosure may be
·required through a product package or advertisement insert, or ]JY another approved means.
ExCEPTioN: Mandatory disclosures of yields of cigarette or tobacco constituents, other than
tar ~r nicotine, cannot appear directly on the face of any cigarette package or advertisement.

The U.S. Attomer General is authorized to enforce this provision, acting
through several U.S. attorneys. A violation is also considered an unfair or deceptive act or
practice and subject to enforcement under the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ENFORCEMENT:

Note: In April 2012, the_ FDA issued a notice establishing a list of tobacco product
constituents that the agency believes are harmful or potentially harmful to health. The
notice includes the criteria the FDA used to develop the list and the reasons the FDA may
add or remove constituents from the list. 77 Fed. Reg. 20,034 (Apr. 3, 2012). The FDA has
also issued guidance on the meaning of "harmful and potentially harmful constituents"
in the context of the list requirements. '1larmful and Potentially Harmful Constituents" in
Tobacco Products as Used in Section 904(e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
Guidance for Industry and FDA Staff (revised) (August 2016), www.fda.gov/do'i'i1I1tloads/
TobaccoProductsjLabeling/Rml.esRegulationsGu:idancejUCl\'i:241352.pdf.
_.i

PENALTY: A violation is ·considered a misde~eanor, and a conviction will subject the violator
to a fine of $10,000 or less.

68. PERMISSIBLE FORMS OF LAB EU NG AND ADVERTISING:
THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 United States Code Sections 333, 372, 387a-1, 387f(<f)
21 Code of Federal Regulations Section 1140.30(a)
SCOPE: A manufacturer, distrihgtor, or retailer must notify the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) 30 days in advance if it seeks to advertise cigarettes or smokeless
tobacco in a medium other than: in periodicals o-,: other publications; on billboards, posters,
and placards; or in promotional material such as direct mail or point-of-sale material,
including audio or video presented at the point of sale. The notice to the FDA must discuss
the extent to which the advertising or labeling may be seen by people under the age of 18.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.

ENFORCEMENT:
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Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple -yiolations ruled on in a single
proceeding.

PENALTY:

Retailers who violate this provision and hav_e a training program in place that complies with
standards developed by the FDA shall be subject to the following penalties, not to exceed:
• A warriing letter for a first violation;
$251>. for a seq:md violation within a 12-month period;
• $.500 for a third violation within a 24-Il).onth pertod;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month pertod_;
• $5,000 for a fifth viqlation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to dvil penalties not to exceed:
· • . $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for ~second viola,tion within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• · $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a siii:h or subsequent violation w:lthin a 48-month period.
Note: In June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
. money penalties and descrtbes the amount of the penalties that the FDA may assess.
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose
a "no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
. a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a
retailer incurs at least 5 .violati_<:>ns of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the.second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's S~elations occurs within 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to seek a civil money penalty or no-tobacco-·
sale order the first.time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; the FDA
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
for FDA.and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June 2014), w'o/;rw,fda.gov/dovroload.s/TohaccoPrnducits/
GllidcmceCom.plianceR.egulatoryfuformatioafUCM252955.pM.

a

,,:.:'

At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs: Until the FDA e5tablishes standards for retailer training programs,
all retailers who violate this proVision are treated as though they have an approved
retailer trainµlg progrci.m in place.. However_, until the FDA establi~hes these .standards,
www.changelabsolutions.org
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having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), V\'W\'¥.fda.gov/downloadsjTobaccoProducts/ ·
GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryinforination(UCM218906.pdf.

69 •.EQUAL TREATMENT OF RETAIL OUTJLETS:

, JHE TOBAcco·coNTROl:.ACT ·

..

21 United States Code Section~ 333, 372, 3S7m
ScoPE: The U.S. Department of Health and Human SerVices (HHS) must issue rules requiring
that retail establishments whose primary business is the sale of tobacco products must
comply with all advertising restrictions that apply to retail establish:aients accessible to
people under 18 years .of age.
Note: This provision ensures that tobacco stores are subject to the same advertising
restrictions as other retailers, such as supermarkets and convenience stores.
.

.

.

ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple vioiations ruled on in a si~gle
proceeding.
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70. SPONSORSHIP: THE MSA

~:;:J;ff1~~!~!~i!~~}:ft/e~t:t!~;~fff1}11~?c~~~-}!(ifJY@t~J;·m(cJ
ScoPE: Under the MSA and STMSA, each settling tobacco company may engage in only 1
brand name sponsorship in any 12-m:ontli period. A national or multistate se1ies or tour
(eg, Skoal Racing) will count as I brand name sponsorship. The MSA and STMSA prohibit
brand name sponsorship of events in which the intended audience is comprised of a
significant percentage of youth (significant percentage is not defined); events in which paid
contestants are un_der the age of 18; concerts; and football, basketball, soccer, baseball, or
hockey games.

The MSA and STMSA prohibit naming a stadium or arena with a brand name and prohibit
tobacco companies from paying football, basketball, baseball,· soccer, or hockey leagues in
exchange for use of a brand name.
ExCE.PTION:

The MSA and STMSA exempt the following sponsorship activities:

• Events at adult-only facilities (where minors are not present and cannot see inside);
• Vehicles bearing a brand name used in a brand-sponsored event;
• Billboards for the brand-sponsored event at the site of the event for 90 days before and
10 days after the event; and

--

.··~·

• Corporate name sponsqrship.
Note: The corporate name sponsorship exception allows sponsorship in the name of the
parent company ( eg, Altria) but not in the name of the brand ( eg, Marlboro).

ENroRCEMENr: The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at.http://ag.c:a.gov/tobacco/con.tact.php.
PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, ·or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged ·
violations through discussion.

71. SPONSORSHIP: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 United States Code Sections 333, 372, 387a·l, 387f(d)
21 Code ofFeder<ilRegulationsSectfon 1140.34(c)
ScoP.E: Manufacturers, distributors, or retailers may not directly or indirectly sponsor any
athletic, social, or cultural event, or any entry or team in any event, in the brand name,
logo, symbol, motto, selling message, recognizable color or pattern of colors, or anything
identifiable with any brand of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco.
74
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Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld. Discount Tobacco City & Lottery v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir.
2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (2013). The lawsuit alleged that the prohibition on
tobacco sponsorships improperly regulated speech and violated the First Amendment.
Manufacturers, distributors, or retailers are allowed to sponsor events in the
name of the corporation that manufactures the tobacco product if: (1) both the corporate
name and the corporation were registered and in use in the United States prior to January
1, 1995; and (2) the corporate name does not include anything identifiable with any brand of
cigarettes or smokeless tobacco.
ExCEPTION:

ENFoRCEMENr. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Servic~ is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.
PENALTY; Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations rul~d on in a single
proceeding.
Retailers who violate this provision and have a training program in place that complies with
standards developed by the U.S. Food and.Drug Administration (FDA) shall be subject to the
following penalties, not to exceed:
• A warning letter for a first violation;
$250 for a second violation~ a 12-month period;
• $500 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• · $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:
• $250 for a first violation.
• $500 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation within a 24-rrionth period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-month period; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period.
Note: 1n June 2014, the FDA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
money p'enalties and describes the amount of the penalties that the FDA may assess.
If a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose
a '"no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
a specified period. The FDA interprets '"repeated violation" to mean the following: a
www.changelabsolutions.org
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retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within a 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to seek a civil money penalty or no--tobaccosale order the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer; th~ FDA
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
for FVA and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Orders for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June 2014), www.fda..gov/downloadsfTobaccoProduds/
GrudanceComplianceRegulatoryillfo.nnatlom/UCM252955.pdf.
At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs. Until the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,
all retailers who violate this provision are treated.as though they have an approved
retailer training program in place.. However, until the FDA establishes these standards,
having a trainlllg program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), www.fda.gov/do'WilloadsfTobaccoProdrrcts/
GmdanceComplianceRegulatoryfuformatiol\l.(U0\1218906.pdf.

72. BRAND NAME MERCHANDISE ...
Master sefiieiii~~{Ji/i~~me'TifSectiaii·m(!);fii(~j(ij(CJ; :Tji(c) .
Smokeless· TobacciiMasierSei:tlement Agreement Sections fil(!), fil(c)(!J)(!J), Vll(c)
ScoPE: The settling tobacco companies are prohibited from selling or distributing apparel
(eg, hats, T-shirts) or other merchandise that bears a tobacco product brand name.

These provisions do not apply to apparel or other merchandise distributed or
sold by a third party at the site of a brand name sponsorship, under limited circumstances.
These provisions do not apply to coupons or other items used ]Jy adults solely in connection
with the purchase of tobacco products; and do not apply to ~pparel or other merchandise
used within an adult-only facility that is not distributed (by sale or otherwise) to any
memher of the general public..
ExCEPTION:

ENroRCEMENT! The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at http://caiag.state.ca.u..."f'tohacco/contact.htm.

PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or.stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged·
violations through discussion.
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73. BRAND NAME UMITAT&ONS

Maste'f.-'s"fiitleiii.~iitAfit"eemi!ntSecti.oiis)ii(jj>:;V:rr(cJ .....:· ..

smoket'liS~t~b·ftcfii'-MiiSier seitt~iii~'fiiA;reefi&fit·se~fi.'dks'Iil(j]~··mccJ ·
ScoPE: Brands of the settling tobacco comp.anies may not be named after any nationally
recognized brand or trade name of a non-tobacco product or any nationally recognized
sports team, entertainment group, or celebrity.

ENFoRCEMENT: The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at http://caag.state.ca.us/tobacco/contact.htm.

PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.

74•.BRAND NAME lU\UTATIONS: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 u~ited si~!~Y:rii1{s~~ito'J/~:3"33;.;ti'f27ss'iiii :·:·,::=,· .... :
21 Code ·ofFedi?.'r01Regalati.onsSei:tioii: ii4o~·16(~)_.: "
ScoPE: Brands of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco may not include a trade or brand name of
a non-tobacco product.

ExCEPTioN: This provision does not apply to a tobacco product whose trade or brand name
was both a tobacco product and a non-tobacco product that were sold in the United States
on January 1, 1995.
ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is _authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiI>le violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.

-.
--·

Note: In May 2010, after the U.S. Food.and Drug Administration (FDA) became aware
of concerns regarding the constitutionality of this provision, the FDA announced
how it would exercise its enforcement discretion with respect to 21 Code of Federal
Regulations Section 1140.16(a). Guidance for Industry and FDA Start Enforcement
Policy Concerning Certain Regulations Restricting the Sale and Distribution of Cigarettes
and Smokeless Tobacco (May 2010), Vlrww.fda.gov/efowr:IoadsffobaccoProduci:s/
GuidanceComp1i.anceRegmatory!nformationfUCM2rn766.pdf. The FDA voluntarily
suspended enforcement of this provision while the rule is unqer consideration as long
as (1) the trade or brand name of the cigarettes or smokeless tobacco product was
regist;ered, or the product was marketed, in the United State,s on or before June 22, 2009;
.or (2) the first marketing or registration in the United States of the tobacco product
v.rwvv.changelabsolutions.org
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occurs before the first marketing or registration in the United States of the non-tobacco
product bearing the same name, as long as the tobacco and non-tobacco product are
not owned, manufactured, or distributed by the same, related, or affiliated entities. On
November 17, 2011, the FDA published a proposed rule to amend Section 1140_16(a)-.
76 Fed. Reg. 71,281 (No".. 17, 2011). The FDA noted that it was aware of concerns
raised by the current rule, including its constitutionality, _and that, after considering
those concerns, it was proposing to narrow the scope of the rule. At the time of
publication, the proposal was pending and the FDA's enforcement discretion policy in
its 2010 guidance w;as still in effect. Guidance for Industry: Compliance With Regulations
Restricting the Sa.le and Distribution of Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco to Protect
Children and Adolescents (Aug. 2013), WV\-w.Jid.a.gov/d.ow:nloadsffobaccoProdacts/
GmdanceCo:mpliauceRegnlatoryfufo~ation.flJCM248241.pdf.

75. PRODUCT.PLACEMENT

Mast~?setiiem~'ut Aweeineni seclti>~~::m(~J~·:Vii(c)

. .. ....

Smokelci.s :tobacco Ma;ter-Seii:lenieizt Agreement SeC:tfoJ;s iti(e), · VII(c)

ScoPE: The settling tobacco companies may not pay for product placement in movies,
television, theater, video games, music videos, concerts, or other performances.
ExCEPTioN: These provisions do not apply to media shown in an adult-only facility (where

the operator ensures that no minors are present), media not intended for distribution to
the public, or instructional media concerning non-conventional cigarettes if viewed only by
adult smokers.

ENroRCEME?IT; The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at http://eaag.state.ca.us/tobatcco/contact.htm.
PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.

76. SAMPLES, COUPONS} AND PROMOTfONAL OFFERS~
CAUFOR.NIA. LAW
CalfforniaHealth and Safety Code Section 118950
California Code ofRegulations Title 18, Secti.on 4081

ScoPE: Free or nominal-cost cigarettes or smokeless to~acco products (oi: coupons, coupon
offer!!, rebate offers, gift certificates, gift cards, or "other similar offers" for such products)
may not be distributed on public grounds or on private grounds that are open to the public.

Note: An example of public grounds is a state-0wned or county-owned fairground. Examples
of private grounds that are open to the public are most racetracks or retail outlets.

!8
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Note: Every package of legally issued samples must be clearly marked as a sample
and must contain the wording "Not for sale. Applicable state tax has been paid." Local
governments may pass local laws that are stricter than the state law.
Note: Many local jurisdictions in California have adopted ordinances prohibiting tobacco
product sampling. In addition, at the time of publication, at least 2 local jurisdictions
outside of California-Providence, RI, and New York City-had adopted a prohibition
on redeeming tobacco product coupons and multipack discounts. The Providence, RI,
ordinance was challenged ih federal court and upheld in Nat'l Ass 'n of Tobacco Outlets,
Inc. v. City of Providence, 731 F.3d 71 (1st Cir. 2013), and the New York City ordinance was
similarly challenged in federal court and upheld. Nat'l Ass'n of Tobacco Outlets, Inc. v. City
of New York, 27 F.Supp:3d 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2014).
Ex:CEPTioN: This law applies only to cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products (eg, it does
not apply to cigars). The law exempts product samples, coupons, coupon offers, rebate
offers, gift certificates and gift cards in connection with the sale of another item, including
tobacco products, lighters, magazines, or newspapers.

The law does not apply to locations where minors are prohibited by law or to public
grounds leased for a private function where minors are denied access to the private
function by a peace officer·or licensed security guard. Nor does the law apply to a separate
distribution area on private property that is open to the public where minors are d'enied
access by a peace officer or licensed security guard. However, the area must be enclosed so
as to prevent persons oµtside the area from seeing the distribution unless they undertake
unreasonable efforts to see inside·the area.
ENFORCEMENT:

The state Attorney General may enforce this law.

Violators are liable for a civil penalty of not less ·than $200 for a. first item
distributed, $500 for a second item, and $1,000 for each item after that. EaCh distribution of
a single package, coupon, coupon offer, gilt certificates, gift cards, or other similar offers, or
rebate offer to an individual member of the general public in violation of this section shall be
considered a separate violation.

PENAL"IY:

California Business and Professions Code Sections 17534, 17535, 17537.3
Free samples of smokeless tobacco products may not be distributed within a 2-block
radius qf any premises or facility whose primary purpose is directed toward persons under
the age of 21, including schools, clubhouses, and youth centers, when those premises are
being used for their primary purposes.
SCOPE:

Promotional offers of smokeless tobacco that require proof of purchase are prohibited
unless the offer states that it is not available to individuals under 21 years of age. Mail-in and
telephone requests for promotional offers must include appropriate efforts to ensure that
tli.e person is at least 21 years old, such as asking for the purchaser's birth date.
Mailing unsoli.cited samples of smokeless tobacco as part of an advertising program is
prohibited (see entry 42 for more information. on home delivery of unsolicited tobacco
products).
www.changelabsolutions.org
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ENFORCEMENT: Local law enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this
-law under California Penal Code Section 830.1. Actions for injunction may be brought by the
state Attorney General, district attorney, county counsel, city attorney, city prosecutor, or a
private individual.
PENALTY: Violators (which can be a person, firm, corporation, partnership or association or
any employee or agent thereof) are guilty of a misdemeanor.

77. SAMPLES, COUPONS, AND PROMOTfiONAL OFFERS:
.=:::· :·
.
MSA/STMSA·:.-- .

Mast~i-'settlerii~~PAii~~ihi!it.-~~~ti~iiimGiJYrii(cJ :...·· :::: .:.·

sm'Okeless=ihbaldfMaster-Seiti.eilient-.Agree#i.~ii.ts~~iions.1H(g), VIJ(cJ

ScoPE: The settling tobacco companies are prohibited from distributing free samples of
cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products.
This prohibition does not apply to the distribution of tobacco products in an
adult--0nlyfacility (where the operator ensures that no minors are present). Nor does this.
prohibition apply to tobacco products provided to adults in exchange for proof of purchase
or through special promotioµs such as "2-for-l" offers, or for consumer testing.

ExCEPTION:

ENroRCEMENT: The ~tate Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.
Suspected violations can be reported to theAG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complaint form at http://caag.state.ea.us/tobacco/con.tact.htrrt.

PENALTY: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctioll.s. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.
·

78. SAMPLES: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 United States Code Sections 333, 372~--387a-1, 387f(d)
21 Code ofFedeialRegul.ations Sections 1100.3, 1140.16(4)
ScoPE: Manufacturers, distributors, and retailers may not distribute (or cause to be
distributed) free samples of to baccb products (for more information about products newly
covered by the deeming rule, see the overview on page 7).
Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld. Discount Tobacco City & Lottery v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir.
2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (2013)- The lawsuit alleged that the prohibition on
tobacco sponsorships improperly regulated speech and violated the First Amendment.
ExCEPTioN: This prohibition does not apply to the distribution of free samples of smokeless
tobacco in a qualified adUit-Only facility (QAf), but an adult consumer may only leave with I .
package (15 grams) of smokeless tobacco. A QAF must:
80
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L Have a law enforcement officer present to check photo ID and ensure that access is
limited only to adult.s;

2. Be a temporary structure created for the purpose of distributing free samples of
smokeless tobacco;
·

3. Be enclosed by a barrier that prevent.s people from out.side the facility from seeing
inside the facility unless they make an unreasonable effort to do so;

4_ Not sell, serve, or distribute alcohol;
:-

5_ Not be located adjacent to or imm.ediat~ly across from an area used primarily for youthoriented marketing, promotional, or other activities; and
6. Not have exterior advertising other than brand names in conjunction With a word to
. identify the QAF.
QAFs are not permitted at any football, basketball, baseball, soccer, or hockey event. The
Secretary of Health and Human Services has the authority to add additional types of events
to this list in the future.
Note: The QAF exception is limited to smokeless tobacco products that contain cut,
ground, powdered, or leaf tobacco and that are intended to be placed in the oral or nasal
cavity.
Note: This provision does not affect the authority of a state or local government to
prohibit or otherwise restrict the ~stribution of free samples of smokeless tobacco.
ENfoRCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state government.s.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
Retailers who violate this provision and have a training program in place that complies with
standards developed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) shall be subject to the
following penalties, not to exceed:
• Awaming letter for a first violation;
• $250 for a second violation within a 12-month period;
• $500 for a third violation within a 24-month period;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation within a 24-month period;
$5,000 for a fifth violation Within a 36-month period; and
•· $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48-month period .

Retailers who violate this provision and do not have an approved training program in place
shall be subject to civil penalties not to exceed:

www.changelabsolutions.org
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• $250 for a first violation;
• $500 for a second violation Within a 12-month period;
• $1,000 for a third violation within a 24-month petiod;
• $2,000 for a fourth violation Within a 24-month period;
• $5,000 for a fifth violation within a 36-mo11th petiod; and
• $10,000 for a sixth or subsequent violation within a 48--month period.
Note: In Jurie 2014, the FOA updated its guidance regarding Tobacco Control Act
penalties. The guidance discusses the procedures that apply if the FDA seeks civil
money J>enalties and describes the amount of the. penalties that the FDA may assess.
lf a retailer has "repeated violations" of the Tobacco Control Act, the FDA may impose
a "no-tobacco-sale order" prohibiting the retailer from selling tobacco products for
a specified period. The FDA interprets "repeated violation" to mean the following: a
· retailer incurs at least 5 violations of the Tobacco Control Act, each of the retailer's 5
violations represents the second or subsequent violation of a particular requirement,
and each of the retailer's 5 violations occurs within a 36-month period. The FDA
states that it generally does not intend to seek a civil money penalty or no-tobacco-sale order the first time an inspection identifies violations by a retailer, the FDA
instead intends to send the retailer a warning letter after the first violation. Guidance
for FDA and Tobacco Retailers: Civil Money Penalties and No-Tobacco-Sale Ordeis for
Tobacco Retailers (Revised) (June 2014), 'lvww.fda.gov/downloadsffobaccoProdu.ctsi
GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryinfm:mationfUCM252S55.pdf.

At the time of publication, the FDA had not yet established standards for retailer
training programs. UD;til the FDA establishes standards for retailer training programs,
all retailers who violate this provision are treated as though they have an approved
retailer training program in place. However, until the FDA establishes the5e standards,
having a training program in place can nevertheless lead the FDA to further reduce the
penalty for violations of the Tobacco Control Act. Guidance for Industry: Tobacco Retailer
Training Programs (Revised) (June 2014), w-ww.fd.a..gov/d.ownloadsffoba.c.coProdu.cts/
GuidanceComplianceRe.,~toryllnfo:rmatian/UCM218906.!))df..
=-.:...

79. P.ROOF-OF PURCHASE GIFTS
0

Master Settlement Agreement Sections fil(h), VH(c)
Smokeless Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement Secti.ons m(h), Yll(c)
ScoPE: The settling tobacco compani~ are prohibited from giving gifts in exchange for the
purchase of a tobacco product (including coupons or credits for a purchase) unless the
recipient provides sufficient proof that he or she is an adult (eg, a photocopy of a driver's
license or other government-issued ID card).

g-z
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ENF'oRCEMENT: The state Attorney General (AG) is authorized to enforce these provisions.

Suspected violations can be reported to the AG by calling (916) 565-6486 or by completing an
online complafut form at http~//caag.state.ca.us/tobacco/cont:act.htm..
PENA.I.TI: The AG may seek a court order to enforce these provisions or stop a violation of
the provisions. H such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion.

80. LOTTERY
26 United.Stii.tiiiC~de'Sections
5723(c), 5762(b)
.
.
SCOPE: Nothing that is or represents a ticket, chance, share, or an interest in a lottery shall
be placed in or on any package of tobacco products, processed tobacco; or cigarette papers
or tubes.

ENFORCEMENT: Not sp~cifi.ed.
PENAL'IT: For each offense, violators are subject to a fine of up to $1,000 and/or
imprisonment for up to 1 year.

.:·

81. SALE AND DISTRIBUJION OF NON~TOBA.CCO ITEMS OR
SER\flCEs':..THE·TOBACCO :CONTROL ACT

21 udited siilies coa~'sifr:tt6~s'333,·3t2}38i~~1 ... ::
21 Code of Federal Regulllti6izs Sections iioo.3, ·1i4o.!i4(a)
Manufacturers and distributors of imported cigarettes or smokeless tobacco may not
directly or indirectly market, license, distribute, or sell any item or service bearing anything
identifiable with any brand of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco, such as the brand name,
·
logo, symbol, motto, or recognizable color or pattern of colors.

SCOPE:

Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld.. Discount Tobacco City &Lottery v. United Staies, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir.
2012), cert d~nied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (20 i3). The lawsuit alleged that the prohibition on
the use of cigarette and smokeless tobacco branding improperly regulated speech and
violated the Frrst Amendment. ·
ExCEPTioN: This provision does not apply to the marketing of cigarettes, smokeless tobacco,
or roll-your-own tobacco. This provision does not apply to manufacturers of domestic .
cigarettes or smokeless tobacco.

ENroRCEMENI': The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal ~encies and state governments.

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision ~hall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
\'l'WV\~.changelabsolutions.org
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82. JOINT MARKETeNG: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

21 United
·.::··

stares· Codi/Section'!i321 (rr),-,333; 372

SCOPE: A tobacco product may not be marketed with any other product regulated by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), including a drug, food, cosmetic, medical device, or
dietary supplement.

Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal
court and upheld. C~mmonwealth Brands, Inc. D. United States, 678 f.Supp.2d 512 (\v.D:Ky.
2010), overruled in part on other grounds by Discount Tobacco CiJ:y & Lottery v. United
States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir. 2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (2013). The lawsuit alleged
that the prohibition on joint marketing improperly regulated speech and violated the First
Amendment.
ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with. the help of other federal agencie5 and state governments.
.

.

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
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83. CIGARETTE WARNING LABELS
15 United States (:ode:Secti.ons 1333, '1334; 1338, 1339
Under the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act, cigarettes may not be
manlifactured, packaged, or imported for sale or distribution unless they bear one of ·
the Surgeon Gener<).l's warning labels. It is also· illegal for manufacturers or importers to
advertise cigarettes without one of the warning labels.

ScOPE:

Note: State and local governments may not create additional cigarette label :varnmg
requirements beyond those required by federal law.

ENroRCEMENr: The U.S. Federal Trade Commission is responsible for approving labeling
plans. The U.S. Attorney General may seek an injunctio,n in federal court against violators to
prevent future violations of this law or restrain current violations.
PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than
$10,000.

21 United States Code Section 387n
15 uii.ited States..i:oae'Siiciions 1333; =i.3'36, 1338, 1339
Sc:oPE: All cigarette packages made, sold, or distributed within the United States, and
all related advertising and marketing, shall be required to bear I of 9 specified warnings
regarding associated health risks. The warning labels must adhere to placement and
typography restrictions. (For example, the warnings must cover the top 50% of front and
rear panels of cigarette packages, and must cover at least 20% of a newspaper, magazine,
or poster advertisement and be in the predominant language of the publication.) The
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) can make changes to the warning
label requirements upon a finding that such a change would promote greater public
understanding of the risks associated with the use of tobacco products.

......

Note: HHS issued regulations on June 22, 2011, specifying that the warning labels
would include 9 specific graphic images and 9 printed warnings depicting the negative
consequences of smoking. The graphic warning label requirements were scheduled to go
into effect in September 2012; however, the warning label requirement was the subject
of 2 separate lawsuits .. Two federal appellate courts issued conflicting rulings regarding
the constitutionality of the graphic warning label requirement. The Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit held that the label requirement did not violate tobacco companies'
First Amendment rights, finding that the graphic warnings were reasonably related to the
government's interest in preventing consumer deception. Discount Tobacco City & Lottery
_v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir. 2012), cert. denied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (2013). By contrast,
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia held that the warning labels proposed
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) violated tobacco companies' First
Amendment rights, finding that the government failed to show that the labels would lower
smoking rates. RJ Reynolds Tobacco Co. u. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012). On March
14, 2013, the U.S. Department of Justice declined to appeal the D.C. Circuit ruling. The FDA
~&
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indicated that it will develop a second set of iabels that will address the issues identified
by the court As a result, the agency indefinitely postponed implementation of the graphic
warning labels.
This provision does not apply to tobacco products other than cigarettes or
to foreign distribution of cigarettes. A retailer of cigarettes will not be in violation if the
packaging contains a warning label, was supplied by a licensed manufacturer or distributor,
and was not m~terially altered by the· retailer.

Ex:CEPTION:

The U.S. Attorney General is authorized to enforce this provision, acting
through several U.S. attorneys. A violation is also considered an unfair or deceptive act or
practice and subjeet to enforcement under the Federal Trade Commission Act..

ENFORCEMENT:

PmALrr. A violation is considered· a misdemeanor, and a conviction will subject the violator
to a fine of $10,000 or less.
Note: In another ruling involving the First .Anie:i;idm~nt, a federal court of appeals affirmed
the text of several corrective statements that tobacco companies are required to publish
in various media outlets. United States u. Philip Morris USA Inc., 801 F.3d 250, 254 (D.C.
Cir. 2015). After years of litigation, the companies were ordered to publish the corrective
statements once the court found that the companies deceived the public regarding the
addictiveness and health effects of smoking. Frnding that these corrective statements were
factual and uncontroversial, the appeals court rejected the companies' arguments that the
statements violated their First Amendment rights. Examples of the statements that were
finally approved on remand include "Smoking is highly addictive" and 'There is no safe
cigarette." United States u. Philip Morris USA Inc., No. CA 99-2496 (D.D.C. Feb. 8, 2016). The
statements must be published on the date when all possible appeals are exhausted. At
the time of publication, the parties were still submitting changes to the statements at the
district court; further appeals are unknown.

--.
84. TOBACCO PRODUCT LABELS AND ADVER"fiSiNG WARNINGS:
THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT .
21 United States Code Section 387a(b), 387c;·387n, 387f(d)
Code ofFederal Regulations Sections 1143.3(a), (b)

2~

ScoPE: As of May 10, 2018, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) deeming rule
requires a nicotine addictiveness warning on all packages and advertisements for cigarette
tobacco, roll-your-own tobacco, and covered tobacco products (other than cigars), such
as pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvables, electronic nicotine delivery systems
containing anything made or derived from tobacco (see the overview on page 7 for more
information about the FD.A's deeming rule). For covered tobacco products that do not
contain nicotine, manufacturers must submit a self-certific<!-tion to the FDA and their
products must bear a warning label that reads as follows: "This product is made from
tobacco." These warnings must adhere to placement and typography restrictions. As of·June
11, 2018, all distribution of products without such wai-nings must stop.
\WVW.changelabsolutions.org
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Note: .As of May 10, 2018, all packaged tobacco products are also subject to origin labeling
requirements (see entry 52 for more information).
ExCEPTioNS: If a product package is too small or otherwise unable to accommodate a label,
it is exempt from these requirements only if the required information or label appears on
the carton or other outer container or wrapper. ff the carton, outer container, or wrapper
does not have sufficient space to display the information, the required information may be
located on.a tag permanently affixed to the package.
These provisions do not apply to cigars· or tobacco products sold outside the United States.
A retailer of tobacco products will not be in violation of this provision il the packaging
contains a warning label; was supplied _by a licensed manufacturer, importer, or distributor;
and was not materially altered by the retailer.
E.NroRCEMENT: The

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.

85. SMOKELESS TOBACCO WARNING LABELS
15 United Stai~ Code Sections 4402, 4404/4405
ScoPE: Smokeless· tobacco products may not be manufactured, packaged, or imported for

sale or distribution unless they bear one of the warning labels listed in the law. It is also
illegal for manufacturers, packagers, or importers to advertise smokeless tobacco products
without one of the warning labels.
ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Federal Trade Commis.sion (FTC) is responsible for approving
labeling plans. The U.S. Attorney General or the FTC may seek an injunction in federal court
against violators to prevent future violations of this law.

PEN.Al.TY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than
$10,000.

. 86. Sh\(iOKELESS TOBACCO LABEL AND ADVERTISiNG WARNl.NGS:
THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
·~

..

21 United States Code Section 387n
15 United States Code Sections 4402, 4404, 4405
21 Code ofFederal Regulations Section 1143.3(a)
ScoPE: All smokeless tobacco product packages made, sold, or distributed within the United
States must bear 1 of 4 specified warnings regarding associated health risks:

• WARNING: This product can cause mouth cancer.
88
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• WARNING: This product can cause gum disease and tooth loss.
" WARNING: This product is not a safe alternative fo cigarettes.
• WARNING: Smokeless tobacco is addictive.
The warning labels must adhere to placement and typography restrictions. The
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services can make changes to the warning
label requirements upon a finding that such a change would promote greater public
understanding of the risks associated with the use of smokeless tobacco products.
Note: As of May 10, 2018, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's (FD.Ns) deeming rule
also requiies nicotine warning labels for covered smokeless tobacco products (see
entry 85 for more information about these labels; see the overtj.ew on page 7 for more
information about the FDA's deeming ruie).
·
·
Note: As of May 10, 2018, all packaged tobacco products are also subject to origin labeling
requirements (see entry 52 for more information).
Note: This provision in the Tobacco Control Act, among others, was challenged in federal·
court and upheld. Discount Tobacco City & Lottery u. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir.
2012), cert denied, 133 S.Ct. 1996 (2013). The lawsuit alleged that the required tobacco
label and advertising warnings improperly regulated speech and violated the First
Amendment.
This provision does not apply to tobacco products other than smokeless tobacco.
or to foreign distribution of smokeless tobacco ·products. A retailer of smokeless tobacco
will not be in violation if the packaging contains a warning label, was supplied by a licensed
manufacturer or distributor; and was no1; materially altered by the retailer:.

E:x:CEPTION:

J:..

ENFORCEMENT: The U.S. Attorney General is authorized to enforce this provision, acting
through several U.S. attorneys: A violation is also considered an unfair or deceptive act or
practice and subject to enforcement under the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PENALrr. A violation is considered a misdemeanor, and a conviction will subject the violator
to a.fine of $10,000 or less.

87. C!GAR WARNfNG LABELS
FTC Agreements, File Numbers 0023199--00023205

ScoPE: Pursuant to agreements between the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FfC) and the
7 largest cigar companies (comprising approximately 95% of the U.S. cigar market), every
signing company's cigar packages and advertisements in the United States must clearly and
prominently display 1 of 5 Surgeon General's health warnings listed in the agreement.

Note: For more information about this agreement, see the FTC's website at
www..fte..go-v/news-e:ven.ts/presS:-release.s/2U(M1/(J;6/ftc-ann.ounces-settlements-reqtilling-

cllsclosu1.-e:c:]gm--health-risks.
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ENFoRCEMENT:

The ITC is charged with enforcing this agreement.

PENALTY: Not specified.
California Health and Safety Code Secti.ons 104550-104552
......:.·....
:· :
.. .
ScoPE: Cigar mam?-facturers or importers must label each retail package of cigars with one of
the warnings listed in the la,w. Disp1ay boxes or containers used to sell individual cigars must
be clearly labeled.

:~::.

Note; The state Attorney General (AG) has agreed that any cigar company that signed
an agreement with the FTC regarding warning labels and that remains in compliance
with terms of that agreement is deemed to be in compliance with Health and Safety Code
Sections 1045Sa-:.104552.
ExCEPTION: Warning labels are not.required on the cellophane wrappers, tubes, or similar
wrappings in which individual cigars are sold.
ENFORCEMENT: A~tions

to enforce this section may be brought by the AG, any' district
attorney, any city attorney of a city with a population greater than 750,000, or, with
permission of the district attorney, by a city prosecutor in any city having a full...time city
prosecutor.

PENALTY: Violators are subject to a civil penalty up to $2,500 per day for each violation.

·21 United States Code Sections 387a(b), 387c, 387f(d)
21 Code ofFederal RegulationsSecti.ons·ii43~S(a:); {b)
As of May IO, 2018, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) deeming rule
requires warning labels on all cigar packaging and advertisements (see the overview on page
. 7 for more information about the FDA's deeming rule). As of June 11, 2018, all distribution
of products without the requisite warnings must stop. For cigars sold individually without
packaging, the warning statements must be displayed at all points of sale as of May 10, 2018.
·All package warnings and signs must adhere to placement and typography restrictions.
Packages must bear 1 of these 6 warnings:
SCOPE:

• WARNING: Cigar smoking can cause cancers of the mouth and throat, even if you do not
inhale.
• WARNING: Cigar smoking can cause lung cancer and heart disease.
• WARNING: Cigars are not a safe alternative to cigarettes.
• WARNING: Tobacco smoke increases the risk oHung cancer and heart disease, even in
nonsmokers.·
• WARNING: Cigar use while pregnant can harm you and your baby; or SURGEON
GENERAL WARNING: Tobacco Use Increases the Risk of Infertility, Stillbirth and Low
Birth Weight.
• WARNING: This product contains nicotine. Nicotine is an addictive chemical.
2W
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By May 10, 2017, or 12 months before advertising or commercially marketing cigars
(whichever is later), retailers, manufacturers, importers, and distributors must submit plans
to the FDA for the rotation and distribution of these warnings.
Note: As of May 10, 2018, all pack.aged tobacco products are also
. requirements (see entry 52 for more information).

~ubject to

origin labeling

ExCEPTioNs: A ret~er of tobacco products will not be in violation of this provision if the
.product packaging was supplied by a licensed manufacturer, importer, or distributor,
contains a warning label; and was not materially altered by the retailer.
ENFoRCEMENT: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.

PENALTY:

Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a Civil penalty of up to

$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 ni.illion for multiple violations ruled on in a single

proceeding.

8&. E=CiGARETIE AND OTHER UQUID NICOTINE EXPOSURE
WARNGNGS.

..- ..·· ...

.· ...

Adv~ce Noti.ce of Propbsed Ji6:i;f;_i:£~ -~;: (id~e:·~;P~~~ifilRegalati.ons Pares il oo, ·
1140, and1143
,.·
-.. .
: .. :."."·
21 Code of Federal Regalati.ons Secti~-;,_s·i1do.s; ii4ii.14(b)"
Scon:: In July 2015, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued an.

advance notice of proposed ruleri:J.akh1g about new packaging requirements for
liquid nicotine, nicotine-containing e-liquid(s), and other tobacco products. The
age;ncy requested information about possible nicotine exposure warnings and
child-resistant packaging for these products, and potentiailyfor novel tobacco
products .like dissolvables, lotions, gels, and drinks. At the time of publication, the
FDA had issued only an advance notice of proposed rulemaki.n~. The docket for the
advance notice and request for comments is available at_>\rww.regttlati.olllS.gov/
documenflD=IDA-26"15-N-!514-009>0.

As of May 10, 2018, the FDft:s deeming rule requires nicotine warning iabeis for parts
of electronic nicotine delivery systems containing anything made or deiived from
tobacco (see entry 84 for more information about these labels; see the overview on
page 7 for mor-c; informa:U.on about the FD A's deeming rule).
Note: .A.s of July 26, 2016, the Child Nicotine Poisoning Prevention Act regulates
the pac.ls:agrng of liquid nicotine, but it is not intended to iimit or otherwise affect
the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hun1an Services to regulate, issue
guidance ou, or take action regarding any nicotine-related products (see entry
45 for more information). The Act makes ft clear that the FDA can move.forward
with th.is advance notice of proposed.rUlemaking and vvifa any other regulations

www.changelabsolutions.org
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regarding the manufacture, marketing, sale, distribution, importation, or packaging
of nicotine-related products.
ENFORCEMENT:

Not specified.

PENALTY: Not specified.
.:.:·.

~
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89. FEDERAL TOBACCO TAX
26 United States Code-Sectiorfs·5701-5704, 5761-5763

-·
.-,...

ScoP.E: The manufacturer or importer of tobacco products shall pay taxes in the amount
specified for each type of tobacco product, including cigars, cig~ettes, smokeless tobacco,
pipe tobacco, and roll-your-own tobacco. The taxes on all tobacco products increased on
April 1, 2009. The federal tax on cigarettes is now $1.01per20 pack. The federal taxes on
cigars and smokeless tobacco are calculated according to weight.
ExcEPTioN: There are 4 categories of exemptions from the federal tobacco tax: tobacco
furnished for employee use or experimental purposes; certain tobacco products transferred
or removed from domestic factories and export warehouses; certain tobacco products
released from customs custody; and tobacco products exported and retlimed.
ENFORCEMENT:

The federal tax laws are enf~rced by federal law enforcement. agencies.

Note: In July 2012, Congress amended the federal Internal Revenue Code's definition

of "manufacturer of tobacco products." The revised definition adds retailers who, for
commercial purposes, provide consumers with access to roll-your-own tobacco machine~.
These retailers now must pay the same federal excise taxes and comply with the same
permitting processes as mass manufacturers. The amendment closes a tax loophole
retailers that allowed consumers to use high-speed machines to produce cartons
of cigarettes that were similar to other mass-produced cigarettes. A "manufacturer of
tobacco products" does not include a person who sells a roll-your-own tobacco machine
to a consumer for personal home use.
···

·for

Note: The federal tax status of the entity that provides consumers with access to roll-your-

own tobacco machines (ie, nonprofit vs. for-profit) is not relevant in determining whether
the entity is providing that access for a "commercial purpose." Federal tax liability can
apply to "nonprofit" organizations and "social clubs" that make these machines available.
Enforcement Efforts in Connection with Cigarette-Making Machmes (Aug. 2013), 1'¥-virw.ttb.
go:v/anuoBlI!icementsjttb-anmnm.cemen.t-ciga:retl:e-makillg-machmes-rum.cmm::ement.pdf.

PENALTY: There are a range of civil and criminal penalties that attach to a failure to comply
with the federal tobacco tax laws. In addition, any property intended for use in violating the
federal tobacco tax laws is subject to forfeiture.

90. REPORTING

REO.U~REMENTS~

THE JENKlNS ACT

15 United States Code Sections 375-378

Sco:PE: The Jenkins Act applies to cigarette and smokeless tobacco sellers who ship or
advertise to buyers in another state who are not distributors. Such sellers must make 2
filings with the state into which they are shipping or advertising. First, sellers must file their
name and address. Second, sellers must file a monthly report documenting every shipment

34
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into the state. The report must include the name and address of each buyer, the brand, and
the quantity shipped.
ENFORCEMENT: The Jenkins Act may be enforced by federal law enforcement agencies.

Note: Courts in 2 states have held that state law enforcement agencies may bring a
civil ~ction to enforce the Jenkins Act reporting requirements. See Washington v. WWW.
Dirtcheapcigs.com, Inc., 260 F. Supp. 2d 1048, I 053-55 (WO. Wash. 2003); Angelica Co. v.
Goodman, 276 N.Y.S.2d 766, 769 (1966). California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.10
authorize5 the state of Califomfa to sue to enforce the Jenkins Act to the e:x:tent not
expressly prohibited by federal law:
Violators are ~ubject to criminal pemtlties of up to 3 years imprisonment. Violators
are also subject to civil penalties in an amount not to exceed the greater of $5,000 for.a first
violatioff and $10,000 for a subsequent violation, or 2 % of their gross sales of cigarettes or. ·
smokeless tobacco during the 1-year period ending on the date of the violation.
PENALTY:

91. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: THE PACT ACT
15 United States·i:Ode·Sections 375, ·316a;.377, 378 · :· · ..:/:::
.... .: .:::-::.: ..:·........
.-:: ·
..
.:..::·.: .·· .: . :
18 United Stiites Code Section 1716E ··
ScoPE: The Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking Act (the PACT Act) requires cigarette or
smokeless tobacco product sellers to make the filings specified in the Jenkins Act with the
U.S. Attorney General, who will compile a list of delivel)'.' sellers that have not registered or
not complied with this law:. Common carriers ( eg, UPS, FedEx) are prohibited from delivering
packages for.delivery sellers that are on the list.

ENfoRCEMENT: The U.S. Attorney General shall administer and enforce this·chapter.
Violators are subject to criminal penalties of up to 3 years imprisonment.. Violators
are also subject to civil penq.lties in an amount not to exceed the greater of $5,000 for a first
vi~latiori and $10,000 for a subsequent violation, or 2% of their gross sales of cigarettes or
smokeless tobacco during the 1-year period ending on the date of the violation.

.PENALTY:

Common carriers or other delivery services that intentionally violate the new law are
subject to civil pen<!Ities in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for a first violation and $S,OOO for
any violation
1 year of a prior violation.
·

withirr

92. CAUFORN!A STATE TOBACCO TAX
California Revenue and Taxati.on Code Sections 30001-30483
California Health and Safety Code Sections 104350-104480, 104500-104545,
1301()0-130155 .

ScoPE: Under the Cigarette and Tobacco Products Tax Law, California imposes 4 taxes on the
distribution of cigarettes and other tobacco products, including:
vvv,w.changelabsolutions.org
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• A tax of 12 cents per package of 20 cigarettes, of which 2 cents are earmarked for breast
cancer research and control.

.,;:

• A Proposition 99 surtax of 25 cents per package of 20 cigarettes (with an equivalent
surtax on other tobacco .Products), all of which is allocated to the Cigarette and
Tobacco Products Surtax Fund. The revenues are earmarked for tobacco health
education, tobacco related dise~e research, health care for medically indigent families,
and certain types of environmental programs. The revenues are.deposited a~cording
to the following fomiula: 20% in the Health Education Accourit; 35% in the Hospital
Services Account; 10% in the Physician Services Account; 5% in the Research Account;
5% in the Public Resources Account; and 25% in the Unallocated Account. This surtax
. became effective on January 1, 1989. Proposition 99 funds are allocated to schoolbased programs through a single competitive grant process for tobacco education and
·cessation programs for grades 6 through 12.
• A Proposition 10 surtax of 50 ·cents per package of 20 cigarettes (with an equivalent
surtax on other tobacco products), all of which is allocated to the California Children
and Families Program to support early childhood development programs.· This surtax
became effective on January 1, 1999.
• Effective April 1, 2017, a Proposition 56 surtax of 2 dollars per package of 20 cigarettes
(with an equivalent surtax on other tobacco products, including electronic cigarettes,
to be determined in forthcoming regulations). Proposition 56 revenue will be allocated
based on the following process:
1. Revenue will first be used to replenish Proposition 99 and Proposition IO funds,
inasmuch as they are reduced due to lower tobacco consumption resulting directly
from Proposition 56's tax increase;

2. Up to 5% of the total remaining revenue will pay the costs of administering the tax;
3. Revenue will then be used to replenish .state and local government sales and use
tax revenues, inasmuch as they are reduced due to lower tobacco consumption
resulting directly from Proposition 56's tax increase;
·
4. After the prior calculations have been made," $48 million will be allocated to

enforcement efforts related to tobacco laws; $40 million will be .allocated to
physician training through the University of California; $30 million will be allocated
to preventing and treating dental diseases; and $400,000 will be allocated to the
California State Auditor to audit funds from the new tax;
5. Finally; 82% of the remaining funds will be allocated toward services. related to MediCal's Healthcare Treatment Fund; 13% will be allocated to tobacco-use prevention
· and control programs through the California Departments of Public Health and
Education; 5 % will be allocated toward research into cancer, heart and lung diseases,
and other tobacco-related diseases through the University of California.

Sltr
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Distributors are responsible for paying state cigarette taxes through the use of tax stamps
or meter impressions (see entry 93). Non-cigarette tobacco products are subject to a surtax
that is set annually by the state Board of Equalization (BOE). The surtax rate is calculated
to be equivalent to the total tax on cigarettes. Distributors are responsible for paying state
tobacco taxes.

93. CIGARETTE TAX STAMPS/METER IMPRESSIONS
_'.·:,-~..: ..
California Revenue and Tcixat1.o'id5oae·sections 30I6I:::.i(jj~5·;:_:. :.: ..·'·:.>· ....
California Code ofRegalati.ons
Title 18, Secti.ons4048, 4054;4o8i::.::,. . ..;._.:,:- · .
.
·~

ScorE: Distributors pay cigarette taxes through the use of stamps or meter impressions.
The state Board of Equalization (BOE) sells stamps and meter register settings for approved
metering _machines. A stamp or meter impression must appear on each package of cigarettes
prior to distribution. Stamps shall be affixed to the bottom end of each standard package
of 20 cigarettes or to the lid or top of each individual package of flats or rounds. Stamps
may not be affixed to ca:ii:ons or larger containers of cigarettes, Meter impressions shall
be clearly imprinted on the bottom end of each standard package of 20 cigarettes. Meter
impressions may not be imprtnted on any other size of package, carton, or container of
cigarettes. Stamps and meter impressions may riot be affixed to" any package of cigarettes if
any one of the following occurs:
• The package does not comply with federal laws requiring health warnings (see entries
83-84);
• The package is labeled With wording indicating that the manufacturer did not intend
that the product be sold in the United States;
• The package has been altered by adding or deleting federal warnings or labels;
• . The package was imported into the United.States after January 1, 2000, in violation of
federal tobacco importation law, 26 United States Code Section 5754; or
• The package bears a brand name of a participating manufacturer in the Master
Settlement Agreement and is imported by an entity other than the participating
manufacturer.
ExCEPTION: St~ps

or meter impressions need not appear on tobacco products legally given
away as samples. However, the manufacturer giving away such samples must notify the BOE
in advance of the sampling, report the distribution, and pay the tax due. Each package of
samples must be clearly marked as a sample and must contain the wording "Not for sale.
Applicable state tax has been paid."
Note: Sampling is restricted under California and federal laws (see entries 76-78).

ENroRCEMENr: The BOE is authorized to enforce this law.

VvW\¥.changelabsolutions.org
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PENALTJFS: The BOE shall revoke the license issued to a distributor llllder the Revenue
and Taxation Code if the distributor violates this law (see entries 94-97, 105, and 107 for
penalties that attach to various violations relating to tax stamps and meter impressions).
In. addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

94. MAIL OR.DER/INTERNET CIGARETTE TAXATION
California Revenue ani/riixation Coae·secti<iii ·301 OJ."7·.'!)~_::=:r./~~-··: ·:
:

...

_

.

.

.....

·:_; :-·· ..·:·
'

SCOPE: In order to sell cigarettes or tobacco products, including any article or product
containing at least 50% tobacco, to a person in California over the internet, over the phone,
or via any other non-face-to-face sales method, the seller must meet all of the following
conditions: (1) it must fully comply with all of the requirements of the Jenkins Act (see entry
91); (2) it must obtain and maintain any applicable license under the California Business and
Professions Code, as if the delivery-sale occurred entirely within California; and. (3) it must
comply With may applicable state law that imposes escrow or other payment obligations on
tobacco product manufacturers.

The state Board of Equalization must provide information to the state Attorney General (AG)
regarding a seller's failure or attempt to comply with the Jenkins Act. The AG must provide
an annual report to the Legislature regarding all actions taken to comply' with, and enforce,
the Jenkins Act. The AG may require a seller to report its delivery sales of cigarettes and
tobacco products to consumers within California
ExCEPTION:

This law does not apply to cigars.

The AG, a city attorney, a county counsel, or a district attorney may bring a
civil action to enforce this law.

ENFORCEMENT:

PENALTY: Any violation of the above requirements is a misdemeanor, punishable by a
maximum fine of $5,000, imprisonment of up to 1 year in county jail, or both. Violators are
also liable for a civil penalty of between $1,000 and $2,000 for a first violation; $2,500 and
$3,500 for a second violation Within a 5-year period; $4,000 and $5, 000 for a third violation
within a 5-year period; $5,500 (llld $6,500 for·a fourth violation within a 5-yea,r period; and
$10,000 for a fifth or subsequent violation within a 5-year period.
.

95. BLACK MARKET AND COUNTERFEIT CIGARETTES
California Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 30474, 30474.S
ScoPE: It is iliegal to knowingly hold for sale, offer for sale, -or sell any packages of cigarettes
without the required tax stamp or meter impression (see entry 93 for a summary of the tax
stamp and meter impression requirements).

-·

The state Board of Equalization (BOE) and local law enforcement agencies are
authorized to enforce this law.
.
.

ENFORCEMENT:

98
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PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of no more than $25,000
and/or imprisonment for up to 1 year. Moreover, violators shall pay 2 fines, each amounting
to $100 per violating carton of 200 cigarettes or portion thereof. The first fine shall be
divided evenly between the local prosecuting jurisdiction and the BOE. The second fine shall
be deposited in the Unlawful Sales Reduction Fund, which shall be used to support local
grantees in multiagency efforts to reduce sales of untaxed cigarettes.
.
.
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.
California Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 30474.1, 30477
SCOPE: Notwithstanding any ·other provision of law, the sale or possession for sale of
counterfeit cigarettes and tobacco products, including any article or product containing at
least 50% tobacco, is illegal. Counterfeit tobacco products include tobacco products with
false manufacturing labels and/or fraudulent tax stamps or meter impressions.

ENFORCEMENT: The state Board of Equalization and local law enforcement agencies

are

authorized to enforce this law.
PENALTY: The illegal products are subject to seizure and forfeiture, and violators are guilty
of a misdemeanor. If less than two cartons are seized, violators are subject to a fine of up
to $5,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year, as well as revocation of a distributor,
wholesaler, or manufacturer license. If 2 or 111ore cartons are seized, violators are subject to
a fine of up to $50,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year, as well as revocation of a
distributor, wholesaler, or manufacturer license (see entries 102-108 for more information on
distributor, wholesaler, and manufacturer licenses).
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

California Business and ProFessions Code Sections 22974.3(a), 22978.2(a)

It is illegal, to possess, store, own, or sell a package of cigarettes that bears a
counterfeit tax stamp or meter impression or that lacks a tax stamp or meter impression.
(see entry 93 for more information on tax stamps and meter impressions).

ScoPE

ENFoRCEMENr: The state Board of Equalization and local law enforcement agencies are
authorized to enforce this law. ·
PENALTY: The unstamped packages are subject to seizure and forfeiture,. and violators are
guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by the following:
• If fewer than 20 packages are seized: For a first violation, a fine of $1,000 and/or
imprisonment not to exceed 1 year; for a second or subsequent violation within 5 years,
a fine of $2,000 to $5,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year, and revocation of a
retailer, distributor, or wholesaler.license (see entries 102-108 for more information on
retailer, distributor, and wholesaler licenses).
• If 20 or more packages are seized: For a first violation, a fine of $2,000 and/or

imprisonment not to exceed 1 year; for a second or subsequent violation within 5 years,

WW\N.changelabsolutions.org
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a fine of $5,000 to $50,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year, and revocation of a
retailer, distributor, or wholesaler license (see entries 102-108 for more Information on
retailer, distributor, and wholesaler licenses).
• In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

California Business and Professions Code Sections 22974'.!J(b), 22978_.2(/J), µ981
ScoPE: It is illegal to possess, store, own, or sell a tobacco product on which tax is due.
Retailers, distributors, wholesalers, and others in possession of tobacco products have the
burden of proving that the tax has been paid.
ENfoRCEMENr: The state Board of Equalization and local law enforcement agencies are

·

authorized to enforce this law.
PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000
and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year. illegal packages are subject to seizure and
forfeiture.
In addition, the penalties .listed in entries 106-107 may apply.

96. FORGERY OF FALSE STAMPS/METER EMPRESSIONS
California R~veizli.~··a.liiriixdii1J11 d,fti~-s~iii';;iz: 30473 :·::·,: :~:· .
ScoPE: It is illegal to fraudulently make, forge, alter, reuse, or counterfeit any tax stamp or
meter impression (see entry 93 for more information on tax stamps and meter impressions).

The state Board of Equalization and local law enforcement agencies are
authorized to enforce this law.

ENFORCEMENT:

Violators are guilty of a felony and subject to imprisonment for 2, 31 or 4 years,
and/or to a fine of not less than $1,000 and not more than $25,000.

PENALTY:

Ir). addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

97. POSSESSION OR SALE OF FALSE STAMPS/METER fMPRESSEONS
California Revenue and Taxation Code Section 30473.S
It is illegal to possess, sell, offer to sell, buy, or offer to buy any false, fraudulent, or
unaffixed tax stamps or meter impressions (see entry 93 for more information on tax stamps
and meter impressions).

SCOPE:

ExcEPTION: In the possession of a licensed distributor, "unaffixed stamps" do not include
unused and unapplied stamps acquired from the state Board of Equalization (BOE) or its
authorized agent.
ENFORCEMENT:

The state BOE and local law enforcement agencies are authorized to enforce

this law.
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Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by: (1) for false or fraudulent
or meter impressions in a quantity of less than 2,000, a fine uot to exceed
$5,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year; (2) for false or fraudulent tax stamps
or meter impressions in a quantity of 2,000 or greater, a fine not to exceed $50,000 and/or
imprisonment not to exceed 1 year. The BOE shall destroy any stamps seized under this law.

PENALTY:

t~ stamps

In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may. apply.
98. TOBACCO RETAU.:.ER"l.:ICENSIE .

caurornia:Basirld~'Wi'ii WOFiksi.diiici:Iiii/ki~iions. 22911.:..22911. 7, 22912-22973.3,

22980.2,..22981, ·22990ti.'7' ::~_::·.-:..~·..:'::::::/,:··:/'-">.::

.

..... ·..

::: :
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ScoPE: Tobacco retailers must be licensed by the state Board of Equalization (BOE) for each
tobacco retail location. For the purposes of this law, a retailer is someone who sells tobacco
products from a building or a vending machine. Each retailer must apply for a 12-month
license and pay a license fee of $265 for each retail location. Beginning on and after January
1, 2017, retailers must apply to renew their iicenses with a$265 fee.
As of January 1, 2017, retailers of electronic smoking devices ~ r~quired to comply with
tobacco retailer licensing requirements under state law. Retailers may also sell these
products under any existing, valid tobacco retailer license.

A tobacco retailer license is not assignable or transferable. A retailer may not obtain a
license if the retailer has been issued a license that is currently suspended or revoked.
Llcense_s will not be issued for any location where a license has beeu revoked in the last 5
years, unless a new owner obtained the property in an arms-length transaction.
The state licensing law does·not preempt or supersede any local tobacco control law other
than those related to the collection of state taxes. Local tobacco retailer licensing laws may
provide.for the suspension or revocation of the local license for any violation of a state
tobacco controllaw.
Note: The state licensing law focuses on protecting state revenue by targeting tax evasion.
Local jurisdictions can pass tobacco retailer licensing laws that focus on protecting the
public's health by, for example, prov1ding for the suspension of tobacco. retailer licenses ·
for illeg~ sales to underage individuals.

-•..

Note: In 2012, the BOE implemented a new policy based on a legal opinion that determined
that catering trucks, lunch wagons, and other mobile facilities cannot be licensed as retail
locations. Tobacco products cannot be sold from a mobile locatloii. Mobile S~llers of
Cigarettes and Tobacco Products (undated), ·www.hoe.ca.gov/pdfjMob:ile_Seller_Letter.pdf.
ENFORCEMENT: The BOE is auth~Iized to enforce this law. No later than January 1, 2019, the

BOE must r~port to the Legislature regarding the adequacy of funding for the Cigarette and
Tobacco Products Licensing Act of 2003, including recommendations for funding levels
sufficient to maintain an effective enforcement program. Local law enforcement agencies
have the general authority_to enforce this law under California Penal Code Section 830. L
·www.changelabsolutions:cirg
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PENALTY: Unlicensed retailers

are guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine not to exceed
$5,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year. Each day of continued sales or gifting
without a valid license after notification by a law enforcement agency that a valid license is
required constitutes a separate violation. Continued sales or gifting after notification by the
BOE that a license has been suspended or revoked shall result in the seizure and forfeiture
of all tobacco products in the possession of the person making such sales.
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

·

99".:~~TAILER U~~N.~~P.~~~. L.~Y:.:)/,:~::;:.: ... ,....; ..:·:· ... ,

ca1u<iiiila''ifiisiri'e~''Ci:iitiPf61e;,5if>'niiY::<>'de·siiciioti.ii·22972,·229r4.s,·229so.s

ScoPE: A retailer shall conspicuously display the license at each retail location in a manner
visible to the public. A retailer whose license has been suspended or revoked by the
state Board of Equalization (BOE) must conspicuously post a notice of that suspension or
revocation at each public entrance to the retail location and at each cash register and other
point of sale. The notice must be posted for the duration of the suspension or for 30 days
following the effective date of a revocation.
ENFoRCEMENr. The BOE is authorized to enforce this law.
A retailer who fails to display the license is liable for a $500 fine. A retailer who
removes, alters, or fails to post required noti.ces of suspension or revocation shall be subject
to a civil penalty of $1,000 for each offense.

PENALTY:

In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

100. UCENSlNG PENALTIES FOR ILLEGAL SALES TO UNDERAGE.
!NOIVIDUALS ·-:..: ... , ;.:_.. _._: _,.
California.

Bri.Siness"tmd"h6tdst'°1iiS: f:od~ s~ction 22958 . .

ScoPE: Retailers convicted of a STAKE Act violation (see entries 25-26, 28-29, 31-33, 39, 54,
58, 100, and 102) shall be subj~f to license-related penalties.
ENffiRCEMENT: The state-Board of Equalization (BOE) is charged with enforcing this law.
PENALTY:

The following penalties apply:

• Upon a first conviction, the retailer shall be fined $400 to $600.
• Upon a second conviction within a 5-year period, the retailer shall be :fined $900 to
$1,000.
• Upon a third conviction within a 5-year period, the retailer shall be fined $1,200 to
$1,800. The California Department of Public Health is required to notify the BOE. The
retailer shall be assessed an additional $250 penalty by the BOE, and the BOE shall
sus;pend the retailer's license for 45 days.
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• Upon a fourth conviction within a 5-year period, the retailer shall be fined $3,000 to
$4,000. The California Department of Public Health is required to notify the BOE. The
retailer shall be assessed an additional $250 penalty by the BOE, and the BOE shall
suspend the retailer's license for 90 days.
• Upon a .fifth conviction within a 5-year period, the retailer shall be fined $5,000 to $6,000.
The California Department of Public Health is· required to notify the BOE. The retailer
shall be assessed an additional $250 penalty by the BOE, and the BOE shall revoke the
retailer's license.
The BOE must give a retailer at least 10 days' Written notice of a pending suspension or
revocation and an opportunity to appeal the suspension, revocation, and/or civil penalty,
but only forthe purpose of correcting a mistake or clerical error.
Convictions by a retailer at one retail location are not accumulated against other locations
owned by that retailer. Convictions accumulated againSt a prior retail owner of a franchise
location are not accumulated against a new retail owner of the· same franchise location..
In addition, the pemjlties listed in entry 107 mq.y apply.

101. DISTRIBUTORANDWHOLESALER UCENSES

.

Calif~:iiiiil'i1Wifn~~;{cJ,_if"]ij~{~1fa~~;.{:~J_~:~~~ii~tk iiii/i.;.22915:...22978.8,
22980.2,'2298r::.··:.·:.· ...
Tobacco distributors and wholesalers must be licensed by the state Board of
Equalization (BOE). Each distributor or wholesaler must pay a license fee of $1,200. A $1,000
license renewal fee is required each year. Starting January 1, 2017, the license renewal fee is
$1,200. This license requirement is in addition to the California Revenue and Taxation Code
license requirements described below in this entry.

. SCOPE:

The BOE is authorized to enforce this law. No later than January 1, 2019, the
BOE must report to the Legislature regarding the adequacy of funding for the Cigarette and
Tobacco Products Licensing Act of 2003, including recommendations for funding levels
sufficient to maintain an effective enforcement program. Local law enforc_ement agencies
have the general authority to enforce this faw under California Penal Code Section 830.1.
ENFORCEMENT:

......

Unlicensed distributors and wholesalers are guilty of a misdemeanor and subject
to a fine not to exceed $5,000 and/or·imprisonment not to exceed 1 year. Each day of
continued sales or giftirigwithout a valid license after notification by a law enforcement
agency that a valid license is required constitutes a separate violation. Continued sales
or gifting after notification by the BOE that a license has been suspended or revoked shall .
result in the seizure and forfeiture of all tobacco products in the possession of the person
making such sales. The BOE shall include on its website the name of any distributor or
wholesaler whose license has been suspended or revoked.
PENALTY:

In addition, the penalties listed in entrY 107 may apply.

www.changelabsolutions.org
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California Revenue ..cind Taxation Code Sections 30140-30149
SCOPE: Tobacco distributors must be licensed by the state Board of Equalization Q30E) for
'each place of business. This license requirement is in addition to the California Business and
Professions Code license requirements described above in this entry. Llceruie applicants
must submit a security deposit (minimum of $1,000) to the BOE. The security is conditioned
upon the lawful performance of all tobacco tax related requirements.

ENroRCEMENT: The BOE is authorized to enforce this law.
PENALTY: The license may be revoked for faillJ!e to comply with applicable rules and
regulations. Distributing without a license is a misdemeanor.

In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

California Revenue ·and Taxation Code Sections 30155-30159
ScOPE: Tobacco wholesalers must be licensed at no cost separately for each place of
business: This license requirement is in addition to the California Business and Professions
Code license requirements described above in this entry. This license must be prominently
displayed at each place of business.

ENroRCEMENr: The state Board of Equalization is authorized to enforce thls law.
Th.e license may be suspended or revoked for failure to comply with applicable
rules and regulations. Engaging in wholesaling without a license is a mfsdemeanor.

PENALTY:
:-::.1

In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

102. DISTRIBUTOR AND WHOR..ESAUER REPORTING
California'Bu.sines:i/'iriid j>;.ofessfoiis Ciid~:Settio'ni22954;:2295i (STAKE AcQ
California Governni'eh't Code Sections '625o::::6276.48". ...... :. :· ::.
ScoPE: Tobacco distributors, tobacco wholesalers, and cigarette vending machine operators
shall report annually to the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) the names and
addresses of those persons to whom they provide tobacco products. The data provided
shall be deemed confidential by CDPH and shall be exempt from disclosure under the
California Public Records Act.
Primary enforcement responsibility rests with CDPH. However, this
requirenient may also be enforced by any "enforcing agency" authorized to enforce the
STAKE Act, including the California Attorney General's office and local law enforcement
agencies.

ENFORCEMENT:

PENALTY:
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103. MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER LICENSE AND REPORTING

a:i&~_'.r.~.•··'.·2.r.;_i_.-.t.:r.;.~.:;fi:.,~~.:rl.7,7f";.fm2l-

_;.·

.:'.-:···:·....:.:·-· .. ::·:·.·_......
.-.:· ..·::.-·.
ScoPE:.Tobacco manufacturers and importers must be licensed by the state Board of
Equalization (BOE). In order to obtain and maintain a license, the manufacturer or importer
must supply the BOE with specified lists, certifications, and consents.

Every manufacturer or importer of chewing tobacco or snuff must pay a one-ti~e license fee
of $10,000, and every manufacturer or importer of other tobacco products must pay a onetime license fee of $2;000.
Every tobacco manufacturer and importer must file a monthly report to the BOE that
includes a list of all licensed distributors to which the manufacturer or importer shipped its
products and the total wholesale cost of the products. The data provided shall be deemed
confidential and shall be exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records Act
In order to be eligible to obtain a license, every tobacco manufacturer or importer must
do either of the following: (1) waive any sovereign immunity defense that may apply to
·any enforcement action brought by the Attorney General or the BOE to enforce state
manufacturer and importer licensing requirements, the manufacturer requirements relating
to the Master Settlement Agreement (MSA), or state tobacco tax laws; or (2) file a surety
bond with the Attorney General in favor of the State of California that is conditioned on the
manufacturer's performance of its duties and obligations.
.ENFORCEMENT: The BOE is authorized to enforce this law. Local law enforcement agencies

have the general authority to enforce this law under California Penal Code Section 830.1.
Every tobacco manufacturer or importer must consent to the jurisdiction of the California
courts for enforcement of ~e MSA and the Cigarette and Tobacco Products Tax Law;
must appoint a registered agent for service of process in California, and must identify the
registered agent to the BOE. and the state Attorney General.·

PENALTY: Unlicensed manufacturers·and importers are guilty of a misdemeanor and subject
to a fine of up to $5,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year. For a first offense,
the BOE may revoke or suspend the license or licenses of the manufacturer or importer
pursuant to the procedures applicable to the revocation of a license, which include a written
notice and an opportunity for a hearing. The procedures for revocation are set forth in
Section 30148 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.
Each day of continued sales or gifting without a valid license after notification by a law
enforcement agency that a valid license is required constitutes a separate violation.
Continued sales or gifting must result in the seizure and forfeiture of all tobacco products in
the possession of the person making such sales. Gifting is defined as any transfer of title or
possession without consideration, exchange, or barter.
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.
V\f\l\!W.changelabsolutions.org
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104. RECORD RETENTION BY STATE LICENSEES

calii'iifn.:ul'Bu~liiiiiand Pf"bf~~iiittiiii/J.iis~~i16f.ts.-22974;i22978.1, 22979.4, 22979.5,

2298]':::://'./)~:· ·:_: -, :·.:· .-~ :·::;::~>:/':~;:">-::·~/< ;::::'.·~·~:·::::·~--~ ~-
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ScoPE.: Each retailer, distri_butor, wholesaler, manufacturer, and importer must retain

purchase and sale invoices for tobacco products for a pertod of 4 years. Such records shall
be kept at the location. identified in the license for a period of 1 year and shall be made
available for inspection upon request of the state Board of Equalization (BOE) or by a law
enforcement agency.
The BOE is authorized to enforce this law. Local law enforcement agencies
have the general authortty to enforce this law under California Penal Code Section 830. L

ENFoRCEMENT:

PENALTY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000
and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year.
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

105. INSPECTIONS .

caii£<lrntit-Bnsii.~s 1in.il. Pt-:olJ-s;M~~:ffJae i~-tttiiiis229so, 229s1
ScoPE: Any peace officer or authorized state Board of Equalization (BOE) employee may
enter and inspect any place where tobacco products are sold, produced, or stored; any site

where evidence of activities involving evasion of tobacco product taxes niay be discovered;
or any site where there is evidence of a violation of Section 30165.l of the California Revenue
and Taxation Code, which prohibits the sale of tobacco products that are not included on
the state Attorney General's directory of tobacco product manufacturers and brands.
State and local law enforcement agencies and the BOE are authortzed to
enforce this law.

ENFORCEMENT:

Anyone who fails to permit an inspection is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by
a fine not to exceed $5,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed 1 year.

PENALTY:

In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

California Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 30435, 30471
State Board of Equalization (BOE) employees may enter and inspect any place where
tobacco products are sold, produced, or stored, or any site where there is evidence of
activities involving tobacco tax evasion or Master Settlement Agreement violations.

SCOPE:

ENFORCEMENT:

The BOE is authorized to enforce this law.

Refusal to allow an inspection is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed
$1,000 for each offense.

PENALTY:

In addition., the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.
H1·6
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106. TRANSACTIONS WETH UNUCENSED ENTITiES

Caiifo~nia:Btism~ 'lliid Pi:i>ri:sst6Jit~d(l sfictions 229so:i, 229s1
1s tiiiited siates-t6'd-e·se-cit6H··1335'd~//..':· ._..--:"~_:,-... :..
,.- ..
... ·.:-··"'-" ...

,_;.

ScoPE: No entity shall sell tobacco products to or purchase tobacco products from an entity
that is illegally operating without a license or that has a suspended or revoked license. No
entity shall acquire any paciqlge of cigarettes to which the required tax stamp or meter
hnpression may not be properly affixed or that fails to comply with federal ingredient
reporting provisions.
ENroRCEMENT: The state Board of_Equalization is authorized to enforce this law. Local law
enforcement agencies have the general authority to enforce this law under California Penal
Code Section 830.. L

PENAI:rY: Violators are guilty of a misdemeanor ·punishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000
·and/or imprisoi:Jment not to exceed 1 year.
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

107. ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES APPUCABLE TO ALL UCENSEES
cii.1ia~ia·BW.m~i/~;,_J_ Pi-~i~sioli~
·s~cii~ns 22974. 7, 22978. 7, 22979_ 7

diiae

SCOPE: In addition to any other penalties, violators of the California Cigarette arid Tobacco·
·Products Llcensing Act of 2003, sections 22970-22991 of the California: Business and
Professions Code, are subject to administrative penalties (see entries 98-106 for summaries
of relevant provision; of the California Cigarette and Tobac~o Products Licensing Act).

As of January 1, 2017, retailers of electronic smoking devices are required to comply with
licensing requi,rements under state law (see entries 98-100 and 105-106 for more information
about these requirements).
ENFoRCEMENT: The state Board of Equalization (BOE) is authorized to enforce this law.

The BOE may for a ·first offense, revoke or suspend a license; and for a second or
subsequent offense, revoke or suspend a license, and impose a civil penalty not to exceed
the greater of 5 times the retail value of the seized tobacco products or $5,000.
PENALTY:

Note: These provisions apply to retailers, distributors, wholesalers, manufacturers and
importers. ·
California Business and Professions Code Section 22980.3

...

~·

SCOPE: In

addition to any other fines or penalties, violators of the tob(!.cco tax laws or the
California Cigarette and Tobacco Products Licensing Act of 2003, sections 22970-22991
of the California Business and Professim_is Code, may have their license$ suspended or
revoked. After having received notice of suspension or revocation, violators may not sell,
gift, or display for sale cigarettes or other tobacco products (see entries 95 and 98-106 for
www.changelabsolutions.org
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summaries of relevant provisions of ·the tobacco tax laws and the California Cigarette and
Tobacco Products Licensing Act).

As of January 1, -2017, retailers of electronic smoking devices are required to comply
with licensing requirements under state law (see entries 98-100 and 105 to 106 for more
information about these requirements).
ENroRCEMENT:

The state Board of Equalization (BOE) is authortzed to enforce this law.

PENALn: For a first conviction, the penalty is a written notice from the BOE detailing the
suspension and revocation provisions of this law, and the BOE at its discretion may suspend
the license for up to 30 days. For a second conviction within 4 years, the license shall be
revoked, but a previously licensed applicant may apply for a new license 6 months after a
revocation. Violations at one locatio·n are not counted against other locations of that same
licensee or agairist a new owner at the same licensed location. Each day of continued sales
without a valid license after notification by a law enforcement agency that a valid license is
required constitutes a separate violation.
California Business and Professions Code Sections 22974.4, 22978.6.
ScoPE: The license of a retailer; distributor, or wholesaler shall be revoked if (1) the lic.ense
holder has been convicted of a felony pursuant to California Revenue and Taxation Code
Sections 30473 (see entry 96) or 30480 (see entry 92); or (2) the license holder has had.any
permit or license revoked under any provision of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.
As of January 1, 2017, retailers of electronic smoking devices are required to comply with

licensing requirements under state law (see entries 98-100 and 105,-106 for more information
about these requirements).
ENroRCEMENT:

The state Board of Equalization is authorized to enforce this law.

PENALTY: Revocation of the license.

108. BOA.RD OF EQUAUZATION UCENSING DATABASE
California Business and Professions Code-S~°cti.ons 22973.2, 22978, 22979.3

ScoPE: Upon request, the state Board of Equalization shall provide its database of licenses
issued to retailers, distributors, wholesalers, manufacturers, and importers to the California
Department of Public Health, the state Attorney General, a law enforcement agency, or any
agency authorized to enforce local tobacco control laws. The database may be used only for
the purposes of enforcing tobacco control laws._ and its use must adhere to all state laws,
policies, and regulati'?ns goverhing the use of personal information and privacy.
ENroRCEMENT:

Not. applicab!e.

PENALTY: Not applicable.
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109. MANUFACTURER

CERTIFfCAT~ON

California .R~v~~zle''liiid't~,:iii6li 26ili Seition~:'SOl 65.l(b), 30I65.I(c)(5), 30165.1 (m)

ScoPE: A manufacturer must make an annual certification to the state Attorney General (AG)
that it has signed the Master Settlement Agreement or has complied with California law
regarding nonparticipating manufacturers_ The certification must include a complete list of
brand families.
For each manufacturer that has submitted the required certification, the AG shall provide a
written acknowledgment of receipt within 7 business days. In tum, each manufacturer shall
provide to each distributor to whom it sells or ships cigarettes a copy of the AG's receipt.
ENFoRCEMENT:

The state Board of Equalization and the AG are authorized to enforce this law.

False certifications knowingly made are a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not
more than. $1,000 and/or imprisonment for up to 1 year.

PENALTY:

In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

California Revenue and.Taxation Code Sections 30165.l(b), 30165.l(m)
......

ScoPE: Manufacturers located outside the United States must provide the state Attorney
General (AG) with current contact information for all importers that sell their cigarettes
in California, and must require these importers to provide the AG with copies of a valid
importer permit issued by the U.S. Treasury and a valid importer license issued by the state
.Board of Equalization (BOE). Nonparticipating manufact~ers who are newly qualified or
whom the AG deems to pose an elevated risk for noncompliance must file a surety bond with
the AG in favor of the state, in an amount equal to the greater of $50, 000 or the amount of
escrow the manufacturer was required to deposit as a result of the largest of its most recent
5 calendar years' sales in California..
ENFORCEMENT:

The BOE and the AG are authorized to enforce this law.

PENALTY: Any person who makes a certification pursuant to this subdivision that asserts
the truth of any material matter that he or she knows to be false is guilty of a misdemeanor
punishable by imprisonment of up to 1 year in the county jail, or a fine of not more than
$1,000, or both the imprisonment and the fine.

California Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 30165.1 (c)-aJ
SCOPE: The state Attorney General (AG) shall publish and maintain a website directory listing
manufacturers that have complied with the required certification and listillg all certified
brand families of the manufacturer. No one shall affix a tax stamp or meter impression to any
package of cigarettes unless the brand family is included in the AG's diiectory. No one shall
sell, offer, possess for sale, or import for personal consumption cigarettes of a brand family
not included in the AG's directory. No one shall acquire, hold, own, possess, transport, or
import cigarettes that the person knows or should know are intended to be distributed in
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violation of the requirement that tax stamps and meter impressions may only be affixed to
packages of cigarettes whose brand families are included on the AG's directory.
ENFORCEMENT: The state Board

of Equalization (BOE) and the AG are authorized to enforce

this law.
PENALTY: A violation constitutes a misdemeanor. In addition, distributors who violate this
law are subject to a license revocation or suspension for a first offense.. For a second or
subsequent offense, the BOE may revoke or suspend the distributor's license and may
impose a civil penalty not to exceed the greater ofS times the retail value of the seized
cigarettes or $5,000.
In addition, the penalties listed in entry 107 may apply.

110. RECORD-KEEPING: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

21-Uri&~as'iiii~·i:~'iiisiibiioiiS !is3;:it2;:387t. :
21. C-Ode ofFederd.l Regulations·Section i100.3 ·
ScoPE: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) must issue regulations
regarding how any person who manufactures, processes, transports, distributes, receives,
packages, holds, exports, or imports tobacco products should estaplish and maintain
records. Some records must be furnished for inspection upon request by the government to
aid an investigation about illicit trade, smuggling, or a counterfeit product.
ExcEPTioN: Retailers do not have to maintain records for individual purchasers who
purchase tobacco products for personal .consumption. HHS must have the express written
consent of an Indian tribe before inspecting records located in Indian country:

HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments. The HHS Secretary may also consult with the U.S. Attorney
General and the Secretary of the Treasury. Manufacturers and distributors of a tobacco
product must notify the Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treasury if they have
knowledge of illegal transactions.
ENFORCEM'.EN'f:

PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.

111. REGISTRATION OF TOBACCO ESTABUSHMENTS:
THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 Uni.ted States Code Sections 333, 372, 387e

21 Code of Federal Regulations Section 1!00.3
ScoPE: Owners and operators engaged in the manufacture, preparation, compounding, or
processing of a tobacco product sold or distributed must register their establishments,
110
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both foreign and domestic, with the U.S. Deparbnent of Health and Human Services (HHS).
Registration information shall be made available to the public.
·
Note: By December 31, 2016, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires
registration by all manufacturers and importers (to the extent that they repackage or
change the packaging of any tobacco product) of tobacco products, including cigarettes,
smokeless tobacco, electronic nicotine delivery systems containing anything made or
derived from tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, and dissolvables. At
this time, the FDA plans to enforce registration requirements only for manufacturers and
importers of newly-deemed finished tobacco products (see the overview on page 7 for
more information about the FDA's deeming rule).
ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
......

··

/.':..

agencies and state governments.
PENALTY: Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on ·in a single
proceeding.

112. USER FEES: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 united si:'tii'd~ ·,c~'ii~ ~s;IctioiiS 333~·
;·,~
21 Code ofFedetiitReg;ilatfons Sections. i 100.i;-'iiso·

·sf:l/3sts · .......

Scopio: Tobacco manufacturers and importers must pay ·a quarterly fee that is earmarked
for tobacco regulation activities. The annual fee varies by fiscal year and class of tobacco
products.
Note: In order to assist the FDA in calculating user fees, domestic tobacco manufacturers
and importers of certain classes of products are required monthly to submit information
to the FDA (formerly submitted to the USDA) about product uilits removed into commerce
and taxes paid per class of product. For example, no later than August 20, 2016, the FDA
requires manufacturers and importers of newly deemed cigars and. pipe tobacco to submit
data to calculate fees and payments.
ENFORCEMENT: The

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is authorized to enforce
this provision with the help of other federal agencies and state governments.
Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil penalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation an_d up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.

PENALTY:

www.changelabsolutions.org
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113. REQUIRED .DlSClOSURES TO THE U.S. !FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTte\fH)N.(FDA):THETOBACCO=(;ONtROLACT ·_.:.·, ... ::

~:!f~!~~~~~~~:::3r~;~_:._;·i~~i-_it;?::.
Manufacturers and importers of cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, roll-your-own tobacco,
and smokeless tobacco must provide the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) with:

SCOPE:

1. A list of the ingredients used in each product;

2. ·A description of content, delivery, and form of nicotine;
3. A list of smoke constituents that ate ha.Ilnful or potentially harmful to health (HPHCs)
and reports of required testing; and
4. All documents related to health, toxicological, behavioral, or physiological effects.
As of August 8, 2016, manufacturers and importers of newly deemed finished tobacco
products, including cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, gels, dissolvables, and electronic
nicotine delivery systems containing anything made or derived from tobacco, are required
to submit lists according to a schedule based on their release dates. The FDA has released
a chart with the effective and compliance dates applicable ·to retailers, manufacturers,
importers, and distributors of newly deemed tobacco products, avaHable at Vi"iYl."l;fd.a.gov/
TobaccGProduct.s/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryfuformation/ucm50G778.htm (see the.
overview on page 7 for more information about the FD.A's deeming rule):
·
ExCEPTioNS: Small manufacturers of tobacco products shall be exempt from testing and
reporting requirements regarding tobacco product constituents, ingredients, and additives
either for 2 years after final regulations are issued or when a compliance date is set by HHS
for all other tobacco product manufacturers, whichever is later.
There are also reporting reqmrement exemptions for product manufacturers determined by
the FDA to be µsmall scale." For products on the market on August 8, 2016, ingredient lists
are due by August 8, 2017 for small-scale product manufacturers (a 6 month delay). Tobacco
health documents are due August 8, 2017, for small-scale product manufacturers (a 6 month
delay).
Note: At the request of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). tobacco
manufacturers and importers must furnish any or all documents relating to particular
research activities. In addition, tobacco product manufacturers or importers must
maintain records and provide information to HHS upon request to assure that a tobacco
product is not adulterated or misbranded, and to otherwise protect public health.
Note: In April 2012, the FDA issued a notice establishing a list of tobacco product
constituents that the agency believes are harmful or potentially harmful to health. The
notice includes the criteria the FDA used to develop the list and the reasons the FDA may
add or remove constituents from the list. 77 Fed. Reg. 20,034 (Apr. 3, 2012). At the time of
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publication, the FDA was gradually phasing in enforcement, starting with 20 constituentS for
which testing is already widely available. The FDA prepared guidance on this abbreviated
list of harmful or potentially harn:lfuI constituents that tobacco product manufacturers and
· importers must report. Draft Guidance for Industry: Reporting Harmful and Potenti.ally Harmful
Constitaent.s in Tobacco Products and Tobacco Smoke Under Section 904(a)(3) of the Federal
Food, Drug, and CosmeticAd(l\1ar. 2012), wwvv.fdagov/downloadsffobaccoProd!uctts/
GmdanceCompllianceRegulatoryfufonnationfUCM2S7828.pdf.
This guidance likely will be changed and/or withdrawn as the FDA begins to more fully
enforce this provision.
Note: In order to assist the FDA in calculating user fees, doroestic tobacco manufacturers
and importers of certain classes of products are also required monthly to submit
information to the FDA (formerly submitted to the USDA) about product units removed
into commerce and taxes paid per class of product.

HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal
agencies and state governments.

ENF'oRCEMENT:

......
·~·

PENALrr. Any person who violates this provision shall be subject to a civil Pt!!lalty of up to
$15,000 for each violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on in a single
proceeding.
Any person who intentionally violates this provision shall be subject to a civil monetary
penalty of up to $250,000 per violation and up to $1 million for multiple violations ruled on
in a single proceeding. If violations continue after HHS provides written notice, the violator
is subject to a penalty of $250,000 for the first 30-day period, which doubles every 30 days
thereafter that the violation continues, up to $1 million in any 30-day period or $10 million
for all such violations ruled on in a single proceeding.

=-
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114. MSA PAYMENTS
Master SettleffieiltAifreement'(MsAJ Section5.1~'.XI, YJI(c);Exhibit:A;·.yu :... ·:: ·. ·_.,
SCOPE: Under the MSA between the major tobacco companies and the attorneys general of
. 46 states, the settling compa.nles are responsible for making annual payments to the settling
states in perpetuity. These payments are distributed to the states based on formulas agreed
to in the MSA.

Note: In recent years, California has usually received between $700 and $750 million per
year (it received$ Ll billion in 2013). Half of that money is allocated to the state and half
to lo.cal governments within the state.

ENFoRCEMENr: Tue state Attorney General (AG) ~ay .enforce these provisions:
The AG may seek a court order to enforce the provisions or"stop a violation of the
provisions. If such an order is violated, the AG may pursue monetary compensation, civil
contempt charges, or criminal sanctions. The parties must first attempt to resolve alleged
violations through discussion. ·
PENALTY:

115•. MSA.BONDS .. .....

c~iit~·~ia d~b'~-enr·tdd.{s~~°ddris·i3<d9:!:6s04IJ:55 .:_
Californi~ law allows state and local governments to generate revenue by selling
tobacco bonds that are backed. by the future flow of payments to the state by tobacco
companies as required by the Master Settlement Agreement (MSA) (see entry 114 for a
summary of the MSA payments). ·

SCOPE:

Note: State and local agencies can use the proceeds to fund capital improvement projects
and health care programs and facilities. Th.ere is no limit on the amount of tobacco
se~uritlZation bonds that can be issued. From 2001 to 2007, state and local governments
in California issued bonds totaling $15.8 billi.on. .See Cal. Debt and Investment Advisory
Commission, Issue Bri.et Tobacco Securi.tization. Bond Issuance in California (June 2009),
www.treasurer.ca.gov/cdiac/reports/tobacco.pill. Some local governments have elected
to borrow against expected "future payments but haven't guaranteed to cover their debt
with general fund z:evenue.
The sale of state tobacco bonds does not affect MSA funding received by
California local governments.

ExCEPTION:

ENroRCEMENT:
PENALTY:

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

vvvvw.changelabsolutions.org
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116, APPEAL BONDS
Californid Health'.ii.nd SilfetfCodese-Cti<!n ·104558

···:··

......... ··: ... ·.
Scon: In a civil lawsuit involving a tobacco company that has signed the Master Settlement
Agreement (MSA) or that involves a successor or affiliate of such a company, the amount.of
the bond to be furnished during the course of an appeal shall not exceed 100% of the verdict
or $150 million, whichever is less. The stated pmpose of the appeal bond cap is to secure
the fllnds owed to the state by tobacco comparues as required by the MSA..

ExCEPTioN: If the opposing party proves by a preponderance of the evidence that a tobacco
company is intentionally dissipating or diverting assets outside the ordinary course of its
business for the pmpose of avoiding.ultimate payment of the judgment, the cap may be
lifted and the court may order any actions necessaiy to prevent dissipation or diversion of
the assets.
ENroRCEMEN':r: The court shall set the amount of the appeal bond.

PENALTY: Not applicable.

-.
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117. PRES~~YAT!O~ J>F ,STA!E ~ND LOCAL AUTE:f ORITY: .· .

~~ ;f;2.~~~iW£djJ2"~~;~~~::_;'.~,:!;;_,;;~w-0fr

ScoPE: State and local governments are permitted to enact more sbingent restrictions
related to the sale, distribution, possession, use, availa~ility; or advertising and promotion
of tobacco products, including electronic nicotine delivery systems. The Tobacco Control
Act also does not limit the existing ability of state and local governments to regulate the
reporting of information to the state, fire safety standards for tobacco products, and taxation
of tobacco products.
State and local governments cannot enact restrictions that are different from
or in addition to the provisions in the Tobacco Control Act regarding tobacco product
standards, premarket review, adulteration, misbranding, labeling, registration, good
manufacturing standards; or modified risk tobacco products.

ExCEPTioN:

ENFORCEMENT: Not applicable.

PENALTY: Not applicable.

118. ADDfflONAl REGULAUONS: THE TOBACCO CONTROL.ACT
21 United states"C'i>ii~·se.cii.on.s· 37i/3s7t :· .:: .... -· '· .
. ...... :.:~~ =:. :...... ·.<.·.:·~.:~: :·:· ..
2FCode ofFedefal Reg,ilatioiis Section-llOffs""_.::'.. :· ...

. ·..·...

...:

....

..

ScoPE: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Servkes (HHS) may issue additional
regulations restricting the sale and distribution of tobacco products, including restrictions
on advertising and promotion. Regulations must be appropriate for the protection of the
public health, which should be determined with respect to the risks and benefits to the
population as a whole, taking into account whether individuals will likely either stop or start
using tobacco products.
Federal regulations maynpt limit the sale or distribution of a tobacco product
to prescription by licensed medical professionals; prohibit the sale of a tobacco product in
face-to-face transactions by a specific category of ret~l outlets; or raise the minimum age for
the sale of tobacco products above the age of 18.

ExCEPTION:

Note: Restrictions on the advertising or promotion of a tobacco product must be
consistent with the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
ENFORCEMENT: HHS is authorized to enforce this provision with the help of other federal

agencies and state governments.
PENALTY: Not applica})le.
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119. ADVISORY COMMITTEE: THE TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
21 UnitedSfo:tes

CodeS~ctioii'~~'.'t"/;:,".:::/,.:.;_::,:./(·'./;!: ;'.,.::.·::~5:./:'.:<.: :·:"':-·'> ·:::·: :.:. :_.-·:::.:::'_':.>.:-~/<:

ScoPE: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services shall appoint 12 people to a
Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory Committee (Advisory Coromlttee) to provide advice,
information, and recommendations. The members will include 7 individuals from the
·
medical, dental, scientific, and health care industries; 1 government employee; 1 member
of the general public; and 3 nonvoting member~ representing the tobacco manufacturing
industry, the small business tobacco manufacturing industry, and tobacco growers.

ExCEPTioN: Full-time employees of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration or any agency
responsible for enforcing the Tobacco Control Act may not be appointed· to this Advisory
Committee.

·-·

Note: In 2011, 2 tobacco companies, Lorillard and RJ. Reynolds, challenged the make-up of
the Ad~ory Committee, claiming that several members were biased against the tobacco
industry and should not be allowed to continue to serv-e in this capac;ity. While the
companies were initially successful and the committee was enjoined for a time, -Lorillard,
Inc v. United States Food & Drug Admin., 56 E Supp. 3d 37 (D.D.C. 2014), ultimately the
court of appeals held that the banns alleged by the companies were too remote and
uncertain, and approved the make-up of the Coroniittee. R.L Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. United
States Food & Drug Admin., No. 14-5226 (D.C. Cir. Jan. 15, 2016).
ENroRCEMENT: Not applicable.

120. FEDERAL AMERICANS WITH DBSAIBU.iTIES. ACT (ADA)

42 United stare$ ·c~ik ·sections·J98~fi;'d(fifo~~'s/iiio1}/i.~2i~·":iii~i/i2is2 ~:,: :. ·:
28 Code ofFederalRegillauons·Piirt36/!A,j/jjendfcisA,··c · ... ·:. ... >.
'., .:·_. . · ·
The federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits discrimination against a
person with a disability. 42 United States Code Section 12112(a). The law applies to public
entities, including schools 'and public transportation, employers with at least 15 employees,
and entities that operat~ places o~ public accommodation as define~ in the federal
regulations, such as social service center-establishments,. restaurants, hotels, and theaters.

SCOPE:

Note: The AfJA does not apply to private housiµg, which is covered by the federal Fair
Housing Act (entry 121).
The ADA defines a disability as: (1) a physical or mental impairment that substantially
limits one or more of a person's major life activities; (2) a record of having such an
impairment; or (3) being regarded as having such an impairment. Breathing is specifically
listed as one of the major life activities covered_ by the ADA and a major life activity is atso
defined as the operation of a major bodily function, including respiratory functions.
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An impairment that is episodic or in remission is a disability if it would substantially limit
a major life activity when active. Even if the person's breathing is substantially improved
through the use of oxygen therapy equipment, he or she would still be considered ·
disabled under the ADA.

Note: For example, a person may be disabled under the ADA if he or sh~ has chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease or severe asthma, which substantially limits breathing. Equal
Employment Opportunfty Comm~ v. Supervalu, Inc., 674 F. Supp. 2d 1007, (N.D. ni. 2009).
Under the ADA, employers must provide reasonable accommodation to the known
physical or mental limitations of an otherwise qualified individual with a disability who
is an applicant or employee unless that accommodation causes an undue hardship. ln
addition, places of public accommodation may not deny.patrons with disabilities an
equal opportunity to enjoy the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations of such a place.
Note: The ADA Ii:J.ay be used .by a person with a respiratory disability to enforce existing
laws against smoking. For example, a California restaurant owner who lrn.owingly allows
smoking in the restaurant in the presence of an employee or patron with severe asthma
may be violating the ADA, in addition to other laws.
and tenants may file a complaint with the Equal Employment ·
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) or with the Califomia Dep~ent of Fair Employment, and
Housing (DFEH). The EEOC and DFEH are obligated to investigate the complaint. A private
lawsuit may be filed if the EEOC and DFEH do not file an action based on the complaint.
Patrons who believe a business has violated the ADA may also file a private lawsuit.
ENFORCEMENT: Employees

Available pe~alties include financial penalties (limited based ~n the number
of employees), injunctive relief (a court order to stop the violation of the ADA), and
attorneys' fees.

PENALTY:

121. FEDERAL

~AIR

HOUSING ·ACT (FHA)

42 United States CodeSectioiiS:J43if3~0-J..i.36i9 ...... .
24 Code of'Federal Regulaiiolis Seetions 100:..20~iotdo5 · : ·
ScoP.E: The federal Fair Housing Act (FHA) prohibits discrimination based on handicap,
which is defined as (I) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits a person's.
major life activities; (2) a record of having such an impairment; or (3) being regarded as
having such an impairment.

Note: The U.S. Department of Hou5ing and Urban Development (HUD) has ruled that
multiple chemical sensitivity disorder and environmental illness could qualify as a
handi.cap under the FHA. HUD Memorandum, Multiple Chemical Sensitjvity Disorder and
Environmental illness as Handicaps, doc. no. GME-0009 (1\IIar. 5, 1992), ,,..,,."i'l,_tmd.gov/ .
offiees/admfE:rmdclips/fops/G]1E-0009LOPS.doc. A person may have a handicap under the

120
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FHA if he or she is hypersensitive to tobacco smoke'. Vickers v. Veterans Administration, 549
F. Supp. 85, 86-87 (WD. Wash. 1982).
If a resident has a disability under the law; the FHA requires landlords and· condominium

associations to make reasonable accommodations in rules, practices, policies, and
services that provide the resident with a disability an equal opportunity fo use and enjoy
the housing.
Note: Examples of reasonable accommodations that a tenant with a respiratory disability .
might request include: allowing the tenant to move to a vacant apartment to avoid
exposure to. drifting smoke; allowing the tenant to break a lease without penalty; or
implementing a no-smoking policy .for common areas or units.
The FHA applies to most private and federal government housing, including Section 8
housing.
Note: Section 8 housing refers to federal programs offering low-income housing assistance
through payments to prtvate landlords.
Ex:CEP'I'ION: The law may not apply to buildings with 4 or fewer units if the oWn.er lives on site

or to single-family homes sold or rented by the owner.
ENFORCEMENT: Individuals may file a complaint with HUD or a state agency which is its
substantial equivalent (California Department of Fair Employment and Housing) within 1
year of the discrimination and/or file a lawsuit in federal district court within 2 years of the
discrtmination.

Available relief includes actual damages, injunctive relief (a court order to stop the
violation of the law), attorneys' fees, civil penalties, and other relief aS appropriate.

PENALTY:

122. CAUFORN!A FAIR EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING ACT (FEHA)

California Gov~rlmi~f:'c{jailseitions. 129b'tJ.;.12996

·:.:~:::~~=:?f'::: · ......

ScoPE: The state Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) prohibits discrimination based
Oii physical disability; mep.tal disability, or medical condition. Under section 12926(k) of

the· law, a physical disability includes physiological and anatomical conditions that limit a
person's ability to participate in major life activities.
Note: FEHA'.s definition of physical disability is broader than the definition in the federal
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), which requires a disability to substantially limit a
major life activity (see entry 120 for a summary of the ADA)Note: A person may be disabled under FEHA if he or she is hypersensitive to tobacco and
tobacC:o exposure interferes with a major life activity; such as breathing. See County of
Fresno u. Fair Employment&Housing Comm'n, ~26 Cal. App. 3d 1541, 1548-1550 (1991).
Under FEHA, both private and public employers with 5 or more employees must engage in
an interactive process to determine what accommodation is reasonable. These employers
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must provide reasonable accommodation for the known physical or mental disability of an
applicant or employee, unless that accommodation causes an undue hardship.
Note: FEHA may be used by an employee with a respiratory disability to enforce existing
laws against smoking. For example, a California restaurant owner who knowingly allows
smoking in the restaurant in the presence of an employee with severe asthma may be ·
violating FERA, in addition to other laws.
FEHA also applies to most housing accommodatioris, which are defined in sections
12927(d) and 12955 as any building, structure, or portion of a structure occupied or
intended for occupancy as a residence by 1 or more families, and any vacant land that is
offered for sale or lease for the construction of such buildings. FEHA requires landlords
and condominium associations to make reasonable accommodations and/or modifications
of policies for r~idents with disabilities in order to ensure equal access to and enjoyment
of their housing.
Note: Examples of reasonable accommodations that a tenant with a respiratory disability
might request include: allowing the tenant to move to a vacant apartment to avoid
exposure to drifting smoke; allowing the tenant to break a lease without penalty; or
implementing a no smoking policy for common areas and/or units.
MORCEMEN'I': Individuals may file a complaint with the California Department of Fair
Employment and Housing (DFEH) and/or file a lawsuit in state court; however, before filing a
lawsuit in state court individuals must exhaust administrative remedies by filing a complaint
with DFEH and obtaining a right-to-sue notice.
PENALTY! Available relief includes actual damages, injunctive relief (a court order to stop the
violation of the law), prospective relief (ongoing remedies to correct past illegal practices),
attorneys' fees, and other relief as appropriate.

123. CALIFORNIA UNRUH CIViL RIGHTS ACT
California 'Civ;tc!id.ii·s~di.<ifrs· 51-51.3

ScoPE: The state Unruh Civil Rights Act (Unruh Act) applies to all business establishments
.in California, including housing and public accommodations, and prohibits discrimination
based on physical disability, mental disability, or medical condition, among other protected·
statuses. The Unruh Act's definitions of physical disability, mental disability, and medical
condition mirror the definitions in the state Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) (see
entry 122 for more information about FEHKs definition of physical disability).
Note: While FEHA covers discrimination in employment and housing, the Unruh Act covers
discrimination in housing and public accommodations. The Unruh Act requires full and
equal accommodations, advantages, facilities, privileges, and services in all business
establishments.
7:···

:...:.~.

MORCEMEN'f: Individuals may file a complaint with the California Department of Fair
Employment and Housing (DFEH) and/or file a lawsuit in state court. The Unruh Act is
122
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different from FERA in that it is not necessary for individuals to exhaust administrative
remedies prior to filing a lawsuit in state court. Individuals do not need to obtain a right-tosue notice from DFEH before filing a lawsuit.
PENALTY: Available relief includes actual damages, injunctive relief (a court order to stop the
violation of the law), attorneys' fees, and other relief as appropriate.

124. PROPOSITION 65

.

. ..

... . ..·.

CaliForniiL Heii.ith''lmd Safety·i':ridi!i~Aiiin!lt~~~:0j~f;i~~i3 ··: ~: .<;:;-Tf\.:..) ~· ·... ,.
ScoPE: The state Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 requires notification

to the public about exposure to chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer
or reproductive toxicity. This law applies to exposure to tobacco smoke. Warnings need not
be made to each exposed individual Instead, warnings may be provided by general methods
such as posting clear and reasonable notices or labels on consumer products. The law
requires buiinesses with at least 10 employees to post warnings when they knowingly or
intentionally expose an individual to a chemical on the list.
ExCEPTioN: The law applies only to exposures that are made knowingly and intentionally.
ENroRCEMENI: Actions may be brought by the state Attorney General, a district attorney, a
.'city attorney of a city with a population larger than 750,000, a city prosecutor in. any city
having a full-time city prosecutor (with the consent of the district attorney), or an individual
acting in the public interest.
PENALTY:

Violators may be subject to an injunction to stop the violation and are liable for a

civil penalty not to exceed $2,500 per day for each violation.

:":':.

125. UNFAIR COMPETITION LAW
California Biism'ess

~nd Professtofuf c~;J~. ;~~~~£s:·]72o~i7209 ··· /: :· ·· . .

ScOPE: It is illegal to engage or propose to engage in an unfair, unlawful, or fraudulent

business act or practice.

··

Note: This general law can be used as a mechanism to enforce many tobacco control laws
that affect businesses, since a business that violates a tobacco control law 1s presumed to
be in violation of the unfair competition law. For example, the law has been used against
retailers who sell tobacco to underage individuals in violation of California Penal Code
Section 308 (see entrY 25 for a summary of Penal Code Section 308).
ENroRCEMENT: Actions may be brought by the state Attorney General, a district attorney, or,
with the consent of the district attorney in certain cases, by a county counsel, city attorney,
or city I>rosecutor. Actions also may be brought by anyone who has suffered injury in fact
and has lost money or property as a result of the unfair competition.
PENALTY: Violators are subject to an injunction to stop the behavior and a civil penalty of up
to $2,500 for each violation.
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1216. MEDI-CAL CE.SSATION1 PREVENTIONJ.AND EDUCATION

Calif~~~=~~!~~:;jJ{tiiJ~~~:~~~~~i~J1~di/ii:~~i~i;,~fi~ii·::r/e.= -_: :_: ;: >,~:~

--

ScoPE: Once appropriate federal approvals have been obtained, tobacco cessation services
are covered benefits under the Medi-Cal program, starting January 1, 2017. The program
covers medically necessary quit attempts, including 4 counseling sessions and FDAapproved treatmei!it regimens. California requires the Medi-Cal Access Program under the
Department of Social Services to develop protocols and to provide additional prevention
and health education services relating to tobacco use.
ENFORCEMENT:

Not specified.

PENALlY: Not specified.

127. PATIENT PROTECTION AND AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

,.:,·-

~:~e;;!~~~~f;;;;:~;!t~:::~?::~t~~~:~~~~1~~(~·:'.J~~~~~'{ft~~?i~~6i:S(d)

45 Code of Federal RegUJtition'i-°Setfloiii.z so:Joi'(bj(iWJ/isfL2(ii)i5o:f1of '.: ':.

-:· _>_-::. :·_.;

ScoPE: The federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) generally expands
tobacco cessation coverage in most health insurance plans. Specific requirements vary
based on the type of health insurance. The PPACA and related federal materials provide the
following guidance.

Private, Employer-Sponsored, and Marketplace Insurance: Health insurance plans
provided by an employer, purchased through a PPACA Marketplace, or purchased directly
from an insurer.
• These plans must provide coverage for tobacco cessation at no cost to the patient. This
requirement does not apply to grandfathered plans in existence prior to March 23, 2010.
• Plans can satisfy this requirement by, for example, covering at least 2 cessation
attempts per year, with each attempt including, at minimum, coverage for 4 counseling
sessions and a 90-day supply of all U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA}
approved cessation medications. U.S. Dept. of Labor, FAQs About Affordable Care Act
Implementation (Part XIX), Q5 (May 2014), v.··w;.v.dol.gov/ebsa/fu.qs/faq-acal9.html.
Medicare: Medicare is a public health insurance program that provides coverage for most
individuals ages 65 or older, as well as cert~ individuals with disabilities.
• ·Medicare Part B covers.up to 8 tobacco cessation counseling sessions per year. Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Smoking & tobacco rise cessation (counseling to
stop smoking or using tobacco prodJlcts), 'W\..vw.meilicare.guv/coverage/smokmg-filldtobacco-use-eessation.b.tmI.
• · Medicare Part D also covers prescription tobacco cessation drugs.
1!2;4
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Medicaid: Medicaid is a public health insurance program for many low-income populations,
people with disabilities, and pregnant women. Medicaid limits eligibility based on an
individual's income and assets; these limitations vary among the states.

• In all states, Medicaid covers tobacco cessation therapy and doctor-approved cessation
medications for pregnant women. and for people under the age of 21. Centers for ..
Medicare & Medicaid Services, Dear State Medicaid Director Letter, SDL # 11-007 (June
2011), https://downloads.cms.gov/cmsgov/archlved-downloadS/SMDI:/download.s/
SMDll-007.pdf..

.

• State Medicaid programs are prohibited from excluding coverage for tobacco cessation
drugs. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Medicaid Dmg Rebate Program Notice
Relea.se No. 165 (Sept. 2013), www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CIDP-Program-fuformation/
By-TopicsfPrescription-DmgsjDowruoadsfRx,-R.eleases/State-Releases/s1!:ate-re1-165.
pdf_

• In states expanding Medicaid under the PPACA, individuals in the expansion population, .
as well as other Medicaid beneficiaries reeeiving coverage through an Alternative
Benefits Package, must receive coverage for tobacco cessation at no cost to the
patients. Medicaid programs can satisfy this requirement by, for example, covering
at least 2 cessation attempts per year, with each attempt including, at minimum,
coverage for 4 counseling sessions and a 90-day supply of all FDA-approved cessation
medications. U.S. Department-of Labor, FAQs About Affordable Care Act Implementation
(PmtXJX), Q5 (May 2014), www.dol.gov/ebsa/faqs/faq-aca.19.hmiL
• Medi-Cal, California's Medicaid program; provides nearly all beneficiaries coverage
for tobacco cessation services, including counseling and FDA-approved cessation
medications. Cal. Department of Health Care Services, Policy Letter 14-006 (Sept. 2014),
v.r·w'<v.dhcs.ca.govjfonnsan.dpuhsjDocrnnenJs/IVAMCDAPI.sandPolicyLetters/PL2014/
PU4-0!16.pdf.
Under the PPACA, health insurers are permitted to vary their premium rates on the basis
of tobacco us.e. However, California Insurance Code sections 10753.14 and 10965.9 allow
insurers in.the individual and small-group markets to use only age, geographic region, and
family size for the purposes of establishing premium rates. As a result, in California, these
insurers cannot charge an individual a higher premium based on the individual's tobacco
use. The prohibition on differential premiums does not apply to certain "grandfathered"
health care plans that were in effect on March 23, 2010.
The PPACA establishes a Prevention and Public Health Fund to be administered by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), which is made available to individual
communities for tobacco prevention and other public health programs on a competitive
basis. Information about funding distribution is avail.able at "WV;W.hhs.gmr/open/
reeordsandreports/preventlon/.

ENFoRCEMENT: Various federal and' state agencies have oversight of different types of health
plans covered by the PPACA.
wvvw.changelabsolutions.org
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Generally; states have primary authority to enforce PPACA provisions against health
insurance issuers, and the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has
secondary enforcement authorit)r: In California, under Chapter 2_2 of the Health and Safety
Code, the state Department of Insurance and Department of Managed Health Care oversee
private health insurance plans. The California Department of Health Care Services oversees
Medi-Cal, Calltornia's Medicaid program..
At the federal level, the CMS has primary authority to enforce PPACA provisions against
plans issued through nonfederal government employers (eg, state governments), Medicare,
and Medicaid_ The HHS, Department of Labor, Department of the Treasury; and the Internal
Revenue Service also share oversight of private health insurance plans. U.S. Dept. of
Labor, Affordable Care Act Implementation Frequently Asked Questions, V.'W"'W-dol.gov/ebsaj
herutlrrefm:m/regnlations/acaim.plementationfaqs.html.
PENALTY: Penalties vary for the different federal, state, and local actions affected by the
requirements of the PPACA.. If a health plan overseen by CMS fails to comply with federal
requirements, the agency may impose civil fines on the health insurance issuer_ Individual
states determine the penalties for noncompliance by plans within their oversight. For
example, sections 1386-1389 and 1390-1394.3 of California's Health and Safety Code authorize
a variety of penalties for noncompliance with state and/or federal requirements, including
civil (eg, fines), criminal (eg, jail), administrative ( eg~ revoking a license to sell insurance),
and equitable. remedies (eg, a court-ordered injunction).

128. TRICARE SMOKING CESSATION ,PROGRAM
32

cad:~, or£edetiil"R.egu1iifi'ons·s~<:iih't/i~i4(~jf:io?i::"f =:

) ""

On February 27, 2013, the U.S. Department of Defense issued regulations regarding
a smoking cessation program under TRICARE, which provides health benefits for military
· personnel, military retirees, and their dependents_ The regulations state that smoking
cessation medications are available through TRICARE at no cost to the beneficiary; and that
· TRlCARE covers individual and group cessation counseling. Beneficiaries also have access to
a toll-free quit line and web-based resources_ Beneficiaries are entitled to 2 quit attempts per
12-month period. A third quit attempt may be covered with physician authorization.
SCOPE:

-·'
...:·
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ENTRY NUMBERS

Advertising (see also Brand Names and Marketing)
Blunt wraps................•.................................................:..............................................................58 ·
Cartoon characters, use of in advertising and packaging ................................................... 61
Content disclosures .................................................:................................................................ 67
Coupons (see Coupons)
Endorsement by U.S. Food and Drug Administration ..........................................................66
Generally ....................................................................'.................................53-69, 84, 86, 117-118
Modified risk tobacco products ........................................................................................49, 50
Outdoor ...................................... ~........................................................ ,.................................53-56
PreeIIlption ...........................................,...........................:..........................................54, 56, 117
Public transportation ................................................................................................................ 60
Reporting ...................................................................................................................................90
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Carroll, John (BOS)

Subject:
Attachments:

Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Tuesday, June 13, 2017 4:22 PM
Carroll, John (BOS);· Major, Erica (BOS)
FW: SF Chamber Letter on File· No. 170441
.
6.13.17 Qelay Action on File No. 170441, Banning Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products.pdf

Categories.:

170441 .

From:
Sent:

To:

For file

--..-----·---·----···..:.--.- ..·----·------··-··-··-----···-··-""----·" ··--- ·--·--·------·-·-·····-·····-·-·--·--··--··-··-·--··
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From: Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2017 2:35 PIVJ
·To: Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Subject:
FW:SF Chamber Letter on File No. 170441
.
~-

For the file, ·thx.
From: Alexander Mitra [mailto:amitra@sfchamber.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2017 2:05 PM
To: Ronen, Hillary <hillarv.ronen@sfgov.org>
.Cc: Calvillo, Angela (BOS) <angela.calvillo@sfgov.org>; Elliott, Nicole (MYR) <nicole.elliott@sfgov.org>; Tugbenyoh,
Mawuli (MYR) <mawuli.tugbenyoh@sfgov.org>; Fewer, Sandra (BOS) <sandra.fewer@SFGOVl.onmicrosoft.com>;
Farrell, Mark (BOS) <mark:farrell@sfgov.org>; Peskin, Aaron (BOS) <aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>; Tang, K!ity (BOS)
<katv.tang@sfgov.org>; Breed, London (BOS) <london.breed@sfgov.org>; Kim, Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@~gov.org>; Yee,
Norman (BOS) <norman.yee@sfgov.org>; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) <jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org>; Cohen, Malia (BOS)
<malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; Safai, Ahsha {BOS) <ahsha.safai@sfgov.org>
Subject: SF Chamber Letter on File No.170441
Dear Supervisor Ronen,
Please see tlie attached letter from the San Francisco Chamb.er of commerce requesting that the Public Safety and
Neighborhood ServiCes Committee delay action on file number 170441.
Thank you,

Alex Mitra
Manager, Public Policy
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
235 Montgomery St., Ste. 760, "San Francisco, CA 94104
(0) 415-352-8808 • (E) amitra@sfchamber.com

0()~

1
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SAN
.
FRANCISCO
CHAMBERoF
COMMERCE

June 13, 2017
The Honorable Hillary Ronen, Ch<;iir
Board of Supervisors Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Fran_cisco, CA 94102 ·
RE:· File No. 170441, Banning Sale of Flavored Tobacco Products
Dear SuperviSor Ronen:
The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, representing over 2,500 loca·I businesses with over 200,000
employees, urges the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee to delay action on the above
noted ordinance further regulating the sale of tobacco products to adults.
While the health impacts from the use of tobacco products are well known and both the State of
California and City of San Francisco have taken significant steps to discourage smoking, especially
underage smoking, at some 'point local prohibitions will constitute a "taking" of businesses selling legal
products.
The pending ordinance will give retailers only a matter of a few months to adjust their flavored tObiJ,cco
inventories to these new prohibitions on product sales. Beyond the i~sue of stock on hand, a retailer's
entire business model may need to change in order to generate sufficient cash flow to meet the financial
needs of his or her business. Before you threaten the live.lihood of retailers in every neighborhood of th~
city, the Chamber urges you and yo_ur colleagues to look at other Bay Area legislation that, unlike this
ordinance, takes into account the fiscal impact of tobacco sales regu.lations on small businesses.
·Please do not lose sight of the fact that sufficient regulations are in pl~ce to control underage sale and
use and funds exist to continue California's robust·an~i-smoking campaign. We urge you to consider the
financial needs of a significant component of neighborhood retail in San Francisco before further.
hindering small retailers' ability to operate their businesses.
Sincerely,

Jim Lazarus
Senior Vice President of Public Policy
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

cc: Mayor Ed Lee, Clerk of the Board to be distributed to all members of the Board of Supervisors
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·carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject;
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Tuesday, June 13, 201710:34AM
BOS-Supervisors; Carroll, John (BOS)
Major, Erica (BOS) .
Letter regarding File 170441
Letter regarding File No. 170441.pdf

Hello,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board ls in receipt of the attached letter from The California Independent Oil Marketers
Associ.ation (CIOMA) regarding File No. 170441.
Regards,
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Phone: (415) 554-7703 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org 1415-554-51&4
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From:

Sent

To:
Subject

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Monday, June 12, 2017 10:09 AM
BOS-Supervisors; Maj?r, Erica (BOS)
F\N: 170441

Hello,
Thank you for your letter. I have sent it to the Board Members and it will appear in the Petitions and Communications
section of our June 20, 2017 agenda. Looping in the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Clerk to add to the official
file.·
Regards,

Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City.Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA ~4102-4689
Phone: (415) 554-7703 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
Board:of.supervisors@sfgov.org 1415-554-5184

From: sbardell@aol.com [mailto:sbardell@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 11, 2017 9:22 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: 170441

·Honorable Supervisors:
Given that my first appearances before this honorable board on this general topic occurred in the '80s, I hope I
may be forgiven for being somewhat incredulous that
still posting messages such as this:

rm

Please-.:.for all the excellent scientific reasons you already know--vot_e to recommend banning all flavored
tobacco products.
Surely no one still alive argues that such a ban will "hurt the poor!"
Thank you for your kind attention. I regret being unable to appear before you in person.
Sincerely,
Serena Bardell
1922 Filbert St
San Francisco CA 94123

1
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accountability and answers to no one and thus could do pretty much whatever they want.

In the last 15 years at SF DEM I have had 10 Directors and Deputy Directors who were in charge. Several of
them were effective - sadly most were not. Every-single one of said Directors was appointed by the Mayor and
had an agenda which usually involved leaving for a better job elsewhere in a year or so. The one constant under
all of those.directors was SF DEM management; specifically HR, Maria Luna and Cecile Soto .
. Maria and Cecile have been in charge at DEM for decades and under their rule it.has continued to decline. For
some insane reason the highly educated mayoral appointees have embraced their '<Jrnowled.ge" and their info
and listened to· Maria and Cecile. Maria is a bully and Cecile is an idiot and HR does whatever inappropriate,
often illegal plan they hatch up. They display the most rigid and inflexible attitude and refuse to think outside
the box. They foster an environment of racism, favoritism and abuse.
(For example: My biggest suggestion for 911 staffing was to have light duty firefighters return to the dispatch
floor and work the :fire side-this would go a long way to alleviate staffing shortages. AB talcing over the fire
dispatching initially was Maria Luna's baby- she has always refused to consider it as an option - preferring
. instead to work the thinning dispatchers even more mandatory overtime).
We have begged for management to step in and answer calls -they were all once dispatchers - they also
refused that as well.:_ and just scheduled the dispatchers for more hours and days in a row. They refuse to even
contemplate alternative or flexible schedules -their only solution to the staffing problem is to mandatory
dispatchers more and more. This creates those under them to become sick, injured, and leave for other jobs.
Management at SF DEM has·created a hostile work environment - they·have unfair practices that see .some
rewarded and not others, they play favorites, they are drank with their own power. They take advantage of the
system - taking 2 hour lunches, sitting in the break room for hours at time while the 911 bell is ringing ... taking
hundreds of smoke breaks a week, etc. Management treats the dispatchers as 2nd class citizens, one step above
slaves actually.
·
·
I left SF DEM because of the management. I have counseled many of my co workers to do the same. The
economy is doing well, there are many places paying competitive wages -people have options. Wby stay
somewhere where they are being abused?
If you want the truth at SF DEM-pay them a visit. DON'T talk to management. DON'T talk to the select few
dispatchers management directs you to - roam the room - talk to random dispatchers. They will tell you the
truth. Start at the top (and yes, Robert Smuts hasn't been a good fit-given his inability to make decisions good
or bad) really clean house with management. That is the first step in making SF DEM a quality and happy place
for people to spend a majority of their hours, days, weeks, months and years.
· Good Luck with everything - you are going to need it. I am glad it no longer my problem..
Sincerely,
·
Kellie Crumbliss
kelcrumbliss@att.net
415.233.1675

is

PS In the last several years SF DEM haS had nUm.erous employees who have requested to· work part time. They
were told no. and as a result they quit all together. Since the short staffing has once again been brought to the
attention of the Supervisors· and the Mayor - several of my co workers have asked to return in a part time
capacity and were told no by HR. Can the city really afford to be turning anyone away? You can talk about
fixing DEM .all you want to - but until you have full disclosure, accountability and cooperation from the
· management and HR at SF DEM- the problem won't be solved_·
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Monday,_ June 12, 2017 12:56 Pf'y1
heifig@sfmms.org
Major, Erica (BOS)
FW: Ban on Flavored Tobacco Products, Including Menhol - Support from San Francisco
Marin Medical Socidety- File N.o.170441
i-:o.bacco.pdf

Hello,
Thank you for your email. It will appea.r in the Petitions and Communications section of our June 20, 2017 agenda.
Looping ~n the Public Safety and Neighborhood_ Services Clerk to ~dd to the official file.
.
·Regard~,

Board of Supervisors
1 Dr.. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hal~, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689 .
Phone: (415) 554-7703 I Fax: {415) 554-5163
Board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org 1.415-554-5184

From: Steve Heilig [mailto:heilig@sfmms.org]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 10:59 AM
To: Cohen, Malia (BOS) <malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; Breed, London (BOS) <london.breed@sfgov.org>; Farrell, Mark (BOS)
<mark:farrell@sfgov.org>; Tang, Katy (BOS) <katy.tang@sfgov.org>~ Kim, Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@sfgov.org>; Wiener,
Scott<scott.wiener@sfgov.org>; Yee,: Norman (BOS) <norman.yee@sfgov.org>; Fewer, Sandra {BOS)
· <sandra.fewer@SFGOVl.onmicrosoft.com>; Ronen', Hillary <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>; Peskin, Aaron {BOS)
<aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>; Safai, Ahsha (BOS) <ahsha.sa~i@sfgov.org>; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) <jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org>
Cc: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.6f.superviso.rs@sfgov.org>
Subject: ·Ban on Flavored Tobacco Products, Including Menhol - Support from Sa~ Francisco .Marin Medical Socidety

June 9, 2017
RE: SakofFlavo:red Tobacco Products;
Spo~sors:. Cohen; Safa~ Br_eed, Farrell, Sh_eehy, Tang and Yee.
Dear Supervisor~:
.

'

. The San Francisco Marin Medical Society strongly supports a ban on sale of flavored tobacco products,
including menthol; being sol4 in San Francisco.
In fact~ we have supported such a policy for years, and convinced the California Medical Association to dq
likewise: our proposal to them r:esulted ill their statement that "CMA supports a full ban on menthol additives in
tobacco products .in ord~r to curb smokl:ng."
·

You will no doubt hear the many reasons why this is an important public health policy. We want you to know
that the medical community is very much ~ agreement that this is a policy whose ril?-e has come.
1
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For the heclth of San Franciscans, we urge you to adopt this proposed ordinance, ·which is firmly ih line with
our city's long history of minimizing harm from tobacco.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Man-Kit Leung, MD·
President

***

STEVE HEIIJG, MPH
( 415)561-0&50x270

San Francisco Marin Medical Society
i1ttp:f/wmv.sfinms.org

2
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SAN FRAN.CISCO

MAHIN MEDICAL soc1m

June 9, 2017

RE: Sale of Flavored Tobacco ~roducts;
Sponsors: Cohen; Sajai, Breed, Farrell, Sheehy, Tang and Yee.

Dear Supervisors:
.The San Francisco Marin Medical society strongly supports a ban on sale of flavored tobacco products,
including menthol, being sold in San Francisco.
·

In fact, we have supported such a policy for years, and convinced the California Medical Association to
do likewise: our proposal to them resulted in their statement that "CMA supports a full ban on menthol
. additives in tobacco products in order to curb smoking."
You will no doubt hear the many reru;ons why this is an important public health policy. We want you to
know that the medical community is very much in agreement that this is a policy whose time has come.
For the health of San Franciscans, we urge you to adopt this proposed ordinance, which iS :flTIIlly in line ·
with our city's long history of minimizing harm from tobacco.
Thank you very much~
Sincerely,

Man-Kit Leung,
President

~

2720 Taylor Street, Suite 450, San Francisco, CA 94133 • .www.sfmms.org • P415.561.0850 • F 415.561.0833
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From:

Sent
To:
Subject
Attachments:.

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, June 08, 2017 4:26 PM
BOS-Supervisors; Major, Erica (BOS)
FIN: Proposed Tobacco Ordinance File No.170441
CRA Letter SF June 2017.pdf

From: Angie Manetti [mailto:amanetti@calretailers.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2017 3:50 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.super-Visors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Proposed Tobacco Ordinance ·

Good afternoon,

On behalf of the California Retailers Association, please accept our comments for the proposed tobacco
ordinance for the record_

Sincerely,

Angie Manetti
Director of Government Affairs
California Retailers Association
980 Ninth Street, Suit.e 2100
Sacramento, C_A 95814
P: (916) 443-1975
F: (91 €J 443-4218
E: amanetti@calretailers_com

1
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CALIF·

:,: RETAILERS· AS:SOCl.ATION

June8,2017
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Re: Proposed Tobacco Retail License Ordinance File No. 170441

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors:.
The California Retailers Association (CRA) writes to express our concerns. with the
proposed tobacco retail license ordinance before the Board, which would prohibit
the sale of menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco.
The California Retailers Association is the only statewide trade association
representing all segments of the retail industry including general merchandise,
department stores, mass merchandisers, restaurantS, convenience stores,
supermarkets and grocery stores, chain drug, and specialty retail such as auto,
vision, jewelry, hardware and home stores. CRA works on behalf of California's retail
industry, which currently operates over 418,840 _retail establishments with a gross
domestic product of $330 billion annually and employs 3,211,805 people~ one
fourth of California's total employment
CRA and our members support sensible solutions to address the illegal sale of
tobacco to minors. In our collective commitment to that. end, our members provide
training to their employees and fully support the letter of the law. The proposed
ordinance inherently ignores the fact that our members provide employee training
as a way of prevent youth from gaining access.to tobacco .. Failure to comply with
these rules comes with harsh consequences. Needless to say, our members take this
issue very seriously.
Thjs ordinance also ignores the fact that there are comprehensive state an.cl. local
_laws, that anti-tobacco advocates support as a means ta curb youth access to
·
tobacco, that are currently enforced. Namely, a local tobacco retail license that
limits the distance of tobacco retailing 5 00 feet of schools and a cap on the number·
of licensees per supervisorial district. Collec?vely, with the new tobacco laws

510

approved last year to increase the minimum legal smoking age, tobacco retail
license fees for renewal and additional locations, ~nd· a $2 tax on topacco products,
we believe there are enough sufficient regulations in place to control potential
·
illegal sales and use of these products.
If t::h.e 9rdinance goes into effect, it is also o·ur concern that the County will lose
valuable sales tax reyertues to neighboring jurisdictions that do not-have similar

product bans in place. This policy has far-reaching unintended consequences and
deserves· closer scrutiny, especially given the City's projected budget deft.Cit and $5.5
billion in pension liabilities.
A? you·lmow, the retail industry is experiencing unprecedented upheaval According
to government data, over 89,000 jobs have
been lost in general merchandise
stores
.
.
since last Octo her. Ordinances that imposes a ban the sale oflegal products
-throughout the _city exacerbate an already challenging economic climate facing
retailers and may te·ad to blight, p.igher unemployment and create an envtfonment
that encourages the black-market sale of tobacco products.

CRA is also concerned that the_ ordinanc.e, if implemented, fails to provide impacted
retailers with sufficient ti.me to adjust their business moqels. The Healthy Retail SF
program which has been in existence for over 4 years does not have sufficient
funding to help retailers begin to ~ttemptto change their business model as
suggested by proponents. The program has only helped nine retailers: offer more
healthy choices and it does not ban produc:ts in their stores. The City of Berkeley
limited its flavor ban to retailers within 600 feet of schools and provided impacted
· retailers 15 months-notice before enforcement. The Berkeley ordinance also
provided impacted retailers the ability to obtain an exemption from the flavor ban ·
·· for up to 3 year.s beginning January 1, 2"017 if the retailer makes a showing that the
appllcation of the flavor ban would result in a taking.
For these reasons, CRA respectfully requests that you vote no on this ordinance.
Should the Board move forw-ard with this ordinance, we ask that consideration be
given tci adding prpvisions similar to Berkeley that only prohibit the· sale of flavored
tobacco in near schools and provide impacted retailers' with 15· - 24 months before
enforcement of the flavor ban.
Sin,cerely,

. Angie rv.fa~etti

Director, Government Relations

---··· ···-·---·-·····-··--------------------·
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San Fran~isco Board of.Sup·erV.isors
1 Dr...CarJfon.B. Goodie!;t Place
'Citjr·Hali, Roo11124.ii.
San Frandsco, ta~ .94102-4689'

.

'

~

-:....

..·

Dear :Supetvisor$.;

I own· and op·erate .a convenience store in ·the city.. I am wr'i.tirig to ·express. my' o'ppositiowto the
. prop9sal thirr would bari merithb! cigarettes and flavoreq tobaeco pr.oducts. Together, flavored
fob.aced is: rhor:e:than 1i3 of rrty o.V.etall tobacco .sales~ A.pproxiif!ately-40%- of
o:verail
·
business comes·from tobacco· sales.. I carry these· products .because of .a'dult customer demand; .
Like other"tetail~t:s, .l op·erate on a veiy thin profit margin. l don't make.much money on these
products; butl:hey.briog·customers into my store and they buy other grocery items. ·That is why
menthol dgar'ettes a:nd;flayored tobacc;o are an important partof:my business and without
· th~m .J would not be profitable.

my

Like virtually, every other tobacco retailer in the dty, I don't sell any tobacco productS to. minors
an cl I hav.e a perfect tornpliance.f.ate.. I doesn't maK:e·:sehse to say I am r~p9nsibie enough to
sell regiiJar:tobacco but.not.responsible enough.to sell flavored tobacco. All tobacco product.S
-are ·behind the:counter so minors dori't: have access to any·tobacco products.
.

This ordinance is .unneces.~ry. la.51; yecir t~e sra,te .adopted comprehen:;ive restr.ictions. cin edg;:irettes· making them equivalept to t~bacco and raised the age to s~!I C!ll tobacco produ~ to
21. The _county akeaqy r~quires. a tobacco ilcense.and lirn!ts the D!llT!Qer of lic~nses. lneach
superyi~orlal district. P.tease d.o not penaliz.e l~w-abiding.retailers· wh.~J a,re selli.ng legal produ~
·to adults..
·
·
·
·
Avast·majeriW.ofir;id~pendentmFJt:f<ets·are· owned by minodti~.s.anc!. flT.!r:n.igrants to.this
· .countr.y. Many. of us are highiy skiiled profi=s?iona!S· i.n ou~ home. coµntries, ·but we came to the
United.States a:S entreprer.-eur:~ and fbund.convenience stores aii opportunityfo.invest our life
· savings and raise our families. We also provide jobs to other recentirnmigrants- looking for a'
riew life. in the U.S. i'fyour ihteiifion :is to hurt big tobacco, this: prdinance .misses its. ma·rk. It
will destroy. ind·ependent arid minority-owned retail businesses :that ge·n.erate safes tax revenue
for the city and pr:ovide lodiljobs~
·1 urge you to VOTE NO on this ordinance;
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San· Francisco Boar-cf of Supervis:ors.
1 Dr. Carlton B..Goodl:ett Place
~rtY. Hall, Room 244
San Fr.andsco~ ta. 9.4102.-4689.

WJ 7J!Jt~. -'5 P./.'f 3;. I. J.
3Y
,l\!C
. . -::.;...- ..;'

~

:

Dear' Supetvjsor'.s~
l ewn and opetate a·tcfnvenience store in the-city. ram writin_gto express-my opposition to the
proposal that would oan mentho.l cigarettes and 'flavored tobacco products. Together, flavored
tobacco· is' mo·re:than 1/3 of my overall tobacco sal.es. Approximately 40% of my·overaH
busines~ conies from tobacco.sales. I carry· these pr(:>ducts because of adult customer demand.
Like· other. retailers; I operate on a.very thin profit margfri. ·1 do'ii't make much money on these
products, but they-15ting-custdmers foto rny store .andtliey buy other grocery items: That is why
menthol Cigarettes and flavored toba!=CO ·are an important part of my. business and without
them I would not be profitable.

Like vir1;ually every other tobacco .retailer in the city, I don't sell any tobacc<:? products to minors
.and"! have a perfect compliance rate. I do~n'tmake.sens.e.to say f-am_i:-esponsible enough to
sell "regular t-0bacco but riot responsiqle -enough to sell flavored tobatco, All ·tobacco prodLic'"LS
an;!. behind the "counter so minqrs don't have.access to anytobai:c;o .pr.o.du.cts.

This ordinance is un.n.~ce_s$.ary~.. L:(lstyearthe state:·adopted compreher)?ive: restiictioqs on e.cigaretfes making th~n:i ~quiv.aient to:tobacco anti raised"til.e age to se!l all tobac;co products-to
21. The..county·already r~quire5 q tobacco license and li~i.tsthe. number of licenses ia each
supervisori~I distrkt..PleC!se do not penalize law-abiding retailer,s wh'o cir"~· selling legal 'productS
to adults.
·
A vast majority-pf inc;fependent markets are ow11ed .by .minorities .an·d irhrrijgrants to this
coantry. Many ofu·s are hi~ly:Skilled profession;als'in our home· co.untriE;S, bUt: We came to the
United States -a~ entrepreh.eOr;S and. fqund convenierit::e. stores· an opp,o·rtunit.y to Invest our life
savings and .rars·e our famiiies. We·also provid~ Jobs to other recerit hriro.igrants Cooking for a ·
new.fife in the LJ.S. If.your'irttei:lticin·is to liurtbig tGbacco,.tiiis 6tdihance· misses· its mark. It
will destroy'indepelident and minority-owned retai"I bus~nessesthatgenerate sales tax revenue.
for the dt')i ·and provide: local jobs.
I·urge you· to VOTE NO on this ordinance.
Sincerely, I/ /
Abvf~-f."-._
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San "Fra.ncisco Hoar.cl of.SuperVis.ors
1 Dr•. C~rl~o.n B~ Goodlett ·Piace

3y _ _ _ _P¥.~"·~·

---

Crt:Y Hal.I, $Mm 244·
San F.ran~isco~ Ca. 9%102'-4689
PeC!r"Supervisors:

.I own arid.operate a:g'as"station in tI:ie.dty. l am.writingto express my·eppositi.on:tothe
·proposal thatwould ban menthol cigarettes and flavored tobacco·prodUc""i.S. Together, flavored ·
tobacco is more than i/3 of my overall tobac_co sales. Approximately 40% of my overall ch-store
business· comes from tdbacco' saies and it.hefps:drive gasoline' sales. I carry° these. produi::ts
because :of adult :customer demand .. I doh''t make mt.!ch money .on these products, but they
bring·customers tb my gas station and they buy other grocery items. That is. why menthol
·
cigar:ettes and fl~vored: tobacco ai:e q'n important part of my. business.·
'

Like virtua1Iy evetyother tobacco retailer .in the city., I don't sell any tobacco produc'"LS to minors
ahd. r have, a peifect complia~ce rate_ I doesn't make·sense to.say I am responsible enough to
sell regular tobacco but not.responsibl~ enoug_h·to sell flavored tobacco. All tobacco. products
are b!=hind the· co1:.mt~r·so minors:don't have·ac~ess to· any tobacco products.
Tulsordiriance is unqecess\lry. Last.yearthestate apopted-compre.hensive re$frki:ions onedgarett;~s ma.king them ~quivaJ.entto ~ql;Jaccq and raised 'the age to se!LaU:tob.aGto products to
2.1:. The·C()un:ty a!reatjy tequiresa t'opateo Ucen"s!;! .and 1.im.itsttie number of licenses1n·:each '
sup~rvi.sorial district. "P.l~ase do"not penalize l~w-abiding.statjon. o\{llner5 who are s~Uing legal
products to adults•
·
My-reffrement ar)d life.savings. are invested in m-;t store.. My family aod I have.sac;rificed a great
deal ~o.. rna ke·this business·prdfitable and this ordinance threat~ns everything we have Mrorked
for.. If yo4r intention :is·tq nurt b!g fofiacco, th!s otdin~nce misse5 its mark. Lt will destroy
mihorify-ov.rned and ihdeperid¢rit:~s s'tatibns tnafgenerate.gas and sales-tax· revenue for the·
dty and_-proVi.de Jotal jops.

l urge you to'VOTE No oh this>or:.dinance.
. Sincet.ely,
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May2, 2017
The Honorable E~ Lee
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Pl~ce
City Hall,'Room 244
San Francisco, CA.94102
Dear Mayor Lee.and Members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors:
The American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network is committed to protecting the health and
well:being of the citizens of San Francisco through evidence-based policy and legislative
solutions designed to eliminate cancer as a major health problem. As such, we are writing to
support passage of the proposed amendment to the San Francisco tobacco retail license (TRL),
which wlll prohibit sales of flavored tobacco products.
The 2014 Surgeon General's Report found that more than 43 million Americans still smoke, and
tobacco will cause an estimated 480,000 deaths this year in the U.S. Of the 9 million youth
currently living in our state, nearly 1.4 million of them will become smokers, and approximately
440,000 of those kids will die prematurely as a result of tobacco use.
In 2009, Congress, prohibited the sale of cigarettes with flavors other than tobacco or ment~ol.
Tobacco companies responded by expanding the types of non-cigarette flavored tobacco ,
products they offer, and now make most ·of those produ"cts available in a growing array of kidfriendly flavors. Little cigars, smokeless tobacco, and e-dgarettes are marketed in a wide array
of sweet flavors and colorful packaging that appeals to youth. According to the California
Department of Public Health, young people are much more likely to use candy and fruit
flavored products than adults. Prohibiting the sale of flavored tobacco products, including
menthol cigarettes, helps to remove some of the appeal of these products to beginning
smokers.
Adolescents are still going through critical periods of brain growth and development, and they
a~e especiaily vulnerab.le to the toxic effects of nicotine. Both opponents of smoking and
purveyors of cigarettes have long recognized the significance of adolescence as the period
during which smoking behaviors ar_e typically developed. Tobacco compa~ies have a long

American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network
700 Main Street, Suite 102 • Fairfield CA 94533 • 707.290,0003

------···--·------------------------

---~5>-+15---·-·

history of marketing to vulnerable populations, and target youth with imagery and .by
marketing appealing flavors. This has been particularly true in the African American population.
In African American communities, the tobacco industry has· aggressively marketed menthol
flavored tobacco products to youth. More than 80% of African American smokers smoke
menthol cigarettes, and African American men.have the highest death rates from lung cancer,
when compared to other demographic groups. The anesthetizing effect of menthol masks the
harshness of tobacco, making menthol cigarettes inore appealing to beginning smokers, and
menthol smokers demonstrate greater dependence, and are less likely to quit.
While cigarette smoking has declined in the U.S., sales of menthol cigarettes have steadily
increased in recent years, especially among young people and new smokers. Prohibiting the
sale.of flavored tobacco products can help to keep kids from ever starting.to smoke, and can
encourage those who do smoke to quit. We should be doing everything we can to protect
young people from ever establishing this deadly addiction, and the cancer it causes, as well as
supporting those who are trying to quit. ACS CAN appreciates San Francisco's leadership in
bringing this issue forward, and we encourage the Board of Supervisors to pass this amendment
to prohibit the sale of all flavored tobacco products in the City of San Francisco.

Sincerely,

Cassie Ray
Government Relations Dire0=or, Northern California
American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network.

American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network
700 Main Street, Suite 102 • Fairfield CA 94533 • 707.290.0003

---.---··--·------------------
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From:
Sent
To:
Subject
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, June 01, 2017 12:23 PM BOS-Supervisors; Major, Erica (BOS)
FW: Support of Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco -·File No.170441
San Francisco Flavors.pdf
·

Fro·m: Cassie Ray-[mailto:c~ssie.ray@cancer.org]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2017 11:12 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Support of Prohibiting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco
Dear May?r Lee and Members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors:
Tobacco use rem(lins the leading cause of preventable death in the U.S., and sadly, most people become addicted as
youth-before they are even old enough to legally purchase tobacco-and most begin with flavored products. The
tobacco industry has a long history of targeting vulnerable populations, especially young people in low income ·
neighborhoods, communities of color and LGBTQ communities. Flavors, including menthol, are an important strategy
used by the tobacco industry, whose own documents call these "starter products."
Attached is a letter urging a yes vote, in favor of prohibiting the sale of all flavored tobacco products, .including menthol,
in the City of San Francisco.
Thank you for your leadership on this important health issue.
Cassie Ray I Northern California Government Relations Director
American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network, Inc.
700 Main Street Suite 102
Suisun City, CA 94585
Phone: 707.290.0003 I Mobile: 707.290.0003 I Fax: 916.447.6931
acscan.org

ru~~
·~

;.Cm.r:terAction

m!iii
acscan.org

This message (including any attachments) is intended exclusively for the individual to whom it is addressed a17d may contain proprieta1y, protected. ~r confidential
information. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, copy, or disseminate this message or any part of It If you have received this
message in error, please notify the sender immediately.
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Maron, Michele <Michele.Maron@jti.com>
Tuesday, May 09, 2017 5:14 PM
Fewer, Sandra (BOS); hilary.ronen@sfgov.org; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS)
Major, Erica (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Proposed Ordinance on Flavored Tobacco Products
050917_O rdinance17044 l_JTIUSA.pdf

From:

Sent
To:

Cc
Subject:
Attachments:.

Dear Members of the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee:
On behalf of JT International U.S.A., Inc., a small manufacturer of tobacco products in the US, please find
attached our opposition to propo~ed Ordinance 170441, which seeks to ban the sale of flavored tobacco
products, including menthol.
·
We would be pleased to speak with you or any Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee staff
members to provide further information on this important policy issue.
Thank you in advan,ce for your time.
Best regards,
Michele Maron

Michele Maron
Manager·
Corporate Affairs & Communications
+12018082113
+12012745803
michele.maron@i!i.com

JT International U.SA, Jnc.
500 Frank W Burr Blvd Suite 24, Teaneclc, NJ 07666, USA

..•..·
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TO:

San Francisco Board of Supervisors, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services
Committee

RE:

Potential ban of mentholated cigarette products

DATE:

May 9, 2017

Dear Supervisors;·:
JT International U.S.A., Inc. ("JTI USA"), a small manufacturer of tobacco products in
the US, believ.es that tobacco products carry risks to health.
JTI also believes emphatically that:
•
•

Minors should not smoke, and shoufd ·not be able to obt~in tobacco products.
Adult smokers ·should be appropriately infonned about the health risks· of
smoking before they begin smoking.

JTI USA supports appropriate and proportionate regulation which is based on evidence
and sound science. However, the recently contemplated legislation, seeking to ban
mentholated tobacco products in San Francisco, is not based on sound scientific
eviqence. There is no evidence that the use of menthol in tobacco products plays any
role in minors' experimentation with smokin·g. Similarly, there is no evidence that
smokers find it more difficult to quit tobacco products that· contain menthol than those
that do not. An outright ban on these products would thus amount to arbitrary regulation
based on abstract concepts such as "attractiveness" or "appeal".
·
. Menthol is. used in a variety of foods, drugs and OTC health and cosmetic products
such as chewing gum, cough drops, mouthwash and lip balms. JTI similarly uses
ingredients, including menthol, to help ensure that its products meet the. preferences of
its adult consumers and to differentiate its products from those of its competition.
There .is no evidence to sugg_est that menthol is "addictive". Nor does t~e available
scientific evidence support such an assertion or conclusion: ·
•

studies have repeatedly ·suggested that the inclusion of menthol has no effect
on smoking prevalenc~. smoking behavior, or on quit rates; and

•

mentholated cigarettes account for a much smaller market share than non·
·
·
rnentholated cigarettes.

JT International U.S.A., Inc.

Glenpointe Centre West
500 Frank W. Burr Blvd. Suite 24

Teaneck. NJ 07666 U.SA
201871_1210

jti.com
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If menthol cigarettes were in fact harder to quit, then logically you would expect them,
over time, to enjoy a much greater market share than they do.

Despite years of investigating this issue, The Food and Drug Administration's
(FDA's) Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory Committee (TPSAC) has not been
able to produce science-based proposals to justify any menthol ban.
The FDA's TPSAC was tasked with investigating mentholated·dgarettes and
produced a report, which was 'invalidated as a result of legal challenge.

a

That judgment concluded that the report was uat a minimum suspect and at wo_rst
untrustworthy" on the basis that members of the TPSAC committee had serious
·
.conflicts of interest ·
With no-science-based proposals to justify a menthol bari at a federal level, we believe
it to be no different at a local level.

Finalfy, the proposed legislation will not work.
Prohibiting the sales of menthol cigarettes in San Francisco will simply push the
existing demand for these products across the city limits, thus depriving the city and
hardworking retailers of revenue.
At worst, this could open San Francisco up to illicit sales of menthol cigarettes by
criminals, who.have no regard for the law, regulatory compliance or age verification.

Rather than deny adult smokers. the ability to legally purchase menthol cigarettes,
we encourage the authorities to focus on enforcing the newly increased minimum
purchase age restrictions to ensure that no mfoor can access or consume
tobac~o products.
·

we

It is on behalf of our employees, customers and adult consumers that
advocate this
legislation be abandoned and we remain at. your disposal to discuss any aspect of this
letter. We look.forward to being part of the debate around eradiQating yoyth access to
tobacco products in San Franci~co. ··

Bes~ ~eta~~s,~"
·._. .-.. "·
~·:
Mic..

.co·

·: ·: :_ _.·. ._.__.-~<R

.
...
e.Mar · ·
orate Affairs & Communications Manager

]T lntematiorial U.S.A., Inc.
Glenpointe Centre West
.500 Frank W. Burr Blvd. Suite 24
Tsaneck, NJ 07666 l.!.S.A.

2

201 8711210
jti.com
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From:
Sent
To:
Cc:

Subject
Attachments:

Roberts, Kevin <Kevin.Roberts@logicecig.com>
Monday, May 01, 2017 4:26 PM
·Fewer, Sandra (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS)
Major, Erica (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Concerning Opposition to Proposed Ordinance which seeks to ban flavored e-cigarettes
·
5 117 File 170441 Logic Opposition.pdf

Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee:
On behalf of Logic Technology Development, LLC, a New Jersey-based company and the third largest supplier of vapor
products/electro~ic cigarettes in the country, please find attached correspondence detailing our opposition to File
#170441, a proposed ordinance that seeks to ban the sale of flavored electronic cigarettes in San Francisco.
We would be pleased to meet or speak with you and/or an appropriate member of your staff(s), or any member or staff
membe~ of the Life Enrichment Committee, to provide further information at any stage on this important policy
issue. Thank you in advance for your consideration.
Best,
Kevin
Kevin Roberts
Director, Regulatory Affairs ~nd Co_mmunications
Logic Technology Development, ll.C
Kevin.Roberts@logicecig.com
Office: 609-525-4420
Mobile: 609-423-3406

1

. I

May 1, 2017

VIA FAX: & ELECTRONIC MAIL.
Members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors Public·Safety and Neighborhood Services
Committee:
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer, District 1
Supervisor Hillary Ronen, District 9
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy, District 8

Re: File# 170441; Proposed· Ordinance ban,ning ~e sale of flavored electronic· cigarettes
Honorable SuperVisors,
Logic Technology Development, LLC, headquartered in Princeton, New Jersey, is the
third largest supplier of electronic cigarettes in the USA
On behalf of our employees, custon:ier5, retailers and .consumers, I am writing to state
our opposition to the proposed legislation, File #170441, an ordinance that would ban the sale
of flavored ·electronic cigarettes throughout the Cify of San Francisco.
1,.ogic ta'kes·the issue of youth access seriously and believe5, unequivocally, that
minors under the legal purchase age ~hould not have access to tobacco products or
electronic cigarettes, irrespective of the flavor they are offered in. We support
enforcement efforts and. participate in efforts. to bolster retail age of sale compliance training and
educational resources as a member of the WeCard Manufacturer Advisory Council.
With respect to the proposed ban on flavored electronic cigarettes and other tobacco
products, banning flavored electronic cigarettes will not achieve the policy objectives envisioned
in the ordinance. Instead; these products will continue to be available for leaal purchase outside
city limits and on the internet. Ultimately this will only hurt San Francisco's small businesses,
deprive adult smokers of alternatives to the known harms. of combustible cigarettes, and subject
consumers to.the potential harm of an expanded underground.and unregulated sales channel.

By forcibly. removing these products from the shelves of responsible retailers, who act as
a barrier to prevent underage sales, the bill will also pqt.entially widen the access of minor's to
these products via illicit ch~nnels.
LOGIC
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Flavored electronic cigarette products h~ve been developed to meet the preferences
and demands· of adult smokers who have decided to purchas.e these produtj:s as an alternative
to combustible cigarettes. These adult smokers do not necessarily want an electronic cigarette
that taste?.identical fo the products from which they are potentially trying to transition away.,
especially when it is inherently difficult to exactly replicate the flavor of ·a combustible cigarette in
an electronic form_
This proposal "'(ould result in greater limitations of choice for adult consumers and
undercut an emerging product that has been recognized among recent authoritative opinions
which say fr!at the use of e-cigarettes is likely to be less hannful to health than smoking.

A ban on flavored electronic cigarettes is not science based. This point is clearly
illustrated by the fact that a ban runs counter to the approach that the FDA has set out in its own
Deeming Rule that establishes .Federal regulation over the electronic cigarette category. In that
rule, the Agency. acknowledged the· lack of definitive data on flavored products and has instead
adopted a "balanced» approach until the scien~ is understood on the use of flavored products
by adult smokers transitloriing away from combusted toba~ use.
From Page 154 of the FDA's final Deeming Rule:
Over time; FDA expects to see a.r)r;I/J!o.naf data on the roie of certain flavored products in
sl,Jpporting reduction in or abstinence frot7J the· use of combusted products, as well as
further data on the role of flavored products in youth initiation, use, and dual use. Such
data will help inform FDA's regulation of, and product standards for, these and other
tobacco products.
The final rule publif'!hed by the FDA acts accordingly, allowing flavored products to exist
and to be evaluated in the context of the Agency's mandatory product review pathways for all
newly reg.ulated e-cigarette products wishing to remain on the market.
..From Page 308 of the FDA's final Deeming Rule (emphasis addec;!):
ff a(J,ditional evidence· emerges that flavored {Electronic N;cotine Delivery Systems
(ENDS)] make it more likely· that smokers switch completely to ENDS, such evidence
submitted as part of a PMTA would help support that application, as.part of the analysis
of whether the marketing of the product is appropriate fortheprotection of public health.
Further, new data shows continued growth in youth. and young adult usage of flavored
tobacco products. Fb.A.has.balancedthose. .ooncems With pretlmiharv daf.a =show/h'q..that
sbrtie:adiifts:mat·fiotetftra1/y use·tffali'Oretl:'ENDS to transition from combusted foba'cco
'use when developing the compliance poficVfor premarket review..

'LOGIC
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. We urge you to abandon the current proposal that is not rooted in science or evidence,
and to follow the FDA's lead in allowing the science and scientific consensus to develop on this
subject, rather than act in haste with an arbitrary ban that lacks scientific justification.
In summary, it is clear that arbitrary restrictions on flavored electronic cigarettes, such as
those co_nt~mplated by the proposed ordinance:
•
~

•
•

·•

•

Do not appear to be based on sound or complete s~ience;
Run counter to the FDA's own. "balanced" approach in its treatm.ent of flavored products,
as it awaits further scientific review and data to becoine available;
Ignore the clear demand that exists among adult .smokers for these products;
Will push demand for flavored products to Where they are available, including
underground suppliers in San Francisco, via the internet, and out-of-city jurisdictions
where they will continue to remain legal;
Will undoubtedly lead to an increase in unregulated and underground sales of these
products, a reality that threatens to expose consumers to the far greater risk of acquiring
products not held to product quality and safety standards; and,
Will potentially push adult consumers from vapor products and electronic cigarettes back
to the known harms of combustible toba.cco product use.

The regulation of electronic cigarettes should primarily aim to keep products out of the
hand.s of minors. Given that a minimum legal purchase age has been enacted for' all ecigarettes, irrespective of flavor, we believe that it would be more appropriate and effective, at
this time, for the City's leaders to ensure that these age restrictions are robustly enforced, ·
including on the internet, rather than prohibiting flavored products.
We look forward to continued participation in 'this debate and would ask that the points
we raise be taken into full consideration. We remain at your disposal to meet with you or your
staff, or to provide further information at any stage.

Head of Corporate Affairs

cc: Erica Major, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Commit.tee Clerk
LOGIC
600 College Road East #1100
· Princeton, NJ 08540 ·
609-525-4420
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BOARDofSUPERVISORS

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
'IDD/ITY No •. 554-5227

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Youth Commission

· FROryl:

Victor Young, Assistant Committee Clerk

DATE:

May 11, 2017

SUBJECT:

REFERRAL FROM BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

The Board of Supervisors has received the following, which at the request of the Youth
Commission is being referred as per Charter Section. 4.124 for comment and
recommendation. The Commission may provide any response it deems appropriate
within 12 days from the date of this referral.
File: 170441
Ordinance amending the Health Code to prohibit tobacco retailers from selling
flavored toba.cco products, including menthol cigarettes.
Please return this cover sheet with the Commission's .response to Erica Major,
Assistant Committee Clerk, Public Safety and Neighborhood Services.

*******-*************************************"'*******:k*****"***********************************-*****
RESPONSE FROM YOUTH COMMISSION

Date:---------

No Comment.
Recommendation Attached
Chairperson, Youth Commission

~-5-------------------·

.·:

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDDffTY No. 554-5227

BOARDofSUPERVISORS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Regina Dick-Endnzzi, Director
Small Business Commission, City Hall, Room 448

FROM:

Erica Major, Assistant Clerk, Public Safefy and Neighborhood Services
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

April 24, 2017

SUBJECT:

REFERRAL FROM BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee

The Board of Supervisors' Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee has
received the following legislation, which is being referred to the Small Business
Commission for comment and recommendation. The Commission may provide any
response it deems appropr_iate within 12 days from the date of this referral.
File No. 170441
Ordinance amending the Health Code to prohibit tobacco retailers from
selling flavored tobacco products, including menthol cigarettes.
Please return this cover sheet with the Commission's response to me at the Board of
Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 DL Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA
94102.
'

RESPONSE FROM SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION - D a t e : - - - - - - No Comment
Recommendation Attached
Chairperson, SmaU Business Commission

c:

Menaka Mahajan, Small Business Commission
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City Hall

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
. Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

MEMORANDUM
.TO:

Myong Leigh, Interim Superintendent, San Francisco Unified School
District
Barbara A. Garcia, Director, Department of Public Health
Mark Morewitz, Commission Secretary, Health Commission

FROM:

Erica Major, Assistant Clerk, Public. Safety and Neighborhood Services
Committe~, B~ard of Supervisors

DATE:

. April 24, 2017

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED

The Board of Supervisors' Public Safety and Neighborhood Services Committee has
received the.following proposed le·gislatiqn, introduced by Supervisor Cohen on April 18,
2017:
File No. 170441

.

'

· Ordinance amending the Health Code to prohibit tobacco retailers· from
selling flavored tobacco·products, including menthol cigarettes.
If you have any additional comments or reports to be included with the file, please
forward them to me at the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B.
Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.

c:

Viva Mogi, San Francisco Unified School District
Esther Casco, San Francisco Unified School District
Danielle Houck; San Francisco Unified School District
Greg Wagner, Department Public Health
Colleen Chawla, Department of Public Health

at

····•····-·-·-· ----52~7,__. ------·-·-··· ··-· ..

Introduction Form
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

~fii7~PR!8
d"

(gj

1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion, or Charter .Amendment)

D

2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.

D

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee.

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

o·

5. City Attorney request.

D

6. Call File No.

D

7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion).

D

8. Substitute Legislation File No. -,,__ _ _ _ _~

0

9. Reactivate File No .

0

PH2=l,7

Times1amp
or meeting date

inquires"
'--------~~--------'

from Committee.

. _ I_ _ _ _ _

~

10. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on
~---------~-----'

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
·(gj Small Business Cominission
Jg] Youth Commission
D Ethics Commission

D

D Building Inspection Commission

Planning Commission

. Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s):
lcohen; Safai; Breed; Farrell; Sheehy; Tang
Subject:
Ordinance amending the Heal~ Code to prohibit tobacco retailers from selling flavored tobacco products, including
menthol cigarettes
The text is listed below or attached:

~IAtta_@_e~~~~~-,-~~-~·-+-r---H--1~~~---JI.
Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor:

.__,1_~_.·~'----=--"'-------------------

For Clerkrs Use Only:
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